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Integration of Public Health with 
Adaptation to Climate Change
Lessons learned and new directions

The long lifetime of the anthropogenic greenhouse gases in the atmosphere and the
inherent inertia in the climate system imply that global climate change will continue for
decades after effective implementation of mitigation measures. Overall, the negative
health impacts of global climate change are anticipated to significantly outweigh posi-
tive impacts. One challenge is to find effective ways to reduce the potential future
impacts of climate change in the context of other pressing needs. This process can be
informed by an examination of the history of public health interventions, as well as by
evaluation of the current capacity to cope with the adverse consequences of climate
variability and change. Public health has more than 150 years of experience in 
implementing policies and measures to increase human well-being. Case studies in pub-
lic health are explored to identify what modification to public health systems will be
necessary to enhance their capacity to adapt to climate variability and change, and
what public health has learned about the process of developing and implementing
effective intervention policies and measures. These lessons are of interest to climate
adaptation specialists in developed and developing countries.
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Preface

The health of a population is an integrating measure of all factors affecting society.
Globally, the challenges to maintaining population health are daunting. Billions of
people, particularly in developing countries, lack adequate nutrition, access to clean
water and a viable public health system. Many of these countries face the additional
challenges of diseases such as HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis and malaria, which consume eco-
nomic and human capital resources. The worldwide burden of disease is large, with
significant negative impacts on the quality of life, including economic productivity. It
will be a continuing task to overcome these obstacles. Climate change is an additional
challenge that could work for or against efforts to control climate-sensitive diseases.

In one sense, adaptation to climate change is not new—climate has always been
changing. The record of prehistoric human life is a record of adaptation to a more slowly
changing climate via accommodation or migration. Partly as a result of this evolution,
human beings have a wide biological tolerance for climate and have considerable
capacity to “acclimatize”. There is a need to adapt more quickly to climate change
because anthropogenic forcing is leading to rapid change. The new challenge is to
develop and deploy a capacity for more rapid social and technological adaptation1,
and to ensure that this capacity is universally and equitably distributed in the face of
global environmental change. The history of adaptation offers limited lessons for the
challenges we face because some of the adaptations used by primarily hunter/gather
societies are not available to today’s societies with higher population density and fixed
infrastructure. In this sense, adaptation to climate change is new in the conscious,
planned, anticipatory approach being proposed by the climate community.

The promotion of adaptation is important to both the public health and climate
change communities. The global community of public health scholars and practition-
ers is being challenged to take into account the added threats from climate change. At
the same time, the climate change community is attempting to come to terms with the
fact that anthropogenic forcing of climate change cannot be sufficiently reduced at a
rate fast enough to prevent significant impacts in the near and medium term. How
severe the impacts will be depends to a significant degree on the capacity to adapt and
its effective deployment. The box describes assumptions about adaptation that under-
lie the themes in this book.

1 Although the term “adaptation” is not in common use in public health, many public health protection
and promotion activities are analogous to activities that are labeled as adaptation by the climate change
and development communities.



xviii Preface

The principal purpose of this book is to contribute to the evolving dialogue between
the climate change and public health communities over adaptation. Accordingly, two
lines of questioning were set out for discussion in the following chapters.

1 How can public health practitioners and policy makers take climate variability
and change into account in strategies, policies and measures to reduce the poten-
tial added burden of disease? Strategies for adapting to climate change might
necessitate a diverse range of modifications to public health systems. These changes
can be thought of in three categories.
– Lessons learned but forgotten or not applied. Lessons learned in one part of the

world may be applicable to other public health systems, or historical lessons
may be informative for current and future issues. For instance, the re-emergence
of a number of diseases has resulted from no longer aggressively pursuing once-
successful vector control programs, demonstrating the importance of main-
taining institutional capacity and vigilance. Knowledge gleaned from experience
must be coupled with political and institutional will if change is to be wide-
spread or lasting.

– Win/win or no-regrets strategies. These might include improvements partially
motivated by climate that could enhance efficiency or advance sustainable
development goals, and thus render public health systems more capable of con-
fronting challenges.

– Changes that confront new risks posed by climate change. Public health sys-
tems in the future could face novel threats, such as a change in the spatial range
of a disease or the introduction of a new disease, which would require deliber-
ate and planned adaptation. In some instances, climate change might demand
innovative and/or large-scale modifications to existing approaches.

Assumptions about adaptation

1 A primary assumption is that adaptation matters, that informed responses to rapid
climate change will increase in importance to policymakers and the public, as evi-
dence regarding unacceptable impacts continues to accumulate. Adaptation, in this
context, signals the possibility of desirable, timely courses of action in the face of
such impacts.

2 Adaptation should focus on pragmatic strategies, policies and measures that aim
to prevent possible adverse impacts and to take advantage of opportunities that
arise. This shifts the question from whether impacts from climate change will occur
in the near term, and whether some portion will be unacceptable, to the hows of
achieving some control over the more dire consequences expected.

3 Strategies, policies and measures are needed to adapt to the increased uncer-
tainty that climate change is bringing.The climate change issue is characterized by
a high level of confidence that climate is going to change (indeed, is already
changing), but high uncertainty about the rate of change and the actual changes
that will occur in specific places. In other words, there is good global sense but a
poor local sense. Adaptation to uncertainty will be needed as much as to climate
change itself. Individuals, communities and nations will need to decide how much
risk they are willing to accept under particular conditions of uncertainty.
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2 What lessons can be drawn from the long history of public health managing exter-
nal environmental and other threats that can be applied to adaptation to climate
variability and change? Public health has more than 150 years of experience in
trying to increase human well-being in the face of significant challenges. Some of
this experience may be of interest in the context of adaptation to climate change.
Public health has been successful in increasing human well-being by lowering the
burden of particular diseases, such as the eradication of smallpox, vaccinations
for many major infectious diseases, etc. The long history of public health allows
the exploration of how interventions have played out over time.

These questions form the theme that runs throughout the book. The first chapters
introduce the basic concepts. The subsequent chapters focus on case studies in public
health that may have relevance to adaptation to climate change. The final chapters
turn to the policy implications for adaptation to climate change.





Foreword

I welcome this timely analysis of adaptive response to climate change in the human
health sector. Without adaptation, a wide range of health impacts can be expected
with the projected changes in temperature and precipitation, including deaths, dis-
eases, and injuries caused by changes in the distribution of disease vectors and possi-
ble increases in extreme weather events such as droughts and cyclones. These impacts
will be in addition to the acute and growing health problems faced by a large part of
the human population, especially among the poor. According to the United Nations
Development Programme’s Human Development Report 2003, 10 million children die
every year of preventable illnesses. Around the world 42 million people are afflicted
with HIV/AIDS, the overwhelming majority of whom (39 million) live in developing
countries. Tuberculosis kills up to 2 million people annually, and some 1 million children
die of malaria every year. More than 1 billion people in developing countries lack access
to safe water and 2.4 billion people lack access to improved sanitation. The current
situation is intolerable and is likely to become worse as several regions of the world
suffer from the growing impacts of climate change. For example, increased drought
and floods would only increase the extent and incidence of diseases from inadequate
and unsafe drinking water as well as lack of proper sanitation. Climate change is,
therefore, a major reason for concern in the context of attendant adverse health
impacts for a large part of the world’s population.

The long lifetime of the anthropogenic greenhouse gases currently in the atmos-
phere and the inherent inertia in the climate system mean that global climate will con-
tinue to change for decades or even centuries to come, even with effective implementation
of mitigation measures. Thus, adaptation is crucial for reducing the potential negative
impacts of climate change. Countries, regions, communities, and individuals will have
to adapt if there is to be any hope of reducing the global burden of disease.

If public policy and action are to successfully ameliorate adverse health conditions
imposed by climate change, then we have to not only create the necessary infrastructure
for successful efforts, but also directly involve communities who have considerable expe-
rience in adaptation to past natural changes. There needs to be regular and intensive
interaction between policy-makers and communities at the grassroots level.

There is little literature on the sharing of lessons between the public health and cli-
mate adaptation communities. This book contributes to that dialogue by facilitating
an exchange of lessons learned and potentially inspiring new approaches for con-
fronting the impacts of climate change. Furthermore, this discourse points a way
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toward a stronger collaborative engagement among all the sectors concerned with
adaptation to climate change.

R.K. Pachauri, Ph.D.
Chair, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
Director, The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI)



1 Adaptation to climate variability and
change from a public health perspective

Kristie L. Ebi, Joel B. Smith, Ian Burton, and 
Samuel Hitz

ABSTRACT: Lessons learned from more than 150 years of public health research and
intervention can provide insights to guide public health professionals and institutions as
they design specific strategies, policies, and measures to reduce potential negative
impacts and exploit potential opportunities of climate variability and change. In many
cases, continuing and augmenting established interventions may be the most effective
approach to reducing vulnerability and increasing adaptive capacity. Interventions often
will be specific to particular health outcomes. For some cases, new strategies, policies,
and measures will be needed. This chapter provides an overview of some basic princi-
ples of public health, and then discusses some lessons learned in the practice of public
health that may have relevance for other sectors as they design approaches to reduce
vulnerability to climate change.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Earth’s climate has been warming since the middle of the 19th century. Although
the warming before the middle of the 20th century was most likely not the result of
human causes, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) recently con-
cluded that most of the warming since 1950 is the result of anthropogenic emissions
of greenhouse gases [1]. Furthermore, the IPCC concluded that global average tem-
peratures are likely to rise by 1.4 to 5.8°C between 1990 and 2100 [1]. This projected
rate of warming is much larger than the changes observed during the 20th century
and, if it occurs, will be without precedent during at least the last 10,000 years.
Global climate change will not be spatially uniform, and is expected to include
changes in the hydrologic cycle and changes in extreme events.

One of the main concerns about climate variability and change is how they may
alter human risks. Figure 1.1 summarizes some possible health consequences of 
climate change [2]. While there clearly will be deleterious effects, there may also be
some beneficial impacts. For example, although higher average temperatures will
most likely result in more extreme high temperatures, which can increase heat stress,
warmer winters may reduce deaths associated with cold temperatures. In addition,
there is the possibility that climate change will enable new health risks to be intro-
duced, most likely in the form of emerging or re-emerging diseases.

The vulnerability of a particular population to climate change-induced impacts will
depend on the degree to which individuals and systems are susceptible to, or unable



to cope with, the adverse effects of climate change as well as variability and extremes
[3]. Vulnerability is a function of the following:

• The exposure to the weather or climate-related hazard (includes the character,
magnitude, and rate of climate variation, e.g., increase in extreme heat).

• The extent to which health, or the natural or social systems on which health out-
comes depend, is sensitive to changes in weather and climate – the exposure-
response relationship.

• The adaptation measures and actions in place to reduce the burden of a particu-
lar adverse health outcome (e.g., the penetration of air conditioning within an
urban area will help to reduce the impacts of heat extremes). The effectiveness of
these interventions partially determines the exposure-response relationship.

Populations, subgroups, and systems that cannot or will not adapt are more vulnera-
ble, as are those who are more susceptible to weather and climate changes. Understanding
a population’s capacity to adapt to new climate conditions is crucial to the realistic
assessment of the potential health and other impacts of climate change [4]. In general,
the vulnerability of a population to a health risk depends on the level of material
resources, effectiveness of governance and civil institutions, quality of public health
infrastructure, access to relevant local information on extreme weather threats, and
existing burden of disease [5]. These factors are not uniform across a region or nation;
rather, there are geographic, demographic, and socioeconomic differences.

Working Group II of the IPCC [6] concluded in their Third Assessment Report that:

advances have been made since previous IPCC assessments in the detection of
change in biotic and physical systems, and steps have been taken to improve the
understanding of adaptive capacity, vulnerability to climate extremes, and other
critical impact-related issues. These advances indicate a need for initiatives to
begin designing adaptation strategies and building adaptive capacities.

2 Integration of public health with adaptation to climate change

Figure 1.1 Potential health effects of climate variability and change (adapted from Ref. 2)



Public health professionals and institutions should be involved in designing and
implementing these initiatives, because the underlying goal of the strategies proposed
is to protect and enhance human well-being.

Adaptive capacity is a theoretical construct that describes the general ability of
institutions, systems, and individuals to adjust to potential damages, to take advan-
tage of opportunities, or to cope with the consequences [3]. Adaptive capacity encom-
passes coping capacity (what could be implemented now to minimize potential
damages due to climate variability and change) and the strategies, policies, and mea-
sures that have the potential to expand future coping capacity. Specific adaptation
actions arise from the coping capacity of a community, nation, or region. The rela-
tionships between vulnerability and adaptation are shown in Fig. 1.2. The primary
goal of building adaptive capacity is to reduce future vulnerability to climate variabil-
ity and change. Similarly, the goals of public health are to reduce population 
vulnerability to adverse conditions and exposures. Specifically, public health aims to
reduce the amount of current and future avoidable disease, premature death, and disease-
related discomfort and disability in a population.

Lessons learned from more than 150 years of public health research and interven-
tion can provide insights to guide the design and implementation of effective and effi-
cient strategies, policies, and measures to reduce the potential negative impacts and
exploit the opportunities of climate variability and change. In addition, lessons from
public health may be applicable to other sectors that will be affected by climate
change. This chapter first provides an overview of public health, and then discusses
some lessons learned in the public health sector that may have relevance within pub-
lic health and for other sectors as they design approaches to reduce vulnerability to
climate variability and change.

2. OVERVIEW OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Public health is the science and art of preventing disease, prolonging life, and promoting
health through the organized efforts of society [7]. “It is the combination of sciences, skills,
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Figure 1.2 Public health framework for vulnerability and adaptation
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and beliefs that is directed to the maintenance and improvement of the health of all peo-
ple through collective or social actions. The programs, services, and institutions involved
emphasize the prevention of disease and the health needs of the population as a whole.
Public health activities change with changing technology and social values, but the goals
remain the same: to reduce the amount of disease, premature death, and disease-produced
discomfort and disability in the population. Public health is thus a social institution, a dis-
cipline, and a practice” [8]. This definition highlights the different conceptualizations of
public health: one is the institutions involved, such as the World Health Organization and
the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; and the other includes the profession-
als who study causes of disease and interventions to improve population health.

2.1 Guiding principles

The practice of public health is guided by four ethical principles [9]: respect for auton-
omy, nonmaleficence, justice, and beneficence. Respect for autonomy suggests a con-
cern for human dignity and freedom, and the rights of individuals to make choices
and decisions for themselves rather than having others decide for them. Non-
maleficence is the principle of not intentionally harming, derived from the ancient
medical maxim: first, do no harm. Justice in this sense means social justice – fairness,
equity, and impartiality. Beneficence is the principle of doing good, and is the dominant
ethical principle of public health. Public health practitioners and institutions believe in
providing benefits, and they have an impressive record of doing so.

Public health is frequently faced with situations where it is not possible to uphold
these principles simultaneously. One example is quarantine to control the spread of
specific communicable diseases (respect for autonomy and justice versus beneficence).
In general, the need to protect society is a higher imperative in public health than are
the rights of an individual. Public health practitioners believe that as long as the com-
munity perspective and the pursuit of common good remain in force, actions can
occasionally be taken that limit individual autonomy or infringe on justice.

2.2 Prevention is a multitiered approach

Measures to reduce disease and save lives are categorized as primary, secondary, or ter-
tiary prevention. Primary prevention is the “protection of health by personal and com-
munity wide efforts” [8]. It aims to prevent the onset of disease in an otherwise
unaffected population (e.g., supply of bed nets to all members of a population at risk of
exposure to malaria). When primary prevention is not feasible, secondary prevention
includes “measures available to individuals and populations for the early detection and
prompt and effective intervention to correct departures from good health” [8]. It focuses
on preventive actions taken in response to early evidence of health impacts (e.g.,
strengthening disease surveillance and responding adequately to disease outbreaks such
as the West Nile virus outbreak in the United States). As discussed in Chapter 10, sur-
veillance is necessary to gather early evidence of adverse health impacts. Finally, tertiary
prevention “consists of the measures available to reduce or eliminate long-term impair-
ments and disabilities, minimize suffering caused by existing departures from good
health, and to promote the patient’s adjustment to irremediable conditions” [8]. These
measures include health care actions taken to lessen the morbidity or mortality caused
by the disease (e.g., improved diagnosis and treatment of cases of malaria).
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For many adverse health outcomes, secondary and tertiary prevention is generally
less effective and more expensive than primary prevention. The same may be true for
some interventions to reduce the impacts of climate variability and change.
Encouraging primary prevention actions is appropriate when specific impacts can be
anticipated with a comfortable degree of uncertainty. For example, measures to limit
new construction in a susceptible coastal zone might be undertaken when projections
suggest that future sea level rise could pose a problem. If these measures are not
undertaken in advance of sea level rise, then secondary and tertiary prevention mea-
sures are likely to have more adverse consequences for human well-being. Secondary
prevention could include the selective abandonment of infrastructure and retreat from
the coastal zone after adverse impacts of sea level rise are experienced. Tertiary pre-
vention would be responses to reduce injuries and deaths in the event of a disaster.

2.3 Individual- versus population-based approaches

There are individual- and population-based approaches to prevention. In the first
approach, public health entities seek to identify high-risk individuals and to offer them
some individual protection (e.g., identify individuals more likely to suffer from heat
stroke and give them access to air conditioning). The purpose of identifying susceptible
individuals is to detect and treat those who are at risk, some of whom may not be
aware that they are at risk. Basically, the aim of this approach is to truncate the risk dis-
tribution. Advantages of this approach include that the intervention is appropriate to
the individual, there is greater motivation, it is a cost-effective use of resources, and
there is a favorable ratio of benefit to risk [10]. Disadvantages include the difficulties
and costs of screening, that treatment does not try to alter the underlying causes of the
disease and so is palliative and temporary, and the limited long-term potential for indi-
viduals and populations. This approach has limited potential for individuals because
most individuals with risk factors will remain well, at least for some years.

The population strategy seeks to control the determinants of incidence in the pop-
ulation (e.g., understanding why some populations experience more heat stroke than
others to plan effective interventions). It aims to lower the mean level of risk factors
and to shift the whole distribution of exposure in a favorable direction [10].
Advantages include the large potential for the population and that the measures
undertaken are behaviorally appropriate. For example, lowering the blood pressure
distribution by 10% would correspond to about a 30% reduction in total attributa-
ble mortality [11]. Disadvantages include the small benefit for each individual (many
of whom will not go on to develop disease), poor motivation, and a poor ratio of ben-
efit to risk. With a mass intervention, each individual has only a small expectation of
benefit, and this small benefit can easily be outweighed by a small risk.

The choice of whether to take an individual or a population approach depends on
the situation. If information is available on the individuals who are vulnerable and a
cost-effective control measure is available, then the individual risk approach may be
most effective.

Public health recognizes that health benefits to populations differ from health ben-
efits to individuals. Rose identified the preventive paradox as a preventive measure
that brings much benefit to the population but offers little to each participating indi-
vidual [10], but because populations are made up of individuals, how can one benefit
a population without benefiting the individuals who comprise it? The answer is that
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public health measures reduce the incidence and mortality rates of many diseases
within populations. These savings are of real lives and real disease, but the savings
cannot be linked to specific persons. Improvements in the health of populations often
result in disappointingly small improvements to the health of any given individual. In
most instances, the health of an individual next year is not likely to be much better or
worse if they accept or reject prevention advice.

Anticipatory adaptations to climate change may have similar tensions between indi-
vidual and population level approaches, with similar advantages and disadvantages. An
anticipatory measure such as spending public funds to subsidize air-conditioning units
in public buildings in a city may impose costs on those who ultimately do not benefit
individually (through increased taxes or reduced availability of public funding for
other needed measures), but the expectation is that society will benefit through
reduced morbidity and mortality during periods of extreme temperatures.

2.4 Prerequisites for public health action

To solve any public health problem, the following must be present [12]:

• an awareness that a problem exists,
• an understanding of the causes,
• a sense that the problem matters,
• the capability to influence, and
• the political will to deal with the problem.

These prerequisites for action are similar to the determinants of adaptive capacity
(discussed in Chapter 2) [13]. Much of the literature on adaptive capacity focuses on the
capability to control. Effective control requires the commitment to deploy economic
resources, engage institutions, develop technology, and develop information and skills.

3. LESSONS LEARNED FROM PUBLIC HEALTH

Climate change will have impacts over a variety of spatial and temporal scales. Public
health professionals have a wealth of experience in responding to both gradual long-term
changes (disease rates changing over decades) and stimuli with severe consequences across
short time scales (disease outbreaks). In addition, some intervention programs have been
in place for decades. As such, public health offers a wealth of case studies that illustrate
how a particular system responded to specific stress, whether on a small or large scale.
Numerous examples exist of the efficacy and effectiveness of adaptation (prevention)
measures, as do examples that demonstrate limits to the resilience of public health systems.
We chose the following 10 lessons because they are relevant when considering approaches
to decrease the vulnerability and increase the adaptive capacity of individuals and com-
munities to climate variability and change. Understanding how these lessons were learned
and their consequences can provide guidance when designing and implementing strategies,
policies, and measures to address the potential impacts of climate variability and change.

3.1 Populations are greater than the sum of individuals

Vaccination is a clear example of a situation in which populations are greater than the
sum of individuals. In the course of learning why epidemics often end before all 
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susceptible individuals become diseased and the role that vaccination could play,
researchers discovered that the risk for one individual was not independent of the risk
for other individuals, it was contingent on the risk of others. Before this understand-
ing, it was not understood that all individuals in a population do not need to be
immunized to protect everyone in the population. This concept, referred to as “herd
immunity”, is the basis for immunization programs, which have been one of the core
successes of public health over the last century. As long as a sufficient proportion of sus-
ceptible individuals (generally children) are immunized against a disease, then protec-
tion against the disease will be conferred to everyone in the population. The percentage
of the population that must be immunized depends on the agent, its transmission
characteristics, the vulnerability of the population, and environmental factors [14].
For example, to confer 100% protection, a greater proportion of children need to be
vaccinated against measles, which is highly infectious, than against mumps, which is
less so. A higher proportion of children in a crowded urban area will need to be vac-
cinated than in a rural area. There also are differences between countries. On average,
to achieve 100% protection against measles, vaccination coverage needs to be about
95% in the United Kingdom versus about 99% in India [15]. Knowledge of such dif-
ferences is needed for each vaccine-preventable disease to determine the institutional
infrastructure requirements to administer vaccination programs.

The aim of vaccination programs is to stop disease from spreading through a com-
munity. The reproduction rate (R) is the average number of new infections generated
by each case of disease; it is a function of the biologic mechanism of transmission and
the rate of contact or interaction between members of the host population. If R is less
than 1, then the disease will eventually die out, because there will not be enough indi-
viduals susceptible to the disease for the disease to spread. Table 1.1 summarizes the
average number of new infections generated by each case of disease (R) and the min-
imum proportion of the population to be immunized for elimination of infection. An
R of 12–18 for measles means that each new measles case is expected to generate
about 12–18 additional cases in a susceptible population. The minimum proportion
of the population to be immunized represents a form of threshold that, if exceeded,
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Table 1.1 Approximate basic reproduction rates in developed
countries and implied herd immunity thresholds for common
diseases potentially preventable by vaccination

Infection Reproduction Herd immunity 
rate thresholda (%)

Diphtheria 6–7 85
Measles 12–18 83–94
Mumps 4–7 75–86
Pertussis 12–17 92–94
Poliob 5–7 80–86
Rubella 6–7 83–85
Smallpox 5–7 80–85

Source: Data from Ref. 14.

Notes
a Herd immunity threshold is defined as the minimum proportion to be

immunized in a population for elimination of infections.
b The distinct properties of different polio vaccines need to be consid-

ered in interpreting the herd immunity thresholds.



will lead to an explosive increase in the incidence of an introduced infection. Public
health measures aim to take advantage of herd immunity by reducing both the pro-
portion of susceptibles and the potential sources of infection below the epidemic
threshold, e.g., to reduce R to less than 1.

A current concern in public health is the degree of vaccine coverage in both devel-
oped and developing countries. Over time, as the proportion of children who are
immunized increases, the number of new cases should drop. However, if children are
not vaccinated, more cases will appear, putting the entire community at risk. For
example, vaccine coverage is often limited in areas of armed conflict, putting large
numbers of children at risk. For example, WHO estimated that 35,000 Afghani chil-
dren die of measles every year; measles is the largest killer of children in a country
where 25% of children do not live to celebrate their fifth birthday [16,17]. In devel-
oped countries, as parents decide not to have their children vaccinated because of per-
ceived risk (or other reasons), more cases will start to appear. In the United Kingdom,
the number of children being immunized for measles, mumps, and rubella has been
reduced by 5% [18]. This reduction is sufficient to allow the reproduction rate to rise,
with the result that a measles epidemic has been predicted [15].

These issues are relevant to climate change because vaccination is apt to be one
adaptation tool to combat the potential spread of vector-borne diseases. For example,
knowledge of the vaccination coverage rates by disease and target population will 
be needed to determine resource requirements of new immunization programs.
Improved infrastructure and methods need to be developed to ensure that vaccine
coverage is maintained in populations over time. Also, new questions may need to be
addressed if the distribution of diseases is influenced by climate change. The more
general lesson for adaptation to climate change is that proven tools and methods will
continue to play a role in adaptation, although they may have to be modified or
applied in new ways.

3.2 Wealth is not the sole determinant of health

Table 1.2 reports the results of an attempt to quantify the relative importance of key
determinants of mortality reductions from 1960 to 1990 for 115 countries [19]. It is
based on a statistical assessment of how the relationship between various health 
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Table 1.2 Sources of mortality reduction, 1960–1990a

Reduction Percentage contribution of gains in

Income Educational level of Generations and
adult females utilization of new

knowledge

Under-5 mortality rate 17 38 45
Female adult mortality rate 20 41 39
Male adult mortality rate 25 27 49
Female life expectancy at birth 19 32 49
Male life expectancy at birth 20 30 50
Total fertility rate 12 58 29

Note
a Results are based on analysis of data from 115 low and middle income countries in Ref. 19.



indicators and both income levels and average education levels of adult females
changed over time. The study looked at improvements in health by the following three
factors: increases in average income levels, improvements in average educational lev-
els, and a favorable shift over time in the underlying curve. This favorable shift was
ascribed to the generation and application of new knowledge. All three factors can
affect health through a variety of mechanisms. Better understanding is needed of the
roles these factors play, and how these factors can be modified to reduce vulnerability
to climate variability and change.

In addition, a growing body of literature suggests that populations living in areas
with unequal income distributions have higher mortality rates than do populations 
in more homogeneous areas, irrespective of the income level [20–22]. In the United
States, mortality is more strongly correlated with various measures of how income is
shared within a state than it is with mean or median state income [21]. US metropol-
itan areas with greater income inequality have significantly higher mortality rates
than do metropolitan areas with more equal income distributions, independent of the
median income of the metropolitan area [20]. These associations are age-specific and
are strongest for working age populations [22]. Recent analyses found no significant
association between income inequality and mortality in Canada at the provincial or
metropolitan area level [22]. This absence of an effect in Canada suggested two pos-
sibilities: that the association between income inequality and mortality is nonlinear,
such that at higher levels of equality there is a diminishing effect on health, or that the
association is not universal but instead depends on social and political characteristics
specific to place. The first possibility suggests that reducing income inequality would
be beneficial for population health. The second suggests that specific policies could be
implemented to buffer the health effects of income inequality. Further understanding
of when income inequality has health consequences and when it does not provides
opportunities to examine the role of various economic and social policies in modify-
ing individual experiences in such a way as to influence patterns of health and disease.

Additional research on the neighborhood social environment has shown that the
characteristics of where a person lives, such as living in a disadvantaged area, are
health risk factors independent of lifestyle and socioeconomic differences [23,24].
These results suggest that disease prevention strategies may need to combine person-
centered approaches with approaches aimed at changing residential environments.

Altogether, these results suggest that assuming that increasing wealth alone will
reduce vulnerability to climate variability and change is overly simple. Similarly, it is
not reasonable to assume that wealth is the only determinant of adaptive capacity.
Adger showed that income gaps might increase vulnerability to climate change [25].
Regardless of their income level, individuals may be unable to diversify livelihood
strategies, and consequently reduce vulnerability to natural hazards, if the productive
resources of a society are concentrated in the hands of a few. Further research is
needed to clarify in what instances this relationship holds and how other determinants
interact with wealth.

3.3 High risk groups may not bear most of the risk

When considering the burden of exposure to a risk factor, epidemiologists consider
not only the relative risk associated with the factor but also the population attributa-
ble risk, defined as the incidence of a disease in a population that is associated with
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(attributable to) exposure to the risk factor [8]. The population attributable risk
depends on the number of persons exposed, the total size of the population, and the
incidence rates in the exposed, unexposed, and total population. It is often expressed
as a percentage. A large relative risk between an exposure and disease does not always
translate into a large burden of disease. For example, a woman with a mother and 
sister who both had breast cancer is at a 3.6 to 14-fold increased risk of developing
breast cancer herself, but this “exposure” is rare with a population prevalence of
0.063% [26]. This can be compared with a relative risk of breast cancer of 1.7 for
having a first child over the age of 30; this “exposure” has a prevalence of 23%. The
latter results in more cases of breast cancer.

The relevance for climate change is in ensuring that information is available on
both those groups with the highest relative risk and those groups from which most 
of the cases of disease arise. For instance, concern about heat-related mortality focuses
on cities in more temperate latitudes because their populations are not physiologically
adapted to high temperatures and presumably have the highest relative risks. Indeed,
the elderly in inner cities comprise two-thirds of excess mortality in US cities during
heat waves [27]. Little information is available on heat-related mortality in megacities
of developing countries; although their mortality rates are expected to be lower, the
number of people exposed may mean that more deaths occur.

3.4 Human behavior is difficult to predict; changing behaviors 
can be difficult

Human behavior is difficult to predict – otherwise, economic projections, intervention
programs, advertising campaigns, and many other programs would be more success-
ful. There is a rich literature on trying to understand and predict human health behav-
ior, with considerable opportunity for improved understanding.

The limited capability to predict how individuals will react is one of the difficulties
in trying to project future vulnerability because vulnerability is partially a function of
autonomous adaptation. If affected individuals understand that climate change is
occurring and react appropriately, adverse impacts may be substantially reduced [28].
It is difficult to predict which behaviors people will readily change in response to a
changing climate and which may prove to be intractable.

3.5 It is important to develop quantitative indices of health

Composite indices of health status aid decision-makers in the allocation of resources
among competing health outcomes. Such indices need to weigh different types of
health outcomes such as mortality reduction or disability prevention. If the weighting
is left to the political or bureaucratic process, then there is a high probability that sim-
ilar health outcomes may be weighted inconsistently [29]; this could lead to inappro-
priate allocations of resources. To address this issue, and to provide a comparable
measure of output for intervention, program, and sector evaluation and planning, an
indicator of the burden of disease was developed, called the disability-adjusted life
year (DALYs) [30]. As in other sectors, quantitative indicators of the burden of dis-
ease attributable to climate change can be used to facilitate the allocation of resources
and to guide policy development.
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3.6 When to intervene requires careful consideration

Assuming that the benefits of intervention outweigh the risks, when to intervene
hinges on the question of what is the least amount of information that is needed for
intervention. It is relatively straightforward to reduce exposures to a chemical in the
workplace that is shown to be carcinogenic when readily available alternative chemi-
cals or technologies exist. The answer to when to intervene is far less clear when risks
are lower, when there may be other factors that could account for a reported associa-
tion between exposure and disease, and when clear alternatives are not available. This
may be further complicated when risks change or new risks are introduced. Evidence
of the change in risk may be limited, and delaying intervention until more certainty is
reached may result in many additional cases. Conversely, formulating a response
based on incomplete information may lead to errors being made.

An example that demonstrates these issues is the ongoing question of the potential
adverse health impacts of power-frequency electromagnetic fields (EMF). EMF can be
viewed as an analogue for climate change in that it is a relatively new risk that, even
after years of study, is still not well understood. Over 20 years of research have not
resolved scientific questions about the possible adverse health effects of exposure, and
evaluations of exposure assessment and epidemiologic studies have been hampered
because of the lack of knowledge of what, if any, is the biologically relevant exposure
and the lack of a biological mechanism [31]. Faced with a variety of uncertainties
regarding a potential causal association between exposure to magnetic fields and adverse
health outcomes, a number of researchers have suggested that “prudent avoidance” of
EMF exposure may be justified [32,33]. This sort of no regrets approach, which is
inexpensive, safe, and easy to implement, may be indicated in adaptation to climate
change when information is lacking. In the near future, it may be difficult to differentiate
natural climate variability from longer term changes in the climate system. Therefore,
the adoption of no regrets policies aimed at adapting to or coping with climate vari-
ability is the appropriate course of action. In addition to adaptation strategies, policies,
and measures, mitigation of greenhouse gases is needed to address longer term climate
change concerns.

3.7 Intervention is a process, with success varying spatially 
and temporally; vigilance is required

There is increasing concern over emerging and re-emerging diseases. Climate change
may facilitate the introduction of new diseases and increase or decrease the potential
for outbreaks of diseases that the public health system has previously controlled.
Prevention and control programs for most major vector-borne diseases were devel-
oped in the first few decades of the 1900s. These programs were based on breaking
the transmission cycle at its weakest link by using mosquito control; this was aided by
the development and use of residual insecticides. By 1970, many of these diseases,
which had been major causes of disease and death for centuries, were effectively con-
trolled [34]. Malaria had been eliminated from North America and Europe, effectively
controlled in Asia, the Pacific, and Central and South America, and progress had been
made in controlling it in Africa. Urban yellow fever had been effectively controlled in
both Africa and the Americas, as had dengue in the Americas and the Pacific [35].
Plague was no longer a major public health problem, and antibiotics and other drugs
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effectively controlled most of the important infectious diseases. This led the US
Surgeon General and Sir MacFarlane Burnett, a prominent infectious disease scientist
in Australia, to declare that the war on infectious disease had been won [34]. These
triumphs and the policy decisions that followed resulted in a 30-year period of inade-
quate funding for field research in tropical medicine. Policy makers could see no rea-
son to continue to fund research and control programs for diseases that were no longer
public health problems.

Failures began to occur when global demographic and societal changes, combined
with decaying public health infrastructures and de-emphasis on prevention, opened
the door to the dramatic global resurgence of infectious diseases [36]. Public health
had become complacent after successes were achieved and relied too much on the
magic bullet approach to disease control. The unprecedented population growth since
World War II, the unplanned and uncontrolled urbanization, the changing land use
and agricultural practices, the emergence of pesticide resistance, and the rapid move-
ment of people, animals, and commodities via modern transportation have con-
tributed to the dramatic resurgence in malaria, dengue, and cholera. The reinfestation
of many South American tropical cities with the mosquito vector for yellow fever,
combined with low vaccination rates, provides the potential for explosive urban out-
breaks [37,38]. This potential was recently demonstrated by the massive epidemic of
dengue fever in Brazil. The mosquito vector for dengue is the same as for yellow fever.
During 2001/2002, there were approximately 700,000 cases of dengue in Brazil, with
nearly 700 deaths from dengue hemorrhagic fever [39].

Gubler identified lessons learned from previous triumphs and failures in vector-borne
disease control [34]. Several of these lessons are appropriate to the process of adapt-
ing to climate change. Effective programs maintained a research component 
to further understanding of disease ecology and of technologies to improve control.
Without this research component, programs did not have the resilience to deal with
changes in exposure or response. Long-term surveillance and research will be important
if climate change facilitates a change in the geographic distribution of vector-borne dis-
eases, or facilitates changes in transmission dynamics. Similar issues are found in other
sectors. For example, in the agriculture sector, climate change is unlikely to result in a
single, simple shift in crops grown in a particular region. Ongoing monitoring of
changes in weather variables and other factors as they relate to crop decisions is needed.

Another lesson was that success often breeds failure. Effective control programs must
not become complacent after achieving success, but rather must maintain constant vig-
ilance. In the past, once a disease was successfully controlled, the resources devoted to
that program were redirected to other, competing priorities. The past 30 years have
taught that the consequence of stopping control activities is that many infectious dis-
eases will return with a vengeance; intervention is a process that must be supported.

3.8 Interventions have multiple effects, including unintended
consequences

Public health interventions are carefully designed to increase population health and
well-being. However, interventions can have unintended adverse consequences not
anticipated at the time of implementation. An extreme example is the contamination
of drinking water by arsenic in Bangladesh (see Chapter 5); this has been called the
largest mass poisoning of a population in history [40]. In summary, tubewells were
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installed beginning in the 1970s in an effort to provide a “safe” source of drinking
water to a population that was experiencing high morbidity and mortality from
water-related diarrheal diseases (e.g., cholera, dysentery, and other intestinal dis-
eases). In many regions of Bangladesh, the groundwater that was accessed has natu-
rally occurring high concentrations of arsenic, a known carcinogen. WHO recommends
a maximum concentration of arsenic in drinking water of 10 �g/L. The maximum
level permitted in Bangladesh is 50 �g/L. Health consequences of exposure above these
levels range from skin lesions to a variety of cancers. A British Geological Survey esti-
mated that the number of people exposed to arsenic concentrations above 50 �g/L to
be about 21 million [41]. The prevalence of skin lesions in villages drinking from 
contaminated tube wells is 26–30% [42]. Because skin lesions have a typical latency of
10 years, and since the majority of wells were installed within the past 20 years, the
expectation is that both skin lesions and arsenic-caused cancers, which have a typical
latency of 20 years, will increase dramatically in coming years. The actual extent 
of the contamination and the number of people with skin diseases caused by arsenic
are highly uncertain.

One obvious lesson learned is that even with careful planning, interventions can
have deleterious and previously unimaginable, and unintended, consequences. Poten-
tial interventions should be evaluated as thoroughly as possible, and should be moni-
tored to ensure that the intervention is safe and effective. Another lesson is the importance
of developing general institutional capacity to deal with unexpected events. A crisis 
is not the time to implement or reorganize systems and institutions. Rather, it is the
time to take advantage of existing governmental and nongovernmental organizations
that have contacts in the field and that can respond quickly. Such capacities should be
developed before they are needed.

It is expected that climate change, in particular sea level rise, may have significant
impacts on Bangladesh [43]. The organizations currently working to address the
problem of arsenic in drinking water should be taking the projected changes into
account when developing new sources of clean drinking water.

3.9 Don’t be over-confident

There is a wealth of examples illustrating the tendency for scientists and policy mak-
ers to be over-confident of the success of research and intervention programs. Let it
suffice to cite a passage published in Scientific American in January 1901 [44]:

It should not be surprising to make this prediction for the next century: Insect
screens will be unnecessary. Mosquitoes will be practically exterminated. Boards
of health will have destroyed all the mosquito haunts and breeding grounds,
drained all stagnant pools, filled in all swamp lands and chemically treated all
still-water streams.

Predictions of disaster and triumph tend to be overstated, to say the least. This point
is relevant for climate change because there is a tendency in the literature to be overly
pessimistic or optimistic about the consequences of climate change. For example,
studies about climate change impacts that do not take into consideration changes in
adaptation, such as improvements in public health over time, may overestimate poten-
tial future impacts.
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In contrast, other studies assume perfectly efficient adaptation, which tends to min-
imize estimates of impacts (e.g., [45]). For instance, Tol and Dowlatabadi [46] estimated
that malaria risks might be reduced to virtually zero through increased per capita income,
a trend that presumably results in improved public health systems. However, malaria
in tropical countries is more severe than malaria in countries with temperate climates,
and has proved more difficult to control despite the efforts of the WHO and others.

The real impacts of climate change are likely to lie in between these extremes. Many
developing countries are likely to have higher incomes and improved public health
systems over the course of the 21st century. It is uncertain how many will be able to
control outbreaks of infectious diseases. Similarly, adaptations in other sectors will be
made in response to changes in climate related risks – the success of these adaptations
remains to be seen.

3.10 Surprises do happen

In the early 1900s, as today, the United States and Europe had state-of-the-art public
health systems. Despite the presence of established institutions with economic
resources and professional staff, the 1918 influenza pandemic resulted in approxi-
mately 20 million deaths worldwide, either directly or indirectly from secondary bac-
terial pneumonia [47]. The pandemic appeared with little warning, strained resources
to the limit, then ended for unknown reasons [48]. The effect on the world is hard to
overestimate. For example, in 1917 life expectancy in the United States was about 51
years. In 1918, life expectancy decreased 12 years to 39 years. About 25% of the gen-
eral US population became ill and about 40% of the armed forces were ill [49].
Approximately 500,000 Americans died during the pandemic. The fatality rate aver-
aged about 2.5% and ranged up to almost 10%. Philadelphia was particularly hard
hit. Influenza struck the city toward the end of September 1918. In the week ending 5
October, about 2,600 died. During the following week, more than 4,500 died. In all,
within one month about 11,000 died and hundreds of thousands were ill. At the peak
of the pandemic, 759 died on one day alone. The disease was so severe that death
could occur within 24 hours; children were orphaned between the start and end of
school. The city services were barely able to cope.

One function of public health is to be on the alert for new trends, to avoid future pan-
demics of influenza and other diseases. However, surprises continue to happen; climate
change may facilitate or hinder these surprises. There is always a risk of new diseases
emerging, from Ebola fever to AIDS to SARS, or of diseases changing their ranges.
Maintaining strong public health institutions and surveillance programs, with suffi-
cient capacity, will continue to be a high priority under all climate change scenarios.

4. DISCUSSION

Public health has been a key factor in the tremendous improvements in human health
and well-being over the last century. The societal changes it has facilitated have
improved the health of billions of people. To continue that trend, in particular to suc-
cessfully exploit the benefits and limit the potential adverse impacts of climate vari-
ability and change, public health infrastructure must be strengthened and maintained.
In addition, specific adaptation strategies, policies, and measures that address specific
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health risks need to be identified. Because the health issues identified as possible
impacts of climate variability and change are issues that public health grapples with
today, in one form or another, there is 150+ years of history from which to draw infor-
mation concerning the effectiveness of various interventions. From this history and
from ongoing research, public health needs to determine in which situations it should
continue and augment present policies and measures, and when and where new poli-
cies and measures need to be implemented to address specific risks. In either case, the
dimensions of the potential impacts of climate change will necessitate even more cross-
sector collaboration and coordination in the development of strategies, policies, and
measures; i.e., effective water resource management should consider the impacts of
changes in infrastructure on human health, agriculture, etc. If the lessons learned are
forgotten or not applied, then they will need to be learned again in another context –
wasting time and resources in the process. These lessons also may have value to other
sectors developing adaptation strategies to climate variability and change.
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2 Approaching adaptation: parallels 
and contrasts between the climate 
and health communities

Gary Yohe and Kristie L. Ebi

ABSTRACT: There has been limited cross-fertilization between public health and the
climate change adaptation community, in part because of underlying differences in phi-
losophy and conceptualization of key concepts. Natural hazards research on discrete
and irregular events informed the climate community’s conceptualization of vulnerabil-
ity. Public health views vulnerability in the context of the current distribution of expo-
sure and response in a population. These different views thus affect each discipline’s
understanding and use of thresholds and coping ranges. The communities share similar
conceptualizations of what is required for a system to reduce its vulnerability, the cli-
mate community through the determinants of adaptive capacity and public health
through the prerequisites for prevention. Both approaches result in a broad range of
potential strategies for adaptation. Public health experience in the components of adap-
tive capacity can enrich the climate community’s understanding of adaptation. Added
value goes in both directions, with concepts formulated by the climate community facil-
itating progress in the understanding of how to examine and prepare for the potential
health impacts of climate change. Discussion of these similarities and differences pro-
vides insights that increase the ability of both communities to better reach their shared
goal of increasing the ability of individuals, communities, and nations to effectively
manage the challenges and changes likely to arise with climate change.

1. INTRODUCTION

Public health prevention and climate change adaptation share the goal of increasing
the ability of nations, communities, and individuals to effectively and efficiently cope
with challenges and changes. Indeed, that is what is meant by adaptation to an exter-
nal stress. The two communities have approached this goal from different viewpoints:
public health from the perspective of protecting and enhancing the health and well-
being of individuals and communities, and adaptation from a perspective that can
trace its roots to the natural hazards community. The activities of these two commu-
nities have been running in parallel, with few opportunities for crossover learning.

This chapter is an attempt to illuminate the similarities and differences between the
health and adaptation perspectives. Its intent is to enrich the approaches used by each.
Public health has more than 150 years of experience in developing prevention strategies,
policies, and measures, but it is only beginning to apply that experience in the context of
global climate change. The insights of the adaptation community may prove instructive
for how to plan, prepare for, facilitate, and implement measures that moderate harm or
exploit beneficial opportunities arising from climate change. In addition, understanding a
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population’s capacity to respond (i.e., to adapt) to new climate conditions is crucial to the
realistic assessment of the potential health impacts of climate variability and change [1].

Public health is “the combination of sciences, skills, and beliefs that is directed to
the maintenance and improvement of the health of all people through collective or
social actions. The programs, services, and institutions involved emphasize the pre-
vention of disease and the health needs of the population as a whole. Public health
activities change with changing technology and social values, but the goals remain the
same: to reduce the amount of disease, premature deaths, and disease-produced dis-
comfort and disability in the population” [2]. Health is viewed as a fundamental
human right; it is a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not
merely the absence of disease or infirmity [3].

Public health aims to achieve its goals through prevention (its version of adaptation).
Strategies and measures to reduce disease and save lives are categorized as primary, sec-
ondary, and tertiary prevention. Primary prevention aims to prevent the onset of disease
in an otherwise unaffected population (e.g., supplying bed nets to all members of a pop-
ulation at risk of exposure to malaria). Where primary prevention is not feasible, sec-
ondary prevention focuses on preventive actions taken in response to early evidence of
health impacts (e.g., strengthening disease surveillance and responding adequately to dis-
ease outbreaks such as the West Nile virus outbreak in the United States). As discussed
in Chapter 10, surveillance is necessary to gather early evidence of adverse health impacts.
Finally, tertiary prevention includes health care actions taken to lessen the morbidity or
mortality caused by a disease (e.g., improved diagnosis and treatment of cases of malaria).

The analogs between these public health strategies on the one hand and autonomous
and planned adaptation to climate change on the other may appear obvious, but there
are differences in language and underlying philosophy that must be understood if we
are to make progress in cross-fertilizing both fields. This chapter explores these dif-
ferences even as it identifies similarities. We begin in Section 2 with a general com-
parison of approaches before turning to some of the specifics; we find that the two
communities mean two different things when they speak of “vulnerability”. Section 3
focuses on the determinants of adaptive capacity and compares them with the prereq-
uisites for prevention. Section 4 then turns to the “coping range”. It is one of the fun-
damental tools with which researchers approach adaptation to climate variability and
change, and we find comparable concepts in the public health approach. Subsequent
sections explore the robustness of this comparability first in the context of a hypo-
thetical climate example and an alternative portrait of the coping range, and then in
the context of two applied examples drawn from our experience in public health.
Concluding remarks ultimately put these similarities and contrasts into a context that
will, we hope, facilitate progress in the understanding of exactly how to examine the
potential health impacts of climate change. Working definitions of some of the critical
terminology are provided as the chapter proceeds.

2. COMPARING PERSPECTIVES

In the Report of Working Group II to the Third Assessment Report (TAR) of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Chapter 18 considered adaptation
to climate change in the context of sustainable development and equity [4]. The
authors of that chapter focused on the role of adaptation in assessing the economic,
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social, and perhaps political implications of climate variability and change. Although
the chapter primarily took a natural hazards approach to climate-related stresses, the
authors expected that their approach would be applicable in other sectors. In partic-
ular, it was hoped that the results would be relevant for those who contemplate the
potential for adaptation to diminish the costs (or to enlarge the benefits) of change in
the mean or variability in any variable that defines a system’s environment. The IPCC
authors also recognized, however, that adaptation has been a way of life in many sec-
tors of modern societies and that the climate researchers should be able to learn from
the experiences, processes, and insights of other disciplines. This chapter responds 
to this recognition by offering a first step in bringing centuries of learning from the
health community to bear on the validity of what is, for the most part, a collection of
working hypotheses offered in 2001 by the climate community.

2.1 Chapter 18 perspectives

The IPCC viewed the vulnerability of any system to an external stress or collection of
stresses (the degree to which a system is affected by external stress) as a function of expo-
sure (the degree to which a system might experience manifestations of the stress), sen-
sitivity (the degree to which those manifestations influence the system), and adaptive
capacity (the ability of the system to cope with those influences by reducing its expo-
sure, its sensitivity, or both). Human and natural systems tend to adapt autonomously
to gradual change and to change in variability. In addition, human systems can plan
and implement adaptation strategies to further reduce potential vulnerability or
exploit emerging opportunities. The cost of vulnerability from an external stress can
be viewed as the incremental cost of adaptation plus any residual damages that can-
not be avoided. The IPCC also emphasized that the ability to cope with an external
stress, termed adaptive capacity, varies significantly from system to system, from sec-
tor to sector, and from region to region. Climate researchers have come to recognize
that it is crucial to identify clearly who might be adapting to what and why. Of course,
it is equally critical, in assessing the potential for future adaptation to a changing envi-
ronment, to determine the baseline of current experience and current adaptations.

2.2 Public health perspectives

Public health uses the concept of vulnerability in two different senses. One acknowl-
edges that advances in public health are not permanent and that deterioration of the
public health infrastructure could permit the return of adverse health outcomes that
are currently under control. Examples include the rapid increase in morbidity and
mortality, with the attendant decline in life expectancy, from a variety of different dis-
eases after the break-up of the former Soviet Union. Another example is the current
concern over the possible use of smallpox, a disease that has been eradicated, by
bioterrorists. In this sense, all societies are potentially vulnerable; the degree of vul-
nerability depends on maintaining and improving public health systems.

The second sense relates to specific health outcomes. The classic approach to eval-
uating environmental health risks is the four-step risk assessment paradigm:

1 hazard identification,
2 dose (exposure)-response assessment,



3 exposure assessment, and
4 risk characterization.

Under this paradigm, the evaluation of information on the hazardous properties 
of environmental agents and on the extent to which sensitive receptors (i.e., humans,
animals, and ecosystems) are exposed to them results in a quantitative or qualitative
statement about the probability and degree of harm to the exposed populations. Thus,
vulnerability is a function of exposure to an agent and the exposure-response rela-
tionship between that exposure and a particular health outcome. It is important to
identify what, if any, preventive measures were implemented before an exposure-
response relationship is determined. Vulnerability from a health perspective includes
adaptation only to the extent that measures currently in place influence the exposure-
response relationship (e.g., estimates of the impact of a heat wave on the elderly will
be influenced by the number of the elderly who used air conditioning or who spent
adequate time in air conditioned environments). The combination of the current
exposure-response relationship, the extent of exposure, and the preventive measures
in place creates a vulnerability baseline against which the effectiveness of future poli-
cies and measures can be measured by changes in the burden of disease (e.g., the
impact on lung cancer risk of convincing smokers to quit smoking). Vulnerability
changes over time with the implementation of appropriate and effective interventions.
That is, within the health sector, vulnerability is viewed as the current or baseline
state, not as the residual state after adaptive capacity has been considered.

One notable project to take future adaptations into account is the Global Burden 
of Disease study sponsored by the World Health Organization (WHO). The 1990
study used DALYs (disability adjusted life years) to compare disease risk factors (mal-
nutrition; poor quality of water supply, sanitation, and personal and domestic
hygiene; unsafe sex; tobacco use; alcohol use; occupational exposure to hazards;
hypertension; physical activity; illicit drug use; and air pollution) by world region [5]
for 1990 and 2020. One goal of these projections is to show how health can be
improved if countries undertook various interventions (e.g., determine how many
DALYs would be gained if countries decreased the percentage of smokers by particu-
lar amounts). The utility of these estimates has been demonstrated by their use to
underpin health policy in a number of areas. The 2000 Global Burden of Disease
study includes 18 risk factors, including climate change, and will focus on the time
period from 2000 to 2030.

2.3 Discussion

The different perspectives of the climate change and public health communities are 
a possible source of confusion in any conversation between health and climate
researchers. Neither is conceptualizing vulnerability incorrectly, rather they are
addressing two different concepts of vulnerability. Perhaps one of the most important
lessons is that both communities must be made aware that the same word can mean
fundamentally different things to different people. Panel A of Table 2.1 offers a tabu-
lar summary of the differences between the two perspectives. Panel B depicts these dif-
ferences functionally in the context of a hazards perspective. The climate community
would see each alternative listed as a possible response to climate change. The goal of
public health is to improve the burden of disease; accepting a risk is to accept the 
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status quo. It aims, instead, to create interventions to reduce the risk and, perhaps in
extreme cases, work to effect dramatic change.

It should be noted that the two communities often work on different scales. The
current approach of the climate community originated in natural hazard research; the
focus is on discrete and irregular events such as floods and droughts. The health com-
munity focuses not on one event (such as a particular death from malaria) but on the
distribution of exposure and response in a population (such as the 1 million children
who die each year from malaria). These distributions are often continuous. This dif-
ference in scale is one source of the different conceptualizations of vulnerability and
of thresholds. At the extreme, the climate community can think of thresholds in the
sense of whether or not a dam will hold. The health community often deals with dis-
tributions where thresholds can be somewhat arbitrary cut-points (e.g., the risk of
heart disease for individuals with serum cholesterol concentrations of 195 is not much
different from that for individuals with serum cholesterol concentrations of 205).

3. ADAPTIVE CAPACITY

3.1 Chapter 18 perspectives

To explain the observed diversity in the ability of systems to adapt (primarily to nat-
ural hazards), the IPCC offered the hypothesis that adaptive capacity is a function of
a series of determinants:

1 the range of available technological options for adaptation;
2 the availability of resources and their distribution across the population;
3 the structure of critical institutions, the derivative allocation of decision-making

authority, and the decision criteria that would be employed;
4 the stock of human capital, including education and personal security;
5 the stock of social capital, including the definition of property rights;

Table 2.1 Contrasting the climate and health perspectives

Climate Hazards Health

Panel A – A descriptive comparison
Focuses on exposures Focuses on burden of disease
Accepts a long time horizon Works on a shorter time scale
Can consider all species Focuses on human beings
Social buffering is less important Social buffering is critical

Panel B – A practical comparison
A possible response Accept a risk Not preferred

(bear or share) Bear � status quo
Share via WHO, etc.

A possible response Reduce a risk Primary focus
Reduce exposure (modify events) Reduce exposure
Reduce sensitivity (prevent events) Reduce sensitivity
Possible in the extreme Effect radical change Possible in the extreme



6 the system’s access to risk-spreading processes;
7 the ability of decision-makers to manage information, the processes by which

these decision-makers determine which information is credible, and the credibility
of the decision-makers themselves; and

8 the public’s perceived attribution of the source of stress and the significance of
exposure to its local manifestations.

Moreover, the IPCC emphasized that exposure to climate variability and to extreme
events is an important source of vulnerability. In fact, Chapter 18 noted that systems
typically respond to climate variability and extreme events before they respond to
gradual changes in the mean.

3.2 Public health perspective

The public health sector also recognizes that the ability to influence a public health
problem (i.e., to adapt to a perceived level of vulnerability) depends on a number of
factors that are equally path dependent and site specific. It is not possible to influence
a public health problem when any of the following are missing:

1 an awareness that a problem exists;
2 a sense that the problem matters;
3 understanding of what causes the problem;
4 capability to influence; and
5 political will to influence the problem [6].

3.3 Discussion

In terms of climate change, the awareness of a problem (and a consensus that the
problem exists) is required before implementing specific adaptation policies and
measures. One consequence of impact research has been to raise this awareness. One
goal of the IPCC assessments has been to facilitate consensus that climate change mat-
ters; e.g., What might be the potential consequences of sea level rise? To plan and
implement effective responses, there needs to be an understanding of what causes the
problem. For example, to formulate adaptation options to a climate stress, it is neces-
sary to understand how the stress translates into exposure and sensitivity. Is the expo-
sure gradual or sudden? Is it a manifestation of mean conditions or the extremes of
variability? Are sensitivity and exposure linear, or are there thresholds of exposure
beyond which sensitivity is exaggerated? Once sufficient understanding of what
causes the problem exists, then capacity to deal with the problem is needed. This is the
focus of much of the research on adaptive capacity, including the technologies
required to estimate the costs of policies and measures, and who will bear those costs.
Finally, even when all the other factors are present, policies and measures will not be
instituted without the political will to address the problem. A sufficient example is an
informal comparison of the approaches of different countries with similar resources
to adapt to climate change.

In terms of public health, these requirements for prevention do not proceed in a lin-
ear manner, as illustrated by the HIV/AIDS epidemic. By and large, there was little
awareness that a problem existed or that it mattered until men in developed countries
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began to die from AIDS. The recognition of the problem led to large research pro-
grams to understand both the causes of the disease and measures to alter risk factors.
The results led to behavioral education programs to help prevent the spread of the dis-
ease and to drugs to help influence the course of the disease – at least for developed
countries. The manner in which the epidemic was brought to the attention of the pub-
lic created the political will to fund the research and to implement the measures that
slowed the epidemic in developed countries. The recognition of the size and impact of
the HIV/AIDS problem in Africa and India took longer to develop; the capacity and
the political will to deal with the epidemics in these countries are still being developed.

An important issue implicit in these prerequisites for prevention is that they are imbed-
ded in social values. Society plays a critical role in determining when a problem mat-
ters. An example is the change in attitude in the United States over the past 50 years
about the risks of smoking tobacco or driving after consuming alcoholic beverages.
The social acceptability of the burden of various health outcomes changes over time.
Along with differences within a society, there are differences between societies. These
differences may arise for a range of reasons, from social preferences to economic realities.

It is not difficult to see that these prerequisites provide evidence that the hypotheses
offered by the climate community have some validity. Table 2.2 makes this point on a
relatively abstract level by mapping the list of public health prerequisites to the deter-
minants of adaptive capacity as articulated in Chapter 18. The only IPCC determinant
that is not immediately matched to a public health prerequisite is access to risk
spreading; but even this factor is functionally part of the “capability to influence”. In
part, this is because the scale at which risk can be spread varies by health outcome and
by disease determinant (e.g., the risk of a heat-related event during a heat wave can-
not be shared amongst individuals, while not vaccinating a particular child for measles
increases the risks of that child contracting measles and of the community experienc-
ing a measles epidemic). Public health institutions and medical insurance programs
(formal in developed countries and sometimes informal in developing countries) can
and do contribute to spreading risk via prevention. Experience in the public health con-
text offers evidence that the IPCC hypotheses are valid, especially with regard to pub-
lic infrastructure (governance, social capital); human capital (education and behavior);
and the ability to manage information. It also suggests some problems in claiming uni-
versal validity for the IPCC hypotheses.

Tables 2.3 and 2.4 illustrate how the differential expression of adaptive capacity,
through different choices in the provision of health services, can influence population

Table 2.2 Mapping of determinants of adaptive capacity and prerequisites for prevention

Determinants of adaptive capacitya Prerequisites for preventionb

Availability of options (1) Capability to influence (4)
Resources (2) Capability to influence (4)
Governance (3) Political will (5)
Human (4) and social capital (5) Understanding of causes (3); political will (5)
Access to risk-spreading mechanism (6) Capability to influence (4)
Managing information (7) Understanding of causes (3); problem matters (2)
Public perception (8) Awareness (1); problem matters (2)

Notes
a Numbers in parentheses are determinant numbers discussed in Sections 3 and 8.
b Numbers in parentheses are prerequisite numbers discussed in Section 3.
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health. Table 2.3 compares a number of health indicators for Costa Rica and the for-
mer USSR [7], and Table 2.4 compares socioeconomic, health, and finance indicators
for Costa Rica and the Russian Federation [8]. Costa Rica, with lower per capita
income and educational attainment, has much higher life expectancy for males and

Table 2.3 Trends in selected health indicators and their determinants in Costa Rica and 
the former USSR, 1960–1990

Costa Rica Former USSR

% due to % due to 
technical technical

1960 1990 progress 1960 1990 progress

Health indicators
Under-5 mortality rate 124 14 55 39 27 40
Female adult mortality rate 203 73 48
Male adult mortality rate 246 122 59
Female life expectancy 64.5 78.6 59 72.0 74.0 43
Male life expectancy 61.6 74.0 60 65.0 63.0 46
Total fertility rate 7.0 3.3 38 2.7 2.2 25
Determinants
Income per capita 2,001 3,381 2,397 7,453
Female education (years) 4.0 5.6 7.6 10.3
Male education (years) 4.1 5.5 8.5 10.8

Source: Data from Ref. 7.

Notes
Under-5 mortality: the probability of dying between birth and age five, expressed per 1,000 live births.
Adult mortality rate: The probability of dying between age 15 and 60, expressed per 1,000 persons reach-
ing age 15.
Life expectancy at birth: The number of years a newborn infant would live if the prevailing age-specific lev-
els of mortality at the time of its birth were to stay the same throughout its life.
Total fertility rate: The number of children that would be born to a woman if she were to live to the end of
her childbearing years and bear children at each age in accordance with prevailing age-specific fertility rates.
Income per capita is measured in 1985 constant international dollars (dollars adjusted for purchasing power).
Education: the average years of education in the female and male populations 15–60 years of age.

Table 2.4 Socioeconomic and health services and finance indicators for Costa Rica and 
the Russian Federation, 1960–1990

Costa Rica Russian federation

Socioeconomic indicator: Malnutrition stunting
among children under age 5 (%) around 1995

Males 6 12
Females 7 13

Health services and finance indicators
Children immunized against measles (%) 99a 92b

Health expenditures around 1995
Total (% of GDP) 8.5 4.8
Public sector (% of GDP) 6.3 4.1
Public sector (% of total) 74 87

Source: Data from Ref. 8.

Notes
a 1997.
b 1987 (data not available for 1997).
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females. Note the decrease in male life expectancy in the former USSR from 1960 to
1990; this is partly due to the well-documented consequences of the break-up of the
USSR. Part of the differences between Costa Rica and the Russian Federation can be
attributed to higher health expenditures (in 1995, 8.5% of GDP in Costa Rica versus
4.8% in the Russian Federation). Another factor is technical progress. The Wang 
et al. study [6] looked at improvements in health by increases in average income levels,
improvements in average educational levels, and a favorable shift in the underlying curve
that was ascribed to the generation and application of new knowledge (technical
progress). Overall, technical progress accounted for the biggest percentage of health
improvement across the 115 countries evaluated in the Wang et al. study; it contributed
an average of 42% to the improvement in female life expectancy and 43% in male life
expectancy. Technical progress can be viewed as an indicator of adaptive capacity.

From the public health perspective, the hypotheses from the climate community sug-
gest ways to conceptualize approaches to realizing adaptive capacity by developing
intervention strategies, policies, and measures. Some of the determinants of adaptive
capacity are explicitly incorporated, such as the availability of resources, the range 
of available options, institutional restraints, and the public perception of the issue.
Others are incorporated, but in a slightly different manner than conceptualized by the
climate community; e.g., critical institutions include both national and international
institutions. Many successful public health interventions have been conducted in a
structured, top-down fashion. In those situations, the human and social capital
required may be shared between a country and an international partner such as the
WHO or UNICEF. Public health has an impressive record of improving population
health. As a consequence, there is confidence in the ability of decision-makers to man-
age information, in the processes by which these decision-makers determine which
information is credible, and in the credibility of the decision-makers themselves.

Finally, the IPCC viewed autonomous and planned adaptation as reducing vulner-
ability by reducing exposure, sensitivity, or both; but the authors emphasized that
there would most likely be residual damage in most if not all cases. The cost attrib-
uted to change was therefore the sum of the cost of adaptations and these residuals.
The public health perspective also recognizes the residual burden of disease after pre-
ventative measures are employed, but those measures are not often costed. Indeed,
many measures (such as reducing tobacco smoking) simultaneously reduce the burden
of many diseases, so calculating incremental costs attributed to one disease can be dif-
ficult. The public health perspective leads to descriptions of the global burden of dis-
ease and explores how this burden may change over time with changes in individuals’
behaviors, public health initiatives, or both.

4. COPING RANGE

4.1 Chapter 18 perspectives

The climate literature on vulnerability and adaptation recognizes explicitly that sys-
tems’ environments are inherently variable from day to day, month to month, year to
year, decade to decade, and so on [9,10]. It follows that changes in the conditions that
define those environments can be experienced most noticeably through changes in the
nature or frequency of variable conditions that materialize across short time scales,
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and that adaptation necessarily involves reaction to this sort of variability. This is the
fundamental point in Hewitt and Burton [11], Kane et al. [12], Yohe et al. [13],
Downing [14], Schimmelpfennig and Yohe [15], and Yohe and Schlesinger [16]. Some
researchers, like Smithers and Smit [1], Smit et al. [17], and Downing et al. [18], use
the concept of “hazard” to capture these sorts of stimuli, and claim that adaptation is
warranted whenever either changes in mean conditions or changes in variability have
significant consequences. For most systems, though, changes in mean conditions over
short periods of time fall within a “coping range” – a range of circumstances within
which, by virtue of the underlying resilience of the system, significant consequences
are not observed [18,19]. There are, however, limits to resilience for even the most
robust of systems.

Taking these insights as a point of departure, it is important to understand the
boundaries of systems’ coping ranges – thresholds beyond which the consequences of
experienced conditions become significant. A growing literature is showing the utility
of this approach. Parry et al. [20] may provide the most extensive use; impact thresh-
olds were provided for a wide range of crops over a range of locations in Europe in
response to a variety of climate-induced stress.

For our purposes, it is equally important to conceptualize how adaptation might
alter those boundaries and their significance. Several authors, including de Vries [21],
de Freitas [22], and Smit et al. [23], linked this insight to adaptive capacity. They
make it clear that adaptive capacity depends critically on both defining a coping range
and understanding how the efficacy of any coping strategy might be enhanced (or
diminished in maladaptation) by implementing new or modified adaptations. Adaptation
could, for example, alter exposure by moving the time series trajectory of stress up or
down, by shrinking variability, by truncating peaks or filling in valleys, and so on.
Adaptation could also affect sensitivity and thereby work to define or to redefine the
thresholds. Finally, contingent or responsive adaptations might be portrayed as changes
in strategy that are triggered by certain events or frequency of events. In summary,
adaptation baselines of the sort prepared by Parry and his collaborators reflect initial
thresholds against which current and future climate might operate, but planned or
autonomous adaptations to future conditions could make them less binding (or, in
maladaptation, more binding).

4.2 Public health perspectives

The climate literature has primarily focused on variability of environments, whereas
public health generally focuses on variability in both exposures and responses. Public
health seeks to identify and reduce both the background level of disease and any epi-
demics or outbreaks.

Public health does not use the terminology or the concept of a coping range. As
defined above, use of the term suggests a range within which significant consequences
are not observed. It is difficult to say that developing countries are “coping” given the
current burden of preventable diseases, from diarrheal diseases to vaccine-preventable
diseases. Or that developed countries are coping with the number of premature deaths
from smoking-related diseases, etc. The idea that adaptation is warranted only when
either changes in mean conditions or changes in variability have significant conse-
quences appears inappropriate when current conditions themselves are unacceptable.
Adaptation policies and measures are needed now to address current conditions.
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Public health has recognized thresholds for centuries. However, it is difficult to gener-
alize approaches to thresholds because each is specific to a particular exposure-response
relationship. Categories of exposure-response relationships include the following:

• Exposures that exhibit J-shaped relationships with health outcomes, where either
too little or too much is detrimental to health (e.g., ambient temperature and oxygen).

• Exposures that have threshold relationships with health outcomes, where low
doses are not associated with increased morbidity and mortality (e.g., arsenic, and
dose required to develop a case of cholera). A subset of this category is “expo-
sures” that are necessary for health at low concentrations, but can be toxic at high
concentrations (e.g., some vitamins and minerals).

• Exposures that have linear relationships with health outcomes, where any amount
of exposure may convey some risk (e.g., asbestos).

Establishing thresholds when exposure and sensitivity produce a continuous distribu-
tion can be problematic. The choice of a threshold is often a social construct, based
on social acceptance of that particular risk, availability of technological solutions to
prevent exposure, etc. Setting a threshold above zero can mean that it is acceptable
that x% of the population will contract a particular disease and perhaps die. For
example, various countries are developing smallpox vaccination strategies that accept
that some individuals will have severe adverse vaccine reactions, including death. An
additional issue is that setting positive thresholds for exposure to certain risks that
vary from country to country explicitly raises the issue of different values for human
life. The threshold approach can, nonetheless, depict these differences by accepting
different norms; and it can illuminate the cost of setting a higher threshold. Moreover,
setting health thresholds at zero can also be accommodated, and the approach can
then reveal the value of expending the extra effort involved. However, there are
opportunity costs of not expending that effort elsewhere, and these costs can be enu-
merated in human lives or other metrics of the burden of disease.

In health, there are situations where populations are so far above a threshold value
that interventions can be problematic. For example, in some parts of sub-Saharan
Africa, individuals can receive 2,000 or more malaria-infected mosquito bites per
year. Reducing exposure by 95% means that individuals would still receive 100 infec-
tive bites per year. Different approaches may be needed for particular populations,
depending on how close exposure levels are to a threshold.

Besides the coping range, adaptive capacity also depends on understanding how the
efficacy of a coping strategy might be enhanced or diminished by implementing new
or modified adaptations. This is central to public health – the constant search for
interventions that will reduce suffering and disease. These interventions can focus on
the exposure, the response, or both. Reduction of the disease burden in a population
enhances a population’s adaptive capacity by increasing health, productivity, etc. [24].
Good population health is critical for adaptive capacity.

5. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF THE CHAPTER 18
PERSPECTIVE

Figure 2.1 illustrates how coping ranges can be employed to portray adaptation base-
lines graphically. Both panels work with hypothetical river flows at some artificial
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location; the figure is redrawn from Yohe and Tol [25]. Figure 2.1a establishes how an
initial environment with a historical trend in mean flow might be advanced into the
future with a historical variance in flow over prescribed periods of time; it was actu-
ally produced from flows along the Nile River in Egypt over the past 50 years. Figure
2.1a also portrays upper and lower thresholds that define a current coping capacity
for our location. The upper threshold was set at 120% of the current mean flow to
reflect, for example, circumstances when inhabited parts of the flood plain would be
flooded. The lower threshold, meanwhile set at 80% of current flow, might indicate the
flow level below which operation of an existing local power plant or subsistence fishing
would be infeasible. As drawn, this location would see 5 periods of flooding and 0
periods of power interruption over the 50 period series. Figure 2.1b portrays the same

(b)

(c)

(a)

Figure 2.1 (a) Historical context – adaptation baseline. (b) Amplifying the historical 
trend in the mean adaptation baseline revisited. (c) Superimposing an enlarged
variance
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series with a gradually increasing mean – the result, perhaps, of climate change or
some alteration in upstream land use. Even without any change in variation around
the mean, the frequency of flooding climbs to 15 of 50 periods. When variability
expands, as in Fig. 2.1c, the frequency of flooding need not increase as significantly
(up to 16 of 50 periods), but the severity of the flooding can expand noticeably.

Exploring three alternatives can now illustrate how future adaptation might be rep-
resented in the same context. A first option would involve constructing a series of pro-
tection levees, and Fig. 2.2 portrays the effect of building levees by expanding the upper
threshold of the coping range. If the levees were constructed high enough, flooding
could be eliminated over the 50-year period for the historical trend; but those levees
would eliminate only 7 of the 15 floods that could be anticipated along the amplified
trend. Because most of the remaining floods would occur late in the series, levees built
on the basis of historical trends and variability alone could eventually be overwhelmed
if mean flow (or variability, for that matter) rose over time. Could the levees be enlarged
later on as needed? Perhaps. That would be an engineering question whose cost implica-
tions might be mitigated if that possibility were included in near-term planning (most
likely at a higher cost). In the meantime, construction and maintenance costs would
be incurred, and these could be local environmental effects, local amenity costs, and
increased flooding downstream.

Building a dam upstream could also be contemplated, and Fig. 2.3 portrays its poten-
tial effect by reducing the variability in observed river flow at our location. This option
would, in particular, allow managers to release water from the dam during low flow
periods and hold water back during high flow periods so that the actual flow below
the dam would be a moving average of current conditions. Figure 2.3, in fact, depicts
observed flow as a four-period moving average. Exposure could, with a dam of sufficient
capacity, limit variability in actual flow to the size of the original coping range of Fig. 2.1
along the historical trend, so this option holds the potential of eliminating vulnerabil-
ity to crossing either the high or low threshold. Along the accelerated trajectory, how-
ever, the dam could also fail to accommodate future change and actually produce periods
of long-lived flooding. A bigger dam might work, but that would probably involve a
much larger short-term expense. In any case, construction and maintenance costs
would again be incurred, as would significant environmental impacts upstream
(although energy and recreational benefits could be also be anticipated).

Figure 2.2 Building a levee in the fifth period
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Periodically dredging the river could also be contemplated. Figure 2.4 portrays the
hypothetical effects of periodic dredging as a saw-toothed pattern for the upper thresh-
old. Dredging would allow the river to accommodate more water and thereby increase
the upper threshold, but this benefit would depreciate over time as silt re-deposits on
the riverbed. To maintain long-term benefits, therefore, dredging would have to be
repeated on a regular basis. This option also holds the potential of eliminating expo-
sure to flooding along the historical trajectory, but only for short periods of time. On
the other hand, opting for dredging regime could allow managers to accommodate
unexpected changes in the underlying mean or variance by increasing or decreasing
the frequency of dredging operations. The recurring cost of dredging plus some envi-
ronmental damage could be expected, as could increased flooding risk downstream.

6. AN ALTERNATIVE PORTRAIT OF THE COPING RANGE

Coping ranges have been used to construct unitless indices of vulnerability (or the
inverse of extreme vulnerability – sustainability) that can, in principle, be used to

Figure 2.3 Smoothing variation with an upstream dam

Figure 2.4 Reducing flood threat by dredging
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judge the relative severity of exposures to change across diverse sectors and regions
[14]. To see how, consider a distribution of variables that depicts current short-term
variability for a particular system around its current “average” condition. Region A0
in Fig. 2.5a depicts such a distribution for two sources of stress; the subscript denotes
time zero, and the region itself might reflect something like a 95% confidence region
for short-term variability. It should be possible to superimpose a comparable distribu-
tion of combinations of the same variables that are “tolerable” for the current mix of
sensitivities and adaptations. Region B0 in Fig. 2.5a might, for example, apply as an
alternative representation. The intersection of A0 and B0 can therefore be interpreted
as a region of feasible sustainability at time 0; and probabilistically weighting the area
of that intersection can be interpreted as an index of sustainability (also equal to 1
minus a similarly unitless index of extreme vulnerability). More formally, the index
would simply be the probability that actual experience at time 0 would fall within the
bounds of sustainability. Vulnerability could be indexed equivalently by subtracting
this probability from 1 to reflect the likelihood of falling outside the bounds of toler-
able experience.

As the future unfolds, both regions might move. The distribution of critical vari-
ables could move to something like A50 in Fig. 2.5b, where the means of both variables
have changed and the second order moments have expanded. Along an adaptation
baseline, then, the index of vulnerability would be the intersection of A50 and B0 – a
smaller area because the adaptations embodied in B0 were designed to accommodate
(as well as possible) the range of experiences reflected in A0. Of course, the boundaries
of “tolerable” experience could also change over time as adaptive strategies were
adjusted to the new experiences. As a result, something like B50 in Fig. 2.5b might be
a more accurate depiction of future conditions.

Figure 2.5c displays the content of Fig. 2.4 as a time series of sustainability
indices that could be created by replicating the adjustments depicted in Fig. 2.5b
over time. Note that the adaptation baseline trajectory (denoted Locus I) falls pre-
cipitously; Fig. 2.5b shows experience moving away from the area that could be
accommodated by current adaptations, so Locus I must indicate that the frequency
of intolerable combinations of stressing variables has increased. Locus II would
depict a corresponding trajectory for the case where adaptation to change is under-
taken. It is a little more optimistic, but the index must show some erosion in sus-
tainability because Fig. 2.5b showed a case where adaptation was not able to keep
up entirely with the changing environment. Locus III shows the trajectory for a case
in which intertemporal adjustments in adaptive capacity kept pace with changing
conditions.

Figures 2.6a–d portray the trajectories for a sustainability index derived for the
three adaptations described in the flooding example of the previous subsection under
the assumption that the planners and citizens are concerned about the frequency of
flooding (measured as the proportion of years over the past decade that have seen
flooding episodes). Note that the baseline holds around 0.8 (two floods per decade)
through year 39, but then falls dramatically. The levee holds until almost year 50,
but then starts down; and it accomplishes a perfect score for a few time periods
earlier in the time series. The dam, meanwhile, achieves perfect scores through year
35, but then falls as severely and as permanently as the adaptation baseline. And over
the very long term, dredging seems to do best for longer. This is, of course, not an
endorsement of dredging; it is, instead, an illustration suggesting that aggregate
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A0

B0

(a)

B60

A50

(b)

(c)

Variable

Variable

Variable

Variable

Figure 2.5 (a) Initial conditions. (b) Conditions in 50 years. (c) Sample trajectories

indices of sustainability can depict dramatically different time profiles for alternative
adaptations (or for the same adaptations applied in different sectors or regions).
Figure 2.7 combines the trajectories for the baseline and three adaptations on 
one graph.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.6 (a) Baseline from fig. 2.1b. (b) Building a levee from fig. 2.2. (c) Building an
upstream dam from fig. 2.3. (d) Periodic dredging from fig. 2.4
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7. EXAMPLES FROM THE HEALTH CONTEXT

7.1 Example of a zero threshold – eradication of smallpox

On 8 May 1980, the 155 member states of the WHO, represented by their delegates
to the 33rd World Health Assembly, unanimously accepted the conclusions of the
Global Commission for the Certification of Smallpox Eradication that smallpox had
been eradicated and that there was no evidence that smallpox would return as an
endemic disease [26]. Smallpox is a highly infectious viral disease whose repeated epi-
demics have decimated populations and altered the course of history. It is spread from
person to person, with a case fatality rate of up to about 25% [26]. There is no known
effective treatment.

Eradication was successful because the smallpox virus (variola) produces an acute
illness that is readily recognizable, there are no carrier stage or nonhuman reservoirs,
recurrent infectivity does not occur, and there is an effective, heat-stable vaccine that
protects in a single dose [27]. These factors, combined with international surveillance,
public education, and research, led to success. However, eradication was achieved by
only the narrowest of margins [28]. The progress of the eradication campaign was not
straightforward; it wavered between success and disaster over space and time. Success
was achieved by quixotic circumstances and extraordinary performances of field staff.
Nor was support generous: a number of endemic countries were persuaded only with
difficulty to participate; the industrialized countries initially were reluctant contribu-
tors; and UNICEF declined to participate [28]. For example, cash donations to WHO
during the first seven years of the campaign (1967–1973) totaled $79,500.

The institutional requirements for the eradication campaign were significant. The
total WHO budget from 1967 until completion of the eradication campaign in 1980
was $81 million, $43 million of which came from extrabudgetary sources [26]. In
addition, WHO estimated that there was $32 million worth of assistance on a bilat-
eral basis, and, accurate only in terms of orders of magnitude, individual governments
spent about $200 million. Most workers were at the national level, supplemented by
volunteer workers and 687 international personnel from the 73 countries who worked
on the campaign.

Figure 2.7 Sustainability indices for the river example
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Not only was the smallpox eradication campaign successful, but it also established
programs and institutional structures that are being relied on today. When the cam-
paign began in 1967, smallpox vaccine was one of only two vaccines widely used
throughout the developing world [28]. Few countries had organized national vacci-
nation programs. Among those that did, the programs seldom extended beyond the
larger towns and cities. Substandard or poorly preserved vaccines were commonly
used, often with little to no effective supervision. The Global Commission for the
Certification of Smallpox Eradication envisaged a campaign that included the devel-
opment of a management structure within the existing health service structure, with
mechanisms to ensure that fully potent and stable vaccine was used to vaccinate at
least 80% of inhabitants [28]. The campaign required that a national surveillance 
system be established and that planning reach established goals within a given period;
most national health ministries had never attempted this type of effort. With a cam-
paign budget of $2.4 million per year, it was not possible to underwrite more 
than a small proportion of the personnel and program costs. The campaign func-
tioned within existing health service structures and took advantage of available
resources.

Another key to success was concurrent research, which was conducted despite the
opposition of senior WHO leadership, who insisted that only better management was
required [28]. According to Henderson [28], it is highly unlikely that eradication
would have succeeded without the following research initiatives: development of new
vaccine devices; field studies that revealed the epidemiology of the disease to be dif-
ferent than that described in textbooks, which led to modification of basic operations;
discovery that the duration of vaccine efficacy was longer than stated, making revac-
cination less important; operational research into more efficient vaccine delivery and
case detection; and studies that demonstrated there is no animal reservoir.

7.2 Example of a threshold greater than zero – arsenic

Arsenic is a metalloid abundant in the earth’s crust; it occurs in trace quantities in
rock, soil, water, and air [29]. It is widely distributed in surface fresh water and 
in groundwater, with concentrations in rivers and lakes generally below 10 �g/L.
Arsenic concentrations in groundwater average about 1–2 �g/L; under certain condi-
tions, they can range up to 3 mg/L [29]. Elevated groundwater concentrations 
have been found in a wide range of locations, including Taiwan; West Bengal (India);
Bangladesh; Chile; northern Mexico; several areas of Argentina; parts of China, 
parts of the United States (California, Utah, Nevada, Washington, and Alaska); and
Finland [29].

Environmental exposure to arsenic is primarily through the ingestion of food and
water, with food the principal contributor to the average daily intake of 20–300 �g
[29]. The human body has evolved mechanisms for elimination of minerals, including
arsenic. Adverse health effects from arsenic exposure begin once an individual’s
threshold body burden is exceeded; there is variability in the individual body burden
at which symptoms begin to occur. Early symptoms from long-term exposure to
arsenic in drinking water can range from development of dark spots on the skin to 
a hardening of the skin into nodules, often on the palms of the hands and the soles 
of the feet. Chronic arsenicosis can affect multiple organ systems, including lungs,
gastrointestinal system, liver, spleen, genitourinary system, hemopoietic system, eyes,
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nervous system, and cardiovascular system. Arsenic exposure also is causally related
to increased risks of cancers in the skin, lungs, bladder, and kidney [29].

Morales et al. [30] concluded that although the shape of the exposure-response
curve is uncertain at low levels of arsenic exposure, over a lifetime, one out of every
100–300 people who consume drinking water containing �50 �g/L arsenic may suffer
an arsenic-related cancer death (lung, bladder, or liver cancer) [30].

7.3 Discussion

Comparing the three examples – a hypothetical one from the climate arena and two
actual experiences from the health sector – clearly makes at least one point.
Researchers and practitioners who confront exposure to climate variability and
change focus attention on measures designed to reduce exposure, sensitivity (exposure-
response), or both. Their counterparts in the health sector focus much of their atten-
tion on reducing exposure – the eradication of a disease or the isolation of particularly
harmful substances. Health professionals can, however, also turn their attention to
reducing the response to an exposure, for example, through the invention and distri-
bution of vaccines and other strategies that diminish the likelihood that exposure to a
particular threat would actually do some harm. Despite using different language,
therefore, both perspectives look across the same broad spectrum of potential strategies.

8. EXPANDED INSIGHTS

The major lesson to be drawn from the flooding example is that implementing alter-
native adaptations to an anticipated stress could easily produce different effects on
either exposure to that stress or an effective coping range of sensitivity. We already
noted, though, that diversity is a fact of life in adaptation; we simply added more
complexity to the issue. A major lesson from the two health examples is that the pub-
lic health community can contribute to our ability to understand this diversity, partic-
ularly with respect to the limitations of a coping capacity approach.

8.1 The determinants of adaptive capacity and the
prerequisites for prevention

If the sources of adaptive capacity are so diverse, how are we to make progress in dis-
covering fundamental insights that can be applied widely across multiple sectors and
multiple locations? How, in other words, can a collection of case studies provide more
general understanding? Fortunately, some of the determinants of adaptive capacity
listed in Table 2.2 should operate on macro-scales in which national or regional fac-
tors play the most significant role even while other determinants function on more
micro-scales that are truly location specific. But is that enough? Both the climate and
the health perspectives offer some encouraging signs.

8.2 Adaptive capacity, prerequisites for prevention, and scale

As suggested by the illustrative examples, the set of available, applicable, and appro-
priate technological options (the first determinant in Table 2.2) for a given exposure at
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a particular location should, for example, be defined on a micro-scale, even though the
complete set of possible remedies might have macro-scale roots. Flood influence options
of the sort portrayed above are, for example, determined by the local conditions of the
river bed and available engineering knowledge; and this knowledge may be restricted to
indigenous knowledge on the one hand or informed by worldwide consultants on the
other. Similar examples are available in public health, such as vector control activities
where general approaches need to be modified in response to local conditions.

Determinants 2 through 6 should also have large, macro-scale components to them,
but their micro-scale manifestations could vary from location to location or even from
adaptation option to adaptation option. Resources (determinant 2) are often distrib-
uted differently across specific locations; adaptive capacity may be more sensitive to
larger scale distributional issues across different locations. The essential questions
here focus on whether sufficient funds are available to pay for adaptation and
whether the people who influence those funds are prepared to spend them on adapta-
tion (political will). Yohe and Tol [25] report some suggestive empirical results from
international comparisons; they show that these questions can be critical at the most
fundamental level. They found, for example, that poorer people are more likely to fall
victim to natural violence than are richer people. The relationship is highly significant.
For every 1% increase in economic growth, vulnerability falls by 1%. They also found
that more densely populated areas are more vulnerable. This is as expected, because
the same disaster affects more people. Moreover, they found a positive relationship
between income inequality and vulnerability; i.e., people in more egalitarian societies
seem to be less likely to fall victim of natural violence than are people in a society with
a highly skewed income distribution. Similar conclusions have been reached for over-
all health [31–33]. Both sets of results were expected and both are consistent with the
negative correlation between income and vulnerability. Measures designed to high-
light a skewed distribution would confirm the notion that the poorest communities
within a country would most likely face resource deficiencies when it comes to pro-
tecting themselves.

Macro-scale and international institutions (determinant 3) could certainly matter
even at a micro-scale level, especially in determining how decisions among various
adaptation options might be made and who has access to the decision-making process.
For example, the World Bank follows certain procedures in its investment decisions,
and adaptation projects in countries seeking World Bank support must satisfy Bank
criteria before being considered. The European Union also has a framework (on pro-
cedures as well as consequences) into which all water management projects must fit,
so macro-scale influences can be felt even in developed countries. On the other hand,
adaptation projects in other places can be decided and implemented completely
according to local custom alone.

The stock of human capital (determinant 4) could be a local characteristic as well,
but its local manifestation would most likely be driven in large measure by macro-
scale forces such as national education programs. The stock of social capital (deter-
minant 5) and efficacy of risk-spreading processes (determinant 6) should be largely
functions of macro-scale structures and rules; but they could again take different
forms from location to location and option to option. Risk can be spread through
national markets for commercial insurance and the international reinsurance markets,
but some companies refuse to sell flood insurance. Risk can also be spread through
mutual obligations in the extended family, the strength of which varies between cultures



and city and countryside. By way of contrast, determinants 7 (information manage-
ment) and 8 (attribution of signals of change) may have some general macro-scale
foundations, but their primary import would be felt on a micro-scale. Indeed, decision
rules and public perceptions could take on forms that would be quite particular to the
set of available options.

9. DISCUSSION AND A CAVEAT

Taken in their most general context, a careful review of the hypothesized determinants
of adaptive capacity from the climate literature offers several derivative insights that
are supported by experience in public health. First, the local implications of macro-
scale determinants of adaptive capacity are their most critical characteristics. Second,
most if not all of the determinants of adaptive capacity can be seen working through
specific adaptation options. Finally, the potential of most if not all adaptation options
to affect sensitivity or exposure might not be too difficult to assess. As a result, care-
ful review of multiple sectors and sites can identify macro-scale determinants or pre-
requisites that are consistently reflected across applications even if specific
manifestations are still (development) path dependent.

Looking at different health thresholds for the same health risk in different countries
can, however, highlight a critical caveat in either approach. Public health can be a nat-
ural laboratory for exploring the implications of working in the “second-best” arena –
taking underlying structures and constructs as they are in specific locations rather
than assuming that “best” available practices are employed. In the climate arena,
these constraints are frequently derived from distortions that lie outside the specific
study focus and can therefore be difficult to portray. In either case, though, the ques-
tion of what to do with the distortions that define the “second best” must be con-
fronted directly. Should the adaptation baseline adopted by a researcher interested in
future effects in either climate or health take the implications of those distortions as
given, and thereby limit either the range of adaptation options or their respective effi-
cacies? Or should the baseline contemplate a world in which those impediments are
dismantled (perhaps for other reasons)?

Proper vulnerability and adaptation analyses must confront these issues directly by
comparing results from a series of runs into the future. One might, for example, look at
the future with a given adaptation baseline (with existing distortions and impediments)
and no climate change. A second set of runs into the future might also assume no cli-
mate change but include adjustments in adaptation that could be anticipated to reduce
exposure or sensitivity to present variability in the specified stress or present variability
from some other related stress. A third set of runs could then impose climate change on
the adaptation baseline (the first set) to see how they might work; and a fourth collec-
tion could repeat the climate analysis with anticipated adjustments (the adjusted base-
line for the second set of runs). In every case, however, it is critical that the analysis
presumes neither “dumb agents” (like the “dumb farmers” of the first vulnerability
assessments) who will not respond to any changes in environment nor clairvoyant
agents who know everything from the very beginning. The future will be fraught with
uncertainty, just like the present, and any considerations of adaptation must recognize
this fact. Indeed, a complete vulnerability and adaptation analysis of a particular
region or sector would contemplate a range of “not-implausible” futures and perhaps
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contemplate the value of information at various points in time. To do so could uncover
an entire list of new adaptations directed primarily at providing useful information.

A qualitative description of a coastal zone example might make these distinctions
more clearly. Consider, for the sake of argument, that a coastal community is facing
the added threat of sea level rise; it already faces the threat of coastal storms. One
might consider two adaptations and two thresholds. In the first case, decisions to pro-
tect or not protect coastal property would be made on the basis of a sea level rise
threshold that had been determined by current practices. In the second, the same deci-
sions to protect or not would be made on the basis of a flooding threshold that had
been expanded by the storm-damage setback zone. A setback zone defines boundaries
within which property owners whose properties have been severely damaged by a
storm may not be able to rebuild. In this case, an analyst would run storm scenarios
(no climate effect on frequency or intensity) without sea level rise but without and
with expanded setback zones. Call these analyses S1 and S2, respectively. The next
steps would repeat the storm scenarios with sea level rise; call these S3 and S4.
Comparisons of S3 and S1 would indicate costs attributable to rising seas along the
“no-adjustment” baseline. Comparisons of S2 and S4 would produce comparable
estimates in a modified future. Comparisons of S1 and S2 would demonstrate the
value of those modifications without climate-induced sea level rise, while compar-
isons of S3 and S4 would estimate their value in a changing environment.

10. SYNTHESIZING CONCLUSIONS

We have noted that public health and climate approaches to adaptation and preven-
tion are comparable even though vulnerability means different things to the two com-
munities. The critical link seems to be the analogous concepts of the determinants of
adaptive capacity and prerequisites for prevention. It must be noted, though, that the
more practical approach of the health community helps illuminate some of the defini-
tional problems for the climate community. For example, the IPCC defines vulnera-
bility as a function of adaptive capacity, but the definition poses the question, What is
the difference between adaptation, coping, and response? Indeed, the climate commu-
nity is not of one mind when it comes to differentiating between these concepts. To
some, the IPCC definition is incomplete – If a system copes with an external stress in
the same way it has coped with similar stresses in the past, is it adapting? More to the
point, the term “adaptation” suggests changes in behavior. If a community were to
employ a commonly used short-term change in behavior to cope with a transient
stress and then revert to its original behavior after the stress had passed, would this be
adaptation? Some would say “yes”, but others would say “no”.

There are also competing views of vulnerability. Should vulnerability be viewed as
a function of hazard and geography (as in the IPCC definition), or is it an intrinsic
property of a system that is not defined by a particular hazard? For human systems,
the latter view, consistent with the approach in the natural hazards literature, presents
vulnerability as a social construct arising from a set of social, economic, and political
factors rather than the frequency, severity, and duration of climate stresses (hazards).
It is the interaction of hazard and social vulnerability that produces risk, which in turn
determines the potential impacts of a given climate stress or climatic event.
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The public health perspective on the components of adaptive capacity can shed some
light on the issue of adaptation for the climate community. Value added does not,
however, move only in one direction. While it is correct to emphasize that adaptive
capacity, like vulnerability, is highly path dependent and site specific, the term “polit-
ical will” is potentially problematic for the climate community. The concern expressed
by some researchers is that use of the term consigns some very important and complex
factors to a “black box” – a process that discourages further discussion and analysis.
Do we measure political will and then simply state its influence on a society’s adaptive
capacity, or do we break down the political will into a number of other factors, much
in the way we assess adaptive capacity itself? We could replace the concept of politi-
cal will with that of governance, and attempt to assess the implications of different
modes of governance and governance structures for adaptation. However, from the
health perspective, governance does not capture all that political will implies. For
example, Mothers Against Drunk Driving provided the political will to make signifi-
cant changes in laws about driving under the influence of alcohol.

There are certainly problems in trying to develop a universal, cross-sectoral theory
of vulnerability and adaptation – problems that are as likely to arise from differences
of scale and process within the climate (or health) arena as from systematic differences
between the nature of climate change impacts and health risks. Nonetheless, even
determinants like risk spreading (via insurance against climate-related damage) may
have immediate analogues in the health sector if we think more broadly. In both cli-
mate and health, insurance generally pays for remedial action once a health or climate
event has taken place, rather than preventative action. As well as minimizing undesir-
able health outcomes, public institutions can reduce vulnerability to climate change
through education and programs to promote and financially assist adaptive measures
such as strengthening housing against flooding or storm damage. An analogy can
indeed be drawn between the climate and health cases, even though the factors that
lead to vulnerability are quite different – but then, that is exactly the point.
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3 The global resurgence of vector-borne
diseases: lessons learned from successful
and failed adaptation

Duane J. Gubler and Mark L. Wilson

ABSTRACT: Vector-borne diseases have historically been among the most important
public health problems facing humans. In the first half of the 20th century, effective dis-
ease prevention and control programs were successfully designed and implemented; these
primarily controlled arthropod vectors to interrupt pathogen transmission. By 1970,
malaria, yellow fever, dengue fever, plague, and other regionally important diseases had
effectively been brought under control, relegating the once great plagues of humans to
relatively unimportant regional public health problems. Success resulted in complacency,
which in turn led to policy changes that resulted in dramatically decreased resources and
deterioration in the public health infrastructure needed to deal with vector-borne dis-
eases. To make matters worse, support for research on new and more effective vector
control strategies and approaches was greatly reduced. These public health changes,
combined with population growth, modern transportation, increased movement of peo-
ple, animals, and commodities, and other demographic and societal changes over the
past 50 years, resulted in a global resurgence of many of the old diseases that were once
effectively controlled (malaria, dengue fever, yellow fever, and plague), as well as other
vector-borne diseases, in the waning years of the 20th century. We review the history of
successful interventions against three such diseases (yellow fever, dengue fever, and
malaria) and identify lessons learned from the successes and failures of the past for
application to developing effective prevention strategies to reverse the trend of resurgent
vector-borne diseases, and to mitigate any adverse effects of future climate change.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the past two decades, vector-borne diseases such as yellow fever, dengue fever,
and malaria have become increasingly prevalent and more widespread [1,2]. These 
re-emerging or resurging diseases now cause even more morbidity and mortality than
occurred during the early 1900s, when successful prevention and control programs
were initiated. As many as 100 million people each year are afflicted with dengue
fever, with approximately 500,000 experiencing the severe form of disease, dengue
hemorrhagic fever, which has an average 5% case fatality rate [3]. An estimated
200,000 people are infected annually with yellow fever, with up to 20 to 30,000 deaths,
but this is believed to be an underestimate due to inadequate surveillance [4]. Estimates
for malaria range as high as 200 to 300 million cases and 1.1 million deaths per year
[5]. As staggering as these figures are, it is the rate at which the incidence of these diseases
has increased in last two decades that is of concern. This is particularly problematic
because these diseases were successfully controlled in the 1950s and 1960s [1,2].
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What has led to this dramatic resurgence of disease? This chapter reviews the experience
of yellow fever, dengue, and malaria, with attention to insights that can be gleaned to
help direct public health policy and intervention aimed at reversing this alarming
trend, lessons learned from the past, and what kind of renewed action is required to
reduce the present burden of these diseases and lessen the chances that climate-related
risks will exacerbate the current situation.

2. YELLOW FEVER AND DENGUE/DENGUE HEMORRHAGIC
FEVER

Yellow fever and dengue/dengue hemorrhagic fever are both caused by mosquito-
borne viruses belonging to the family Flaviviridae, genus Flavivirus [6]. Yellow fever,
the prototype of this group, is caused by a single virus; dengue and dengue hemorrhagic
fever are caused by four closely related viruses designated DENV-1, DENV-2, DENV-3,
and DENV-4 [6]. Both yellow fever and dengue viruses are maintained in primitive
cycles involving lower primates and canopy dwelling mosquitoes in the rainforests of
Africa, and in the Americas (yellow fever) [4] and Africa and Asia (dengue) [3] (Fig. 3.1).
Both diseases can be transmitted in an urban cycle by the highly domesticated Aedes
aegypti mosquito, which is a highly efficient epidemic vector because of its close asso-
ciation with humans and its blood-feeding behavior (it will often bite several people
before feeding to repletion) [3].

Both dengue and yellow fever virus infections in humans cause a wide spectrum of
illnesses, ranging from inapparent infection to severe and sometimes fatal hemorrhagic
disease [3,4]. The majority of infections present as a mild to severe febrile illness, while
only a small percentage of patients progress to hemorrhagic disease. The case fatality rate
for dengue hemorrhagic fever is about 5% compared to about 20% for yellow fever.

2.1 A case of effective adaptation

Yellow fever has never been documented in Asia, and dengue fever has never been
effectively controlled in that region. This discussion focuses primarily on the Americas,
where both yellow fever and dengue fever were effectively controlled by controlling
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Figure 3.1 Yellow fever and dengue virus transmission cycle
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the principal urban mosquito vector, Ae. aegypti. Yellow fever was controlled in West
Africa by vaccination.

Yellow fever and dengue fever are old diseases: their initial geographic expansion
was closely tied to the global spread of Ae. aegypti mosquitoes from Africa to other
parts of the tropics as shipping and commerce expanded in the 17th and 18th cen-
turies [7]. Yellow fever viruses almost certainly had an African origin, and dengue
viruses may have evolved in Asia. Regardless of their origin, the viruses were brought
out of the rainforest to villages by humans or lower primates, where a domestic cycle
was propagated by Ae. aegypti (yellow fever/Africa) or Ae. albopictus (dengue/Asia).
From the villages, the viruses were introduced into port cities where Ae. aegypti became
established, and from there they were transported to port cities all over the tropics by
sailing vessels.

Yellow fever was introduced into the Western Hemisphere in the early 1600s; the
first recorded epidemic occurred in 1648 [8]. From then until the middle of the 20th
century, yellow fever was the scourge of the Americas, with major epidemics occurring
regularly in the tropics and as far north as New York City. The tropical Ae. aegypti
mosquito vector would expand and contract its geographic distribution annually with
seasonal commerce and shipping.

The term yellow fever was used first during the 1750 epidemic in Barbados. It was
not until 1900, however, that it was documented that the virus was transmitted to
humans by the bite of an Ae. aegypti mosquito [9] (Table 3.1). Once the mosquito
connection was established, control measures aimed primarily at the larval stage of
the mosquito were implemented and yellow fever was effectively controlled, first in
Havana, Cuba, in 1901 and then in Panama in 1904. Ae. aegypti had adapted closely
to humans and preferred to live in houses with humans, blood-feed on humans, and lay
their eggs in artificial containers in the domestic environment [3,7]. While this made
them highly efficient epidemic vectors, it also made them easy to control because they
were localized in the domestic environment, breeding primarily in artificial containers
that were used for water storage or that collected water during rainfall.

The highly effective Ae. aegypti control programs that eliminated this mosquito in
the Americas [10] were based on controlling larval mosquitoes in domestic water storage

Table 3.1 Yellow fever, a case study of effective adaptation (prevention and control)

1648–1900 Yellow fever was the scourge of the Western Hemisphere.
1900 Walter Reed discovers yellow fever virus is transmitted by Ae. aegypti

mosquitoes, Havana, Cuba.
1901 William Gorgas develops and implements an effective Ae. aegypti control

program and controls yellow fever in Havana, Cuba.
1904 Gorgas applies similar strategy in Panama, controlling yellow fever – allows

Panama Canal to be completed.
1904–1919 Elimination of yellow fever from key urban centers (Panama, 1905; 

Rio de Janeiro, 1906; Veracruz, 1907; Guayaquil, 1919).
1937 A live-attenuated yellow fever virus vaccine developed.
1938 Fred Soper leads a team of Brazilians to eliminate Ae. aegypti from Brazil.
1941 Widespread vaccination for yellow fever implemented in West Africa.
1942 Last major urban epidemic of yellow fever in the Americas.
1946 Pan American Health Organization implements hemispheric Ae. aegypti

eradication program.
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and collection containers with emphasis on both container elimination and treatment
with insecticides, especially DDT. The last major urban epidemic of yellow fever in the
New World occurred in 1942 in Brazil [4], and of dengue fever in 1945 in 
the Caribbean islands; a small outbreak also occurred in New Orleans [7]. In 1946,
the Pan American Health Organization initiated a hemispheric Ae. aegypti eradication
program that was highly successful using these methods [10], eliminating the mos-
quito from all but a few countries in northern South America, the Caribbean islands,
and the southern United States, and effectively controlling epidemic yellow fever and
dengue fever in the Americas [11] (Fig. 3.2). An effective, safe, and economical live
virus vaccine was developed for yellow fever in 1937, and a French version of the vac-
cine was used to control the disease in West Africa beginning in 1941 [5] (Table 3.1).
However, the vaccine was never used as a primary prevention tool in the Americas.
Fortunately, urban epidemics of yellow fever have not recurred in the Americas, but in
1963, after an absence of 18 years, epidemics of dengue fever recurred in Jamaica and
Puerto Rico, two countries that had not been successful in eliminating Ae. aegypti [12].
In the late 1970s, DEN-1 was introduced to these same islands, beginning a dramatic
resurgence of epidemic disease that continues today [7,12].

2.2 The resurgence of disease

The elimination of epidemic dengue fever and yellow fever as public health problems
in the American tropics during the 1950s and 1960s led to complacency. Malaria had
also been controlled in much of the American region during this time (see below). The
result was a redirection of resources from Ae. aegypti eradication and control programs
to other competing priority public health programs [2,11,12] and the discontinuation
of the eradication programs for malaria. These programs were merged in many countries
to make the best use of very limited mosquito control resources in the early 1970s.

Another important change in the approach to Ae. aegypti control occurred in the
early 1970s: ultra low volume (ULV) application of insecticides became widespread as
the recommended method for controlling Ae. aegypti. Instead of controlling larval
mosquitoes in water containers, this method targeted adult mosquitoes using space
sprays of very small droplets of insecticides that remained suspended in the air for a

Figure 3.2 Aedes aegypti distribution in the Americas 1930, 1970, and 2003
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period of time; the adult mosquito had to be impacted by an insecticide droplet to be
killed. This change in control methods led to a major change in health policy: routine
mosquito control to prevent epidemics was abandoned in favor of a policy of emergency
response with adulticides after epidemics had been reported [11]. This approach to
Ae. aegypti control was flawed for three reasons. First, space spraying was ineffective
in controlling adult Ae. aegypti because the spray did not penetrate inside houses where
the mosquitoes were most frequently found [11,13]. Second, the ULV sprays did not
control immature mosquitoes in water containers. Thus, within hours of the spray,
newly emerged adult mosquitoes were feeding on infected humans, continuing the epi-
demic transmission, even if existing adults had been killed, which they were usually
not. Third, surveillance for dengue was poor because it relied on physicians to report
dengue-like illness. During interepidemic periods, the index of suspicion for dengue
fever was low and cases were usually not recognized until the epidemic was near peak
transmission [11]. Thus, the emergency adult mosquito control, which was ineffective
to begin with, was always too little and too late to have any impact on epidemic
dengue fever transmission [14].

Beginning in the 1970s, after the eradication program had been abandoned, Ae.
aegypti began to reinfest the tropical countries of Central and South America [11].
Because the mosquito surveillance and control programs for malaria, yellow fever,
and dengue fever had been merged, they were more focused on anopheline mosquitoes
and malaria, and the new infestations of Ae. aegypti were frequently not recognized
for months, or even until a dengue epidemic occurred [7]. The invasion and spread of
Ae. aegypti in the American tropics continued unabated during the 1970s, 1980s, and
1990s [2,11,12]. At the beginning of the 21st century, Ae. aegypti has a greater geo-
graphic distribution in the Americas, and occurs in higher population densities, than
at any other time in history (Fig. 3.2) [14].

Other trends that were occurring at the same time included a dramatic, uncontrolled
urbanization of the region and increased frequency of movement of people both within
and between regions of the world via jet airplane. This increased the frequency of
dengue virus introductions of all four serotypes into large urban human populations
that were infested with Ae. aegypti [3,7,12]. Beginning in the late 1970s, and intensify-
ing in the last two decades of the 20th century, there were repeatedly larger epidemics
of dengue fever caused by all four virus serotypes, the development of hyperendemicity
(the co-circulation of multiple virus serotypes in a community), and the emergence of

Figure 3.3 The emergence of dengue hemorrhagic fever in the Americas, by decade



the severe and fatal form of disease, dengue hemorrhagic fever, for the first time in 
history [11,12,14]. In a short period of 20 years, dengue hemorrhagic fever evolved
into one of the most important public health problems of the region (Fig. 3.3). In
2003, 28 years after the first sporadic cases were documented, 28 American countries
have reported confirmed dengue hemorrhagic fever cases, and major epidemics have
occurred repeatedly in many of those countries.

2.3 Prospects for the future

Fortunately, urban yellow fever has not re-emerged in epidemic form in the American
tropics, but the region is at the highest risk for urban transmission in over 50 years
[15]. Urban human population densities are unprecedented, with more than 150 mil-
lion people living in urban areas infested with Ae. aegypti. Yellow fever is still
enzootic in the Amazon Basin, and numerous cities with over 1 million population in
the enzootic area are infested with Ae. aegypti (Fig. 3.4) [2]. In the last decade, a num-
ber of incidents of urban or peri-urban yellow fever transmission have been docu-
mented in areas of tropical America [15]. The concern of public health officials is that
if epidemic urban yellow fever transmission begins in any of these American cities, 
it will rapidly spread to other cities in the region, and from there potentially to the
Asian-Pacific region, where yellow fever has never occurred, much as dengue has
spread around the world via air travel in the past 20 years. This scenario would cause
an unprecedented global public health emergency because over 2 billion people live in
areas of risk in the Asia-Pacific region.

Yellow fever has never been documented in Asia [16]. It is not known whether it
was ever introduced to the region in past centuries when the disease was causing massive
epidemics in the Americas. In that era, the virus, the mosquito, and humans moved
much more slowly than they do in today’s era of jet airplanes. The viruses (yellow fever
and dengue) essentially maintained a transmission cycle among the mosquitoes, which
were breeding in stored water on the ships, and humans aboard those ships [7]. Clearly
the slave trade, with large numbers of humans on any individual ship, increased the
chances of virus survival during the voyage across the Atlantic. The logistics of travel
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to Asia from the Americas or from West Africa were not as conducive to movement of
the viruses, especially before 1912, when the Panama Canal opened.

Other possible explanations for the lack of yellow fever transmission in Asia include
the high prevalence of heterotypic flavivirus antibody (DENV-1, DENV-2, DENV-3,
DENV-4, Japanese encephalitis, and others) in those populations, which although not
protective for yellow fever infection, may have a modulating effect on the infection,
down-regulating it to a milder illness with lower viremia levels and thus decreasing
the probability of secondary transmission [17]. Also, there has been some suggestion
that Asian strains of Ae. aegypti are less competent vectors of yellow fever virus than
their American counterparts [16,18]. Finally, evolutionary exclusion may simply prevent
yellow fever virus from becoming established in areas where multiple, closely related
flaviviruses occur. Most likely, a combination of all of these factors has contributed to
preventing yellow fever from being transmitted in Asia in the past.

The logistic and demographic factors that influence virus spread at the beginning of
the 21st century, however, are quite different from the past. First, tens of millions of
people travelling by jet airplane provides the ideal mechanism to transport pathogens
to exotic locations in people incubating the diseases. It is estimated that in 1998,
nearly 16 million tourists traveled to yellow fever endemic countries, 75% of them to
countries in the Americas (Fig. 3.5).

Ecotourism has increased in recent years, and since 1996, six tourists have died in
the United States and Europe as a result of infection with yellow fever virus acquired
during travel to endemic countries without vaccination. The point is that if urban epi-
demic transmission of yellow fever begins in the Americas, there could be thousands of
infected people traveling to Asian-Pacific countries where Ae. aegypti exposure is high,
thus dramatically increasing the probability that yellow fever transmission will occur
in Asia. Moreover, if yellow fever viruses were successful in becoming established in
the Asia-Pacific region, it would most likely be misdiagnosed as dengue hemorrhagic
fever, leptospirosis, rickettsiosis, hantavirus disease, or malaria, thus allowing it to
spread to numerous countries before an effective control program could be mounted.

There is a vaccine for yellow fever; it is a live attenuated virus vaccine that is probably
the most effective, safe, and economical vaccine available [4]. Yet it is not used in yellow
fever endemic countries for primary prevention; instead is used as an emergency response

Figure 3.5 US tourist arrivals to yellow fever endemic countries (data taken from Ref. 19)



tool to control epidemics after they have been reported. This is a flawed public health
policy because yellow fever surveillance, like dengue surveillance, is poor and insensitive;
by the time an immunization program is mounted, the epidemic has usually peaked and
is beginning to wane. A classic example was the yellow fever outbreak in Abidjan, Côte
d’Ivoire in 2001; the last confirmed case of yellow fever occurred a month before the
emergency vaccination program was implemented [20]. Also, yellow fever vaccine stocks
are limited; there would not be enough vaccine for American cities, let alone Asia and
Pacific cities, if urban transmission were to begin. Moreover, few countries in either
region have the mosquito control infrastructure in place to mount an effective prevention
program based on Ae. aegypti control. Thus, whether or not there is documented yellow
fever transmission in the Asian-Pacific region, there will be an “epidemic of panic” that
will make the 1994 Indian plague and the 2003 SARS incidents pale by comparison [21].

3. MALARIA

Whether measured by the number of cases, deaths, or any index of economic impact,
malaria represents the most important vector-borne disease in the world today [5,22].
This history-altering disease has been important for much of recorded time, and like all
vector-borne diseases, including dengue and yellow fever, it is strongly influenced by
climatic factors. Malaria is mainly found in tropical and subtropical regions today, but
in the past it was common in temperate regions during the summer months; it often has
a highly seasonal pattern [23,24]. The distributions and abundances of mosquito vector
species are climate-sensitive. Although demographic, social, behavioral, economic, bio-
logical, and ecological factors are the most important, there has been much speculation
about climate as an important determinant in the recent resurgence of malaria [25–27].

Malaria has been recognized for thousands of years, beginning with Hippocrates 
(b. 460 BC), who determined that “fevers” occurring as quartan, tertian, and quotidian
were associated with this illness [28]. Earlier, Herodotus (b. 485 BC) considered swamps
in Egypt to be linked to malaria, although this association had not identified a bio-
physical mechanism. Others recognized the importance of this maladie, but none were
able to develop effective preventions or cures. The contemporary word malaria was
derived in the 1700s from the Italian for “bad air” because of the long association
with swamps, marshes, and other mosquito-breeding water. Later, Napoleon and Volta
developed a “bad smell” map during invasions of Egypt, to reduce the risk of malaria
among French troops. It was not until 1880 that Laveran first observed microscopically
the development of the parasite in blood. Shortly thereafter (1897), Ross demonstrated
that specific Anopheles mosquitoes could transmit malaria. The association of
Plasmodium species as the cause of malaria in humans is thus a long one that has
affected human economic and social development in every reach of the world.

3.1 Human disease

The parasites that cause human malaria include four protozoan species belonging to
the genus Plasmodium: P. falciparum, P. vivax, P. ovale, and P. malariae [28]. Severity
of disease is species-specific, and most fatalities are due to P. falciparum infection,
which can involve renal failure or cerebral disease; disease severity varies with age,
exposure, and immune status. Infections with other Plasmodium species are typically
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less severe, rarely fatal, but potentially important because they can be acquired in areas
of transmission and remain latent in humans who move to uninfected areas where
mosquito vectors are present. This recrudescence of malaria was a major factor in sea-
sonal epidemics of malaria in temperate regions of the world in past centuries.

Malaria treatment, just like the disease itself, also has a long history, dating back
more than 2,000 years when the Chinese herbalists used infusions of Qinghao, or sweet
wormwood (Artemisia annua), as a cure [28]. In the 1600s, bark from the Cinchona
tree was used, and by 1820, quinine was identified as the active ingredient. Many syn-
thetic compounds have since been developed, but resistance to most has become
increasingly widespread. Thus, the role of parasite evolution complicates analyses of
how climate change and other demographic and societal factors are associated with
the current reemergence of malaria.

3.2 Mosquito vectors

All of the roughly 60 mosquito species that transmit human malaria parasites are in
the genus Anopheles [29]. Various environmental conditions play a critical role in the
distribution of each species. The four stages of these mosquitoes (egg, larva, pupa,
adult) have ecological requirements that determine their survival and abundance.
Environmental variables also affect adult feeding frequency, host choice, longevity, and
reproduction, factors that are critical to pathogen transmission. As a result, malaria
prevention had historically focused on avoiding or eliminating habitats that permitted
Anopheles egg laying and larval development. As early as 1892, larval control was
reported after applying kerosene to water where mosquito larvae were present (this
disrupts breathing through the spiracle). Beginning in the 1920s, arsenic and Paris green
(a copper acetoarsenite) were used as a chemical larvicide against Anopheles mosquitoes.
But it was not until the discovery of DDT in 1942 and its successful use in Italy during
the mid-1940s that effective chemical control of mosquitoes was realized.

3.3 Malaria eradication successes and failures

By the end of World War II, not only was DDT proving to be a highly effective insec-
ticide, but also chloroquine was available as a very effective treatment for malaria. In
1947, the U.S. Public Health Service began a US$7 million, 5-year campaign aimed at
eliminating malaria from the United States, and by 1952 the program ended as a com-
plete success. This encouraged the World Health Organization (WHO) in 1957 to
embark on an 8-year program aimed at the global eradication of malaria, with DDT
and chloroquine as the primary weapons, and active case surveillance to identify areas
of focus [30]. During the initial period (1958–1963), US$430 million (US$1.914 billion
in today’s currency) was spent on the malaria eradication effort. The program elimi-
nated or dramatically reduced malaria in North America, most of Europe, the former
Soviet Union, and parts of Latin America and Asia. Interestingly, only a few countries
in Africa that were considered to have had sufficient infrastructure and resources in
place were included in the program. Ironically, in 1976, G.W. Jeffrey [31] commented
that “the science of malaria control, developed slowly and painfully from the begin-
ning of the century to a relatively high state of sophistication, was almost overnight
converted to a rather simplistic technology of malaria eradication, which basically
required that one knew how to deliver 2 grams of something to 2 square meters of a



sometimes elusive interior wall, and to manage a hopefully ever-diminishing Kardex
file of cases”. The magic bullets had been successful, but for how long?

The initial euphoria over local elimination quickly turned to anxious concern as
Anopheles resistance to DDT became increasingly widespread. This should not have
come as a surprise, because DDT resistance had already been documented in some
areas by the early 1950s, and evolutionary theory combined with previous experience
could have anticipated expanding resistance. In addition, as early as the 1960s,
chloroquine was found to be increasingly less effective at curing malaria in some areas.
It was soon accepted that P. falciparum strains in South America and Southeast Asia
had become resistant to treatment with chloroquine, and that resistance spread to other
parts of the world. During the Viet Nam conflict, chloroquine resistance became
widespread in Asia. Loss of confidence in the eradication campaign strategy became
widespread, and WHO officially ended the program in 1972, with most funding phased
out a few years later. Unfortunately, the eradication program was not replaced with a
new control strategy that could maintain the progress made in the previous decade.

At the same time, and in part due to the success of the eradication campaign, inter-
national funding for malaria control and basic research declined dramatically in the
1970s. Furthermore, health and social sector spending during the 1970s and 1980s
was also declining in many countries, exacerbating the resurgence of malaria in many
areas where this disease previously had declined or disappeared. In some countries,
global economic changes, civil strife, and war led to deteriorating health infrastruc-
ture, migration, or forced movement of people, and changes in land use or settlement
patterns, adding more to the growing malaria problem. In many countries, malaria
had returned to produce an even greater burden of disease than before the eradication
campaign.

Beginning in the 1980s, the international community began to recognize the human
toll that malaria was once again taking, and began to fund research aimed at preven-
tion and treatment (new prophylactic drugs, human vaccines, mosquito-based trans-
mission inhibitors). This effort culminated in the 1997 launching of the WHO Roll
Back Malaria Campaign, a program that is conceived, designed, and structured very
differently than the malaria eradication campaign of four decades earlier.

3.4 Malaria today

Despite enormous efforts during the past century, roughly 40% of the world’s popu-
lation is still at risk of malaria, with case estimates ranging from 120 to 300 million
people per year. Regardless of which numbers are correct, malaria is unquestionably
one of the world’s most important infectious diseases. Misdiagnosis and over- and
under-reporting make it difficult to estimate the true impact of malaria, particularly in
underdeveloped countries of the tropics. Estimates of malaria deaths range from
800,000 to 3 million per year. Most (roughly 90%) occur in Africa, but such statistics
vary because of inaccurate surveillance and the complicated definition of “cause” where
many other infectious agents that cause a malaria-like illness, co-infections, or other
factors (HIV/AIDS, nutrition). Even if malaria incidence is overestimated by these
confounding etiologies, there is little doubt that is has reemerged in much of Africa
and other parts of the world [32–34]. Speculation and some data suggest that climate
change may be involved in this upsurge, but this is undocumented and controversial.
Yet, many other factors are also incriminated as region-specific causes of this increase,
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including decreased availability of medical services and anti-malarial drugs, greater
resistance to drug treatment (chloroquine and other anti-malarials), reduced anti-vector
campaigns, lack of insecticides, increased insecticide resistance, movement of infected
people into areas of low transmission, population growth and changes in landuse/land
cover through deforestation and agricultural development, and other regional factors.
Certainly, any or all of these changes could contribute to increased malaria risk, but
the role of each will vary among regions, ecological conditions, and intervention efforts.
The determinants of increased malaria in many parts of the world have not been ade-
quately studied, making it difficult for development and public health policy makers
to develop and implement effective prevention strategies. Nevertheless, basic knowledge
of vector ecology, exposure risk, and landuse changes could be applied to reverse the
expansion of malaria risk, and decrease transmission in holoendemic areas [35].

Interestingly, in some areas of the world, malaria has declined or remained roughly
stable during recent times. Incidence in parts of Asia, for example, has generally been
decreasing during the past decade (in China, annual malaria cases numbered perhaps
4 million in the 1970s and diminished to less than 100,000 in the 1990s). At the same
time, only slight increases were observed in the Americas during this period. Thus,
although malaria continues to be an increasingly serious health concern throughout
much of the tropics, there is considerable regional variation and changing incidence.
It appears that local conditions (vegetation, human behavior, economic conditions,
and effective control programs) kept malaria from returning to some subtropical
regions, but it has become an even greater burden in other parts of the world such as
Africa [34] than it was before the eradication campaign of a few decades ago.

4. DETERMINANTS OF ADAPTIVE CAPACITY AND
REQUIREMENTS FOR PUBLIC HEALTH PREVENTION

The history of successes and failures of interventions against these vector-borne dis-
eases provides important insights concerning our ability to adapt to future conditions,
and reduce or prevent future problems (Table 3.2). First, the range of available tech-
nological options is considerable, comprising many “low-tech” interventions that have
been effective in reducing abundance of mosquito vectors or limiting their contact
with people. These include removing breeding sites or reducing vector-human contact,

Table 3.2 Ranking of determinants of adaptive capacity and requirements for public health
preventiona

Determinants of adaptive capacity Requirements for public health prevention

Range of available technological options (4) Awareness that problem exists (5)
Availability and distribution of resources (3) Sense that the problem matters (5)
Structure of critical institutions (4) Understanding of the causes (3)
Human capital (5) Capability to intervene (2)
Social capital (4) Political will to influence (5)
Access to risk spreading (1)
Ability to manage information (3)
Public’s perceived attribution (4)

Note
a Scale � 1 (low) to 5 (high).



for example. For Ae. aegypti, containers suitable for egg laying can be eliminated, and
for Anopheles vectors of human Plasmodium species, it is possible to remove or treat
breeding sites or limit their creation. Other basic changes in housing (screens, air con-
ditioners, indoor residual spraying) that would reduce human exposure to vectors
could be employed. Antimicrobial treatment of malaria, and supportive therapy and
vaccines for dengue and yellow fever, will reduce disease severity and prevent disease
transmission. Resources for this kind of adaptive capacity, however, are less available
to the poor and will require financial assistance from developed countries. A greater
commitment from foundations and international funding agencies is needed to
address the serious problems that these vector-borne diseases represent.

Critical institutions include not only those that treat cases (hospitals and clinics) but
also those that provide continual disease surveillance and control and laboratories 
to support these efforts. Again, these are not sophisticated or difficult tasks, but they
do require coordination and funding. These are vital services that yield considerable
benefits for the resources that are spent.

Human and social capital is critical to the success of interventions against these 
vector-borne diseases. Trained professionals are in critically short supply. People will
be unable to implement effective coping strategies unless there is understanding and
political will. This includes knowledge of foci of elevated transmission, local conditions
that lead to greater vector abundance or human contact, and appropriate interventions
for specific conditions or groups. Local governmental agencies are critical to imple-
menting prevention and control, and should work closely with nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs) and citizens’ groups to ensure adequate surveillance and com-
pliance. Individual citizens play an extremely important role in enacting measures that
a government establishes.

For implementation of public health prevention measures to be effective, it is vital
that the community recognize the existence of various vector-borne diseases and con-
sider them to be important. In many contexts where dengue or malaria are present,
people have other concerns that often are more basic (employment, food, shelter, etc.).
Thus, it can be difficult to encourage people to see these diseases as significant factors
that affect their well-being. Yet, if it is made clear that many simple interventions can
reduce risk at minimal cost of time or resources, and that participating in efforts to
reduce risk will affect the lives of many others as well, public health prevention is likely
to be more effective. Even if people do not understand the detailed biological processes,
simple interventions are more easily accepted if they recognize the potential benefits
that will result, and if it is done in partnership with responsible government agencies.

5. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

What lessons can be learned from the recent histories of malaria, dengue, and yellow
fever epidemiology that might guide future public health practice? In the context of
climate change and increasing climate variability, what interventions will have both
short-term and long-term benefits regardless? What strategic goals should guide policy
and shape practice?

The first lesson learned from these historical experiences is that most vector-borne
diseases can be effectively controlled or prevented if adequate trained personnel and
resources are made available to endemic countries. This has important implications
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for effective adaptation to potential adverse events as a result of climate change. Second,
the strategy of eradication will never succeed. The goals of control, and possibly of
local elimination, are the only logical strategies to consider. Eradicating these vector-
borne diseases means killing every individual vector or all of the associated microbes
throughout the world. Global eradication of competent Anopheles and Aedes mos-
quitoes is technologically impossible. Similarly, global eradication of Plasmodium spp.,
dengue, and yellow fever viruses would not be possible because all occur in enzootic
primate cycles. No vaccine exists for dengue or malaria, and it is unlikely that effective
immunization will be possible in the foreseeable future. Even if effective vaccines were
available, the prospect of immunizing billions of people in endemic areas is unrealistic.
Despite having an effective yellow fever vaccine, it has not been used effectively for
primary prevention in the past 30 years [35].

Third, control efforts will ultimately fail unless they are designed to be sustainable.
This is a challenge and a problem because short-term successes often lead to compla-
cency and a redirection of resources. The effort required to maintain effective control
will always be less than that needed to re-establish it following a lapse. Methods for
controlling Ae. aegypti and various Anopheles mosquitoes are well understood, and
many are technically straightforward. Community education and participation, local
mosquito surveillance, and development and introduction of new, effective, antivector
technologies are all critical. Successful interventions will be vector-specific and different
for dengue/yellow fever than for malaria. Nevertheless, we have the capacity to dra-
matically reduce Anopheles- and Aedes-associated diseases provided adequate trained
personnel and resources are made available. Until such efforts are undertaken, mor-
bidity and mortality are likely to continue to rise. Programs to reduce any mosquito-
borne disease will benefit from removing or controlling breeding sites. For malaria,
renewed and expanded use of indoor residual spraying of DDT is warranted, because
it remains environmentally safe when used indoors, and is effective against most
Anopheles and Aedes adults. Expanded use of insecticide-treated bednets would also
reduce malaria incidence, particularly among children, but care should be taken to
forestall insecticide resistance. For dengue and yellow fever, community-based, inte-
grated approaches to eliminate or control Ae. aegypti breeding sites could bring back
the successes of just a few decades ago. And yellow fever vaccine should be incorpo-
rated into the WHO Expanded Immunization Program in endemic/enzootic countries
of Africa and the Americas.

Whether climate change will permit dengue, yellow fever, and malaria to gradually
expand into regions where they occurred in the past, but are currently absent, is being
debated, but it should be remembered that many of these regions already have the
mosquito vectors that have been present for hundreds of years. Current adaptive
measures have effectively controlled these diseases for many years, an important 
lesson to remember as policy makers consider adaptive responses to climate change.
Even if climatic conditions favor expansion of competent mosquito vectors, sustained
and improved adaptive measures could limit, prevent, or even reverse disease trans-
mission in new geographic areas.

Fourth, control or adaptation strategies require appropriate application of avail-
able tools. That many effective interventions exist is not enough if people lack knowl-
edge of how and where they should be deployed. Not only can financial constraints
limit access to interventions, but also lack of adequately trained personnel, ignorance,
or lack of coordination can reduce effectiveness. Community-based interventions tend
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to be most sustainable and can be very cost-effective, because they allow for coordi-
nated program implementation by members of the community. Appropriate use of
antimalarials will reduce the rate at which resistance develops, while reducing trans-
mission to others. The effectiveness of controlling breeding sites will depend on the
cooperation of many people in a community. Implied in this is the principle that edu-
cation of people, partnerships with governmental agencies, and coordination of action
are critical to the success of disease reduction strategies. Technical innovation may be
necessary, but it is certainly not sufficient when used in isolation.

Fifth, it is critical to enhance surveillance for both the diseases and the mosquito
vectors. In a world of modern transportation where rapid movement of people and
goods increasingly allows for rapid transport of exotic microbes and vectors to new
geographic regions, public health surveillance becomes critical to prevention and control.
Emergency response to outbreaks will reduce morbidity and mortality only if it is
implemented early in the epidemic and is effectively targeted. A strong and proactive
public health infrastructure that constantly gathers and distributes information, and
responds to surveillance data in an appropriate and timely manner, is essential to rapid
response. This type of enhanced surveillance and response is even more important
where climate-related changes may occur.

Sixth, we must guard against complacency that leads to reduced resources and public
health preparedness. Ironically, successful vector-borne disease control programs tend
to create their own demise. As fewer cases of disease occur, resources are re-directed
because there is less public concern over maintaining effective programs. The risk of
disease is ever-changing because of the dynamical nature of societies today. Demographic
and ecologic shifts, evolution of parasites and vectors, and rapidly changing interactions
of humans and their environments all suggest that we should expect the epidemiology of
diseases to be in constant flux. The principal lesson learned from the past, and the chal-
lenge for the future, is to not let down our guard in the face of successful disease reduc-
tion; if we do, we can anticipate a resurgence that often is more severe or widespread.

Finally, experience that produces new knowledge or effective intervention cannot
be sustained in the absence of solid political will, adequate adaptive resources, and
committed institutional buy-in. Long-term, win/win, or no-regrets strategies cannot
be linked to the typically short terms of politicians. A solid public health system must
be apolitical and supported by popular understanding, highly trained professionals,
and a strong governmental mandate. Such a public health infrastructure will meet
more than just the needs of the reemerging diseases that we have discussed here. As
has been demonstrated with the introduction of West Nile virus to the United States,
we can anticipate exotic threats to health in the future, and a strong infrastructure will
prepare societies to better respond to the unknown, even that which may be climate
based. To paraphrase the Cheshire Cat in Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland: “If you
don’t know where you’re going, then any road will take you there”. We need to carefully
consider where we want to go, and which of the many roads is most likely to get us there.
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4 Ecology, climate, and campylobacteriosis
in New Zealand

Philip Weinstein and Alistair Woodward

ABSTRACT: Campylobacteriosis is a gastrointestinal disease that can be spread
through water, and its transmission cycle can by influenced by climate in a variety of
ways. We argue that in New Zealand, climate change is likely to increase the disease bur-
den from campylobacteriosis, and adaptation will be necessary to minimize such public
health impacts. Infection rates with Campylobacter are high in New Zealand by interna-
tional standards (up to 300 notified cases per 100,000 population), and a significant pro-
portion of cases is believed to relate to exposure to fecally contaminated drinking or
recreational waters. New Zealand has numerous, diverse, and often untreated fresh-
water resources, as well as high stocking densities that result in a fecal load on the envi-
ronment 40 times that attributable to the human population. The rate at which
Campylobacter enters freshwater ecosystems and its survival once established are
dependent on the “health” of those ecosystems, which is subject to factors such as rain-
fall, temperature, and ultraviolet exposure. Climate change could affect campylobacte-
riosis rates through its effects both on the health of freshwater ecosystems and on human
and animal behaviors. These include patterns of freshwater use for recreation and expo-
sure to untreated water in other forms. Unlike many countries, New Zealand has peaks
in fresh water pathogen levels and peaks in human disease rates that sometimes coincide
in summer. Although the current state of knowledge does not allow us to model the
potential increase in amplitude and coincidence of these peaks with climate change, there
are strong reasons to expect an increasing disease burden, and hence a need for adapta-
tion. Possible responses range from the revegetation of catchments (thus increasing nat-
ural water filtration), through improvements in surveillance systems, to altering risk
perception and behavior in those communities most likely to be affected (often the
socioeconomically disadvantaged). The range of options illustrates the problem of
“targeted” versus “universal” adaptation, and the need for interventions that produce
benefits in both the short and long term. An accelerated program of reforestation in
water catchments is one such “no regrets” intervention, likely to improve both ecosystem
health and human health regardless of which climate changes emerge in the future.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades it has become apparent that many “traditional” environmental
health problems cannot be solved by “traditional” approaches alone. Rather, we need
broader approaches to analyze interactions between humans and biotic and abiotic fac-
tors, often drawing on the science of ecology. Nowhere is this more obviously so than
in vector- and water-borne diseases, which are influenced by many factors in the physi-
cal, social, and biological environments. One important contributor to this complexity
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is climate. Because ecosystem health and human health are inextricably linked [1], and
because climate is a major driver of ecosystem function, it should be no surprise that the
incidence of many diseases varies with short- and long-term changes in climate.

In this chapter, we use campylobacteriosis, a gastrointestinal disease that can be
transmitted by water, to illustrate the relationship between the ecology of a disease and
climate, and between climate change and adaptation. We start by describing the ecol-
ogy of the disease in New Zealand and its relationship to climatic variables. We
describe how climate change may affect this disease ecology (in the absence of adapta-
tion) and review what steps can be taken to prevent illness due to Campylobacter infec-
tion. Finally, we explore the implications for adaptation to climate and climate change.

2. BACKGROUND: THE ECOLOGY OF
CAMPYLOBACTERIOSIS IN NEW ZEALAND

Campylobacteriosis was first recognized as an “emerging” human gastrointestinal
disease in the late 1970s [2], and is now the most commonly notified disease in the
western world. It accounts for about 10% of all diarrhea worldwide [3], and New
Zealand has notification rates amongst the highest recorded anywhere, peaking at
over 350 cases per 100,000 population in 1998 (Table 4.1). The increase in monthly
numbers of cases over the last two decades is remarkable (Fig. 4.1). Other gastro-
intestinal diseases have not demonstrated such marked changes, suggesting that the
rise in campylobacteriosis is greater than what could be expected as a result of improved
ascertainment alone. The question arises, therefore, as to what unique aspects of dis-
ease ecology have led to this pattern in New Zealand.

Campylobacter jejuni is a bacterium that invades the intestinal lining. The conse-
quences range from asymptomatic infection, through diarrhea with abdominal pain,
to rare but severe complications that include arthritis and nerve inflammation. The
characteristic acute diarrhea arises 2–5 days after exposure (ingestion) and is usually
associated with abdominal pain, malaise, fever, and nausea. An acute episode is usu-
ally over within 2–5 days, but sometimes lasts for up to 10 days and longer when
there are complications [3].

Table 4.1 Rates of campylobacteriosis in selected countries

Country Rate (per Original source (year)
100,000)

Australiaa 106.3 http://www.health.gov.au/pubhlth/cdi/nndss/nndss2.htm (2002)
Canada 37.7 Centre for Infectious Disease Prevention and Control, Health

Canada (1999)
England and 108.4 http://www.phls.co.uk/topics_az/campylo/data.htm (2001)
Wales
New Zealand 279.8 Annual Surveillance Summary. ESR Population and

Environmental Health Group (2001)

Source: Data from Ref. 4.

Note
a Excludes New South Wales (campylobacteriosis is not notifiable in New South Wales).
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Campylobacteriosis is a food- and water-borne zoonosis with a reservoir often con-
sisting of domesticated animals, including poultry, sheep, and cattle. Only in these
reservoirs, and in humans, will Campylobacter multiply, and it is therefore known as a
thermophilic bacterium. Its transmission in food and water does not depend on growth
rates in these media as is the case with some other gastrointestinal pathogens, but is
rather a matter of “survival trajectories” between excretion by the reservoir and inges-
tion by the case [5]. The survival of this organism in the environment is subject to the
influence of a variety of abiotic factors. To understand the variety of independent vari-
ables acting at different levels of organization, and the interactions between host agent
and environment factors, it is necessary to broaden the conventional epidemiological
perspective into one more closely aligned with the science of ecology [6,7].

2.1 Environmental prevalence of Campylobacter

New Zealand is a fertile, mountainous country, separated by thousands of miles of
ocean from neighboring land masses. The country has over 770 lakes, 70 major
rivers, and thousands of streams that provide about 60% of the water consumed by
the human population of 3.8 million [8]. Pastoral farming has a major impact on both
water flow and quality. Over the last 150 years, deep-rooted vegetation has been
removed from hillsides and riverbanks, increasing the volume and speed of runoff
during heavy rains that in some places reach 11,000 mm per year. Much of the farm-
ing land is heavily stocked with sheep and cattle, and over 50 million head of stock
excrete about 40 times the mass of feces produced by the human population [8]. Some
of this excrement is washed into waterways with heavy rains, where it may come into
contact with humans both directly (drinking, recreation) and indirectly (by “seeding”
secondary cases; see following section).
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Figure 4.1 Monthly number of notified cases of campylobacteriosis in New Zealand from
1980 to 1990. Source: Data from C. Skelly, New Zealand Ministry of Health
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The natural self-purification of water percolating through soil and vegetation is
reduced as a result of changes in land cover. This exposes both stock and humans down-
stream to a variety of zoonotic pathogens, including Campylobacter, Cryptosporidium,
and Giardia [9]. Recent surveys have found over 50% of New Zealand’s surface waters
appear to be contaminated with Giardia (T. Brown, Massey University, personal com-
munication, 2000). Even in undeveloped catchments, Campylobacter occurs in over
50% of samples [10]. Campylobacter levels in the Taieri River near the southern city of
Dunedin ranged from 0 to over 11/100 mL maximum probable number (MPN) in a
recent study [11] (see Fig. 4.2), frequently exceeding both drinking water standards and
recreational water standards.

Given the prevalence of Campylobacter in the environment, drinking water is
clearly one possible source of exposure for the human population. The organism is
sensitive to chlorine, but the quality of water treatment across New Zealand varies
widely. About 20% of the population is served by supplies that have not been graded
as “satisfactory”. This includes supplies for small rural populations, which are not
covered by the public health water grading system. Exposure may also occur through
an outdoor lifestyle that includes hiking (and drinking from untreated surface waters)
and recreational water use (in untreated surface waters). Thus, the New Zealand envi-
ronment contains a widespread hazard in the form of contaminated surface water, to
which a significant proportion of the population is regularly exposed through drink-
ing water and outdoor activities. It is perhaps not surprising then that New Zealand
has very high notification rates, by international standards, of most zoonotic and
potentially water-borne gastrointestinal diseases [9,12].

What of other sources of infection? A New Zealand case control study of campylo-
bacteriosis found an association between notified illness and consumption of certain
foods, notably raw or undercooked chicken [13]. There was also an increased risk
with consumption of raw dairy products, and contact with puppies and cattle, partic-
ularly calves, but no association with contact with young children. Interestingly, there
was an increased risk for people with rainwater as a source of water at home, pre-
sumably from contamination of roof water catchments and storage tanks with feces
of animals such as cats, birds, and possums.

However, case control and other within-population studies cannot provide an
insight into differences between populations. There is no evidence or a priori reason

Figure 4.2 Average maximum probable number of Campylobacter by month, for one site
(Outram Glen) on the Lower Taieri River combined, January 2000–June 2001.
Source: Data from ref. 4



to indicate that New Zealanders have poorer hygiene or significantly different cook-
ing practices than other countries with a similar sociocultural makeup, such as
Australia, the UK, or Canada, where campylobacteriosis rates are as much as an order
of magnitude lower (see Table 4.1). Variations in health care services and disease noti-
fications are also unlikely to produce such marked differences in disease rates, nor can
agricultural practices (e.g., use of veterinary antibiotics) or demography (population
age structure) account for these variations. As we have indicated already, agricultural
development directly influences biodiversity, ecosystem health, and hence the risk of
disease transmission in freshwater ecosystems [14]. Therefore the high rates of campy-
lobacteriosis may be influenced by the unusual ecology of the causative organism in
New Zealand’s uniquely modified ecosystem.

2.2 Drinking water quality and gastroenteritis

Although most New Zealand drinking water supplies are treated and monitored, infec-
tion in a small number of supplies could theoretically generate a disproportionately
large number of cases. In addition to direct transmission, pathogens in water may affect
humans through occupational exposures to infected stock, contamination of the food
chain, or contamination of a variety of fomites by feces from both infected humans and
infected stock. Generation of cases in this way could obscure the importance of poten-
tial “seeding” sources of infection: for example, recreational use of an untreated rural
fresh water body may lead to fecal-oral transmission in an urban environment, account-
ing for the majority of cases. It is difficult to track the development of outbreaks, or even
to make urban-rural comparisons of incidence rates, because of historical limitations in
the accuracy of georeferencing cases (the uncertainty in rates between rural areas
exceeds the difference in rates between rural and urban areas) [15]. But regardless of
data issues, the potential for seeding of secondary cases means that simple spatial com-
parisons are not necessarily helpful in assessing the extent of waterborne transmission.

The frequency of infection with another zoonotic water-borne pathogen, Crypto-
sporidium, has been shown to relate directly to drinking water quality in New
Zealand [12]: mean rates of notified cryptosporidiosis in drinking water zones that
complied with the New Zealand drinking water standards were lower than rates in
zones that did not comply with the standards. A similar study could not be carried out
for campylobacteriosis because of the data problems alluded to in the preceding para-
graph [15]. However, given the similarities in the epidemiology of these organisms, it
would be surprising if campylobacteriosis rates were not also associated with water
quality. Although the introduction of modern standards of water treatment over the
last century has reduced the overall burden of enteric infections in New Zealand in
parallel with the rest of the developed countries, we suggest that water-borne
Campylobacter may still account for a large number of cases. This may occur by
direct contact with the bacterium in waterways and by human-to-human transmission
of infections originally picked up from water.

2.3 Socioeconomic deprivation and gastroenteritis

Why have the New Zealand rates increased so rapidly over the last two decades 
(Fig. 4.3)? Improved ascertainment may have played a part in the early years, but
cannot be the full explanation. It is unlikely that the prevalence of the organism in the
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environment has changed significantly with time, other than in some specific areas
where the dairy industry has intensified. Might socioeconomic factors explain the
rapid increase in numbers of cases? The incidence of diarrheal diseases is sensitive to
factors such as housing conditions that make it difficult to maintain a high standard
of hygiene, crowding, and access to primary health care. Moreover, in New Zealand
social disadvantage is associated with poor quality drinking water.

The New Zealand Deprivation Index [16] is a measure of socioeconomic depriva-
tion by mesh block (smallest area unit used in the New Zealand Census, average pop-
ulation about 100). The index is derived from nine variables reported in the national
census, including household income, crowding, and educational achievement. By
comparing the deprivation index of a mesh block to the quality of water supplied to
the same area, Hales et al. [17] established that the most deprived communities in
New Zealand are most likely to receive the poorest water quality. The odds of a com-
munity using drinking water that is not of a satisfactory standard is about three times
higher in communities with the highest decile of deprivation scores compared to those
in the lowest decile (that is, the least disadvantaged).

In New Zealand, as in many other countries, the last two decades have seen a
“stretching” of society, with a small number of people getting very much richer and a
large number of people staying much the same in terms of income, or getting poorer
[18]. We know of no studies that have tested the hypothesis that growing social
inequalities have influenced trends in water-borne diseases. However, social trends
such as greater household crowding and reduced disposable income, which have been
concentrated in the most disadvantaged sections of the population, may have made
these groups more susceptible to infection with agents such as Campylobacter.
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3. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CAMPYLOBACTERIOSIS
ECOLOGY, RAINFALL, AND TEMPERATURE

The combination of intensive sheep and cattle farming and the large variety of fresh
water sources used for drinking and recreation in New Zealand is distinctive. In
Australia, for instance, where water is a far scarcer commodity, the profile of campy-
lobacteriosis is more likely to relate to the ecology of food-borne disease than to the
ecology of water-borne disease.

Some of the features of the epidemiology of campylobacteriosis are consistent with
significant water-borne transmission; others are not. For example, one might expect
that both environmental pathogen levels and human illness would peak in winter, when
runoff from pastoral landscapes is at its maximum. However, notifications of illness
show a consistent summer peak in New Zealand (Fig. 4.1), as is commonly reported
from other countries [5]. On the other hand, many New Zealanders lead an active, out-
door lifestyle, with exposure to pathogens in surface waters through both drinking and
recreational water use. These behaviors peak during the warmer months of summer,
which is also the time when environmental levels of Campylobacter are highest.

In the United States and Europe, winter tends to be the peak time for environ-
mental prevalence of viable Campylobacter [5]. This seasonal pattern is explained in
terms of increased survival of the organism at lower temperatures, a decreased
Campylobacter mortality with lower exposure to ultraviolet radiation, and increased
runoff with winter rainfall. But this is not the case in New Zealand: Campylobacter is
found in greater numbers in New Zealand freshwater ecosystems in summer (Fig.
4.2). This pattern is still unexplained. Perhaps it relates to thirsty stock directly access-
ing fresh water bodies more frequently in summer, although the peak occurs 
1–2 months before the warmest period of the year (February–March). But whatever the
reason, the fact that environmental contamination and human disease rates peak con-
currently in New Zealand is consistent with a strong role for water-borne transmis-
sion of Campylobacter.

4. CLIMATE CHANGE AND CAMPYLOBACTERIOSIS

Human-induced climate change is expected to lead to higher temperatures across
New Zealand. Warming will be slightly greater in the north of the country than in the
south, with increases of 1.2 to 1.6°C in mean summer temperatures by 2080 [19].
Such changes are less marked than those forecast for large land masses, especially
those in the Northern Hemisphere.

Increased temperatures are likely to affect not only the prevalence of Campylobacter
in the environment but also behaviors that lead to human exposures to the organism.
Although the half-life of Campylobacter in freshwater is shorter at higher tempera-
tures, we have seen that in New Zealand pathogen levels nevertheless tend to be higher
in fresh waters in summer (Fig. 4.2). To understand this, we need to consider possible
effects of climate at other levels of the ecosystem. For example, higher temperatures
may influence the behavior of stock, such as more frequent or prolonged visits to fresh
water sources. At the level of human populations, exposure to contaminated surface
waters, through both drinking and recreational use, is also likely to increase with
higher average temperatures and more frequent high temperature extremes. These are
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suppositions, and need testing with empirical data. But in the absence of specific
research in this area, we believe it is likely that some of the fundamental ecological fac-
tors driving the incidence of disease in New Zealand would be enhanced by warming,
with effects on both hazard and exposure in the cycle of campylobacteriosis.

Precipitation changes are more difficult than temperature to forecast. However,
current scenarios suggest there will be more frequent high rainfall events in associa-
tion with changes in the El Nino/Southern Oscillation. Conditions are likely to be
generally wetter (i.e., higher total rainfall) on the west coasts of both main islands,
although there is a high degree of uncertainty [19]. Noting these uncertainties, it still
seems likely that runoff from many areas of pastoral land use will be both more rapid
and greater in magnitude. The relevance of total rainfall to human health lies in the
sheer volume of feces and fecally contaminated water that enters surface waters.

Rapidity of runoff is important because of the limited survival of fecal pathogens,
whose half-lives are less likely to be exceeded before human exposure occurs. The risk
of viable pathogens passing through water treatment plants is a function of both total
runoff and rainfall intensity. Furthermore, a greater frequency of extreme rainfall
events is likely to exacerbate the problem of fecal pathogens from point sources such as
dairy farms and human sewage treatment plants. Other countries, with more extensive
data, have been able to quantify the impact. For example, using data from 1948 to
1994, U.S. researchers showed a close correlation between outbreaks of water-borne
disease and extreme rainfall events within the preceding 2 months [20]. There is insuf-
ficient information in New Zealand to model the effects of increased rainfall on campylo-
bacteriosis rates, but it is likely that disease transmission will be enhanced.

It was noted earlier that cattle and sheep in New Zealand excrete about 40 times more
waste than the 3.8 million human population, giving a human fecal load “equivalence”
of a population of 160 million, most of which is untreated. Bearing in mind this micro-
biological pressure on the local environment, climate change may indirectly magnify the
risk of enteric infections among humans. For example, in New Zealand higher temper-
atures and increased rainfall will be conducive to the growth of richer and more exten-
sive pasture, which may well lead to further increases in stock ranges and density.

The New Zealand economy is likely to remain agriculturally based for the fore-
seeable future, and the effects of midlatitude, midcontinental drying on global food
production may increase New Zealand’s competitive advantage in this sector. As 
a consequence there may be powerful economic incentives to expand and intensify
agricultural activity and thus, indirectly, increase the environmental prevalence and
human exposure to Campylobacter.

5. ADAPTATION TO AN “EMERGING” DISEASE BURDEN

An assessment of the ecology of campylobacteriosis in New Zealand and possible
effects of climate change on this disease (this chapter) is the first step in the process 
of developing effective public health interventions to reduce the damage that might 
be caused by rapid changes in climate. We have suggested a number of contributing
factors to the “emergence” and maintenance of this disease. It is not possible, with the
current state of knowledge, to determine the relative contribution of each factor (or
combination of factors), or to predict the increase in disease burden in New Zealand
with higher temperatures and changed rainfall patterns. Nevertheless, what we do
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know currently about the ecology of Campylobacter in this country suggests a num-
ber of potential adaptive changes.

Current preventive measures for controlling transmission and infection with
Campylobacter include food and farm hygiene, thorough cooking (or irradiation) of
food, use of pasteurized milk and chlorinated water supplies, and control of the dis-
ease in domestic and domesticated animals [3]. Whatever their impact on the trans-
mission of Campylobacter, these basic public health strategies should be maintained
for many other reasons. However, they have failed to arrest the “emergence” of
campylobacteriosis in most developed countries, particularly in New Zealand, and
therefore cannot, on their own, be counted on to prevent expansion of the disease in
a world in which the climate may generally favor further spread of the pathogen.

Historically in New Zealand, catchment areas providing water destined for human
consumption have been closed to agricultural use or recreation. The advent of pow-
erful, high volume water treatment plants has made the protection of catchments a
less pressing concern. From the perspective of campylobacteriosis and other enteric
infections such as cryptosporidosis and giardiasis, however, there are good reasons to
review catchment management. For instance, many catchment areas have been cleared
and left as grassland or planted in exotics (Pinus radiata in particular), but native veg-
etation in New Zealand has the highest natural filtration capacity of any land use,
slowing runoff and increasing percolation [21].

Water from catchments with native vegetation is less likely to contain viable pathogens
than water from catchments with no native cover (G. McBride, National Institute of
Water and Atmospheric Research, personal communication, 2002). Replanting and pro-
tecting native vegetation in these areas reduces erosion and enhances conservation, 
and may bring public health benefits also. Importantly, it is not only the direct transmis-
sion of Campylobacter in drinking or recreational water exposure that will be affected.
If stock infections are also decreased as a result of regrowth of native plants in water
catchments, then the number of human infections acquired occupationally (in farms and
abattoirs) and by the food-borne route (via animal products) will also be reduced.

6. IMPLICATIONS FOR ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE

This example demonstrates how the range of possible adaptation options widens when
moving from a clinical perspective on disease control to an ecological view. For campy-
lobacteriosis this shift in perspective involves (metaphorically and literally) looking
“upstream” for significant, alterable causes of disease. There are many other specific
instances in which this general principle applies. But the example of campylobacteriosis
in New Zealand also shows the importance of local factors. The particular, and often
unique, features of the New Zealand landscape need to be incorporated in the ecological
analysis. As we have already mentioned, New Zealand’s closest neighbor, Australia, has
a very different geological and biological history and quite different settings for organ-
isms such as Campylobacter. As shown in Table 4.2, which summarizes the basic
requirements for public health action, we have little understanding of the primary causes
of campylobacteriosis, and there is only modest public engagement with the problem. 
It is highly likely that the predominant sources of infection, and the vectors by which
infection is transmitted, will vary from one country to another. Furthermore, the patterns
of susceptibility depend on many factors, including socioeconomic circumstances. As a
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consequence, the specific steps that need to be taken to control enteric infections and
respond to the pressures of changing climate will also to a large extent be country-
specific. But whatever the setting, we suggest that an ecological analysis of the kind we
have outlined for New Zealand is a useful means to identify options for adaptation.

The Campylobacter story illustrates the compounding effects of social disadvantage.
The communities at greatest risk of diarrheal diseases because of factors such as low
income, poor housing, and low standards of education are also most likely to be served
by ungraded or unsatisfactory water supplies. These communities are also over-
represented in parts of New Zealand where the most marked changes in climate are
forecast to occur (the far north, where warming will be greatest, and the west coast of
the South Island, where rainfall increases are likely to be heaviest). Adaptation must
take account in some way of this general phenomenon – that those most likely to be
harmed by climate variability, now and in the future, are those with the fewest
resources available to respond to change.

One challenge that arises from the social distribution of risk is the tension of tar-
geting versus universalism. Targeting means directing resources to the individuals and
communities at greatest risk. Universal approaches tend to favor the larger population
centers, where the greatest gains are likely to be made, in absolute terms. But the most
serious problems with the quality of drinking water tend to occur in small communi-
ties in rural areas, often remote from service centers. This means that interventions are
expensive, and are frequently more than the local rate-payers can afford. In narrow
“efficiency” terms, it is difficult to justify subsidizing these services. But on equity
grounds, and in terms of making the greatest difference for individuals, the improve-
ment of small water supplies deserves to receive a high priority.

It is frequently pointed out that the best options for adaptation are those that produce
benefits in both the short and long term. These are “no regrets” interventions, which can
be justified whatever climate changes emerge in the future. Better care of water catch-
ments, including revegetation with an emphasis on planting native species, would have
multiple benefits, independent of climate trajectories. As mentioned already, some of
these would be apparent relatively quickly (reduced runoff, improved water quality),
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Table 4.2 Campylobacteriosis in New Zealand – what factors affect the capacity to adapt
and what are the most important requirements for prevention: Ranking of determinants of
adaptive capacity and requirements for public health preventiona

Determinants of adaptive capacity Prerequisites for public health prevention

Range of available technological options Awareness that problem exists (3)
(2 – relatively few options)
Availability and distribution of resources Sense that the problem matters (3)
(4 – ample resources)
Structure of critical institutions Understanding of the causes (2)
(4 – regional government critical)
Human capital (4) Capability to intervene (2)
Social capital (3) Political will to influence (3)
Access to risk spreading (2)
Ability to manage information (4)
Public’s perceived attribution (2)

Note
a Scale � 1 (low) to 5 (high).
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while others (such as the promotion of biodiversity and carbon sequestration) would
occur rather later.

Recommendations for adaptation to climate change often stress the importance of
public health infrastructure without specifying the elements that matter most. In this
instance, desirable changes in the health system would include improvements in dis-
ease surveillance and reporting, improvements in environmental hazard surveillance
and reporting, and closer links between the professionals involved in both (including
human and veterinary epidemiologists, environmental scientists, and ecologists).

7. CONCLUSION

New Zealand is a small country with a high dependence on primary agricultural pro-
duction. Its “clean green” image adds value both to this production and to a sig-
nificant ecotourism industry. Whereas agricultural production demands ecosystem
change, a clean green image demands conservation and restoration of native ecosys-
tems. The present balance between these two competing demands is tilted toward
agricultural production, and we suggest this has been a contributing factor in the
emergence of campylobacteriosis. Rising temperatures and changes in rainfall pat-
terns are likely to favor the transmission of enteric pathogens such as Campylobacter
in this environment, both directly and indirectly.

One response to this challenge would be an accelerated vegetation restoration pro-
gram in water catchment areas. Such a program not only would retard runoff and
improve the self-purification of water from appropriately reforested catchments, but
also would (albeit in a small way) help slow the rise in greenhouse gases.

For a variety of vector-borne, water-borne, and other “environmental” diseases,
appropriate, scientifically based public health interventions can be devised only with
an understanding of the ecology of the disease. By extension, effective adaptation to
the potential effects of climate change is more likely to occur if a sound understand-
ing of the relationship between ecosystem health and human health exists. An accel-
erated program of reforestation in water catchments would serve as a means of
reducing simultaneously greenhouse gases and the burden of gastrointestinal disease.
Adaptation to climate change in this case provides the opportunity to improve both
ecosystem health and human health concurrently.
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5 A case study of unintended consequences:
arsenic in drinking water in Bangladesh

Kristie L. Ebi, David Mills, and Joel B. Smith

ABSTRACT: Beginning in the 1970s, tubewells were widely installed in Bangladesh in
an effort to provide a “safe” source of drinking water to a population that was experi-
encing high morbidity and mortality, especially among children, from water-related
diarrheal diseases (e.g., cholera, dysentery, and other intestinal diseases). However, in
many regions of Bangladesh, the groundwater accessed by these wells has naturally
occurring high concentrations of arsenic, a known carcinogen. The result has been
called the largest mass poisoning of a population in history. Possibly 30 million out of
the 125 million inhabitants of Bangladesh drink arsenic-contaminated water. Health
consequences of exposure range from skin lesions to a variety of cancers. Because of the
latency of arsenic-related cancers, morbidity and mortality from historical and current
exposures may continue for approximately 20 years after exposures are discontinued. A
number of international initiatives are under way to help resolve this problem; however,
solutions will most likely take a decade or more. This case study illustrates a number of
important lessons, including adequately analyzing interventions before they are imple-
mented, recognizing problems that may arise with relying on a single solution, inter-
vening initially on a small scale to test results, considering other problems when
designing an intervention, and having an effective monitoring system to identify problems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Public health interventions are designed to improve the health of a community.
However, in some cases, interventions are not as successful as originally planned and
unforeseen consequences of implementing the intervention can result in a new, signif-
icant public health problem that replaces or compounds the original problem. The
installation of tubewells and subsequent increase in use of groundwater in Bangladesh
provide an extreme example [1,2].

The story of this public health intervention is not directly related to climate change.
However, this case study is relevant for those currently involved in climate change
adaptation efforts in that it illuminates the risk of undertaking intervention programs
without adequately assessing both benefits and risks. It cautions those implementing
adaptation measures to consider the scale of the intervention and the consequences of
any associated risk when it is magnified across a large population. It illustrates the
problem of relying on a single technical solution to a problem instead of taking an
integrated, multidisciplinary approach; an effective technology does not always solve
the problem. And it shows the importance of implementing adaptation measures in 
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an incremental or staged fashion instead of instituting a wide-scale deployment before all
information is available. Flexible and responsive approaches are needed in which new
information and experience are properly monitored and evaluated, and then used to
appropriately modify interventions.

2. ORIGINAL HEALTH ISSUE – BURDEN OF DIARRHEAL
DISEASE

Surface water in Bangladesh is readily available because of a combination of the coun-
try’s geography (it is chiefly an alluvial delta interlaced by tidal waterways) and annual
flooding during the monsoon rains. Surface water sources include irrigation and trans-
port canals, rivers, lakes, and ditches. Historically, water sources included this surface
water (Fig. 5.1 shows the two main rivers [3]), even though it is heavily polluted with
fecal and other materials, and rainwater collected in “tanks”. Typical rural villages are
clusters of homes built above flood level on earthen mounds, and the surface depres-
sions excavated for mound construction are called tanks. A 1975 survey of water use
noted urination and defecation into the water, and manual bathing of the perianal
region in surface water sources also used for other purposes, including washing rice
seedlings, food, utensils, household items, and other parts of the body (mouth, teeth);
drinking (humans and animals); taking water; taking mud; gathering windfall fruit
from water; collecting water hyacinth; playing; fishing; and cooling buckets of milk [4].

Diarrheal diseases are caused by a variety of bacterial, viral, and parasitic agents,
including Vibrio chlorea, rotavirus, enterotoxic Escherichia coli, Camphylobacter,
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Shigella, Cryptosporidium, Aeromonas, and Giardia. Diarrheal diseases occur most
frequently in conditions of poor environmental sanitation and hygiene, inadequate
water supplies, poverty, and limited education [5]. Water-borne transmission has been
documented for most enteropathogens, including not only the consumption of con-
taminated water but also the use of contaminated water for bathing, washing, swim-
ming, cleaning, and washing eating utensils. Person-to-person and food-borne
transmission also occurs for most enteropathogens.

Diarrhea is a symptom complex characterized by stools of decreased consistency
and increased number. Defining an episode of diarrhea is a challenge in the face of
multiple causative agents and different personal stool patterns. The standard working
definition of diarrhea is three or more loose stools in 24 hours; an episode is consid-
ered to have ended after two diarrhea-free days [5]. A typical episode lasts for eight
days. Dysentery is a diarrheal disease defined by the presence of blood in liquid stools.

Diarrheal diseases result in reduced food intake, and malabsorption and wastage of
essential nutrients. The consequences include morbidity, retarded growth and develop-
ment, and mortality. Diarrheal diseases are a leading cause of childhood mortality in
developing countries. Table 5.1 provides the results of a longitudinal surveillance pro-
gram conducted from 1975 to 1977 in a rural Bangladesh population of 263,000 [6].
The data are for children under the age of 5, and are adjusted for the mortality-reducing
effects of the health services provided by the International Centre for Diarrhoeal Disease
Research, Bangladesh (ICDDR,B). The leading cause of death was diarrhea (watery and
dysentery). The top eight causes of death combined resulted in an infant mortality rate
of 142.6 per 1,000 live births, and an overall childhood (under age 5) morality rate of
279.7 per 1,000 live births. The study was conducted in the Matlab thana, in the
Comilla district, where the ICDDR,B has operated a surveillance system of regular
cross-sectional censuses and longitudinal registration of vital events among 228 villages
since 1963. As a consequence, there are better data for this area than for most of the
country. However, the mortality rates in this area may not be typical of other areas in
Bangladesh because Matlab was chosen for research purposes based on the hyper-
endemicity of watery diarrhea.

Another way to express these data is as follows: the 15.9% of the Matlab popula-
tion under the age of 5 experienced 53.1% of all deaths [6]. Over the 3-year study

Table 5.1 Adjusted number and rate of death (per 1,000) among children
under age 5 according to cause in Matlab, Bangladesh (1975–1977)

Cause of death Number Percentage of deaths Rate

Diarrhea 2,099 26.7 80.0
Watery 1,258 16.0 46.6
Dysentery 841 10.7 33.4

Tetanus 1,233 15.7 39.8
Measles 536 6.8 21.1
Fever 520 6.6 18.9
Respiratory 488 6.2 16.8
Drowning 237 3.0 9.4
Skin 99 1.1 3.5
Others 2,646 33.7 90.2
All 7,858 100 279.7

Source: Data from Ref. 5.
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period, the average life expectancy at birth was 49.9 years. Had a child survived to
age 1, life expectancy increased to 57.2 years. Survivors to age 5 had an average life
expectancy of 63.1 years.

Table 5.2 shows the burden of diarrheal morbidity by age group in Bangladesh.
Although the urban and rural data are not strictly comparable because of different
diagnostic criteria, time periods, and sampling strategies, the data suggest higher rates
in rural than urban areas [7]. Assuming an average duration of eight days per episode,
the overall Bangladesh incidence rate implies a prevalence of 2% for the entire popu-
lation, with a prevalence of 4.1% among children under the age of 5. When converted
to the number of diarrheal episodes in a rural population of 100,000, Sunoto calcu-
lated an annual attack rate of 85.4% (85,400 cases annually), with 39% of those
attacks in children under the age of 5 [7]. Among about 53,000 adults, the 238,000
person-days of diarrhea experienced translated into an annual loss (per person) of 4.5
workdays. The potential economic impact of this morbidity may be higher than the
data suggest because the peaks of morbidity coincided with the fall harvest of the
major rice crop in November and December, and with the planting of the winter crop
in February [8].

Diarrheal diseases do not occur in isolation from other health problems. For exam-
ple, Sunoto and Markum found that other diseases, particularly malnutrition and
upper respiratory tract infections, accompanied about 80% of the diarrheal cases [9].

The severity of the international burden of diarrheal diseases led the World Health
Organization (WHO) to declare 1981–1990 to be the International Drinking Water
Supply and Sanitation Decade [10]. WHO estimated that during this time period
US$133.9 billion was invested in water supply and sanitation, with 55% spent on water
and 45% on sanitation. Urban areas received 74% of the total. This investment resulted
in about 1.60 billion people being served with safe water and about 0.75 billion with
adequate sanitation. However, because of population growth, by 1990 there remained
1.015 billion people without safe water and 1.764 billion without adequate sanitation.

3. SOLUTION – INSTALLATION OF TUBEWELLS

Based on experience, the public health and other sectors approached solutions to the
diarrheal disease problem on the premise that providing safe water to rural areas

Table 5.2 Diarrheal morbidity by age group, Bangladesh

Age Incidence (per 100) Prevalence Rural

Urban Rural 
(per 100)

Population Episodes Morbidity 
(1964–66) (1975) (%) (per 100) (1,000 person 

days)

�1 1.62 1.86 4.1 4.3 32.9 2441–4 0.90 13.4
5–9 0.38 1.07 2.4 13.7 14.6 117
10–14 0.10 0.52 1.1 15.7 8.2 65
15� 0.09 0.56 1.2 53.0 29.7 238
All 0.31 0.90 2.0 100.1 85.4 684

Source: Data from Ref. 6.



would drastically reduce the high burden of diarrheal diseases. It was assumed that
accessing groundwater via tubewells would provide water free from the pathogens
causing diarrheal disease.

In Bangladesh, shallow tubewells are 5 cm tubes that are inserted into the ground at
depths of usually less than 200 m [1]. The tubes are then capped with a pump. Deep
tubewells tap water sources deeper than 200 m. Some tubewells existed during the
British colonial era [11]. When the partition of India took place in 1947, an estimated
50,000 tubewells were in what was to become Bangladesh. By 1972, the Government
of Bangladesh had installed approximately 135,000 tubewells. At that time, there was
about one tubewell for every 400 people.

Following a devastating cyclone that hit Bangladesh in November 1970, the United
Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) provided assistance to repair some 10,000 dam-
aged tubewells. UNICEF continued to assist the Bangladesh Department of Public
Health Engineering in initiatives to provide a safe source of drinking water, primarily
over concern for diarrheal diseases. These sources included shallow and deep tube-
wells, pond sand filtration systems, and rainwater harvesting. UNICEF support for
shallow tubewell installation was discontinued in the late 1980s when the private sec-
tor became successful at installation. Today, approximately 97% of the rural popula-
tion relies on shallow tubewells for drinking water [12]. On average, 75% of
tubewells are privately owned [11]. It is estimated that there are 6–11 million tube-
wells in Bangladesh today [13].

At the time the wells were installed, standard water testing did not include tests for
arsenic; unfortunately, it is still not a standard or routine test for rural water supplies.
However, arsenic in drinking water was recognized as a problem before the installa-
tion of tubewells. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency set the current standard
of 50 ppb in 1975, based on a Public Health Service standard originally established in
1942 [14].

4. IMPACT OF TUBEWELLS ON DIARRHEAL DISEASE
MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY

The installation and use of tubewells to control diarrheal diseases in Bangladesh
appear to have elements of both success and failure.

4.1 The good news

A 1995 survey measured water quality in one rural area of Bangladesh [15]. This area
had three potential sources of water: hand operated tubewells, rain-fed water storage
ponds (tanks) and surface water. From whatever source it was collected, water was
generally stored in the household in traditional earthenware pots. All households in
the district had access to tubewell water for drinking purposes. Tank or river water
was used for personal bathing, for washing of clothes, and occasionally for cooking.
Water was collected from each water source and each storage pot used by the 
study families, and the number of fecal coliforms per 100 mL was measured. Tubewell
water had low fecal coliform counts (�10 coliforms per 100 mL). This and other
studies demonstrated that tubewells provide clean water uncontaminated with
pathogens.

76 Integration of public health with adaptation to climate change
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However, tubewell water was initially not well accepted in some areas [16]. As cited
in [17], a 1975 WHO/UNICEF study showed that only 52% of households with
access to tubewells used tubewell water, at least for drinking purposes. As a result,
health education campaigns were launched that delivered information about personal
hygiene, sanitation, and use of tubewell water. The installation of tubewells, educa-
tional campaigns about use of tubewell water, and other measures were so effective
that UNICEF stated in its 1997 country report that Bangladesh had surpassed its goal
of providing 80% of the population with access to “safe” drinking water by 2000 in
the form of tubewells, ring wells, and taps [11]. According to Hoque et al. [18], dur-
ing the 1980s, when the population of Bangladesh increased from about 90 to 100
million, access to safe water increased in rural areas from 37% to 96%. That per-
centage is now decreasing because of arsenic contamination of tubewell water.

4.2 The bad news

A number of studies were conducted in Bangladesh during the 1970s to determine the
efficacy of tubewell installation in reducing diarrheal diseases. The results were not
expected – most studies found that providing clean water from tubewells did not sig-
nificantly decrease diarrheal diseases [4,19,20]. These results even led some authors to
question whether cholera was primarily a waterborne disease [e.g., 21]. Based on sim-
ilar results from studies conducted in India and Africa, research efforts were launched
to understand why the provision of clean water was not sufficient to decrease diar-
rheal diseases. These studies identified other environmental, personal hygiene, and
host factors associated with diarrheal disease.

For example, a survey of household sanitation in rural communities in Bangladesh
found that although 89% of households used tubewell water for drinking, only
11.5% had a safe water supply and usage (defined as satisfactory if there was a tube-
well within 400 m of the household and the area within 15 m of the well was free from
any source of pollution, if all the members of the household used this water for drink-
ing, and this or other well water was used for all domestic purposes, including cook-
ing, washing utensils, and bathing) [17]. Table 5.3 summarizes the data collected on
the other water sources in the 1995 survey [15]. When measured at the point of col-
lection, tubewells provided water of good quality; however, 62% of household stor-
age pots contained water with moderate (11–50 colony-forming units/100 mL) to
high (�50 colony-forming units/100 mL) contamination [15].

Other factors were found to influence water usage patterns. In the Matlab area,
tubewell water was not attractive for a variety of reasons, including being less acces-
sible than surface water, requiring considerable effort to pump, and being generally

Table 5.3 Occurrence of fecal coliforms in different waters

Source Coliform count (colony-forming units/100 mL)

N 	10 11–50 �50

Tubewells 10 10 0 0
Storage pots 29 11 4 14
Surface waters 7 0 2 5

Source: Data from Ref. 16.
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poor in quality [20]. Tubewell water was reported to turn turbid and to form brown
scum and precipitates during overnight storage. In addition, it causes discoloration of
teeth and food, and tastes of iron. Cultural beliefs also are important factors in water
usage patterns. For example, as cited in [20], “Children below the age of about one
year are said never to be given plain cold water to drink as its temperature is consid-
ered too chilling for them … [and] … some people say that [tubewell water] tempera-
ture is too cold and causes them to catch cold and lose their voices”.

Studies that reported reduction of diarrheal disease with tubewell water use also
reported other interventions. One of the studies reported a reduction in diarrheal disease
when latrines were installed in 92% of the households and hygiene education in relation
to water use and sanitation practices was provided [22]. In that study, episodes of diar-
rhea per child per year decreased 25% in the intervention area; environmental risk fac-
tors included distance from a handpump tubewell, latrine use by children, and exclusive
use of handpumped water for all major domestic activities in the wet season.

However, Shaikh et al. [23] concluded in 1990 that although the pattern of diarrheal
mortality showed a significant decline from 1976 to 1986, the decline did not appear
to be commensurate with intervention efforts and considerable progress still needed to
be made. One of the activities of the ICDDR,B is a Demographic Surveillance System
in Matlab. Table 5.4 summarizes diarrheal disease mortality per 1,000 population for
Matlab from 1966 to 1987 [23]. The only major difference across the 5-year periods
was the large increase in mortality for 1971–1975; this time period included the 1971
War of Liberation that led to the creation of Bangladesh and the 1974–1975 famine.
Another peak observed in 1983–1984 was due to an epidemic of shigellosis. Over the
22-year study period, 20% of all deaths were related to diarrheal diseases.

One factor not understood at the time of tubewell installation was the relative
importance of water quality and quantity in the transmission of diarrheal diseases.
Since the 19th century, most public health engineers believed, based on historical evi-
dence, that poor water quality was the most significant factor in transmission of diar-
rheal disease [24]. This was based on the impression that diarrheal diseases were
generally water-borne. Since the 1970s, the ways of thinking about water and health
shifted with the realization that water-related infectious diseases have four means of
transmission: infections spread through water supplies (water-borne); infections
spread because of lack of water (whether clean or contaminated) for personal hygiene
(water-washed); infections spread through an aquatic invertebrate host (water-based);
and infections spread by insects that depend on water [25]. These categories are 
not mutually exclusive; many diarrheal diseases have more than one means of 
transmission.

Table 5.4 Diarrheal disease mortality per 1,000 population by consecutive 5-year periods and
by gender during 1966–1987 in the Demographic Surveillance System area in Matlab,
Bangladesh

1966–1970 1971–1975 1976–1980 1981–1985 1986–1987

Males 2.1 4.3 2.4 2.7 1.5
Females 2.4 4.7 2.6 3.5 2.0
All 2.2 4.5 2.5 3.1 1.8
% of all deaths 14.5 24.9 17.6 22.5 16.5

Source: Data from Ref. 23.
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Where overall levels of fecal contamination and endemic diarrhea are low, and
resources necessary for good water quality and sanitation are generally available, water
quality is an important determinant of diarrheal disease [24]. However, much of the
developing world suffers from both relatively high levels of fecal contamination in
water and high incidences of diarrheal disease. In these situations, water quantity may
be more important than water quality in the transmission of several important diar-
rheal diseases [26], because water availability is important for hygienic behaviors that
would prevent much of the transmission by person to person or through food [27].

For example, a comparison of transmission of diarrhea in two crowded areas with
different sanitary facilities in Dhaka found that although contamination of household
drinking water (defined as �10,000 colony forming units per gram) was more preva-
lent in one area (58% versus 35% of households), there was no significant correlation
between water contamination and childhood diarrheal incidence [28]. Both areas had
a significant correlation between the incidence of diarrhea and the degree of contam-
ination of the hands. The authors concluded that “these findings imply that for slum
communities, where heavy contamination abounds, using resources to provide
increased access to a plentiful supply of water is likely to be more beneficial than pro-
viding a source which is absolutely pure”. Another survey found that the hands of
70% of slum mothers were contaminated with fecal coliform bacteria [29].

The risk of diarrhea increases with inadequate handwashing, particularly after
defecation or cleaning a child. Handwashing with soap is effective in eliminating fecal
contamination. However, in rural Bangladesh, soap is rarely used for handwashing; 
it is costly and it is perceived more as a beautifying agent [29]. The health risk related
to hand contamination is not clearly understood; the need for handwashing in rural
areas is explained in religious terms. In areas where soap may not be available or not
used, handwashing with mud, ash, or other agents is more effective than solely rins-
ing hands with water [29].

In addition, the presence of multiple routes of disease transmission in environments
with heavy fecal contamination limits the effectiveness of controlling only one or two
routes. Esrey et al. [26] reviewed 144 intervention studies to assess the impact of
water and sanitation interventions on diarrheal disease among young children; the
results are summarized in Table 5.5. Although important, improving water quality
alone reduced diarrheal disease morbidity by only 17%. A more recent study analyzed
data collected in the late 1980s from eight countries in sub-Saharan Africa,

Table 5.5 Median reductions in diarrheal disease morbidity from improvements in one or
more components of water and sanitation

All studies Rigorous studies

N Median reduction N Median reduction 
(%) (%)

Water and sanitation 7 20 2 30
Sanitation 11 22 5 36
Water quality and quantity 22 16 2 17
Water quality 7 17 4 15
Water quantity 7 27 5 20
Hygiene 6 33 6 33

Source: Data from Ref. 26.
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Asia/North Africa, and the Americas to test whether improved health effects regard-
ing diarrhea and nutritional status resulted from incremental improvements in water
or sanitation conditions [30]. Nationally representative random samples of ever-married
women 15–49 years of age were interviewed in all countries, and the weight and height
of children 3–36 months of age were recorded. Multiple linear regressions controlled
for household, maternal, and child-level variables. Improvements in sanitation resulted
in fewer cases of diarrhea and in taller and heavier children within each level of water
supply (on the premises, improved public water supplies, and unimproved). Health
benefits from improved water were less pronounced. Benefits from improved water
occurred only when sanitation was improved and only when water was available on
the premises.

Interventions now accepted to have high effectiveness and strong feasibility in pre-
vention of childhood diarrhea in developing countries include breast-feeding,
improved weaning practices, improved water supplies and sanitation, promotion of
personal and domestic hygiene, vitamin A supplementation, and prevention of low
birth weight [31]. Effective implementation of these preventive strategies requires the
involvement of not only the health sector but also agriculture, water supply, and san-
itation sectors.

5. UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES OF TUBEWELLS IN
BANGLADESH: EXPOSURE TO ARSENIC

The discovery of arsenic contamination of groundwater in neighboring West Bengal
led to the testing of tubewell water in Bangladesh, with contamination confirmed in
1993 [1,13]. The source of the arsenic appears to be geological because none of the
explanations for anthropogenic contamination can account for the regional extent of
groundwater contamination. The sediments in West Bengal and Bangladesh are rich
in iron pyrites that contain arsenic. The process by which arsenic is released into the
groundwater is currently under investigation.

Arsenic is a metalloid abundant in the earth’s crust, with an average concentration
of 2 mg/kg [32]. It occurs in trace quantities in rock, soil, water, and air. Arsenic and
its compounds occur in crystalline, powder, amorphous, or vitreous forms. Arsenic is
the main constituent of more than 200 mineral species.

Arsenic is widely distributed in surface freshwater, with concentrations in rivers and
lakes generally below 10 �g/L. Arsenic levels in groundwater average about 1–2 �g/L,
except in areas with volcanic rock and sulfide mineral deposits where arsenic concen-
trations can range up to 3 mg/L [32]. Elevated concentrations (�1 mg/L) in groundwa-
ter from geochemical origins have been found in Taiwan, West Bengal (India), and
Bangladesh. Elevated concentrations of arsenic in drinking water also have been
found in Chile, northern Mexico, and several areas of Argentina. Arsenic contami-
nated groundwater has been found in parts of China, the United States (California,
Utah, Nevada, Washington, and Alaska), and Finland [32]. Arsenic in water cannot
be tasted or smelled.

5.1 Contamination of groundwater

In 1998, the British Geological Survey in collaboration with the Bangladesh
Department of Public Health Engineering conducted a survey of 3,534 well waters
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from 61 of the 64 districts of Bangladesh and from 433 of the 496 upazilas [13].
Approximately one sample per 37 km2 was taken, representing perhaps 0.03–0.05%
of all tubewells. Stratified random sampling was attempted, but not fully realized for
practical reasons (i.e., flooded areas, lack of roads for vehicular access, and the local
lack of familiarity with randomized sampling schemes). The majority of the tubewells
sampled were government-installed wells that are believed to be representative of all
wells. Except for four wells, all samples also were analyzed for a wide variety of other
elements. In addition, special study areas were established in three upazilas to under-
take greater sampling density. A survey was conducted to examine the variation of
arsenic at the village level.

Figure 5.2 [13] is a smoothed map showing the regional trends in groundwater
arsenic concentrations in shallow tubewells (defined at less than 150 m deep) based on
the national survey. The map shows clear regional differences in arsenic concentra-
tions, with the southern and southeastern areas having the highest contamination.
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The survey showed that 25% of all tubewells sampled contained more than 50 �g/L
of arsenic, which is the Bangladesh drinking water standard. In addition, 9% of the
tubewells exceeded 200 �g/L, 1.8% exceeded 500 �g/L, and 0.1% exceeded
1,000 �g/L. On the other hand, 24% of samples fell below the detection limit for
arsenic (0.25–0.5 �g/L). Of the shallow tubewells, 27% contained more than 50 �g/L
and 46% contained more than 10 �g/L, the WHO guideline value for arsenic. Only 3
out of 327 deep wells (defined as equal to or greater than 150 m in depth) exceeded
50 �g/L and 16 exceeded 10 �g/L. Based on an estimate of 6–11 million tubewells in
Bangladesh, these results suggest that 1.5–2.5 million wells are contaminated with
arsenic concentrations above the Bangladesh standard.

Another important finding was that there was considerable well-to-well variability
over the scale of a few kilometers. The variability was so high that it was difficult to
predict whether a particular well was contaminated based on measurements taken in
neighboring wells. In the 243 samples collected, arsenic concentrations varied over
four orders of magnitude. Even within an area as small as a village, no pattern of con-
tamination emerged. This pointed to the necessity of establishing a program of testing
nearly all shallow tubewells if they are to be used for drinking water. Even areas of
generally low concentrations had occasional hot spots with a cluster of tubewells with
unusually high concentrations.

In addition, there appears to be no correlation between percentage of tubewells
contaminated and the incidence of arsenicosis [11]. Table 5.6 shows the result of one
survey; the incidence of arsenicosis is not highest in areas where the contamination of
tubewells is most widespread. Although preliminary, these findings suggest that fac-
tors other than contaminated water are contributing to the occurrence of arsenicosis.
Understanding the key factors associated with arsenicosis will be important for iden-
tifying and implementing effective interventions.

The survey used two different methods to estimate the number of people exposed
to drinking water with arsenic concentrations in excess of the Bangladesh standard;
these methods gave estimates of 28 million and 35 million people in a 1999 popula-
tion of 125.5 million for the whole of Bangladesh. Using the WHO guidelines, the
numbers were 46 and 57 million. The authors suggested that the larger estimates were
more reliable.

The survey also clearly identified that arsenic is not the only problem: 35% of the
national survey samples exceeded the WHO guideline for manganese, and some sig-
nificantly so. The spatial patterns of the arsenic and manganese problem areas dif-
fered significantly; only 33% of shallow tubewell water was in compliance with the

Table 5.6 Tubewell contamination and incidence of arsenicosis

Thana Contaminated Number of Surveyed Patients per 10,000 
tubewells (%) patients population (’000) people

Bera 55 86 197 4.3
Jhikargacha 59 96 267 3.6
Kachua 97 1 83 0.1
Sonargaon 62 213 301 7.1
Total 61 396 848 4.7

Source: Data from Ref. 11.



WHO guidelines for both. Elevated concentrations were found for other inorganic
constituents of potential health concern, including boron and uranium. Iron and
ammonium also were present in high concentrations, particularly in the southern part
of Bangladesh.

5.2 Arsenic-related diseases

As noted earlier, arsenic is an abundant, naturally occurring metalloid; as such, every-
one is exposed to some degree. Environmental exposure to arsenic is primarily
through the ingestion of food and water, and food is the principal contributor to the
average daily intake of 20–300 �g [32]. The human body has evolved mechanisms for
removal of minerals, including arsenic. Adverse health effects from arsenic exposure
begin once an individual’s threshold body burden is exceeded; there is variability in
the individual body burden at which symptoms begin to occur.

Soluble inorganic arsenic is acutely toxic, and ingestion of large doses leads to gas-
trointestinal symptoms, disturbances of cardiovascular and nervous system functions,
and eventually death. Survivors may experience bone marrow depression, haemolysis,
hepatomegaly, melanosis, polyneuropathy, and encephalopathy.

Early symptoms from long-term exposure to arsenic in drinking water can range
from development of dark spots on the skin to a hardening of the skin into nodules,
often on the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet. One study reported the
prevalence of skin lesions in Bangladesh villages drinking from arsenic contaminated
tubewells was 26–30% [33]. A survey of 18,000 people found 20.6% had arsenical
dermatological symptoms [34]. Children appeared to have higher body burdens than
adults despite fewer dermatological symptoms. Symptoms developed after 6 months
to 2 years or more of exposure, and were related to the amount of arsenic ingested,
the concentration of arsenic in the water, and nutritional status. With higher arsenic
concentration in water and greater daily intake, clinical symptoms develop earlier.
Chronic arsenicosis can affect multiple organ systems, including the lungs, gastroin-
testinal system, liver, spleen, genitourinary system, hemopoietic system, eyes, nervous
system, and cardiovascular system. In the survey mentioned above, of 413 cases of
chronic arsenicosis, 154 (37.3%) had evidence of neuropathy [34]. There was evi-
dence of damage to both the peripheral and the central nervous system.

Arsenic exposure also is causally related to increased risks of cancers in the skin,
lungs, bladder, and kidney [32]. Increased risks of lung and bladder cancer and of
arsenic-associated skin lesions have been reported to be associated with ingestion of
drinking water with arsenic concentrations of 	50 �g/L.

Morales et al. [35] reanalyzed data from a study in Taiwan and concluded that
although the shape of the exposure-response curve is uncertain at low levels of arsenic
exposure, over a lifetime, one out of every 100–300 people who consume drinking
water containing 50 �g/L arsenic may suffer an arsenic-related cancer (lung, bladder,
or liver cancer) death. Smith et al. predicted similar levels of risk [36]. Given the
British Geological Survey estimates of 28–35 million people consuming water above
this concentration, and given cancer latency periods of about 20 years, about 93,000
to 350,000 excess cancer deaths could be expected unless effective and safe interven-
tions are implemented quickly, including the provision of safe drinking water.

Conclusions on the causality of the relationships between arsenic exposure and
other health effects are less clear-cut. The evidence is strongest for hypertension and
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cardiovascular disease, suggestive for diabetes and reproductive effects, and weak for
cerebrovascular disease, long-term neurological effects, and cancer at sites other than
the lung, bladder, kidney, and skin [32].

There are few effective treatments for arsenicosis. A number of arsenic chelators
have been tested, with 2,3-dimercapto-1-propanesulfonate (DMPS) showing the most
promise [37]. In addition, recent evidence suggests that discontinuing exposure to
contaminated drinking water can reduce body burdens of arsenic [38,39]. Ahmad 
et al. [38] concluded that many patients with first and second stages of arsenicosis
would recover if further exposures were prevented. Supplying safe water appears to
be a major step to reversing as well as preventing further arsenic poisoning.

In addition to health effects, there are social consequences of arsenicosis in
Bangladesh. Because of illiteracy and lack of information, many confuse the skin lesions
of arsenicosis with leprosy [12]. Within a community, individuals with skin lesions
have been barred from social activities and often face rejection, even by family mem-
bers. Women have been unable to get married, wives have been abandoned by their
husbands, men have lost jobs, and children have not gone to school in an effort to
hide the problem.

5.3 Arsenic control efforts

The problem of arsenic in drinking water in Bangladesh is huge and complex; an esti-
mated 60,000 villages are at risk in 59 out of Bangladesh’s 64 districts [12]. These
numbers are expected to increase as more testing is done. Major constraints to
addressing the problem include lack of information on the extent, causes, effective
treatment, and long-term sustainable remedies. Uncertainties range from why some
people develop skin lesions while other family members do not to low-cost techno-
logical options for removal of arsenic from drinking water. Because of these uncer-
tainties, the primary approach must be prevention.

The initial response to this crisis was slow because little was known about the
extent of the problem, about how to test and treat contaminated water, and about
how to identify and treat patients. A variety of international agencies began initiating
programs in 1996/1997 to respond to the arsenic crisis, including the World Bank, the
United Nations Development Programme, the WHO, UNICEF, the Food and
Agriculture Organization, the UK Department for International Development, the
Swiss Development Corporation, the Canadian International Development Agency,
the Netherlands Ministry of Development Corporation, and others. Activities gener-
ally fall into five areas: testing existing tubewells to identify those that are safe sources
for drinking water; providing alternative safe water sources; enhancing the health sec-
tor capacity for the surveillance, prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of individuals
with arsenic related conditions; promoting research to enable the development of
effective policies and measures to address the various dimensions of the problem; and
initiating communication campaigns to educate the public about arsenic contamina-
tion, its health effects, how to avoid exposure, and treatment options.

The largest single project is the US$44 million Bangladesh Arsenic Mitigation and
Water Supply Project, which aims to identify affected tubewells, to provide alternative
sources of safe drinking water, and to build capacity at the national and local levels to
address the challenge in the longer term [12]. Because of the lack of a pattern in tube-
well contamination, every tubewell needs to be tested. The limited evidence available on



the need for continuous monitoring is inconsistent; some tubewells that tests showed
to be safe were contaminated on subsequent monitoring [13,34]. Laboratory testing
is time consuming, expensive, and resource intensive (about US$10 for a single arsenic
analysis) [11]. A reliable field test kit that can accurately detect arsenic at 50 ppb, the
current Bangladesh standard, is not yet available commercially. The field test kit being
used in UNICEF-funded projects is relatively reliable in indicating whether a water
sample has arsenic below 20 ppb or above 100 ppb. Currently, all tubewells that con-
tain arsenic above 20 ppb are painted red to indicate that they are unsafe.

One of the difficulties that has been encountered is that by 1999, a Community-
Based Action Research Project found the perception that tubewells are a safe source
of drinking water to be deep-seated [11]. The project found that even when tubewells
were shown to contain unacceptable levels of arsenic, people continued to drink from
them. This was partly because villagers are reluctant to fetch water from a source that
is not close to their dwellings, and because the urgency to switch to a safe source was
not readily felt. Communication programs are working to change this perception.

Another difficulty is that it is not simple for a family to switch from their unsafe
well to someone else’s safe well [40]. Most wells are privately owned. Women are tra-
ditionally not expected to leave their bari (cluster of related households) unaccompa-
nied. The need for privacy can be an obstacle because many of the wells are located
close to the family latrine.

Alternative options for provision of safe drinking water include installing deep
tubewells (deeper than 200 m), dug wells, and pond sand filters; harvesting rainwater;
and removing arsenic from contaminated water [11]. Deep tubewells tap into an
aquifer that is less contaminated than the one from which shallow tubewells draw.
Pond sand filters treat surface water to make it safe for drinking and cooking.
Rainwater harvesting systems have been used in the coastal districts for years, and are
now being introduced in arsenic-affected areas. Effective, safe, and inexpensive low
technology methods for removal of arsenic from contaminated water in rural settings
are under development.

Developing more comprehensive and sustainable water supply options is a chal-
lenge. These options will require a means of addressing the lack of sanitation and a
commitment for operation and maintenance of implemented options. One successful
arsenic mitigation project in rural Bangladesh achieved this through integrated
research and development of appropriate water supply options and through commu-
nity participation [2]. Political leaders and women played key roles in the success of
the project. The main recommendations included integration of tubewell screening
with supply of safe water; research on technological and social aspects; community
participation by women and local governments; education and training of all stake-
holders; immediate and appropriate use of the available knowledge; links between
intermediate and long-term investment; effective coordination; and immediate atten-
tion by health, nutrition, agriculture, education, and other programs.

Until recently, the focus has been on the challenge of providing safe drinking water.
In addition, besides prevention of new cases, there is a need for medical management
of persons already suffering from arsenicosis. More definitive information is needed
on the magnitude, distribution, and epidemiology of the health impacts in
Bangladesh; the clinical progression of arsenicosis, both with and without continuing
exposure (including whether changes in pigmentation and hyperkerotosis are good
markers of more serious health effects); determinants and risk factors that explain
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variations in outcomes for individuals with similar levels of exposure; and the food
safety issues related to crops irrigated with water contaminated with arsenic [41].

At this time, most of the population is unaware of the hazard and ways to deal with
it, their water sources have not been tested, most health care providers have not been
trained to recognize and treat affected patients, and crucial epidemiologic questions
about incidence, prevalence, and effective medical treatments have not been answered.
Obviously, educating the public about the potential hazards of arsenic exposure is
ineffective under these conditions.

Addressing these challenges will be difficult given other issues facing Bangladesh.
Bangladesh has some of the poorest people in the world; most earn less than US$1 per
day [42]. Bangladesh has among the highest levels of malnutrition and the fourth
largest concentration of tuberculosis cases in the world [41], in addition to the high
rates of diarrheal and acute respiratory diseases. Contributing to the health challenges
are marked gender disparities in health care, low levels of education, poor sanitation,
and inadequate health care services.

6. CLIMATE CHANGE PROJECTIONS

About one-fifth of Bangladesh consists of low-lying coastal zones that are currently
vulnerable to climate variability. The significant changes in climate projected for Asia
are expected to increase vulnerability in Bangladesh [43]. Major risks include the 
following:

• Large deltas and coastal low-lying areas could be inundated by sea level rise.
• Climate change and its variability could exacerbate current vulnerability to

extreme climate events.
• Increased precipitation intensity, particularly during the summer monsoon, could

increase flood-prone areas.
• Tropical cyclones could become more intense. Tropical cyclones combined with

sea level rise could result in enhanced risk of loss of life and properties in low-lying
coastal areas.

The impacts of climate change could exacerbate the existing safe drinking water
problems in Bangladesh. Flooding not only could result in loss of life but also could
affect water supplies in terms of amount and distribution of rainwater. It could also
cause problems in isolating “clean” surface water supplies from contaminated ones.
Climate change projections should be taken into consideration when planning,
designing, and implementing options for providing access to clean water and sani-
tation. Because infrastructure decisions have a long lifetime, prudent decision-making
today could increase future adaptive capacity. Particular attention should be paid to
the low-lying coastal areas, which are vulnerable to storm surges and sea level rise.

7. LESSONS FOR ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE

As discussed in Chapter 2, the determinants of adaptive capacity and the requirements
for public health prevention are measures of the ability of a community, nation, or region
to cope with and respond effectively to an external stress. Table 5.7 provides a rough
ranking of the dimensions of each measure for the current response to the problem of
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arsenic in drinking water in Bangladesh; the ranking is on a scale of 1 (low) to 5
(high). For both measures, the current response is limited on a number of dimensions,
from an understanding of the cause of the elevated concentrations of arsenic to the
human and social capital required to address the problem. Understanding where lim-
itations occur can help focus activities to facilitate the development of effective
response strategies. The consequences of the installation of tubewells to reduce the
burden of diarrheal diseases offer a variety of lessons; more lessons are likely to be
learned as the resolution of this problem unfolds over time. This case study clearly
illustrates the risk of undertaking massive intervention programs without determining
both benefits and risks. A systematic and thorough assessment is needed of the
dynamics of a particular issue (including the risks and benefits of doing nothing), of
the extent to which there are key uncertainties, and of the magnitude of any potential
adverse impacts. Without an assessment of the potential consequences of an interven-
tion, beneficial steps may be inadvertently presented as cures. Acute problems such as
arsenic in drinking water in Bangladesh create pressure to find quick solutions.
Programs should evaluate short-term responses while finding long-term solutions,
within the context of the underlying causes. Claims for simple cures to complex prob-
lems from those proposing interventions often increase the skepticism of both those
funding and those receiving the intervention.

In this case, arsenic in drinking water was not a recognized problem by those fund-
ing tubewell installation, so testing and monitoring were not recommended in the
1970s. However, the problem in Bangladesh could have been recognized sooner, par-
ticularly after health problems began to arise in Taiwan and India. Once problems
were identified elsewhere, prompt testing of wells would have prevented many current
and future adverse health effects. That, of course, is easy to say now that the size of
the arsenic problem in Bangladesh is apparent.

Imbedded in this lesson is the issue of scale, the difference of absolute versus rela-
tive risks. A solution associated with a small risk implemented on a wide scale (such
as the installation of tubewells) is likely to have a far more significant adverse health
impact than a solution with a larger risk implemented on a small scale.

This case study also reinforces the problem of relying on a single technical solution
to a problem instead of taking an integrated, multidisciplinary approach. An effective

Table 5.7 Ranking of determinants of adaptive capacity and requirements for public health
preventiona

Determinants of adaptive capacity Requirements for public health prevention

Range of available technological options (2) Awareness that problem exists (5)
Availability and distribution of resources Sense that the problem matters (5)
(2 – aid)
Structure of critical institutions (2) Understanding of the causes (1)
Human capital (2) Capability to intervene (2)
Social capital (3) Political will to influence (4)
Access to risk spreading (1)
Ability to manage information (2)
Public’s perceived attribution (1)

Note
a Scale � 1 (low) to 5 (high).



technology does not always solve the problem. A more holistic and experience-based
approach is needed to ensure that the mistakes of the past are not repeated. During
the tubewell installation, it was discovered that diarrheal diseases result from numer-
ous contamination pathways. Supplying clean drinking water from tubewells was
only part of the solution; equally important were changes in hygienic practices and
sanitation.

In addition, the arsenic problem shows the danger of designing interventions in iso-
lation from problems being addressed by other sectors. In this case, tubewell installa-
tion was undertaken without developing effective watershed management plans.
Watershed management and villager participation are needed to assure the appropri-
ate utilization of the large surface water resources available in Bangladesh [34].
Effective coordination and collaboration across disciplines and across donors are
needed to address large-scale problems.

This problem also illustrates the importance and the challenges of community-
based interventions. Technological solutions such as the initial installation of tube-
wells may not achieve the success envisioned because social, cultural, and behavioral
factors also are critical determinants of success. That is, technology often tells us what
can be done, but does not tell us how to do it [8]. In addition, as with other public
health interventions, the process of intervention is intended not just to improve phys-
ical well-being but also to be a positive force for social change. This is the case in the
response to the current crisis in Bangladesh. There are concerns that testing of tube-
wells without concurrent education will not result in appropriate behavioral changes
in a community, particularly if none of the community members has signs of arsenic-
related disease. Habits are hard to break; one visit will not be convincing when the vil-
lagers look at the clear, clean water and compare it with the murkier surface water. As
a consequence, follow-up monitoring and education programs are being established
as part of the tubewell testing program.

Another lesson relates to the process of intervention. Because tubewells were
viewed as technological fix, installation was implemented on a broad scale as rapidly
as possible, not in an incremental or staged fashion that would incorporate regular
evaluation of success. Flexible and responsive approaches are needed in which new
information and experience are properly evaluated and then used to appropriately
modify interventions. Arsenic contamination of drinking water is a classic second-
generation problem, with the contamination discovered many years after the initial
tubewells were installed. The government and the donor agencies took time to accept
and then respond to the problem; meanwhile, millions of people were being exposed
to hazardous concentrations of arsenic. Taking a staged approach to implementation
could have had a much different result.
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6 Epidemic early warning systems: 
Ross River virus disease in Australia

Rosalie E. Woodruff

ABSTRACT: An early warning system brings together research and policy into a
response plan, which aims to minimize the risks to population health of a threat (such as
an outbreak of mosquito-borne disease, a natural disaster, or a famine). This chapter
presents the core requirements for early warning systems. It considers the feasibility of
establishing early warning systems for mosquito-borne diseases, the dynamics of which
are strongly influenced by climate. A case study of Ross River virus disease in Australia
is used to explore the practical issues involved. If effectively designed and implemented,
early warning systems provide the opportunity to prevent cases and reduce public health
expenditure.

1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of adequate, timely response to the success of an early warning system is
often discussed only as an addendum to prediction modeling [1]. Yet, the purpose of an
early warning system is to guide decision-making regarding disease preventive actions.
The common division of responsibility between those who generate disease prediction
techniques and those who organize a response based on warnings (the policy-makers)
means that the two primary components – prediction and response – are usually devel-
oped in isolation. This split is a potential limitation of many early warning systems.

This chapter considers the practicalities of implementing an early warning system
for Ross River virus (RRv) disease, the vector-borne disease with the highest caseload
in Australia (see Box 6.1 for a description of the disease).

In previous work [9], two models were developed to predict epidemics of RRv dis-
ease in the Murray region. The purpose of the study was to see if climate factors could
be used to build a model to predict epidemics of RRv disease with sufficient accuracy
and timeliness for use as part of an early warning system. To this end, geographic
information system (GIS) techniques were used to choose two climatically similar
study regions located around the Murray River, the largest river system in southeast-
ern Australia. One region was semi-arid, the other temperate. Each region comprised
a number of local government areas, the unit of analysis. Ross River notification data
over an 8-year period (1991 to 1999) were used to define epidemic years. Climatic
variables and epidemic years were analyzed in a logistic regression model to determine
those factors that would best predict epidemics. The methods and variables used,
along with the results and validation, have been published elsewhere [9].
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A prerequisite condition for an epidemic, relating to the host and virus dynamics,
was lower than average spring rainfall in the pre-epidemic year. A two-stage predic-
tive model was developed. The early warning model (Table 6.1) includes weather con-
ditions for July-November (late Southern Hemisphere winter to end of spring). RRv
cases typically commence around November, and control measures at this point
would be effective in reducing mosquito breeding. The late warning model (Table 6.2)
includes variables for December-February (the Southern Hemisphere summer). In
most years, the bulk of cases do not appear until March-April. Since the interval
between onset and symptoms is low (7–9 days), it would still be useful to check the
probability of an epidemic at this time, and to issue public alerts if the results were
conclusive. Table 6.3 gives the sensitivity and specificity of the early warning and late
warning models across all 8 years for both regions.

The timing, intensity, duration, and distribution of outbreaks of vector-borne dis-
eases are expected to alter because of climate change. This case study of RRv disease
in the Murray River region provides a number of lessons for both the public health
and adaptation communities. It demonstrates the value of early warning as a planning
tool for climate-related health risks. It argues in favor of focusing, in an integrated
fashion, on both the prediction and response components of early warning systems.

Box 6.1 What is Ross River virus disease?

Ross River virus (RRv) is a mosquito-borne virus that causes epidemic polyarthritis in
people. RRv disease is widely distributed in Australia, and outbreaks have been reported
in many Pacific island countries. The disease syndrome is characterized by the sudden
onset of headache, fever, rash, and muscle and joint pain.The arthritic symptoms can be
severe and debilitating, and for most people last between three and six months [2].
Although not fatal or permanently disabling, RRv disease can cause considerable pain,
distress, and loss of productivity. There is no treatment for the disease, and, in the
absence of a vaccine, prevention remains the sole public health strategy. In Australia,
there were 51,761 notifications from 1991 to 2002 (an average of 4,500 a year) [3].

Macropods (kangaroos and wallabies) are considered the primary vertebrate hosts,
although a wide range of vertebrates (typically marsupials) can be infected, including
humans in certain circumstances [4]. The natural cycle of the virus is between the ver-
tebrate host and the mosquito vector. A large number of species of mosquitoes have
been implicated as vectors of RRv. When immunity is low in the host population and 
climatic conditions are suitable, it is theorized that massive virus amplification occurs,
resulting in a “spill-over” of infection into exposed human populations.

The epidemiology of the disease varies across Australia [e.g., 5,6,7], reflecting the
many vector and host species involved in the transmission cycle and the impact of diverse
climatic and environmental conditions. In tropical and subtropical regions, temperature
and precipitation enable adult vectors to remain active all year round [5], a continuous
transmission cycle results, and the disease is endemic. In colder, temperate regions,
mosquitoes are active only during the warmer months [8], and the disease is usually epi-
demic. The many vector species and vertebrate hosts enhance survival and persistence
of the virus. Vertical transmission and the “overwintering” of female mosquitoes are the
two primary mechanisms by which the virus is believed to persist in a region.
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Table 6.1 Early warning (variable months Jul-Nov) logistic regression models for the two
regions, predicting the occurrence of an epidemic year

Region Variable Odds ratio 95% CI

1a Rain days (preceding spring) 0.25 0.07–0.91
Rain days (July) 2.92 1.21–7.03
Rainfall (August-September ave.) 1.87 1.02–3.42
Relative humidity (November) 0.27 0.09–0.81
Max temperature (November) 0.01 0.00–0.37

2b Rain days (preceding spring) 0.36 0.22–0.59
Rain days (July) 1.40 1.10–1.78
Sea surface temperature (August) 27.9 5.05–154
Rain days (September) 1.49 1.05–2.12
Max temperature (November) 0.37 0.24–0.57

Source: Data from Ref. 9.

Notes

a Region 1 diagnostics: R2 (percentage of variance explained by model) � 84%.
b Region 2 diagnostics: R2 (percentage of variance explained by model) � 78%.

Table 6.2 Late warning (variable months Jul-Feb) logistic regression models for the two
regions, predicting the occurrence of an epidemic year

Region Variable Odds ratio 95% CI

1a Rain days (preceding spring) 0.15 0.0–0.9
Rain days (July) 1.88 1.1–3.3
Rainfall (August-September ave.) 1.34 1.1–1.6
Max temperature (November) 0.37 0.2–0.8
Relative humidity (February) 0.25 0.1–0.8
Min temperature (February) 4.19 1.2–14.0

2b Rain days (preceding spring) 0.60 0.41–0.89
Rain days (September) 1.52 1.02–2.27
Max temperature (November) 0.45 0.20–0.99
Max temperature (December) 0.38 0.19–0.78
Vapour pressure (January-February) 5.73 1.46–22.4
Max temperature (February) 2.14 1.38–3.31

Source: Data from Ref. 9.

Notes

a Region 1 diagnostics: R2 (percentage of variance explained by model) � 79%.
b Region 2 diagnostics: R2 (percentage of variance explained by model) � 80%.

Table 6.3 Sensitivity and specificity of the early warning and late warning models, all years

Early warning model Late warning model

Sensitivity Specificity Sensitivity Specificity

Region 1 62% 95% 96% 93%
Region 2 73% 81% 66% 98%

Source: Data from Ref. 9.



And it proposes a re-orienting of research and policy toward the individual and pop-
ulation factors that reduce infection rather than continuing our reliance on the more
conventional methods of vector control.

2. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF EARLY WARNING
SYSTEMS

Our ability to use our knowledge of Earth’s natural systems to predict future risks to
health has taken a quantum leap in the past 30 years. In this period, weather forecasting
has gradually increased from same-day forecasting to the 3 day advance prediction, and
our understanding of the mechanics and teleconnections of the El Niño/Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) now provides the capacity for seasonal and annual rainfall forecast-
ing – assumed as recently as the 1970s to be the stuff of fancy, not science [10]. The
Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) is now a standard tool used by farmers worldwide for
drought monitoring and crop yields. The need for famine early warning systems was first
recognized in the early 1970s, following droughts in Africa [11], and initial systems were
established at the global level in 1974 by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
and the US Agency for International Development (USAID) [12]. But it was not until after
widespread famines in Africa during the mid-1980s that the importance of climate and
other information in determining the timeliness of response was recognized, which
prompted a boom in the famine early warning system industry [13]. The majority of these
systems operate at the national level, although there are also global, regional, and local
systems designed to monitor famine and food security.

In Italy and other European countries (also, United States and China), heat-watch
warning systems are being established to give advance warning of heat waves. In the
area of infectious diseases, recent work in the United States has focused on the use of
dead bird surveillance as an early warning of West Nile virus activity [14]. An early
warning system for Rift Valley fever based on rainfall has been proposed for Kenya [15],
and the FAO is investigating the value of developing one in the east African region [16].

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR AN EFFECTIVE EARLY WARNING
SYSTEM

There is wide variation in the meaning of the term “early warning system”. Most
early warning systems focus on developing or describing the prediction component of
the system [1,17,18]. For example, Myers et al. [1] identified the principal compo-
nents of infectious disease early warning systems to be the routine surveillance of dis-
ease and the modeling of current and future risk.

Although they provide the basis for an early warning system, disease prediction mod-
els do not on their own constitute one. Even when predictive models are comprehensive
and able to account for physical or biological feedback, climate change, and human
adaptation [19], they are still of limited value until they are actually used to direct dis-
ease control efforts. A “system” (in the context of vector-borne diseases) suggests an
interrelation of predictive models, data, procedures, interventions, and communica-
tion between groups that combine to accomplish a specific task – i.e., the reduction in
cases of disease in a region. An early warning “system”, to be effective, has to elicit an
appropriate societal response [20–24].
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The purpose of an early warning system is to reduce vulnerability and increase pre-
paredness [19]. To do this effectively, early warning systems should integrate the two
principal components of disease prediction and response, with the situation-specific
constraints for response designed into the development of the prediction model.
Specific requirements include:

Prediction
• knowledge of disease transmission,
• reliable and up-to-date information on the exposure and the health outcome, and
• a model that is accurate, specific, and timely.

Response
• a response plan, detailing thresholds for action,
• available and effective interventions,
• economic assessment of the benefit and affordability of the system,
• communication strategy, and
• involvement of all relevant stakeholders in the process.

3.1 Disease prediction

3.1.1 Knowledge of the disease transmission process

Knowledge of the disease cycle, including the influence of climate and environmental
factors in modifying this cycle, and availability of quality exposure and health data
are essential preconditions for an early warning system, because no system can be
developed in their absence [16]. It follows that “operational early warning systems are
not yet generally feasible, due to our limited understanding of most relationships
between climate and disease” [19].

Not all regions currently affected by RRv disease would be suitable for the devel-
opment of an early warning system. RRv has a complex transmission cycle that occu-
pies several different ecological zones [7]. Developing a predictive model requires data
on the timing of past outbreaks, regional information on the vector and host species
involved in transmission, and knowledge of the environmental and climatic factors
that influence their breeding and survival. In many parts of Australia this information
is entirely lacking or not sufficiently detailed. Mosquito trapping and virus isolation,
for example, occur only in few parts of the country, and to date no surveillance has
been conducted of RRv host populations. To maximize the use of resources, trap posi-
tions are often selected with the aim of obtaining information on multiple disease vec-
tors (usually with a priority for collecting information on the potentially fatal Murray
Valley encephalitis), and so traps may not necessarily be located in areas of highest
RRv disease risk. In the RRv case study region, there has been a long history of out-
breaks, and the transmission cycle, vector species etc., are well documented.

3.1.2 Reliable and up-to-date information on the exposure 
and health outcome

Good disease data (historical and current) are needed to model the current disease risk
and to predict future risk. “Preparedness” implies that potentially emerging events are
known [25]. For this to occur, public health and disease-related infrastructure (e.g.,
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pathology laboratories) need the capacity for good clinical or serological surveillance,
and clear diagnostic criteria to confirm cases [16]. Many industrialized countries have
national disease surveillance systems, and the reporting of infectious diseases is
mandatory [1]. Even so, depending on the scale of the early warning system, these
data may not be sufficiently accurate for prediction in all regions. For RRv, one of the
limitations of the notification data (whereby cases are reported by place of postcode
rather than place of presumed infection) dictated that modeling could not be reliably
conducted in metropolitan areas.

Meteorological data (e.g., rainfall, temperature, humidity, ENSO indices) are avail-
able at various resolutions and quality, depending on the region and country. Access
to data is limited by, among other things, costs associated with its provision, limited
availability in terms of poor station coverage, and missing values [26]. In many coun-
tries remote sensing data provide the opportunity for weather data not available from
observation sites, and these are often free.

For many vector-borne diseases, the ecology of the pathogen varies widely between
regions, and a suitable ecological zonal classification would be required to develop
predictive models [e.g., see 16]. For the RRv study described above, GIS software was
used to combine the major Australian climate and vegetation zones into regions
within which conditions were assumed to be approximately similar [9].

3.1.3 A model that is accurate, specific, and timely

Any formal attempt to predict the future occurrence of disease requires the use of mod-
eling [27]. Myers et al. [1] identify two basic methods for modeling the disease and envi-
ronment relationship: statistical and biological, which is also called “process-based”
[27]. The RRv disease prediction model described above was a statistical exploration of
the relationship between climatic predictors and past epidemic events. The following sec-
tion describes the generic elements of a prediction model for an early warning system.

Model accuracy

The accuracy of a model includes the elements of precision (consistent measurement,
or reduced standard error) and validity (e.g., the number of epidemics/nonepidemics
that are correctly identified) [28]. Predictions of disease epidemics can be made at sev-
eral levels of precision [16]. As a rule, the value of greater precision in study results
must be matched against the greater cost required to achieve it. For a disease with a
high fatality rate and infectiousness such as Ebola, detailed local analyses may be jus-
tified, even required, to determine the mechanism of infection and generate forecasts
of outbreaks. RRv disease is not such a high-priority disease: although there are on
average some 5,000 cases a year, it is a nonfatal disease, patients typically recover
without long-term sequelae, and treatment costs are low. In this case, resource expen-
diture for surveillance and prediction at the local level would have been dispropor-
tionate to the perceived public health burden. As such, a relatively simple, low-cost
early warning system was appropriate.

Highly accurate models may be neither possible nor warranted. For example, early
warning systems can also use qualitative assessment criteria for decision-making. Where
the availability of data and the understanding of the dynamics of transmission in a region
are minimal, a simple scoring system could be employed to assess the potential for virus
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activity (based on general knowledge acquired from other regions) [16]. This approach
would be relevant for regions that are geographically close or climatically similar.

Early warning systems for vector-borne diseases are better suited to regions that
record epidemic patterns of disease with a strong interannual pattern of events rather
than endemic ones in which a steady background rate of cases are reported, year in
and year out, with slightly higher peaks in some years than others.1 Statistical model-
ing by its nature is more suited to regions that record high variability in the exposure
variables (climate or environmental factors) and outcome variables (occurrence of epi-
demic). These regions are easier to model than those with low variability, in which it
would be hard to distinguish the epidemic “signal” from the background “noise”.

Timeliness and specificity

Developing an early warning system involves an inevitable compromise between the time-
liness of the system in terms of the lag between prediction and event and the technical
accuracy and reliability of the indicators. Long-range forecasts give the least specific warn-
ings, but have the benefit of providing planners with long lead times [1]. This is especially
the case with the use of ENSO as a prediction variable: there are powerful advantages of
a prediction 6–12 months in advance, although the nature of ENSO teleconnections
means there is no guarantee that rainfall (or lack of it) will necessarily arrive.

The WHO [29,30] has proposed a useful framework for conceptualizing the pre-
diction stage of early warning systems. They distinguish three elements of “epidemic
forecasting”, “early warning”, and “early detection”. Epidemic forecasting predicts
conditions in the future, usually using medium-range weather forecasts. It provides
the longest lead time, but will also be the least specific and reliable. Early warning
involves monitoring local factors (such as weather or mosquito activity) to provide
greater reliability and local specificity, although this allows less time for response. The
early detection stage includes monitoring of case data to provide highly specific and
reliable information on where an outbreak is occurring. Obviously, this has very
reduced lead time (although, depending on the shape of the epidemic curve, action at
this point may still effectively reduce a substantial number of cases).

The timeliness of warnings relates to more than choosing an indicator that provides
sufficient lag between the prediction and cases. It also relates to the “ability of the system
to collect and analyse data quickly” [31] and to the time taken to achieve a response. A
warning two months before an outbreak is useful only if communication with relevant
stakeholders and appropriate control measures can take place within that period.

Informal systems

Although the benefits of formally describing and forecasting epidemics are many, the
role of existing informal early warning systems should not be overlooked [20]. In rela-
tion to RRv disease, the knowledge base of some field entomologists and public health
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tained year-round in the region, the pattern of human cases is sporadic: typically large numbers occur
every 3 to 4 years, with few cases recorded in between.



officers – who rely on their own observations of local events as a basis for decision-
making, and who have established information sharing networks with colleagues
from other regions – can be considerable and highly sophisticated. This expertise
should be incorporated, where possible, into the development of the early warning
system. The disadvantage of an informal system of this type is that it concentrates
expertise among very few people.

Appropriate scale of risk analysis

Buchanan-Smith categorizes early warning systems into local, subnational, national,
regional, and global levels [20]. In principle, the appropriate scale of an effective early
warning system will be determined by the needs of the public health authority responsi-
ble for disease prevention, guided by consideration of the cost and benefit of developing
an early warning system at different levels, the complexity of the disease transmission
dynamics, and the resolution at which disease and exposure data are available. The first
of these points is discussed later in this chapter. In relation to the second, prediction
modeling at the national- or state-level scale is not appropriate for RRv and many other
arboviral diseases, given the different ecologies of the virus across Australia. Analyses
are more successfully conducted within bioclimatic zones [9] in which temperature,
humidity, rainfall, flora, fauna, and land use are more uniform [32].

Regarding the available resolution of data, although some macro-level data can be
disaggregated, others cannot necessarily be scaled down for use at the micro-level [31].
In the RRv study, the weather data were available as an interpolated surface, and analy-
ses could theoretically have been conducted at any resolution. Modeling at the local
scale of, say, 20–50 km2 could have incorporated substantial detail about the ecology of
the vector and host species and the climatic factors driving breeding and abundance. As
it turned out, the number of RRv notifications at this scale was too small to determine
an epidemic pattern, and the study used climatically homogeneous collections of local
government area units (each an average of several hundred square kilometers).

3.2 Disease response

A feasible response plan is an essential component of a system, so that the benefit of
early warning is realized [19]. Feasibility in this context relates to the ability to gener-
ate timely, effective, and affordable prevention activities. Unlike famine early warning
systems, where the prediction developers and users are usually separate entities, for
vector-borne disease early warning the same agencies (typically public health and
local government agencies) are responsible for generating the warning indicators and
for providing the response.

3.2.1 A detailed response plan

Thresholds for action

Experience from famine early warning systems has demonstrated that decision-making
takes time and can interrupt the prompt and effective mobilization of resources in an
emergency [13,22]. The process of turning a prediction of an epidemic into an opera-
tional response requires agreement in advance on the triggers for activity. How many
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cases, for example, will constitute an epidemic? A suitable prediction model will
“quantify thresholds, sizes and durations of deviations from normal” [16] of the envi-
ronmental and health indicators. Ideally, these levels should be linked to prepared pre-
vention and control plans [30] that are developed in advance of the epidemic, and
preferably “concurrent with the development of the early warning system” [33]. 
A sensitivity analysis can be used to examine how changes in “soft data” can influence
policy decisions [34].

Vulnerability assessment

Vulnerability is variously defined, and a detailed discussion of this term is provided in
Chapter 2 of this volume. Briefly, vulnerability has two components: the risk or fre-
quency of being exposed to a hazard, and the ability of an individual, group, or soci-
ety to protect themselves from a hazard [12,35,36]. Successful prevention requires
attention to high-risk groups as well as high-risk areas. In relation to vector-borne dis-
eases, some exposure risk will always remain (given that control techniques will never
eradicate mosquitoes), and an attempt must be made to “increase the coping capacity
and reduce the consequences of the exposure” [35].

The capacity of a population to respond to the threat of vector-borne disease trans-
mission relates to the quality of public health infrastructure, the availability and effec-
tiveness of response options (i.e., vector control, prevention education campaigns,
ongoing evaluation), and the environmental context. At the individual level, vulnera-
bility to RRv is a function of a person’s age, immune status, exposure behaviors, and
individual practice of personal protection measures, which depends on their perception
that the risk is real and significant, the extent of behavioral change that the personal
protection requires, and to a lesser extent the individual’s financial resources. Thus,
groups within populations will be at differential levels of risk. Outdoor workers recorded
higher levels of RRv antibody in one study [37], perhaps because of the difficulty of
repeatedly applying mosquito repellent in some working conditions and their increased
exposure to mosquito bites.

Other early warning system experiences [29,38] have confirmed the importance of
locating, with reasonable specificity, the spatial occurrence of a hazardous event so as
to enable effective intervention. The RRv prediction model was developed at the regional
level, which comprises numbers of local government areas. Within each region, risk
probabilities were generated for each area. Opportunities for fine-tuning exist within
each local government area by the use of case surveillance and mosquito trapping,
where resources permit.

Knowledge of individuals and groups at greatest risk of transmission will help target
prevention campaigns. This requires quality baseline data, which are generally collected
from ongoing epidemiological surveillance and research, combined with intersectoral
collaboration in the region (e.g., with community groups, unions, tourism boards).

3.2.2 Available and effective interventions

There is no benefit in prediction information if nothing can be done to prevent cases
from occurring. In general, the degree of sophistication of an early warning system
should be matched to a country’s capacity to take meaningful action to mitigate the
hazards being predicted [19]. For a disease like RRv, no treatments are available to
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mitigate the impact of disease, and prevention is the only intervention. An early warn-
ing system could enable more sensitive timing of interventions. For example, educa-
tion campaigns could be used only in “high risk” years, to avoid fatigue from people
exposed to the same message every year. It would also allow for more accurate (and
efficient) application of vector control measures (discussed later). An added benefit
would be a reduction in the total amount of resources expended.

3.2.3 Assessment of cost-benefit and affordability

In public health, and in most areas of policy, prevention is better than a cure for sev-
eral reasons. First, it avoids human suffering. Second, the approach maximizes the use
of limited public health resources. It is helpful to understand the relative costs of
action versus inaction. Most public health regions would support the establishment of
an early warning system for RRv disease in theory. However, the realities of scarce
resources and competing priorities for the health dollar demand that the system costs
and benefits be assessed before proceeding. Such an assessment helps in deciding if the
system is worth implementing at all, and if it is the most efficient way of achieving the
greatest possible social benefit [39].

Mishan [40] defines the “benefits” of a particular disease-control program as the
current costs of the cases that are averted by the program compared with the resource
costs of the program. Depending on the sophistication of the system required, and 
the seriousness of the disease, monetary and nonmonetary benefits may both need to be
quantified [41]. It is not always appropriate or feasible to fully quantify the benefits
of a disease control system. At minimum, the nature of unquantifiable benefits for each
strategy should be stated.

In general, the benefit of preventing an additional case of disease (the marginal ben-
efit) should be equal to or greater than the cost of preventing a case of disease (the
marginal cost) [42] – although this will depend on the political nature of the disease,
and the stage of its establishment in a community or region. The relatively low mor-
bidity of RRv disease, combined with the fact that it has been long established in the
Murray region and is one of only many competing health priorities, means the costs
of intervention would definitely need to be less than the cost of the status quo.

Detailing the annual costs averted by an early warning system program is essential
for its ongoing survival, because there is a general problem with maintaining govern-
ment interest in funding public health prevention activities. In Australia, for example,
AIDS education funding for sex worker groups has been constantly threatened since
the mid-1990s, when extraordinarily low HIV transmission rates were achieved between
sex workers and clients. Sex worker groups attributed this Australian anomaly (HIV
rates in neighboring Asian countries are very much higher) to the value of ongoing
prevention education and law reform.

In terms of the effectiveness of an early warning system, it is also necessary to count
the cost of a type I (false positive prediction) or type II (false negative prediction) error.
Even if the system has a high sensitivity (i.e., the number of epidemics correctly pre-
dicted is high), the number of “false alarms” may also be high. If this is the case, the
cost of attending to these may outweigh the overall benefit that the real alerts provide.

Although RRv disease affects a considerable number of people in Australia each
year, a comprehensive assessment of the costs of the disease to the community has yet
to be prepared. As is often the case, many data needed for this estimate are unavailable,
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available only for very small population groups or regions (and therefore not neces-
sarily generalizable), or unvalidated. In addition, even if accurate costs were available,
it is likely they would vary between regions, depending on the method of vector con-
trol used. Harley and others [43] provide the most detailed estimate to date of annual
disease costs, summarized in Table 6.4. They calculate the annual total costs incurred
by all cases to lie somewhere between A$3.1 and $6 million (one Australian dollar is
approximately equal to US$0.75). The average cost per case (derived from these fig-
ures) is between A$650 and A$1,265.

These figures provide only a partial estimate, however, because they are based on
data for one state of Australia (Queensland). In addition, the assessment does not
account for treatment costs, patient travel to and from a general practitioner,
decreased work output of more than one week, and the intangible costs of pain and
family support. Recent research [43,45] suggests that previous studies may have over-
estimated the prevalence and duration of symptoms with RRv disease. For the major-
ity of patients the disease is self-limiting, and progressive resolution over three to six
months appears usual.

This assessment also does not account for the costs incurred by the public health
system in disease prevention, or by the environment from the negative impacts of con-
trol measures. Examples include the cost of vector control, education campaigns, and
research, and the possible costs of drug resistance or ecological damage – all of which
should be considered in a comprehensive cost-benefit assessment.
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Table 6.4 Estimates for annual cost of RRv disease

Type of cost Details of cost Cost estimates

Number of cases Average number of cases 4745
per year (1991–2000)

Testing Pathology cost for single RRv test A$38.40a

Percentage of positive tests 5%–25% of tests ordered
Total number of tests ordered 18,980 – 94,900
per annum
Total cost of testing (positive A$728,832–$3,644,160b

and negative)
Medical care Cost of two consultations A$65.90

with family doctor
Total cost of medical care A$217,796c

Lost earnings Average time off work one week in 50% of cases
Average Australian weekly A$908.20d

earnings before tax
Total lost earnings A$2,154,704 

Total estimated costs A$3.1 m to $6 m per annum

Source: Ref. 43, updated where noted.

Notes

a This cost includes the cost of the test (IgG or IgM, both of which are A$23.80) and the cost of a collec-
tion fee (A$14.60).

b Does not include cost of testing to exclude differential diagnoses.
c Does not include cost of medications.
d Estimate updated to May 2002 [44].



3.2.4 Communication strategy

Walker [24] identified two principal components of a successful early warning system
that relate to the transmission of information. These can be summarized as:

• constructing the warning or response message (in lay terms, detailing what is pre-
dicted, and who is most at risk, in a consistent manner); and

• distributing the message (accurately, and through the correct channels).

Even reliable and specific warnings will fail to achieve their objective if the message is
inaccurately or improperly transmitted [23].

In the proposed RRv system, prediction is made at the regional level, but monitor-
ing and response are more likely to be managed at the local government level. In the
initial years of a system, achieving consistency of response messages may be a simple
matter. As time goes on, however, and with additional research into adaptation strate-
gies, divergent views on how best to promote disease prevention (at the public educa-
tion campaign level as well as at the individual protection level) may emerge. It would
be ideal to aim for unanimity among collaborating regions to avoid contradictory
warnings (i.e., different self-protection measures).

In a developed country such as Australia, channels of communication are techni-
cally excellent. However, good communication consists of more than just technical
capacity. Foran and Brosnan [33] recommend the development of a “chain of com-
munication” as part of a response plan. This details the people involved from the
point of prediction analysis through to those responsible for transmitting, receiving,
and responding to the warning. It should also indicate the maximum time period for
communication between collaborators.

3.2.5 Involvement of all partners in the system

Thomson and Connor [30] have noted the limited routine use of early warning systems
in Africa for malaria control programs due, they argue, to poor intersectoral collabo-
ration between health and the meteorological and agricultural sectors, and to the lack
of evidence of the cost-effectiveness of these systems. For a disease like RRv, the pri-
mary stakeholders (i.e., those involved in the operation of the system) might include
public health regional units (responsible for disease surveillance and public education),
local government authorities (responsible for vector control interventions), and staff in
the meteorological organizations that provide regular weather data. Other people who
might need to be involved in establishing a system could include government staff at
state health levels who can direct funds or provide nonfinancial support, and
researchers, statisticians, entomologists, and others with expertise in RRv issues.

4. THE CONTEXT FOR RRV EARLY WARNING IN AUSTRALIA

4.1 Current RRv disease management

No vaccine is available to prevent RRv infection. Therefore the principal disease man-
agement activities can be categorized as surveillance (of the vector, pathogen, or human
populations); source reduction and control of vectors; and prevention education. RRv
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disease management is a joint responsibility of both health departments and local gov-
ernment authorities in all states and territories, with different jurisdictions adopting dif-
ferent models to apportion costs and responsibility for surveillance, control, and
prevention activities. Disease control aims to decrease the incidence or prevalence of a
disease, or to eliminate the conditions that contribute to outbreaks. Regarding vector-
borne diseases, conventional reliance on adulticiding (the spraying of adult mosquitoes)
for the control of mosquitoes has been replaced, in Australia as in many other countries,
by an integrated pest management approach to minimizing the risk of disease [46].

4.1.1 Surveillance

Anker and Wilson provide a review of public health surveillance issues (Chapter 10 in
this volume). Briefly, surveillance data indicate who is affected, where problems are
occurring, and where interventions should be directed. The surveillance mechanisms
for RRv disease include case data collection, surveillance of vector and virus activity,
and meteorological surveillance.

Primary surveillance for RRv disease relies on the collection of health status data
such as RRv notifications, case follow-up, and serosurveys to determine population
immunity levels. All states and territories in Australia record case notifications from
laboratory serological tests and are required to report them to the National Notifiable
Disease Surveillance System.

4.1.2 Vector control

Vector control strategies consist of reducing mosquito populations through chemical
sprays or biological control, or reducing mosquito breeding sites by environmental
engineering (e.g., filling in swamps, runnelling, water management, removing vegeta-
tion near human populations). Effective vector control relies on knowledge of the
ecology of the mosquito species involved (i.e., habitat, biology, and dispersal pattern).

In most states, mosquito control is primarily the responsibility of local govern-
ments. Only a few states practice ground or aerial spraying of larvae (Western
Australia, Northern Territory, Queensland). The largest mosquito control program in
Australia is conducted in Brisbane, Queensland, a city that is surrounded by salt
marshes (some 30,000 hectares of salt-marsh mosquito breeding habitat are aerially
treated each year). Adulticiding is uncommon in some states, and not practiced at all
in most because it is generally considered ineffective. New South Wales and South
Australia (where the RRv study was located) place a strong focus on personal respon-
sibility for protection rather than relying on mosquito control [47].

Source reduction involves eliminating larval habitats [46]. Runnelling, a form of
habitat modification, allows water to drain from trap pools along natural drainage
lines to connect with tidal sources [48] and permits predatory fish to gain access to
mosquito larvae. Runnelling has been successfully used in parts of Australia, although
it is not suitable for regions that generate large, flat fields of water.

4.1.3 Prevention education

Community education to reduce exposure to infection is important, given that control
will usually be inadequate. For example, larviciding will never completely knock out
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mosquito populations in years of heavy rainfall or high tides [46], and it is economi-
cally impractical in rural areas where human population density is low.

Two types of prevention are relevant to vector-borne disease management. Primary
prevention involves action taken by the individual or community to reduce the risk 
of being bitten by mosquitoes. Primordial prevention, on the other hand, consists of
public health policy measures that seek to inhibit the environmental, economic, social,
and behavioral conditions that are known to increase the risk of disease [49]. Such
activities include workplace education for workers who are regularly exposed to
mosquitoes, or the use of planning instruments to discourage or reduce development
around mosquito-breeding sites.

In all states, prevention education is the responsibility of the public health depart-
ments, occasionally in concert with local governments. The approach varies slightly,
depending on the climate of the region. In the tropical north, “low level” education all
year round is combined with media alerts when an increase in cases is detected. In the
temperate south, education generally commences only as the weather warms at the start
of summer and when mosquito activity is more likely (or, in those areas that have the
resources for mosquito surveillance, when activity has been actually observed). States
adopt a variety of similar education techniques, including the use of written material
(such as pamphlets explaining the recommended protective measures, placement of
warning signs in high-risk recreational areas) and health alerts via the media when high
numbers of cases have been recorded. Both local residents and tourists are usually tar-
geted, again depending on resources.

Town planning is a consideration for eliminating potential breeding sites. Tai and
others [50] found different attack rates between two towns in the Northern Territory,
even though both areas had identical rainfall patterns. They attributed the lower inci-
dence of infection in one town to groundwater control systems, which drained water
away from the ground surface.

4.2 Why change the current approach?

4.2.1 Economic and environmental sustainability

The use of vector control strategies for RRv disease will continue to be appropriate in
certain ecologies and at particular times. As a long-term public health strategy to
reduce disease, however, mosquito control (particularly spraying to reduce population
numbers) has several problems. Weinstein [51] has argued that the use of insecticide
sprays to control mosquitoes is appropriate at the interface between endemic and
nonendemic areas, but not when nonimmune populations enter an endemic area (e.g.,
as a result of urban or agricultural expansion or tourism), because (i) endemic areas
are likely to be large and spraying is not cost-effective in the long term, (ii) there is
growing opposition to use of insecticides from the public, (iii) applying insecticides
without complete eradication of the mosquito population increases the chance of build-
ing resistance, and (iv) it will delay exposure of children to the RR virus until they are
likely to show symptomatic disease. In regard to the last point, the use of insecticides
for mosquito control could ultimately lead to an increase in the incidence of disease.
Instead, education about anti-mosquito measures would be more appropriate [51].

The steady opposition to the use of insecticide control is for both health and environ-
mental reasons. Although used only at low rates, many insecticides are toxic to insects,
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birds, fish, bees, and aquatic life [46]. Larviciding is not permitted in fish habitat areas
or conservation parks in Queensland [52]. In New South Wales, the Griffith Council did
not use insecticides to control mosquito activity in a large outbreak because of local
community and industry concern about its effect on consumer confidence of the fruit
grown in the area [53], even though the area recorded some of the highest rates of RRv
disease in New South Wales (1,070 per 100,000 people in an outbreak in 1984) [37].

4.2.2 Insensitive targeting of prevention education

There is accumulated knowledge through international research of other diseases
(such as malaria and dengue), and through some Australian research [54–56], that
wearing long-sleeved loose clothing, using personal mosquito repellent, insect-proofing
buildings and water tanks, and removing domestic breeding sites will reduce infection
rates. No studies in Australia have investigated the comparative effectiveness of these
different personal protection strategies, however. Research from other countries on
vector-borne diseases usually cannot be generalized to the experience of RRv disease
in Australia, given differences in vector biology and pathogen transmission, or for
social or cultural reasons, etc.

Arbovirus prevention campaigns in Australia currently lack the sociobehavioral
information needed to formulate effective messages. Research into the factors that
increase or decrease the use of personal protection, and into the appropriate targeting of
information, is scarce. More information is needed, for example, about how knowl-
edge of local vector control activities affects people’s perception of their risk of infec-
tion. Do they become less attentive to self-protection measures? How often should
prevention messages be delivered over the course of a season, and by whom? Is it bet-
ter to provide specific details about the habits of mosquito vectors in each region, or
will general (and basic) information be more effective? Should particular groups in
communities be targeted, or would a blanket population approach be better? Asser-
tions about the merit of particular activities (such as modifying behavior to avoid 
peak biting times or areas of high mosquito abundance) have not been accompanied
by research focusing on the often mundane difficulties of implementation.

Given the lack of information noted above, regional public health authorities are
forced to rely on simplistic prevention messages [47] for what are quite complex
behavioral changes. Given minimal resources in most regions in Australia, education
campaigns are almost never evaluated.

To improve the quality of data, differences in risk perception between regions and
groups should be identified. In rural communities, for example, it has been anecdo-
tally noted that there “is an attitude of apathy or stoicism” to contracting RRv disease
[48]. If true, this would obviously affect the level of prevention education uptake:
annual repetition of prevention messages may cause people to “switch off” to a risk
they perceive to be constant and unavoidable.

4.2.3 Tourism in Australia

Tourism is one of Australia’s fastest growing and most significant industries: domes-
tic and international tourism accounted for 4.5% of the gross domestic product in
1997–1998. More than 4.8 million people from overseas visited Australia in 2002,
55% of them as tourists [57]. International visitor arrivals are predicted to increase to
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8.1 million by 2012, an average annual increase of 4.8% [58]. The growth of tourism
in northern tropical and subtropical Australia, predominantly in nonurban areas, sug-
gests the risk of infection among nonimmune visitors will increase [59]. Advance
warning of outbreaks at the local government area level provides the opportunity to
target information toward tourists entering the region.

4.2.4 Future pressures

Future population growth and human settlement patterns are likely to place increasing
numbers of people at risk of exposure to RRv disease. The Australian population is
expected to grow from 19 million to between 25 and 28 million by 2051 [60]. This
represents an increase of 9–38% in the total number of people in the RRv higher risk
age groups (i.e., 15 to 65 years of age). Increasing urbanization has been accompanied
by a general trend from rural to city living in Australia, as elsewhere. Currently about
86% of the Australian population live in urban areas. This is expected to rise to 96% by
2050 [60]. Peri-urban sprawl has been a persistent feature of Australia population redis-
tribution. Between 1986 and 1991, 28% of Australian population growth occurred in
nonmetropolitan coastal regions [61], mostly into productive farm land and bushland.
If this future picture holds true, nonimmune humans are progressively likely to 
be exposed to the “natural cycle” of the virus between the mosquito and reservoir hosts.
In regions where the virus is endemic, this presents a significant public health man-
agement issue. Because of these changes, the impetus for more precise methods of deter-
mining when and where outbreaks of disease will occur is also likely to increase.

4.2.5 Summary

The current approach to RRv risk management in Australia, although following the
world’s best practice in terms of integrated pest management, has a number of
intractable problems. Concern for possible ecological and human health impacts, the
possibility of vector resistance, and the increasing financial costs of vector control all
favor limiting the use of sprays and environmental modification as much as possible.
At present, there is no mechanism for public health authorities to discriminate between
high-risk, medium-risk, or low-risk seasons, and the community is beset with similar
prevention messages each year. Accurate and timely prediction, coupled with timely
and effective response, would enable targeting of vector control and education cam-
paigns to those years when there is a high risk of epidemics. Hopefully, this would have
the benefit of reducing cases and stretching limited resources further.

5. OVERVIEW OF THE RRV EARLY WARNING SYSTEM

Figure 6.1 is a diagram of the three-stage early warning system developed for the RRv
study. Using weather data in a staged prediction model (i.e., where forecasts increase
in specificity as the time before the commencement of the epidemic season decreases)
increases the response time and allows for improved disease control activities.

The interventions outlined in the diagram are triggered by predefined thresholds. The
predicted probability of an epidemic would need to be determined, perhaps differently for
each local government area, depending on the result of cost-benefit analyses (including
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sensitivity analyses), a local risk aversion assessment, etc. Some regions might choose a 0.7
probability of an epidemic as a signal for action, whereas others may choose a lower cut-
off. Similarly, the mosquito trap density, amount of virus isolated, and number of human
cases would need to be quantified. It has been observed that early season population
reduction for RRv vectors is more effective than spraying during an outbreak [62].
Quantifying “early” and “late” in this context should be done for the establishment of an
early warning system, and would be regionally specific.

5.1 Benefits of the system

The benefits of the proposed RRv system have yet to be tested. Theoretically, advance
warning of the likelihood of epidemics enables better communication of risk and
more sophisticated and specific prevention information, improved timing of insecti-
cide spraying, fewer cases of disease, and more efficient use of public health resources.

With the end use of the prediction model in mind, the RRv study intentionally used
data, software, and statistical techniques that are currently readily available to public
health authorities, or that can be obtained with minimum effort and expenditure. The
interpolated weather surface, generated daily for the whole of Australia from weather
station reports, is available via the World Wide Web. Similarly, the choice of scale (i.e.
local government area) reflects the need to keep an RRv prediction model as simple as
possible, given the resources available to control outbreaks.

The models were developed at the regional level, but provide an ability to increase the
specificity of prediction by incorporating more detailed information about local mosquito-
breeding habitat, host density, and epidemiological surveillance at a smaller scale.

Although RRv disease vaccination is not currently available, research is being con-
ducted into the development of a vaccine [63,64], and human trials are being consid-
ered. The RRv prediction model could potentially be used to inform decision-making
for an immunization schedule. Output from the model could categorize local areas into
high (�70% probability), medium (30–70%), or low (�30%) risk each season. This
would enable immune-compromised people living, or tourists travelling into an area,
to consider the merits of vaccination.
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5.2 Limitations of the system

In addition to the constraints on the development of the RRv early warning system that
have been raised throughout this chapter, a number of other points are worth making.
Theoretically, advance warning of an epidemic gives health authorities enough time to
conduct mosquito control and to provide warnings to vulnerable groups. The reality is
that success is not guaranteed. Because of a combination of political and institutional
factors, as well as logistical and resource ones, there is often a failure to capitalize on
an early warning [13]. In the case of RRv, direct costs for aircraft time, chemicals, and
wages, plus ongoing infrastructure costs for training (application of chemical and occu-
pational health and safety), are all costs that must be borne by the public health sector.
Staff need to be regularly trained to ensure high technical accuracy in the application
of chemicals. There is little tolerance with the timing of spraying in relation to the
breeding season and local weather conditions. Equipment failure, absent employees
[46], and lack of chemical availability and aircraft or ground vehicles when needed are
all factors that compromise the effectiveness of larviciding.

A statistical model that attempts to predict future patterns of disease is limited by a
reliance on past or current data. Thus it cannot be assumed that the relationships will
remain the same in the future [1]. Even if all known confounders were incorporated
as variables in the model (which is impossible to achieve), future changes in climate,
environmental conditions, and social factors will be likely to influence the disease
transmission cycle. While the specific regional impacts remain to be researched, it is
reasonable to assume that long-term climate changes may limit the predictive power
of current observations at future time points [19].

6. THE IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Long-term changes in the abundance, spread, and distribution of all mosquito-borne
diseases may occur as the result of changing global climate (depending on the state of
public health infrastructure). The future climate changes predicted for Australia indi-
cate that changes will vary locally, and impacts will vary as well, depending on the
local mosquito ecology and environmental conditions. Climate projections for 2030
indicate that temperatures may rise by 0.4 to 2°C over most of Australia [65]. By 2070
they may rise by 1 to 6°C. Winter rainfall in the southeast of the country may decrease
by up to 10% by 2030 (35% by 2070), and summer rainfall in these regions may
change by �10 to �20% by 2030 (�35 to �60% by 2070) [65].

The effect of these changes on the breeding and survival of mosquitoes and verte-
brate populations, even in a region as “localized” as the southeast of Australia, is dif-
ficult to anticipate. Winter-breeding mosquitoes (thought to be responsible for viral
build-up in the natural cycle) may be adversely affected by decreased winter rainfall,
possibly resulting in delayed or precluded RRv activity [66]. Conversely, the predicted
increase in summer rainfall may increase the availability of mosquito habitat, which,
combined with higher average temperatures, may lead to higher humidity, a length-
ened season of abundance, and greater transmission levels. In summary, the impact of
climate changes on the timing, intensity, and distribution of RRv epidemics in most
parts of Australia is still essentially unknown.
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7. LESSONS FOR ADAPTATION TO CLIMATE CHANGE

It is useful to consider this case study in relation to the determinants of adaptive
capacity and prerequisites for prevention identified in Chapter 2 (Table 6.5 provides
a simple ranking for these).

This case study demonstrates the potential value of using an early warning system as
a planning tool to increase preparedness of climate-related events. If effectively designed
and implemented, early warning provides the opportunity to prevent cases and reduce
public health expenditure. Several of the main points raised in this chapter are worth
summarizing. First, excellent predictive ability is of little value if the response capacity is
not equally as good. Response can be impeded by political, institutional, and adminis-
trative factors. In fact, the major work of establishing an early warning system is ensur-
ing that an advance warning can be smoothly responded to. Research and policy need
to focus on the less technologically sophisticated (but no less important) details of action
thresholds, vulnerability assessments, communication strategies, etc.

Second, the lack of information about the future impact of climate changes on the
ecology of RRv – and other complex vector-borne disease transmission cycles – is a
problem in terms of devising adaptation policy and measures. At present it is unclear
how the incidence of the disease will change. Continued monitoring of the vectors in the
current epidemic regions – and particularly at their borders – is needed to provide evi-
dence of changes in species type, distribution, or breeding patterns (information that
could be used to adjust prediction models). The resources available for RRv risk man-
agement are potentially high, but the current distribution of funds is low because RRv
is not perceived to be a significant public health priority at the national level or in the
southeast region. This limits the effort directed toward developing adaptive capacity.

Finally, the public health response to RRv disease outbreaks should shift the
emphasis from a dominant focus on surveillance and vector control to include more
effort in developing an effective prevention capacity. While the former are necessary
components of a risk management strategy, they are not sufficient. It is the adequacy
of the total public health response that prevents large outbreaks occurring. Research
should be taken into the factors that support and prevent people from making posi-
tive health behavior changes.
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Table 6.5 RRv disease in southeastern Australiaa

Determinants of adaptive capacity Requirements for public health prevention

Range of available technological options (3) Awareness that problem exists (5)
Availability and distribution of resources (3) Sense that the problem matters (3)
Structure of critical institutions (5) Understanding of the causes (4)
Human capital (3) Capability to deal with problem (3)
Social capital (4) Political will to influence (2)
Access to risk spreading (2)
Ability to manage information (4)
Public’s perceived attribution (3)

Note

a Scale � 1 (low) to 5 (high).
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7 The history of malaria control in Africa:
lessons learned and future perspectives

Andrew K. Githeko and Clive Shiff

ABSTRACT: The tropical African climate is ideal for the breeding of the most effi-
cient malaria vector in the world, Anopheles gambiae, and it is favorable for trans-
mission of Plasmodium falciparum, the deadliest type of malaria parasite. This
vector-parasite combination results in extremely high transmission intensities. The early
motives for malaria control in Africa were associated with commercial and trade devel-
opment. In the later years of the last century, the level of development in Africa could
not support the efforts required to eradicate malaria, particularly in rural areas; control
involved the most basic tools for early diagnoses and effective treatment. Toward the
end of the 20th century, the mainstay for malaria control, chloroquine, began to fail,
and other drugs followed the trend. Newer tools under development, such as vaccines
and transgenic mosquitoes, have not yielded practical applications. The introduction of
insecticide-treated bed nets brought new hope; however, few people acquire them for
reasons ranging from cost to availability. Climate change is likely to worsen the situa-
tion, particularly in the eastern and southern African highlands as these areas become
warmer and wetter. Some parts of West Africa have become drier and less favorable for
malaria transmission. New control targets with time limits have been set; however, the
enormity of the problem raises doubt about these expectations unless new tools are
found or the economy of the continent improves rapidly. We are faced with a para-
site/vector system that has a high capacity to adapt to most current intervention tools.
The history of malaria control in Africa suggests that past successes using vector control
were obtained in areas of unstable malaria, which are now under the greatest threat of
resurging epidemics as a result of more frequent and intense climate variability. Studies
should be directed in these areas to determine how to best control malaria. Africa needs
to strengthen its capacity to deal with these emerging issues rather than paying attention
to new scientific endeavors that have little immediate application.

1. INTRODUCTION

Malaria has been in Africa for thousands and perhaps millions of years. There are few
early records of how the disease was managed by African medicine men. Part of the
reason is that African medical knowledge was passed on orally; in later years it was
repressed by the entry of Christianity, which considered folk medicine to be largely
witchcraft. Antigens attributable to this parasite were demonstrated in cranial scrap-
ings taken from Egyptian mummies from the Middle Kingdom period [1]. Clearly, 
the disease has affected the health and life of African peoples for millennia.

Peruvians used the bark of the Cinchona, the Chinese used extracts of the Artemisia
annua, and Indians used the neem tree to treat malaria fever and possibly the disease.
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Quinine and artemisinin are particularly potent in treating malaria. A recent interest
in African traditional medicine has revealed that indeed Africa has a rich pharma-
copoeia of herbal remedies for treating fevers and malaria in particular. However, it
appears that many of the remedies were able to suppress only the parasitemia and did
not have the potency of quinine. In some African communities, malaria was part of a
collection of illnesses that appeared in certain unhealthy seasons. The Luo of Kenya
referred to these illnesses as yembe, which included malaria or mithusu. One condi-
tion particularly associated with the maturing of maize and millet is yugni, and most
likely includes malaria, respiratory infections, and allergies caused by maize pollen.
This condition coincides with the end of the main rain season and the peak period for
malaria transmission. All these diseases were treated as a single syndrome with a con-
coction of herbal medicines. Exposing the patient to steaming herbs and letting the
patient sweat profusely treated mithusu.

Disease statistics demonstrate the enormity of the problem in the continent. For
example, every year an estimated 320 million cases of malaria are diagnosed and 0.9
million deaths occur. In addition, 40 million disability adjusted life years (DALYs) are
lost annually [2]. In recent years, many of the drugs used for treatment of malaria
have lost their usefulness because of parasite resistance. And as this situation deterio-
rates, the economies of many African countries have stagnated or are declining, thus
increasing their vulnerability to disease.

In recent years, epidemics are increasingly being reported in highland areas where
malaria transmission has been restricted by cool climates. At the same time, it has
been demonstrated that both the frequency and intensity of climate variability have
been increasing in the last decade of the 20th century [3]. This trend in climate vari-
ability is expected to continue as global warming intensifies [3].

Given this scenario, it is pertinent to consider how the African continent will deal
with the increased burden of disease arising out of intensified transmission in areas
that have had low-level transmission of unstable malaria.

This chapter approaches this issue by examining the history of malaria control in
Africa from the perspectives of the availability of control tools and methods, their
development, application, and sustainability. From this analysis of past experience,
we can define the future outlook and prospects for dealing with a fast deteriorating
situation with reference to climate change and variability.

The story of malaria control in Africa starts with the discovery of the life cycle and
transmission of the disease and proceeds through various periods that saw the rapid
development of control tools and doctrines, economic and political changes, drug
resistance, and climate change.

2. AFRICAN CLIMATE

The African climate is influenced by the surrounding oceans, the Mediterranean Sea,
various land cover types, lakes, and varied topography. The Intertropical Con-
vergence Zone (ITCZ) primarily controls the main rainy seasons. While the tropical
regions of the continent have two rain seasons, the extreme poleward regions have
only one distinct rain season. The mean annual rainfall ranges from as low as 10 mm
in the middle of the Sahara to more than 2,000 mm in the tropical regions and other
parts of West Africa. Coefficients of rainfall variability are highest in the deserts and
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lowest in the wet tropical regions [4]. The amount of rain in many parts of Africa
depends on the prevailing sea surface temperatures (SST), atmospheric winds, the 
El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO), and regional climate fluctuations in the Indian
and Atlantic Oceans [5].

The African climate is generally warm (mean daily temperature �25°C); however,
the extreme northern and southern regions experience some cooler weather (mean
daily temperature �20°C). And while the low altitudes are warm, the higher altitudes
in the highlands are cool.

One-quarter of Africa is hyper-arid desert, one-third is in the humid climate zone,
and the remainder of the continent is dry land consisting of arid, semiarid, and dry
subhumid areas [6]. All parts of the continent, except the Republic of South Africa,
Namibia, Lesotho, and the Mediterranean countries north of the Sahara, have tropical
climates. These tropical climates can be divided into three distinct climatic zones: wet
tropical climates, dry tropical climates, and alternating wet-dry climates [4]. The tropical
African climate is a natural home for the many insects that are vectors of human dis-
eases such as malaria.

Hulme et al. [7] showed that Africa is now warmer than it was 100 years ago and
that the mean rate of warming has been 0.5°C per century. The six warmest years in
Africa occurred since 1986, and 1998 was the warmest year on record. Glaciers on
Mount Kilimanjaro and Mount Kenya are retreating and shrinking. These observa-
tions suggest that warming is occurring in high altitude regions, and this could make
the areas suitable for malaria transmission.

3. DISCOVERY OF THE BIOLOGY OF MALARIA
TRANSMISSION AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR MALARIA
CONTROL

Malaria parasites were first seen in human blood in 1888 in Algeria by Charles-Louis-
Alphonse Laveran; however, his contemporaries rejected his observation. The 18
December 1897 issue of the British Medical Journal reported that Dr. Ronald Ross
discovered malaria cysts in the stomach wall of anopheline mosquitoes that had fed
on a malaria patient [8]. By July 1898, the Italian scientist Giovanni Batista Grassi
traced the course of the parasite through the mosquito, and proved that human malar-
ias were transmitted by species of Anopheles. On 28 November 1898, he reported his
findings to the Accademia dei Lincei, in Rome [9].

The basic malaria transmission cycle was believed to be fairly simple. The discovery
of the cycle led many to believe that malaria control would be fairly straightforward.
However, it became clear that the ecology, biology, and stability of transmission, vec-
tor behavior, human genetics, and immunity interact in a complex way. For example,
28 anophelines were identified in Nigeria and, of these, several were infected with
oocysts or sporozoites [10]. These were in the Anopheles gambiae group, An. funes-
tus, An. hargreavesi, An. pharoensis, An. nili, An. moucheti var. nigeriansis, An. han-
cocki, and An. rufipes. These vectors have different seasonal distributions, habitats,
biting, resting behaviors, and vectorial capacities.

The efficiency of An. gambiae and An. funestus in transmitting malaria in Nigeria
is unmatched, with annual average sporozoite infected mosquitoes being 6% for the
latter and 5% for the former [10]. (In Asia and South America, this figure is about
0.1–1%.) This scenario is quite common in the rest of equatorial Africa [11–13].



The earliest and the most sustained attempts at malaria eradication were made in the
early 1950s by Bagster Wilson in East and West Africa [14] and in Zimbabwe Alves and
Blair [47], in South Africa Nethercott, (1974) [77] and in Swaziland, Mastbaum [41].
Soon after, it was recognized that despite a high reduction of vectors, transmission of
malaria continued because of the exophilic behavior of An. arabiensis.

4. EUROPEAN SETTLEMENT AND IMPLICATIONS 
FOR MALARIA

The early motivation for malaria control in Africa was to protect settlers and laborers
involved in agriculture, trade, communication, and law enforcement. Thus, malaria
control was deeply intertwined with trade and commerce. Europeans first arrived in
Africa in the 15th century [15]. Many of the early Europeans were explorers, but in later
years were followed by traders along coastal towns. It was not until the 19th century
that a few Europeans ventured inland in search of natural resources. However, in most
cases tropical diseases, and hostile warriors such as the Maasai in Kenya and the Zulus
of South Africa, discouraged these expeditions. In the last quarter of the 19th century,
following the Congress of Berlin, 1884–1885, most of Africa was colonized by
European powers bent on obtaining resources using cheap labor. Most of the commer-
cial activities included mining, while a few other European settlers operated plantations.
These settlers had little interest in the health of the Africans apart from when diseases
interrupted labor. For example, in South Africa during the 1920s and 1930s, malaria
had a marked effect on agricultural development along the coastal belt. In 1928–1929,
many employees in the sugar mills and plantations were afflicted by malaria: 6 whites
out of 6,000 died; of 20,000 Asians, 151 died; and among 215,000 Africans, 2,600 died
[16]. Larval control was initiated in this area; however, the districts of Ingwavuma,
Ubombo, and Hlabisa were excluded because it was postulated that control measures
would interfere with the natural immunity of the native populations.

The end of World War I imposed some changes in the remote African lands.
Germany handed over all its colonies, and Tanganyika fell under British control. After
the conflict, a British government program designed to stimulate the settling of veter-
ans in East Africa multiplied the number of settlers, which at the end of the Great War
was well over 10,000.

The Boers who migrated from the Cape into the hinterland of Southern Africa in
the mid-19th century were mainly successful because there was little malaria in the
highveld. However, in one trek to Delagoa Bay (the present Maputo area), almost the
entire population of settlers succumbed. The few survivors were eventually moved to
Natal, and their tales affected expansion eastward [17]. In West Africa, exploration
and settlement of areas of interest to exploitation for ivory, gold, and slaves became
infamous to European and American ventures because of the ravages of malaria (e.g.,
the Bight of Benin). However, quinine was becoming readily available in most parts of
the world in the late 19th century and early 20th century. Efforts were introduced to
prevent the disease by reducing transmission [18].

The health infrastructure was poorly developed for the mainly rural African popu-
lations; in addition, health budgets were small. Garnham and Harper [19], working in
western Kenya, concluded that the usual methods of malaria control applied to towns
and estates or in more temperate climates were, for various reasons, chiefly financial,
inapplicable to rural areas.
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For most of the colonial period, malaria control activities in East Africa were 
conducted by European experts with the assistance of African technical staff (personal
communication, W.O. Obudho, Tropical Pesticide Research Institute Amani, Tanzania
and Kenya Medical Research Institute, 2001). As a result, there were few if any African
experts on malaria, and this situation remained for many decades after independence.

5. THE EARLY ROLE OF THE WORLD HEALTH
ORGANIZATION IN MALARIA CONTROL IN AFRICA

The victorious Allied Powers of World War I established the League of Nations. The
League’s charter, known as the Covenant, was approved as part of the Treaty of
Versailles at the Paris Peace Conference in 1919. The mission, as stated in the Covenant,
was “to promote international co-operation and to achieve international peace and
security”. The Charter of the Health Organization was contained in the Covenant of
the league [20]. Article 23 endeavored the member States to “undertake steps in matters
of international concern, prevention and control of diseases”. Following the collapse of
the League of Nations, the United Nations was created in 1945. The World Health
Organization (WHO) was formed in 1946 under the United Nations structure at a time
when there was much work on the development of tools for malaria control.

The WHO led the world in the eradication and control of malaria. One of the great
landmarks in the history of malaria in Africa was the First African Malaria
Conference in Africa held in Kampala, Uganda in 1950 and organized by the WHO
and the Commission for Technical Co-operation in Africa south of the Sahara. This
conference recommended that whatever the original degree of endemicity, malaria
should be controlled by modern methods a soon as feasible and without awaiting the
outcomes of further experiments [21]. Whereas before malaria control in Africa was
driven by the need to protect the settlers and their interests, the WHO was driven by
the ambitious concept of health for all. Major decisions about malaria control were
made more at the international level than at the national level.

6. DEVELOPMENT OF MALARIA ARMAMENT

Following the discovery of the life cycle of the malaria parasites in the late 19th cen-
tury, it was not until the mid-1940s that the epidemiology of the diseases was unrav-
eled and the first effective synthetic insecticides and drugs for transmission, morbidity,
and mortality control were discovered (see Table 7.1). The most significant epidemio-
logical discovery was that of the existence of immunity in populations that had been
exposed to the diseases over several years. It was appreciated that malaria control
programs would have to be sustainable to avoid epidemics following loss of immunity
after reduced exposure to transmission. It is important to note that all the major tools
for malaria control have been developed outside Africa. Although the initial concept
of indoor application of insecticide was tested in South Africa [17].

6.1 Insecticides

The discovery of DDT in 1942 was perhaps the greatest step toward the control of
malaria transmission. In 1936, De Meillon [17] showed that apart from being more
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effective, the control of adult mosquitoes cost only about a third that of larval control,
and this finding established the foundation of residual insecticides [16]. This being the
case, a number of insecticides such as dieldrin, HBC, malathion, fenitrothion, and
propoxur were tested and proven effective for residual spraying. However, the newer
insecticides were several times more expensive than DDT: for example, malathion is
7-fold, fenitrothion is 18-fold, and propoxur is 27-fold more expensive than DDT
[22]. Larviciding using petroleum oils and Paris Green (copper acetoacenate) was
restricted to urban areas where transmission is focal.

Development of second generation, synthetic, photo-stable pyrethroids was delayed
by concerns of their cross resistance to DDT. However, in 1976, permethrin and del-
termethrin were licensed for public health use. These two pyrethroids are now used
for impregnating mosquito nets. Later, a third generation synthetic pyrethroid, lamb-
dacyhalothrin, was cleared by the WHO Pesticide Evaluation Scheme (WHOPES) for
use as an ultra low volume spray and contact insecticide [23].

6.2 Drugs

The discovery of chloroquine was a major milestone in the control of morbidity and
mortality. Following chloroquine, other drugs such as amodiaquine, proguanil, and
pyrimethamine were discovered in the mid-1940s and early 1950s; however, chloroquine
remained the drug of choice because of its safety, efficacy, and cost. In the early 1980s,
resistance to chloroquine was reported in East Africa, and it spread to West Africa. A
number of countries in East Africa, such as Malawi, Kenya, Tanzania, Botswana,
Uganda, and South Africa, have switched their first line of treatment from chloroquine
to sulfadoxine-pyrimethamine (SP) [24,25]. However, SP resistance has appeared in east-
ern and southern Africa, and the drug will lose its efficacy in the next few years [25,26].

Since the discovery of artemisinin in the early 1980s, the WHO program on tropi-
cal diseases (TDR) has made the development of derivatives of artemisinin for the
treatment of severe and multidrug resistant malaria a priority [27]. However, these
derivatives are too expensive for most of the affected populations in Africa.

6.3 Vaccines

Many viral and bacterial infectious diseases in Africa have been controlled by vacci-
nation. Given the persistent problem of drug resistance by P. falciparum and the cost
of developing new drugs, it is of strategic importance to develop malaria vaccines.
However, in the world of parasites there exist few effective vaccines.

Despite research and development work on malaria vaccines, only one, SPf66, has
undergone full efficacy and delivery trials in Africa. When the vaccine was delivered
through the Expanded Programme of Immunization (EPI) in Tanzania, the efficacy
was only 2%. This has raised concerns about potential difficulties in inducing protec-
tive immune response against malaria through immunization of infants [28]. Several
other vaccines are under development, including anti-disease vaccines that target the
pathology and not the parasite.

6.4 Bed nets

Bed nets have been used to prevent night biting insects for a long time in Africa. In
The Gambia, where the use of mosquito nets is a cultural practice, 95% of some 
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communities owned untreated bed nets [29]. Following impregnation of these nets
with permethrin, Alonso et al. [30] demonstrated a 63% reduction on mortality in
children 1 to 4 years old. As a consequence of this remarkable result, the WHO/TDR
initiated four multicenter trials of large-scale bed net projects comprising 100,000
individuals in different epidemiological settings [31]. The trials were carried out in
Burkina Faso, The Gambia, Ghana, and Kenya. The pooled overall efficacy on child
mortality from the four trials was 18% [32]. One study demonstrated a reduction of
45% in the frequency of severe disease. These reductions in morbidity and mortality
are substantial, considering the large numbers of people at risk [33]. Despite these
encouraging results, acceptability and affordability of impregnated bed nets have
remained a barrier to their use. Currently only about 5% of the populations under
threat from malaria are using insecticide impregnated bed nets.

7. TRANSMISSION CONTROL OR MORBIDITY/MORTALITY
CONTROL?

At the beginning of the 20th century, Ronald Ross [34] postulated that there was a
critical vector density below which transmission was not sustainable, and this led to
the concept of source reduction using larvicides. However, this method was applica-
ble to very few situations in tropical Africa because of the extensive availability of
larval breeding habitats in Africa.

Macdonald [35], using a mathematical model, showed that reducing the malaria vec-
tors’ adult life expectancy was critical in malaria transmission and control. This gave
impetus to the application of residual indoor spraying using insecticides. A major
assumption in this hypothesis was that there would be a uniform exposure of all female
adult vectors to insecticides [36]. In a number of pilot trials, despite achieving good vec-
tor control, malaria transmission continued, and further research indicated that some
mosquitoes were either biting people outdoors and resting outdoors or biting people
indoors and resting outdoors. Some insecticides also caused exicto-repellency, which
drove fed mosquitoes out of sprayed houses, thus avoiding contact with the insecticide.

Coluzzi [37] postulated that the house leaving and human biting behaviors were
genetic traits of some vectors. It was later confirmed that An. arabiensis, a sibling
species of the An. gambiae group, had a predisposition to bite indoors and rest out-
doors, thus escaping the effects of the insecticide.

In Ethiopia, a small proportion of An. arabiensis rests outdoors, while most of the
individuals rest indoors and avoid surfaces sprayed with DDT – an indication of
behavioral resistance. Furthermore, bioassays on female An. arabiensis indicated only
partial susceptibility – an indication of physiological resistance [38]. However, in
South Africa, DDT remained effective where intradomiciliary spraying has been car-
ried out in houses in malarious areas since 1958 [39].

Within the doctrine of malaria control many advocated the use of chemoprophy-
laxis and mass drug administration for prevention and control. Integrated malaria
control methods using indoor residual spraying and mass drug administration were
shown to dramatically reduce the prevalence of the disease in pilot studies. However,
this was not sustainable as a regular operation because of financial and technical
difficulties [24].

From the early days, local as well as expatriate clinicians, public health specialists,
and entomologists dominated the malaria treatment world in Africa. More recently,
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there has been entry of other professionals such as epidemiologists, health economists,
molecular biologists, and immunologists. Although all agree that the end point in
malaria control is a reduction of malaria morbidity and mortality, there are different
opinions on which tools should be used to achieve this goal. Arguments continue
about the use of different tools and their cost, sustainability, and efficacy. As a result,
allocation of resources for the application of different control methods and, particu-
larly, for the development of new tools has been problematic.

8. MALARIA CONTROL CASE STUDIES

While the malaria control community has been deeply frustrated about the level of
transmission in the sub-Saharan region, it has been accepted that in theory malaria
could be controlled using insecticides in the mid-altitudes in southern Africa,
Zimbabwe, and Ethiopia [40]. The following case studies confirm these beliefs.

8.1 Swaziland

Swaziland is a small, independent nation that borders South Africa and southern
Mozambique. According to Mastbaum [41], who was the Chief of the Malaria Section,
the territory has three major climate zones (termed bushveld, between 150 and 300 m,
middleveld, from 300 to 1000 m, and highveld, from 1,000 to 1,800 m), with malaria
confined to the lower altitudes, although seasonal epidemics occurred in the mid-
dleveld and even highveld areas. The bushveld areas converged into Mozambique, and
there was continual back and forth migration of people. In 1946, training and survey
preparations began for a project on the indoor application of HCH (hexachloro-
hexane). In 1954, the project was extended to the whole country. In irrigated areas,
control was also directed against mosquito larvae because of the extensive breeding
areas. Later HCH was replaced with dieldrin, which had a greater residual effect [42].

The application of insecticide alone reduced the parasite rate in children under 16
years old from 53.6% in 1955/1956 to 1.8% in 1956/1957 at a per capita cost over
the entire nation of 13 pence (US$0.15 in 1956 rates). In irrigated areas, despite addi-
tional larviciding activities, the parasite rate was not so greatly reduced, and was 
still at 6% in 1955/1956. Ramsdale [42] found that the indoor resting variety of An.
gambiae s.l. was eliminated, whereas the outdoor form was still detectable. In
Mozambique, where no spraying was being carried out, both forms were collected.
Ramsdale reports that this is different from the situation reported by Gillies [43] in
the Taveta-Pare area of Tanzania, where indoor spraying with dieldrin for over 3
years had little effect on the “behavior” of An. gambiae s.l. The change of behavior
that Ramsdale reported was actually a reduction of one of the members of the species
complex, not a behavior change. Subsequent work by Davidson [44] laid the ground-
work for unraveling this complicated situation. In fact, what was thought to be a sin-
gle species of a vector was shown to be a species complex of six members, all
morphologically identical, but with different habitats, feeding preferences, and vecto-
rial capacity [37]. This latter research, carried out primarily by African entomologists,
helped explain important inconsistencies in the epidemiology and control of malaria.

The situation in Swaziland was complicated by the proximity of Mozambique on
the eastern border and the unrestricted movement of people from holoendemic
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regions into an area where transmission was under control. When the program in
Swaziland moved to the consolidation and maintenance phase, eradication efforts
declined and there was a resurgence of malaria. By this time, the WHO policies had
moved away from eradication mode, and control strategies relied on delivery of drugs
(mainly chloroquine) at the periphery. A resurgence of malaria in Swaziland followed
as the efficacy of chloroquine declined. Following a serious deterioration of the
malaria situation due to Cyclone Domina in 1994, the absence of vector control,
large-scale agricultural development, and the influx of refugees from Mozambique,
the National Malaria control program was overhauled with assistance from USAID
and the South Africa Trade Mission. Vector control was reintroduced using DDT
[45], and malaria declined to levels seen in the 1950s.

8.2 Zimbabwe

The development of Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) was severely hindered by malaria,
which affected both European settlers and local African populations. Apart from the
high transmission areas of the lowveld (below about 800 m), malaria was very rare on
the highveld (above 1,500 m) and epidemic in the middleveld, with severe periodic
impacts. Work by Leeson [46] suggested that the vector mosquitoes over-wintered in
the lowveld, and during the spring began to invade the middleveld via river conduits.
At this season, there was little flow in the rivers, which were more like a series of
residual pools with small runnels between them. These were ideal habitats for 
An. gambiae, An. arabiensis, and An. funestus, which were responsible for the transmis-
sion. Using this knowledge, malaria control programs were initiated in the northeast
of the country in 1949 based on the application of residual insecticide indoors in a
systematic manner similar to that laid out by Mastbaum in Swaziland [47]. The pro-
gram was very successful, with parasite rates declining precipitously [48,49]. In 1958,
a WHO supported program was initiated that included spraying initially with HCH,
then with DDT and dieldrin. These insecticides were alternated to limit the spread of
insecticide resistance in mosquitoes that was being observed in many parts of Africa.
Eradication was achieved, particularly in the southeast part of the country [42].

The spraying programs were effective, particularly in the southern part of the coun-
try. In 1961, the parasite rates were less than 0.05% and the country moved to the
surveillance phase [50]. This was to coincide with malaria control activities in neigh-
boring Botswana. During 1962–1963, only 138 cases of malaria were diagnosed in
the entire surveillance area (of a population estimated at over half a million). All cases
with fever were given a presumptive treatment consisting of a single dose of chloro-
quine and primaquine combined. The presumptive treatment was also given to all res-
idents living within a 5 mile radius of each case. Blood film diagnosis was made for
each case, and if positive, the patient was revisited and given a full course of chloro-
quine. Those infected with P. malariae were hospitalized and treated with 14 mg/kg
primaquine over 14 days. The surveillance program continued for several years, but
terminated with the breakup of the Central African Federation and the reorganization
of the Malaria Control program under the Director of the Blair Research Laboratory in
Salisbury (now Harare). Malaria control in the southern areas of the country remained
focused on passive case detection, with curative doses of chloroquine administered
through the excellent system of rural clinics operating in the country. When the south-
eastern areas were opened to large-scale irrigation, control devolved to the private
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sector (commercial farmers and irrigation estates). In the north and northeast of the
country, vector control operations proceeded, as did passive case detection, through
the state health services. Vector control operations relied on indoor spraying with
DDT and later with malathion. It is of interest that after over 40 years of use, there is
no evidence of resistance to DDT by local vector species of mosquitoes.

Malaria surveillance was systematically carried out using blood film surveys as
indicators, and barrier spraying was implemented to protect the high-density popula-
tion areas and the agricultural productive regions of the country. In some instances
where transmission was low (with parasite rates less than 0.05% in school children),
spraying was done every second year. Negative records are hard to substantiate; par-
ticularly in the areas that were affected by the liberation war in the 1970s, but until
the early 1990s, malaria remained under control, and almost an inconsequential
health issue in most of the country. Its breakdown has occurred mainly through lack
of supervision and direction due to decentralization of malaria control operations and
a pervasive breakdown of the entire health services system [51]. Epidemics of malaria
now occur regularly in a non-immune population, with disastrous circumstances.

Notwithstanding the current situation, Zimbabwe did support a health system
operated by local scientists who succeeded in controlling malaria by modifying the
WHO eradication concepts to fit its own ecological and geographical conditions. One
hopes that it will return to this system in the future.

8.3 Zanzibar

The islands of Zanzibar are located off the east coast of Africa; it is part of the United
Republic of Tanzania. Ecologically, islands represent an easy target for the control of
insect populations because they are isolated and largely protected against re-invasion
by the surrounding oceans.

Malaria has long been rife in the islands of Zanzibar and was the subject of a com-
prehensive report to the Colonial Development Fund in 1937 [52]. This report
detailed the high morbidity and mortality that prevailed in Zanzibar and on the island
of Pemba. In 1933–1934, the prevalence of malaria by microscopy was 43.3% in
urban Zanzibar, while in rural Ingunja in the south, it was 50%; in a hospital in
Pemba, it was 53% [52].

This situation was addressed in 1957 when the WHO supported a malaria control
scheme on the two main islands. Initially, malariometric surveys were carried out in
Zanzibar with geographical reconnaissance, numbering of houses, and training of
staff. In 1958, this was extended to Pemba, and houses were sprayed with dieldrin in
Zanzibar. Although this was planned to be 2 g/m2, calculations established that the
mean application level was about 1.3 g/m2. Spraying was carried out twice annually
because bioassays showed poor mosquito mortality about 14 weeks after application.
After the fourth round of spraying, in 1961, the insecticide was changed to DDT, also
on a two cycle per annum basis. Spraying and updating of the houses, and additional
recruiting and training of personnel, continued to follow the plan for eradication as
proposed by the WHO. Spraying continued until 1965. From 1963 to 1968, active
case detection and followup were implemented throughout the two islands. The 
program was terminated in June 1968 following numerous difficulties such as 
aging vehicles and often broken-down bicycles. In Zanzibar, the number of houses
sprayed per round was over 52,000, including nearly 20,000 temporary huts and
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“other structures”. The number of structures sprayed in Pemba was unrecorded, but
coverage was extensive, with only 13% in Pemba and 17% in Zanzibar not sprayed.
At the time of census (1967), the population of Zanzibar was 190,117 and that of
Pemba was 164,243.

The results were phenomenal. After only the first two rounds of spraying, the infant
parasite rate dropped from 47% to 1.0% in Zanzibar and from 52.5% to 1.7% in
Pemba [53]. Although the goal of eradication was not achieved, malaria in both
islands was successfully controlled to the point where it was no longer considered a
public health problem. From 1963 to 1967, malaria case detection revealed an annual
parasite incidence ranging from 5.8 to 11.6 per thousand in Zanzibar and from 0.4 to
1.9 per thousand in Pemba.

The program was closed as a result of local political decisions, and the existing organ-
ization was dissolved. However, by 1973 passive case detection revealed a resurgence of
malaria, to a prevalence of 49.3% in Zanzibar and 9.9% in Pemba. Once again, malaria
was rapidly asserting itself as the major cause of morbidity and mortality on the islands.

These case studies demonstrate that vector control using indoor spraying was suc-
cessful in some particular ecosystems of Africa. Success in malaria control reduced the
public health threat of the disease, thus lowering its priority on the health agenda.
However, in all the cases, the disease returned to previous levels. Malaria control must
be a continuous effort.

9. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSCIOUSNESS AND MALARIA
CONTROL

Millions of tons of DDT were used in agriculture world-wide in the 1950s and 1960s.
After constant pressure by environmentalists, its use was banned in the United States
in 1972. DDT was put on the list of “the dirty dozen”, a group of banned persistent
organic pollutants (see Box 7.1).

A few epidemic prone countries, including South Africa, Zimbabwe, and Ethiopia,
used DDT for malaria control. Following the ban on DDT in South Africa and South
America, the number of malaria cases increased rapidly [54,55].

While environmentalists have been quick to protect the environment, they seem to
be less willing to protect human life. Pressure groups appear to be more concerned
with dying birds and fish than with loss of human life in the tropics. Furthermore, the
main source of DDT pollution is use in agriculture, not health related activities where
the insecticide is confined to indoor use only.

Box 7.1 Pesticides that fall under the banned persistent organic pollutants
(POPs)

DDT, chlordane, toxaphene, mirex, aldrin, deildrin, endrin, and heptachlor are now
banned under the Stockholm Convention on persistence organic pollutants. However,
DDT has been retained for vector control until an alternative safe, effective, and afford-
able insecticide is found. Discussions are under way to allow the use of DDT as an
interim method until an alternative insecticide is found.



10. FROM MALARIA ERADICATION TO MALARIA CONTROL

With 80% of all global cases and 90% of all mortality in Africa [24,56], the continent
is undoubtedly the home of malaria. George Davidson, an eminent entomologist from
the London School of Tropical Medicine, wrote that “despite successes and significant
reduction in many other parts of the world, including the tropical areas, the World
Health Assembly of the United Nations at its 22nd meeting in 1969 decided to abandon
the concept of the eradication, considering it as practically unattainable. It urged coun-
tries to revert to containing the disease at levels that their own general health services,
rudimentary as many of them were, could cope with” [22]. This statement summarizes
a major milestone of malaria control in Africa. Following this declaration, the WHO
recommended that the only practical policy in malaria control was that of quick diag-
nosis and effective treatment. This worked fairly well as long as chloroquine was effec-
tive. The policy is now under threat because of the cost of treatment following parasite
resistance to most of the safe and cheap drugs. In Africa, the situation is exacerbated by
increased poverty and the cost-sharing policy introduced by the World Bank’s structural
adjustment policies. In some countries, there has been a 30% reduction in people going
to government hospitals where treatment had previously been free [57].

10.1 Drug resistance and its implications

The first confirmed records of chloroquine resistance in Africa emerged from Kenya
in 1977 [58], and by the early 1990s resistance levels had reached 70%. The rate of
development of resistance has been slower in other African countries such as Mali,
where in the late 1990s parasitological resistance level was 14%. The current distri-
bution of resistance to chloroquine in Africa appears to be related to the level of trans-
mission intensity [24].

The emergence of resistance to anti-malaria drugs has several implications in terms
of treatment policy and efficacy. Chloroquine resistance in Kenya serves as an exam-
ple. Following several studies in the 1980s that demonstrated that the drug had lost
its efficacy, the ministry of health had difficulties changing the first line of treatment
from chloroquine to SP until 1995, when it was demonstrated that the mortality rate
in patients treated with chloroquine alone was 20% and those treated with SP was
only 4% [59]. The failure to change drug policy had a particularly severe implication
during epidemics in western Kenya, where up to 80% [60,61] of self-diagnosed
malaria cases are treated at home. Many people continued to use chloroquine despite
its failure to clear parasites in the blood, partly because the drug has an excellent
property of clearing clinical symptoms of malaria very quickly. However, the patient
goes into a chronic phase and can easily develop life-threatening complications. And
now widespread resistance to SP is emerging at a time when there seems to be an
increasing number of epidemics in the African highlands.

10.2 The deteriorating malaria situation and renewed 
control efforts

In the 1980s, it was recognized that the global malaria situation was deteriorating and
renewed action was required to contain this state of affairs. Sachs and Malaney [62]
observed that malaria impedes development through its effects on fertility, population
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growth, savings and investment, worker productivity, absenteeism, premature mor-
tality, and medical costs. For example, the direct and indirect losses due to malaria in
Africa rose from US$800 million in 1987 to more that US$2 billion in 1997. The
WHO Expert Committee on malaria noted that most of Africa south of the Sahara
continued to face an increased public health crisis as a result of the disease [63]. The
situation was aggravated by lack of financial support, shortage of expertise, and the
emergence of resistance to chloroquine. The WHO then proposed a Ministerial
Conference on Malaria, which was held in Amsterdam in 1992, to formulate a Global
Malaria Control Strategy.

The health community recognized that to implement effective malaria control pro-
grams, there was a need for political support by African governments at the highest
level. Consequently African heads of state and government at their meeting in Harare
in June 1997 issued a declaration on the need to control malaria to ensure greater
social development in the continent. This became known as the Harare Declaration,
whose basic thrust was early treatment of malaria cases; promotion of the use of
insecticide-impregnated nets; prevention, detection, or containment of epidemics; and
strengthening of the capacities of countries and communities to combat the disease.

To put the global malaria plan into action required a concerted effort of UN agen-
cies, governments, and the private sector. Led by the WHO, the effort evolved into the
Roll Back Malaria (RBM) initiative, which is based on intersectoral partnership,
evidence-based interventions, political mobilization, and participation of civil society.
African heads of state and governments met in Abuja, Nigeria, on 25 April 2000 and
endorsed the RBM initiative; they set time limits and targets to reverse the malaria
situation in the continent [2]. The initiative aims to halve the global burden of the dis-
ease by 2010. In a concerted effort, the Multilateral Initiative on Malaria (MIM) was
launched in Senegal in 1997 with the aim of increasing the research capacity of scientists
from the endemic areas. Within the WHO framework for malaria control, member coun-
tries are required to institute National Malaria Control Programs where resources can
be directed. Although national and international political will is now in place to control
malaria, Africa is still faced with a shortage of tools and technical and financial resources.

10.3 Increasing malaria epidemics

The climatology of the African continent in the past century indicates two recent peri-
ods of warming: the mid-1930s to the 1940s and from the beginning of the 1980s to
date [4]. Widespread malaria epidemics in highland areas have been associated with
these periods. For example, in 1941, a community living at 2,360 m in western Kenya
was severely affected by a malaria epidemic. This was a period of abnormal warming
and unusually heavy rainfall [19].

Between 1994 and 1996, malaria epidemics in 14 countries of sub-Saharan Africa
caused an unacceptably high number of deaths, many in areas previously free of the dis-
ease. Similarly, during the 1997/1998 El Niño event, several countries were adversely
affected by malaria epidemics. Adolescents and young adults are now dying of severe
forms of the disease [64]. In Kenya, malaria spread from 3 districts in 1988 to 15 in
1999 [65]. In Tanzania, the disease has moved into the Western Usambara Mountains,
which were malaria free until 1997 [66]. In general, these epidemics occur in highland
areas, which are generally cool and wet. In the East African region, they have been 
associated with El Niño. However, during the 1997/1998 El Niño event, epidemics
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occurred in the arid areas of northeastern Kenya and Somalia because of extensive flood-
ing. A number of factors have been associated with the increase of malaria epidemics:

• climate variability
• land use change
• parasite resistance to drugs
• cost of drugs and hospitalization
• lack of effective vector control activities
• policy, e.g., cost sharing and drug options
• inadequate capacity of medical facilities
• uncertainty in predictability of the disease epidemics.

It is well established that climate is an important determinant of the spatial and tem-
poral distribution of vectors and pathogens. In theory, a change in climate could be
expected to cause changes in the geographical range and seasonality (intra-annual
variability), and an increase in the incidence rate (with or without changes in the geo-
graphical or seasonal distribution) [67].

Climate change includes a change in the mean meteorological values and the depar-
ture from the mean. While a change in the mean values has been a slow process, the
seasonal and annual departure from normal weather has been more pronounced.

Figure 7.1 shows the trend in mean monthly maximum temperature anomalies in
the Lake Victoria basin. The thick line indicates normal conditions. An anomaly
above 3°C combined with suitable rainfall can precipitate a malaria epidemic in the
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Figure 7.1 Trends in mean monthly maximum temperature anomalies in an area covering the
western Kenya highlands. An anomaly above 3°C combined with suitable rainfall
can precipitate a malaria epidemic in the western Kenya highlands. The frequency
and intensity of such events are increasing, as can be seen by the points above the
dashed line
Source: Updated version of data in Ref. 65
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western Kenya highlands. The frequency and intensity of such events are increasing,
as can be seen by the points above the dashed line.

Epidemic malaria in sub-Saharan Africa remains a major threat: it places a heavy
burden on overstretched health services and poses a major constraint to economic
development [68]. The ability to forecast epidemics is a major step in their prevention
and management. Progress in developing forecasting tools has been slow; however,
recent research indicates that it is possible to forecast climate driven epidemics with
sufficient lead time for effective action to be taken [65,69].

Land use changes that have been associated with an increase in malaria transmis-
sion include deforestation in Tanzania [66,70] and cultivation of swamps in Uganda
[71,72]. Recently it was demonstrated in western Kenya highlands that cultivation of
swamps can substantially increase the water temperature, thus increasing the poten-
tial for prolific breeding of malaria vectors, particularly An. gambiae. While defor-
estation on the slopes of the highlands primarily affects the rate of parasite
development in adult mosquitoes, cultivation of swamps increases the rate of produc-
tion of adult mosquitoes [73].

Drug resistance results in failure to cure the disease, leading to multiple treatments.
Consequently the number of in- and outpatient cases increases, leading to an unex-
pected load on the medical infrastructure. Furthermore, failure to treat the infections
increases the risk of the more severe forms of the disease, which require expensive
hospital management of patients.

The Roll Back Malaria program’s initial focus was on sub-Saharan Africa, where
the greatest burden on health is malaria. To launch effective interventions, studies were
carried out to determine the cost-effectiveness of various options [74]. The study con-
cluded that cost-effective interventions are available. However, a package of interven-
tions to decrease the bulk of the malaria burden is not affordable in very low-income
countries. Coverage of the most vulnerable groups in Africa will require substantial
assistance from external donors. Detailed cost estimates prepared by the WHO
Commission on Macro Economics and Health find that effective malaria prevention
and treatment will require an additional US$2.5 billion per year by 2007, increasing
to US$4 billion per year by 2015 [62].

10.4 Future climate change and its implications for malaria 
in Africa

According to the Third Assessment Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC), Working Group I, the global surface temperatures increased by
0.6 
 0.2°C over the 20th century. Models have projected that the global averaged
surface air temperature will warm 1.4 to 5.8°C by 2100 relative to 1990 [3].

Malaria transmission requires suitable rainfall and temperature. While it is pro-
jected that under climate change regimes some parts of Africa will become warmer
and wetter, others will become warmer and drier. In some parts of the Sahel, malaria
transmission has decreased by about 30% over the last decades because of a decrease
in rainfall [71]. Elsewhere in eastern and southern Africa, the main driving force for
increased malaria transmission seems to be the warming of the highlands, which have
been free of malaria or have had very low and seasonal transmission. Under these con-
ditions, most of the resident population is immunologically naïve and very vulnerable
to severe disease.
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The great malaria epidemic that occurred in Ethiopia in 1958 serves as a lesson.
This epidemic, which occurred during a period of abnormally warm, wet weather and
an early shift of the rain season [75], affected 3 million and caused the death of
150,000 in a span of 6 months [76].

11. PROSPECTS FOR ADAPTATION

A major concern in the process of adaptation is adaptive capacity. According to the
IPCC, adaptive capacity is the ability of a system to adjust to climate change (includ-
ing climate variability and extremes), to moderate potential damages, to take advan-
tage and opportunities, and to cope with the consequences [3].

Malaria transmission in tropical Africa is intense, and few countries have effective
control programs. After many years of pilot control projects, it is clear that Africa
does not have the human and financial resources required for sustainable control pro-
grams. More recently, some of the tools that have been effective have lost their effi-
cacy, mainly due to parasite resistance to drugs. It is clear that we are dealing with a
parasite that may have a higher adaptive capacity than the human population.

The economies of many African countries are declining because of low technologi-
cal development, arising out of poor management of human and natural resources.
The impacts of globalization will have further negative impacts in Africa because of
its inherent low priority for local social development. In many countries there is a shift
toward private health, which only a few can afford. The cost sharing policy has
resulted, in some cases, in a 30% reduction in hospital use.

Africa can hardly cope with the current burden of malaria, and it seems that the
adaptive capacity for increased malaria transmission is very low. The history of pub-
lic health indicates that the rate of decline of infectious diseases was strongly associ-
ated with economic development.

Because the prospects for mitigation against climate change seem to be diminishing,
the people of Africa must develop indigenous strategies to fight against malaria. New
results arising from studies on the ecology of highland malaria in Kenya [73] suggest
that there are nonchemical, affordable, and sustainable ways to prevent mosquito
breeding in the highlands. These methods would have multiple benefits to the envi-
ronment and to the local climates.

There has been a very high expectation of a magic bullet coming out of hi-tech lab-
oratories (e.g., vaccines, genetically modified mosquitoes), and as a result, African
malariologists have failed to optimize the use of existing tools such as selective indoor
spraying of houses at the foci of transmission in the highlands. Sufficient knowledge
exists to modify houses to make them less accessible to mosquito vectors, yet this
knowledge has been unused. While it is attractive to apply new tools such as GIS and
GPS for mapping transmission intensities, it should not be forgotten that many health
facilities do not even have microscopes, slides, and stains required for malaria diag-
noses. It is our view that Africa can develop some simple homegrown and scientifi-
cally sound solutions for malaria transmission.

While trendy or fashionable science (transgenic vectors and remote sensing
technologies) continues to be intellectually fascinating, African scientists must,
however, have the wisdom to determine what will be of benefit to the suffering
populations.
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Table 7.2 presents rankings of determinants of adaptive capacity and requirements
for public health prevention. The determinants of adaptive capacity and the requirements
for public health prevention are measures of the ability of a community, nation, or
region to cope with and respond effectively to an external stress. Elements with the
lowest ranking indicate where the greatest efforts are required.

12. LESSONS LEARNED

Malaria epidemics are becoming more frequent in the African highlands. Effective
malaria control was once carried out in some of these areas using residual insecticides
as the main tool. One of the unintended outcomes with this method is that due to its
high efficacy, malaria stopped being a major public health problem and many of the
control programs were closed down. In recent years, a popular view has emerged that
DDT should continue to be used as a residual insecticide for vector control. Vector
ecology studies in the highlands indicate that transmission is focal, and this raises the
possibility of limited application of residual insecticides around the foci of transmis-
sion. Such an approach would keep the cost of the operations low and sustainable.
Judicious application of remote sensing and GPS/GIS technologies and epidemiologi-
cal data would be critical in mapping these foci. It is thus essential to start building
capacity for the application of indoor residual spraying in countries that are affected.
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Table 7.2 Epidemic malaria in Africaa

Determinants of adaptive capacity Requirements for public health prevention

Range of available technological options (4) Awareness that problem exists (5)
Availability and distribution of resources (5) Sense that the problem matters (5)
Structure of critical institutions (3) Understanding of the causes (3)
Human capital (3) Capability to deal with problem (2)
Social capital (2) Political will to influence (3)
Access to risk spreading (4)
Ability to manage information (3)
Public’s perceived attribution (3)

Note
a Scale � 1 (low) to 5 (high).
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8 Heat waves: past and future impacts 
on health

R. Sari Kovats and Christina Koppe

ABSTRACT: Although heat waves are rare events, they are associated with significant
mortality impacts. A range of measures are available that potentially reduce the impact
of extreme temperature episodes on mortality and morbidity, including health promo-
tion, building design, urban planning, and heat wave early warning systems. The effec-
tiveness of health interventions in response to heat waves has not yet been formally
evaluated, although there is evidence that they have been effective during major events
in the United States. Populations are likely to acclimatize to the changes in mean climate
forecast by global climate models. However, it is not known how the frequency or
intensity of heat waves will change in the future. Heat deaths are of concern because
many populations are aging and the elderly are the most vulnerable to heat-related mor-
tality. The impact of climate change on the exposure to heat stress in urban areas may
be exacerbated by increases in the urban heat island effect and other environmental
changes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Heat waves kill. In countries such as Australia and the United States, heat waves in the
20th century caused more deaths than any other natural hazard [1]. Heat waves are
natural hazards that also affect property as well as people. They can cause expensive
livestock and crop losses and can damage roads, electrical equipment, railways,
bridges, and other types of infrastructure. In some countries heat waves are accompa-
nied by bush fires.

In August 2003, a major heat wave affected France, Spain, Portugal, and other
countries in Western Europe. France was most affected; at the time of writing, more
than 10,000 excess deaths occurred across the country during the heatwave, with
approximately 2,000 in Paris [2]. The effect of the high thermal load was exacerbated
by a lack of staff in hospitals because the heat wave occurred during the fixed holiday
season. In Portugal, 1,316 excess deaths were attributed to the heatwave [3], and for-
est fires caused extensive damage.

The midwestern United States has experienced several major heat wave events,
most recently in 1995 and 1999. The heat wave in Chicago in 1995 caused 514 
heat-related deaths (12 per 100,000 population) and shocked the nation [4]. All 
heat wave deaths are considered to be preventable: the 1999 heat wave of similar
magnitude caused 114 heat deaths in Chicago [5], indicating that “adaptation” was
relatively effective in reducing mortality, but not sufficient to prevent all the excess
mortality.
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The majority of heat waves that have been studied have been in the United States
and Europe (Table 8.1). In Athens in 1987, a 10-day heat wave resulted in 926 deaths
that were classified as heat related. However, the attributable excess mortality was
estimated to be more than 2,000 [13]. In all urban areas except Athens, a 32.5% increase
in mortality was observed in July 1987 compared to the average July mortality for

Table 8.1 Mortality and morbidity attributed to selected heat waves in Europe, United States,
and Australia

Heatwave event Attributable (all cause) mortality and references

1966-United States 32.9% during first heat wave and 36.4% during second heat wave [6]
1976-London, UK 9.7% increase England and Wales and 15.4% Greater London [7]

Almost twofold increase in mortality rate in geriatric hospital
inpatients (but not other inpatients) [34]

1980-St Louis, 62 heat stroke deaths, 57% increase in all cause mortality in July [8],
United States 226 admitted for heat-related illness

14.3% increase in ER visits
5.1% increase in hospital admissions

1980-Kansas City, 17 heat stroke deaths and 64% increase in all cause mortality
United States in July [8]

276 patients admitted for heat-related illness
7.6% increase in ER visits

1980-Memphis, 483 emergency admissions: 58% heat exhaustion, 17% heat
United States stroke, 6% heat cramps [9]
1981-Portugal 1906 excess deaths (all cause, all ages) in Portugal, 406 in Lisbon

[July] including 63 heat deaths [10]
1983-Rome, Italy 65 heat-stroke deaths during heatwave in Latium region.

35% increase in deaths in July 83 compared to July 82 in 65� age
group in Rome [11,12]

1987-Athens, 2690 heat-related hospital admissions and 926 heat-related deaths,
Greece estimated excess mortality � 2000 [13]
1988-Allegheny 105 excess deaths, all aged 65� [14]
County, United
States
1993-Southeastern 17 heat deaths and 100 people admitted to hospital in New South
Australia Wales, South Australia and Victoria [1]
1995-Chicago, 514 heat-related deaths (defined by Cook County criteria) and
United States estimated 696 excess deaths [4]

11% increase in emergency admissions, with 35% increase in 
emergency admissions in 65� age group [15]

1995-London, UK 8.9% increase in all-cause mortality (768) in England and Wales, and
15.4% (184) increase in Greater London [16]

1997-southern 10 heat deaths, and 15% increase in hospital attendance in
Australia Adelaide region [1]
2000-Queensland, 22 heat deaths and 280 cases of nonfatal heat stroke in Brisbane [1]
Australia

Source: Data from Ref. 17.

Note

Heat deaths are assumed to be deaths due to heat stroke.
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1981–1986 [18]. In 2000, a severe heat wave affected many countries in the Balkans
(southeastern Europe). For example, in Croatia, 40 people died of heart attacks caused
by the heat in its four major cities, while hundreds more were hospitalized with serious
health problems, according to local news reports [19].

When defined as the extremes of the daily temperature range, heat waves occur in all
countries. Some countries are much more vulnerable than others – such as those in mid-
continental areas where seasonal and diurnal ranges of temperatures are greater. The
EM-DAT disaster database includes records of disaster events where at least 10 people
died or more than 100 people were affected; countries in South Asia are the most vul-
nerable to heat wave events (Table 8.2). The information on heat waves is derived mainly
from the US Office of Foreign Disaster Assistance (OFDA) [20,21]. Further information
on attributable mortality is not available. The impacts, however, are likely to be indica-
tive and highlight the need for some epidemiological research into the impacts of high
temperatures in vulnerable populations in South Asia. Heat waves are a recurrent feature
of the climate in India and Pakistan. A heat wave in India in June 1998 was estimated to
cause over 10 weeks of high temperatures [22]. In Ores, India, the air temperature rose
to 49.5°C and was reported to have caused many deaths. The high temperatures were
exacerbated by recurrent power failures that affected cooling systems and hospital serv-
ices. Power failures are a regular feature of life in many cities in developing countries.

This chapter reviews what is known about the current impacts of heat waves on
human health, and identifies those populations that are the most vulnerable to dying
in a heat wave. Global climate change is one of many factors that may affect exposure
to higher temperatures in the future. We also review some of the policies and measures
that have been used to reduce the impact of heat waves in both developed and devel-
oping countries.

2. PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF HEAT

Heat stress causes some well-described clinical syndromes such as heat stroke, heat
exhaustion, heat syncope, and heat cramps [23]. The cause of death most easily attrib-
utable to heat is heat stroke, which occurs when the core body temperature reaches
40.6°C, leading to multiple organ dysfunction. However, many causes of death have

Table 8.2 Total killed and number of heat wave events by region,
reported in EM-DAT disaster events database (1975–2001)

Region Total killed Number of events

East Asia 160 3
Europe 117 2
European Union 1,124 8
North Africa 54 3
North America 1,872 13
Oceania 23 4
Rest of Europe 203 12
Russian Federation 328 3
South America 73 2
South Asia 5,434 21
West Asia (Unknown) 2

Source: Data from Ref. 20.
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been observed to increase during heat waves, particularly deaths from 
cardiovascular and respiratory disease. Even when evidence suggests otherwise, such
deaths are not routinely recorded as heat related. Further, underreporting of heat
stroke deaths may occur because heat stroke is similar to other, more familiar causes
of death, particularly coronary or cerebral thrombosis, once the body is no longer hot
itself or in a hot environment [24,25]. Following the Chicago heat wave, a committee
of medical examiners recommended that coroners use the following definition of a
heat-related death [26]: “a death in which exposure to high ambient temperature
either caused the death or significantly contributed to it”.

Heat stroke has a high case-fatality ratio and a rapid onset. Complications of heat
stroke include adult respiratory distress syndrome, kidney failure, liver failure, and
disseminated intravascular coagulation [26]. Nonfatal heat stroke can lead to long-
term illness [27]. Severe functional impairment was observed in 33% of 58 patients
admitted with heat stroke during the Chicago heat wave, with no improvement after
one year in those still alive [28].

Ambient thermal conditions are an important environmental exposure and are
responsible for a quantifiable burden of mortality and morbidity. The best epidemio-
logical evidence is provided by time series studies of daily mortality. These methods
are considered sufficiently rigorous to assess short-term associations (days, weeks)
between environmental exposures and mortality if adjustment is made for longer term
patterns in the data series, particularly the seasonal cycle and any long-term trends.
Time series methods are used to quantify the relationship between mortality and tem-
perature across the whole temperature range. The methods are not often applied to
assess the impact of individual extreme events. A study of mortality in London (1976
to 1996) found that hot days (defined by the 97th percentile of the 3-day moving aver-
age) were associated with a 3.34% increase in deaths for every 1° increase in average
temperature above 21.5°C [29]. The major heat waves in 1976 and 1990 were mod-
eled separately and were associated with an average increase of 31% and 17% in
deaths on days during the respective heat wave periods.

3. HEAT WAVES AND THEIR IMPACTS ON HEALTH

Heat waves are rare events that vary in character and impact. It is has proved difficult
to come up with a standardized definition of a heat wave using absolute or relative
temperature thresholds, or combined meteorological indices. The essential component
of a heat wave is sustained duration of extremely high heat load that cause increased
morbidity and mortality in the population under study (Table 8.3). The threshold air-
temperature above which mortality is significantly associated with heat varies between
populations, and is an air temperature that is not considered extreme. For example, 
in London, deaths associated with heat occur at air temperatures above 19°C [15]. 
In Boston, Massachusetts, deaths associated with heat occur from 21°C [30].

Some cities are more vulnerable to heat waves than others. Clearly, climate factors are
an important determinant of vulnerability. In the United States, populations in the north-
eastern and midwestern cities appear to be the most vulnerable to heat waves, because
heat load episodes there occur infrequently or irregularly [31]. During the 1995 Chicago
heat wave, air temperatures reached 38°C and this was combined with high humidity,
resulting in average apparent temperatures exceeding 36°C over a large area on several
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days [32]. The impact of the extreme weather was further exacerbated by the urban heat
island effect, which raised night-time temperatures by a further 2°C.

In the United States, approximately 400 deaths directly attributed to “heat”
(ICD9 � 992) are reported each year [33]. Only approximately 48% of these deaths
are due to extreme weather conditions, the remainder occurring in periods that are
not heat waves. From 1979 to 1994, heat-related mortality due to weather conditions
in the United States, age adjusted, was 2.7–3.7 per million population in the four
highest reporting states (Arizona, Arkansas, Kansas, and Missouri) [34]. A significant
proportion of these (38%) was in the �55 age group.

The number of deaths due to heat stroke is often reported, but those deaths do not
represent the total impact of the heat wave on mortality. The attributable or “excess”
mortality can be estimated by subtracting the “expected” mortality from the observed
mortality. The expected mortality is calculated using a variety of measures, including
moving averages and averages from similar time periods in previous years. Estimates
are therefore very sensitive to the method used to estimate the “expected” mortality
[4]. Published studies have used different methods, and this makes comparison diffi-
cult. A review of published mortality studies during 14 US heat waves found that the
numbers of deaths certified as heat related as a proportion of all “excess deaths”
ranged from 0% to 78% [23].

A proportion of the “acute” effect on mortality of heat waves may be due to the has-
tening of death in already ill persons by a few days or weeks. The mortality displacement
effect can sometimes be seen in the lower than expected mortality immediately following
a heat wave (Fig. 8.1). The key question is, What proportion of deaths were brought
forward by more than a matter of days/weeks? Several methods have been suggested
for estimating the contribution of mortality displacement in daily time series models.
The extent of mortality displacement due to extreme temperatures has yet to be
resolved. Deaths due to heat stroke are considered 100% preventable.

Overall, increases in emergency hospital admissions during heat waves (an indicator
of heat-related morbidity) are not comparable with the dramatic increases observed in
mortality. During the 1995 Chicago heat wave, emergency hospital admissions
increased by 11% in total, and by 35% in the over 65 age group [15]. Most of these
admissions were for heat-related illness (dehydration, heat exhaustion, and heat
stroke) in persons with underlying chronic disease. Admissions for acute renal failure
also increase during hot weather.

Table 8.3 Concepts relating to heat waves

Factor Implications Methodological issues

Duration Must be longer than 2 days. Heat waves are of variable length –
need to specify minimum duration.

Intensity Must be above threshold Heat waves are of variable
temperature – although magnitude – magnitude and
thresholds not often clear from duration should be combined
the mortality data series. somehow.

Time in season Impact of heat wave early in Need enough events to make a
season is greater than late in comparison – not likely to get two
season. events in same year.
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Studies of the effect of temperature on emergency room visits and emergency hos-
pital admissions may provide valuable information on the physiological mechanisms
by which temperature affects morbidity and mortality. There are also important
implications for the response of the health service providers, and in particular the
need to ensure that emergency room staff are aware of the coming influx of heat-
related cases (see below).

4. WHO IS VULNERABLE TO HEAT-RELATED MORTALITY?

Reviews of mortality have identified the following risk factors for heat stroke or heat-
related death and illnesses [36,37]:

• age (see below);
• pre-existing disease – primarily chronic respiratory or cardiovascular disease;
• social factors (e.g., living alone);
• use of certain drugs, e.g., phenothiazines, antidepressants, alcohol, diuretics;
• impaired cognition, e.g., dementia;
• housing (e.g., building type, which floor);
• presence and use of air conditioning in the home or residential institution; and
• physical activity – overexertion or inactivity.

A case control study after the 1995 Chicago heat wave confirmed that those at
increased risk were people who were already ill, confined to bed, unable to care for
themselves, isolated, and without air conditioning [38].

In developed countries, studies indicate that urban populations experience higher
rates of heat-attributable mortality than rural populations. One reason is that tem-
peratures are often higher in urban environments because of the urban heat island
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effect (see below). During the 1999 heat wave in the US Midwest, the highest air 
temperatures were concentrated in urban areas [5]. The populations of urban and rural
areas also differ in their characteristics and vulnerability to heat-related impacts. For
example, in the United States, individuals are more vulnerable to heat stress if they are
isolated and live in certain types of housing, with no access to functioning air condi-
tioning. These risk factors are more likely to be present in urban areas than in rural
areas. The situation may be different in developing countries. Evidence from India
indicates that rural populations may also be at risk during heat waves.

India is vulnerable to heat waves, because of both the climate and population char-
acteristics. Table 8.4 lists heat stroke deaths in India in the last few decades. A heat
wave there is considered to be severe when maximum air temperature remains 7°C or
more above its long-term normal value for a station having a normal maximum tem-
perature 	 40°C, or remains 5°C or more above its long-term normal value for a sta-
tion having a normal temperature �40°C [39]. India typically experiences very high
temperatures in early spring. These high temperatures are moderated, however, by
low pressure weather patterns that originate in the Mediterranean and move across
Pakistan and into India. Heat waves occur when these western disturbances are fewer
in frequency, as occurred in 1999 and 2002.

Table 8.4 Heat wave events and deaths (heat stroke) in the Indian subcontinent

Year No. of States affected No. of
wave heat
days deaths

1979 16 Orissa, Andhra Pradesh, Gangetic West Bengal, 365
Uttar Pradesh, Bihar

1980 7 Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh 106
1981 7 Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar 63
1982 4 Uttar Pradesh 11
1983* 11 Bihar, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra 185
1984 11 Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Maharashtra 58
1985 5 Punjab, Bihar 141
1986 8 Andhra Pradesh, Punjab, Rajasthan, Himachal Pradesh, Bihar 155
1987 6 Orissa, Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh 90
1988 21 Rajasthan, Gujarat, Saurashtra and Kutch, Uttar Pradesh, 924

Punjab
1989 15 Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra 43
1990 6 Rajasthan –
1991 10 Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat, Maharashtra 250
1992 13 Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Haryana, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, 114

Maharashtra
1993 13 Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh 73
1994 25 Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, 234

Maharashtra
1995 29 Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh 410
1996 9 Rajasthan, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh 17
1998 27 Punjab, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, 1,300

Orissa, Andhra Pradesh, South Tamil Nadu

Source: Data from Ref. 39.

Note
The heat waves in 1995 and 1998 had the greatest duration.
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4.1 Age and aging

There is evidence that the elderly are more vulnerable to heat stress, particularly those
in hospitals or long-term care institutions. Vulnerability to heat in old age occurs
because of intrinsic changes in the regulatory system or because of the presence of
drugs that interfere with normal homeostasis. Few studies of heat tolerance have been
undertaken in older people [40,41]. As homeostasis is impaired, an elderly person
may not be aware that they are becoming ill because of high temperatures and there-
fore may not take action to reduce their exposure. Several studies have shown that the
elderly in institutions such as residential care homes are vulnerable to heat-related ill-
ness and death [42,43,44]. This population is likely to be more frail. In the United
States, such institutions are likely to have air conditioning, but this may not be typi-
cal in European countries.

Epidemiological studies indicate that there is no significant difference in risk
between men and women. Studies, however, vary concerning the age at which the 
vulnerability is shown to increase. Most population-based time series studies show an
effect in adult age groups [45] with the effect larger in those over 65 compared to
those of other ages. Since these studies use predetermined groups for the “elderly,”
there has not been a more detailed examination of the age at which vulnerability is
increased between different populations.

Children and infants are also at risk of heat-related death (Fig. 8.2). Overall mortal-
ity in this group is very low in developed countries. In the United States, less than 4% of
all heat-related deaths due to weather conditions occur in those aged 4 and under [33].
Figure 8.2 indicates the children under 4 years of age are more at risk than adolescents
or young adults, and have comparable rates to adults (35�). A study of deaths attrib-
uted to heat [ICD9 � 992] in Japan (1968–1994) found a high proportion of deaths in
children (4 years and under) [47]. Children are more at risk of dehydration than adults
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because they have a higher volume of water in their bodies. However, a significant pro-
portion of heat deaths in children is caused by being left in cars on hot days [26].

4.2 Poverty and socioeconomic factors

It has been suggested that people with lower socioeconomic status are more vulnera-
ble to heat-related mortality because of poorer quality housing and a lack of air
conditioning. Populations in more deprived areas within a city are also more likely to
have other risk factors for heat-related death. Several studies that have investigated
heat-related mortality rates in different neighborhoods reveal the importance of
socioeconomic factors [38,48,49]. The physical and social isolation of elderly people
in the United States further increases their vulnerability to dying in a heat wave [50].

An analysis of heat wave mortality (defined in this study as all deaths of those over
65 years of age during a 1980 heat wave) in St. Louis, Missouri, USA found evidence
that socioeconomic factors were associated with heat-related mortality [49]. The
deaths were mapped, and those areas with high death rates had a lower prevalence of
air conditioning and owner occupied housing, and higher vacancy rates (derived from
census information). A study of five cities in Australia, however, found no association
between deaths rates on hot days when compared with other days by selected small
area indicators of deprivation [51].

Few studies have analyzed heat-related mortality in developing country cities. A study
in Sao Paulo, Brazil, found little evidence of modification of heat-mortality relationships
by socioeconomic status, but this analysis did not include any heat wave events [52].
In 2002, a heat wave was reported to have killed 622 people in the southern Indian
state of Andhra Pradesh. Information from news reports indicated that one of the
populations most at risk are the rural daily wage earners, such as laborers and rickshaw
pullers, who have no option but to work outdoors under any conditions. National
and state governments issued advice during heat waves, such as to stay indoors and
drink water. For many farmers, however, conditions indoors are not cooler than those
outdoors because their thatched houses offer no protection against the heat. Many
people do not have access to clean drinking water. Remote villages have no piped water,
and because heat waves are often accompanied by drought, people have to walk farther
to gain fresh water supplies.

5. ADAPTING TO A WARMER WORLD

Global climate change is likely to be accompanied by an increase in the frequency and
intensity of heat waves, and by warmer summers and milder winters. The impact of
extreme summer heat on human health may be exacerbated by increases in humidity
[53]. A central question in estimating future heat-related mortality is the rate at which
populations will adapt to a warmer climate. Populations are likely to acclimatize to
warmer climates via a range of behavioral, physiological, and technological adapta-
tions. The initial physiological acclimatization to hot environments can occur over a
few days, but complete acclimatization may take several years. The rate at which
changes will take place in infrastructure is likely to be much slower, however.

Extreme weather events are, by definition, rare stochastic events. With climate
change, even if the statistical distribution of such events remains the same, a shift in



the mean will entail a nonlinear response in the frequency of extreme events. This has
been demonstrated using statistical theory [54]. Changes in the future frequency of
daily air temperature extremes are of concern for estimating future burdens of thermal
environment-related mortality. Current methods of impact assessment of climate change
use 30-year averages of monthly climate data. Very few studies of the impacts of climate
change have considered climate variability or extremes, and this has been recognized
as a severe limitation in climate change impact assessments [55]. Populations and 
systems are, in general, more vulnerable to changes in extremes than changes in mean
conditions.

Most countries have experienced some climate warming during the last three
decades [56]. Increases in the frequencies of hot days have already been observed in
the United States [53] and the UK [57]. In general, minimum temperatures are rising
faster than maximum temperatures [56].

Climate change is anticipated to increase the frequency of days above a air temper-
ature threshold because even small increases in average air temperature can result in
big shifts in the frequency of extremes. Several approaches have been used to estimate the
future impact of climate change on exposure to “heat stress” that do not directly estimate
mortality or other health outcomes. These methods use biometeorological indicators
of heat stress that are then mapped spatially or to show changes in temporal risk. For
example, current and future frequencies of heat stress days were estimated using a
temperature-humidity index for Oxford and Thessaloniki [58,59].

5.1 Heat wave emergency planning and heat health warning 
systems

Many cities in developed countries that are vulnerable to heat waves have some form
of emergency planning that can be deployed for heat waves. According to the US
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in Atlanta, spending time in an 
air-conditioned area is the strongest factor in preventing heat-related deaths [33]. The
Greek government implemented its Xenocrates emergency plan for natural disasters
during severe heat waves in 1998 and 2002. The plan requires state buildings to pro-
vide air-conditioned spaces to the public and for public beaches to stay open late into
the night. In addition, hospitals are placed on full alert and all leave is cancelled for
ambulance drivers.

In countries with a high coverage of air conditioning, power failures are common
during heat waves because of sudden increases in electricity demand. The impact of a
power failure is therefore likely to exacerbate the impacts on health. In Australia,
power failures occurred in the 1997 heat wave in Adelaide [1]. Also in Athens in
2002, the power system was overwhelmed, leading to failures in supply.

Heat health warning systems (HHWS) use meteorological forecasts to reduce the
impact of heat waves on human health. The challenge lies in determining at which
point heat stress conditions become sufficiently hazardous to human health in a given
population to warrant intervention [60]. A range of methods has been developed to
identify dangerous meteorological conditions for a given population. Simple methods
are based on thresholds of air temperature (mean, maximum, or minimum) or appar-
ent temperature (a combination of air temperature and relative humidity). More com-
plex indices are derived from a combination of temperature and duration indicators
as well as of temperature and relative humidity thresholds. In the United States, the
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National Weather Service (NWS) issues heat warnings based on the Mean Heat Index.
More complex methods rely on complete heat budget models or on a temporal syn-
optic index. The synoptic approaches are based on the identification of air masses that
have been associated with adverse effects on mortality in that population [61]. The
synoptic classification includes additional meteorological variables such as cloud
cover and wind speed, in addition to temperature and humidity.

As part of the warning system, public health messages should be disseminated to all
age groups to increase awareness of symptoms of heat-related illness. There are differ-
ent warning procedures in place, but most involve the issue of a warning through the
mass media (TV, radio). A one-tiered system will issue a warning or “heat advisory”
when the threshold is expected to be exceeded. Cities in the United States also have
many two- or three-tiered warning procedures, including a “watch” or an “alert”
when a particular level of heat stress occurs or is forecast, and an “emergency”
(“warning”) stage when the indicator becomes dangerous and action is needed [60].
An example of such a three-step warning procedure is shown in Fig. 8.3. The US NWS
initiates advisories and warnings based on the threshold value of the Mean Heat
Index, for each city.

In North America and Europe, media warnings are typically issued for extreme
weather, high pollen counts, high UV levels, and poor air quality. Warnings issued to
the general public aim to modify the behavior of the people and to raise short-term
awareness of the dangers that are connected with “heat waves” to reduce health
impacts. The US CDC has issued guidelines in reducing heat-related illness (Box 8.1).
Heat advisories are linked to general advice about behavior, and they often ask peo-
ple to check on relatives and neighbors, especially the elderly. Box 8.2 lists some of the
active interventions associated with HHWS in the United States. The inclusion of spe-
cific interventions varies from city to city and over time. Intervention plans should be
best suited for local needs, through coordination between the local health agencies
and meteorological agencies.

HHWS when accompanied by specific health interventions are generally considered
to be effective in reducing deaths during a heat wave. Heat waves vary in magnitude
and in the time that they occur during the summer season. Direct comparison between
events in the same city can provide limited information about the effectiveness of
interventions. Comparison between events in different populations is unlikely to 
provide useful insights because population responses to heat waves are sufficiently
different.

The 1995 heat wave in the midwestern United States was followed by a similar
event in 1999. This has afforded the opportunity for some evaluation of the heat
health interventions implemented in Chicago in 1999. The 1995 heat wave in Chicago
caused more than 500 deaths, whereas 119 heat deaths were recorded during the 1999
event. After the 1995 heat wave, response plans were significantly improved. A for-
mal meteorological comparison of the two heat waves found that the 1995 heat wave
was a bit hotter and more sudden [5]. During the 1999 event, the level of awareness
was very high, with warnings issued throughout the region and emergency plans
implemented, such as the opening of cooling centers (see Box 8.2). The fewer heat-
related deaths during the 1999 heat wave were attributed by Palecki et al. [5] to the
characteristics of the heat wave and the successful implementation of the emergency
activities. An additional factor in preventing deaths may have been the maintenance
of the electrical supply system, which failed during the heat wave in 1995.
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The Philadelphia HHWS was evaluated during its first summer, in 1995. The model
on which the system is based projects the number of excess deaths (all ages, all causes)
on a given day that is associated with a particular air mass type. Usually only one or
two air mass types are associated with significant increases in summer deaths. For
example, in Philadelphia, the most “offensive” air mass was identified as the “moist
tropical”, characterized by the highest air and dewpoint temperatures, southwesterly

Figure 8.3 Heat watching warning system (Philadelphia model). Source: Data from Ref. 62
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Box 8.1 CDC Guidelines on preventing and managing heat

• Drink more fluids (nonalcoholic), regardless of your activity level. Don’t wait until
you’re thirsty to drink. Don’t drink liquids that contain caffeine, alcohol, or large
amounts of sugar – these actually cause you to lose more body fluid.

• Stay indoors and, if at all possible, stay in an air-conditioned place. If your home
does not have air conditioning, go to the shopping mall or public library – even a
few hours spent in air conditioning can help your body stay cooler when you go
back into the heat. Call your local health department to see if there are any heat-
relief shelters in your area.

• Electric fans may provide comfort, but when the temperature is in the high 90s,
fans will not prevent heat-related illness. Taking a cool shower or bath, or move to
an air-conditioned place.

• Wear lightweight, light-colored, loose-fitting clothing.
• NEVER leave anyone in a closed, parked vehicle.
• Although any one at any time can suffer from heat-related illness, some people are

at greater risk than others. Check regularly on: infants and young children, people
aged 65 or older, people who have a mental illness, those who are physically ill,
especially with heart, disease or high blood pressure

• Visit adults at risk at least twice a day and closely watch them for signs of heat
exhaustion or heat stroke. Infants and young children need more frequent watching.

• If you must be out in the heat:
– Limit your outdoor activity to morning and evening hours.
– Cut down on exercise.
– Try to rest often in shady areas.
– Protect yourself from the sun by wearing a wide-brimmed hat, and sunglasses

and by putting on sunscreen

Source: Data from Ref. 63.

Box 8.2 Interventions associated with heat early warning systems in the 
United States

• Opening of cooling centers in local communities, where the elderly can go to expe-
rience an air-conditioned environment.

• Alert to hospitals and increased staffing in hospital emergency rooms.
• Activation of a telephone help-line which provides information and health educa-

tion to the general public on avoidance from heat stress.
• Home visits to persons requiring more attention than can be provided over the hot-

line, but still those not requiring emergency intervention.
• Interventions in nursing homes and residential homes for the elderly.
• The electricity supply companies do not cut off domestic supply during the heat-

wave period for non-payment, in order to maintain air conditioning.
• Promotion of a “buddy” system, media announcements encourage friends, rela-

tives, neighbors, and other volunteers to make daily visits to elderly persons during
hot weather.

• Daytime outreach to the homeless.
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winds, and partly cloudy conditions [62]. Additional factors needed to be identified to
forecast increased mortality:

• the number of consecutive days the air mass is present,
• maximum temperature, and
• the time of season (i.e., early or late in summer season).

An evaluation of the system concluded that there was some evidence that the system
was effective in reducing mortality during the hot summer of 1995 in Philadelphia
[62]: 72 heat-related deaths were recorded within the city, and 32 of these occurred
during two identifiable heat wave periods. Weather conditions indicated that Level 2
heat warnings should be issued on 12 days and Level 3 heat warnings should be issued
on 3 days (Fig. 8.3). Thus the model indicated an excess mortality (all ages, all causes)
for the summer of between 100 and 200 deaths. In practice, actual warnings were
issued on only 9 days, and health alerts were issued on 6 days. As previously discussed,
however, certified heat deaths do not account for all excess mortality during a heat
wave. Therefore, this model will always project more deaths than would be certified
as heat related. Since interventions were in place and warnings were issued, it is diffi-
cult to validate the predictive model because the number of “avoided deaths” cannot
be independently observed.

A study on the cost-effectiveness of the Philadelphia HHWS [64] calculated the
benefits of the system for those aged 65 and over. A heat mortality regression model
estimated that each warning during a heat wave “prevented” about 2.6 deaths per day
(including the 3 days after the warning was issued). This model assumes that the sys-
tem was 100% effective in preventing heat deaths. From 1995 to 1998, warnings
were issued on 45 days. The model, therefore, estimates that the system “saved” 117
deaths. Assuming a statistical value of US$4 million per life saved, the gross benefits
of the Philadelphia warning system were US$468 million. Most of the monetary costs
of the Philadelphia system are indirect costs, which were not included in this assess-
ment. These indirect costs arise from actions taken by city employees as a normal part
of their jobs and actions taken by volunteers. The direct costs emerge from the
“Heatline” and additional emergency medical services and are estimated to be about
US$300,000 for the 1995–1998 period (see Box 8.2). In general, heat health warning
systems are likely to be cost-effective because they are relatively inexpensive to set up
and maintain. It has proved difficult, however, to evaluate either the systems as a
whole or the effectiveness of specific interventions.

5.2 Reducing heat stress in the indoor thermal environment

The capacity of humans to adapt to varied climates and environments is considerable.
Physiological and behavioral differences between cultures have developed over many
millennia as a consequence of exposure to vastly different climatic regimes. Most
homes have an indoor air temperature of 17°C to 31°C. Humans cannot comfortably
live in temperatures outside this range. The tolerance range of an individual is usually
less than this and tends to narrow with age or infirmity. The temperature of the sur-
rounding air is the most significant factor for human comfort. Comfort is also
dependent on other factors such as humidity, wind, sunshine (short-wave radiation),
and long-wave (infrared) radiation. Humidity has a pronounced effect on our sensation



of temperature when conditions are hot; wind has a significant effect on our well-
being when conditions are cold or very hot.

In developed countries, people spend the vast majority of their time indoors, at
home and at work. The indoor environment has been investigated in relation to
indices of thermal comfort. Perceptual scales have been developed to evaluate thermal
comfort in an individual (e.g., the ASHRAE scale). In temperate climates, the opti-
mum indoor temperature for health is between 18°C and 24°C [65]. In general, rec-
ommendations have focused on maintaining a minimum indoor temperature and
reducing the impact of cold on health rather the potential impact of heat [66].

The indoor comfort temperature depends on the outdoor temperature. A study in
cities in a range of climates found a linear relationship between the comfort indoor
temperature and the mean monthly outdoor air temperature [67]. This relationship
was valid for an outdoor air temperature range between 5°C and 32°C. The lower out-
door temperature was associated with an indoor “comfort temperature” of 19°C and
the upper with 32°C.

Buildings today are designed to have a long lifetime. Most will last more than 
100 years. Climate change (such as the increasing numbers of extreme hot days),
changing lifestyles, and new technologies all have implications for building design.
With respect to climate change, the design of comfortable, energy-efficient, and safe
buildings is a priority. In particular, the design should aim to limit both the frequency
of occurrence of high air temperature episodes inside the building and their intensity
and duration. Conventional building designs have evolved in harmony with the 
environment and usually provide adequate protection against the heat. In recent
decades, it seems that rapid urbanization has led to an increase in poor building design
in relation to weather extremes in many cities. Thus, populations in these dwellings
are less adapted and perhaps more vulnerable to heat episodes [68]. People living 
in informal dwellings in large cities may be very vulnerable to weather extremes
because these dwellings are often constructed from corrugated iron, which provides
no thermal insulation. Further, these populations are already marginalized and in poor
health [69].

In developed countries, air conditioning or “comfort cooling” has a direct role in
reducing temperature exposures in an individual when they are in the cooled environ-
ment. Evidence from the United States indicates that air conditioning is an effective
intervention to prevent heat stroke and heat-related illness [38,70,71,72]. Half the
cases of heat stroke admitted during the 1995 heat wave in Madison, Wisconsin, USA,
were attributed to indoor activity with no functioning air conditioning [27]. The risk
of mortality was lower for those with central air conditioning (defined as compared to
no air conditioning) in a US cohort study [73]. A study of mortality in nursing homes
during four heat waves in New York City in 1972 and 1973 found that air condition-
ing was significantly protective against mortality [74].

The population groups most vulnerable to dying in a heat wave (the very old and
the chronically ill) are also those persons least likely to have air conditioning in place
and functioning during a heat wave [38]. Therefore, recommendations to use more air
conditioning should address the utility costs needed to support air conditioners.
Interviews with Chicago residents after the 1995 heat wave indicated that a significant
proportion of elderly people were unable to afford basic utilities, and even restricted
the use of lighting in their home. Federal funding to a program that supported utility
(electricity costs) in low income households had been steadily reduced during the
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1990s. Further, fear of crime deterred individuals from leaving their home and seek-
ing cooling shelters [50].

Technological advancements in the last century permitted the design of structures
that emphasize engineered approaches to interior climate control. As a result, modern
structures often do not reflect local climates, needlessly consume large amounts 
of energy, and assume a standard level of comfort for the building occupants.
Architectural design can prevent buildings from warming up and so ensure a com-
fortable indoor environment without the use of energy-intensive air conditioning.
Table 8.5 describes techniques that can reduce indoor heat stress in hot and dry envi-
ronments. Natural cooling techniques should be favored in all future building or
retrofitting of old buildings. The effective use of simple natural cooling strategies in
hot climate building design can reduce internal temperatures both day and night [66],
such as shading all windows and using light colors on outside walls.

5.3 Reducing heat stress in the outdoor environment

Half of the world’s population is living in urban areas. It is estimated that at least 60%
of the world population will be living in large conurbations by 2030 [76]. Populations
in cities are having to deal with a range of current environmental problems, and
global climate change is likely to exacerbate many of these problems [77]. Urban envi-
ronmental problems such as outdoor air pollution have, in general, been decreasing
steadily in developed countries because of active control measures. Although concen-
trations of sulfur dioxide and suspended particulate matter are decreasing in devel-
oped countries, those of NOx and ozone are either constant or increasing. In
developing countries, increasing traffic and its exhaust as well as industrial emissions
are raising concentrations of SO2, NOx, O3, and suspended particulate matter [78].
Global climate change may increase the frequency of days with high levels of ozone
[79]. Adaptation to climate change will require a range of diverse and complex adap-
tation strategies that are likely to include physical modification to the built environ-
ment and changes in decision-making practices [80].

Regional climate is modified at the local scale by human activities through changes
in the land surface, such as building a city [68]. The urban heat island (UHI) is defined
as the difference in temperature in the city compared to the temperature of the sur-
rounding area. This effect is greatest during the night and in winter. The impact of
heat waves in cities is thus exacerbated by the heat island effect, which can raise air
temperatures 3° to 12°C.

The most important factors that affect the urban microclimate are [81]:

• Anthropogenic heat production. Buildings are permanent heating appliances and
discharge heat all day and year round because of space heating and cooling, artificial
lighting, and the use of domestic and office appliances. In Northern Europe during
winter, the amount of heat dissipated within the urban canopy layer by buildings
and traffic can easily exceed that from solar radiation.

• Airflow. Wind velocities in cities are generally lower than those in the open coun-
try. This results in a reduced rate of heat dissipation by convective cooling. In
addition, very tall buildings and the channeling effect of urban canyons lead to
complex air flow patterns and produce unpleasant turbulence.
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• Built environment. Thermal capacity, surface reflectance, and exposed external
surface area are all important determinants of a building’s net contribution to
urban warming.

Heat waves present special problems in urban areas. Buildings retain the heat during
the day and then re-radiate that energy during the night. The inhabitants of urban

Table 8.5 Building designs that reduce indoor heat stress

Negative Positive
Architectural effects on effects on
feature Effect/building strategies objective no. objective no.

Building The more compact a house, the smaller the 3 1, 2, 5
layout surface area of the walls for a given floor area. 

A passive solar building can use its southern wall 1, 2, 5 3, 6
and windows as solar collection elements.
Buildings elongated along the east-west axis will
be more energy efficient than square buildings
inspite of the larger wall surface areas.

Building Highest intensities of the impinging solar 1, 2, 5, 6
orientation radiation:
and shading summer: eastern and western walls
objectives winter: southern wall

north-south orientation for the main facades 
and windows.

Window size Natural ventilation. 3, 6 1, 2, 5
and location Small windows in hot dry regions.
Colors of the Difference in maximum surface temperature 6 1, 2
building between a white and a black roof in a desert 

can be 40°C. The heat gain depends on the 
insulation. White roofs.

Thermal High thermal insulation coupled with effective 3 1, 2, 5
properties of shading. High heat capacity.
building
materials 3 1, 2, 5
Building Only for humid regions: Construction of high 5 3, 4
height buildings because windspeed increases with

elevation while temperature and humidity 
tend to increase.

Kitchens, Heat can be rapidly removed by draft. 5 2, 3
water
heaters, and
bathrooms 
on the
leeward side

Source: Data from Ref. 75.

Objective no.:
1 Minimize solar heating of the building during the hot season.
2 Minimize the rate of indoor temperature elevation in summer during the daytime hours.
3 Maximize the rate of cooling of the indoor temperature in summer during the evening hours, and ensure

indoor comfort during night.
4 Use natural energies for passive cooling in summer.
5 Minimize the heat loss of the building in winter.
6 Use solar energy, by passive systems, for heating in winter.
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areas therefore experience sustained high temperatures both day and night [82]. In
Chicago, a mean UHI of 2.8°C was observed during the night in summer, which
decreased to 1.8°C during the daytime [83]. In Athens, Greece, a mean maximum
UHI of 4.6°C in summer (June-September) has been observed [84].

The magnitude of the heat island is related to the size of the city and the density 
of buildings. A comparative study in the United States found that the maximum
urban-rural difference was approximately 2.5°C for towns of 1,000 inhabitants,
reaching 12°C for towns of 1 million or more under ideal (clear, calm) conditions
[85]. These values are less for European cities, where per capita energy use and hence
anthropogenic heat production are lower than in North America. An Australian study
found that the maximum UHI was proportional to population size, but values were
less than those found in Europe [86]. A study in Tokyo found that the near surface 
air temperature could be reduced by 0.5°C by reducing energy consumption (assuming
a 50% reduction in demand for hot water and an unrealistic 100% reduction in space
cooling) [87]. Urban heat islands are greater in higher latitudes. An analysis of 150
cities found that the relationship between UHI and latitude can be explained by anthro-
pogenic heat production, the radiation balance, and annual climate variability [88].

Within a given city, the hottest areas are those with the tallest buildings, with the
greatest density of buildings, and without green spaces [89]. Therefore, measures to
reduce the urban heat islands focus on:

• increasing green spaces and planting trees in streets (trees provide shade but can
also improve air quality),

• increasing ventilation and air flow (which also improves air quality),
• increasing the number of courtyards and other open spaces,
• increasing the albedo of a city (e.g., painting roofs white),
• decreasing anthropogenic heat production (e.g., natural space cooling, see above).

The thermal situation of Berlin was assessed by using the urban bioclimate model
UBIKLIM [90]. UBIKLIM enables an assessment of the urban climate at a high spa-
tial resolution (5 km grid) and thus facilitates the consideration of urban climate
issues in planning and decision making. A high resolution bioclimatic map enables a
relative evaluation and comparison of the bioclimate of different urban areas [91].
The number of days with heat stress during a typical summer is fewer in the outskirts
of Berlin and greatest in the city center.

The urban heat island is an inevitable consequence of urban development. Appropriate
and climate friendly urban planning, however, may help reduce the magnitude of the
urban heat island. Planting trees and increasing green spaces is one method of reduc-
ing heat stress within a city. The benefits of tree planting projects are shading, cooling
due to evapotranspiration, dust control, runoff control, consumption of carbon di-
oxide, and water conservation. A study in Munich compared street canyons with and
without trees [92]. Trees had little effect on air temperature at human height level, but
were effective in reducing heat stress by reducing radiative temperature. An analysis
in four US cities of the potential of vegetation to reduce summer cooling loads in res-
idential buildings found that an additional 25% increase in the urban tree cover can
save 25–40% of the annual cooling energy [93]. The costs of urban trees in Tucson,
Arizona, were estimated at $9.61 per tree, based on over 40 years of planting 50,000
trees, while the total benefits are $25.09 per tree [94]. Further, trees were only half of
the cost of metal bus shelters, but provided better shade.
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Implementing measures to reduce the magnitude of the UHI has been shown to also
reduce ozone air pollution in cities in the northeastern United States [95]. The EPA
Heat Island Reduction Initiative (HIRI) program found that increasing the albedo and
the vegetation cover was effective in reducing the urban heat island. The simulation
model was run for the heat episode period of 9–15 July 1995 under four scenarios
(Table 8.6). Increasing only the albedo of a city is nearly as effective as implementing
both measures. However, the effect of the vegetation cover is greater on radiant tem-
perature than on air temperature, and radiant temperature is the meteorological
parameter with the greatest effect on the sensation of thermal stress in humans [92].

There are many competing priorities for urban planning. In practice, climate issues
often have a low impact on urban design. Although urban planners are interested in
climatic aspects, the use of climate information is unsystematic [96]. Good building
designs can provide effective measures to reduce heat stress of individuals living in
cities. A UK report on adaptation concluded that many planning processes and sys-
tems had the capacity for integrating climate change considerations, but required
more robust and reliable information on the potential climate change impacts and on
better understanding of the importance of adaptation by stakeholders [97].

6. FUTURE ADAPTATION AND ADAPTIVE CAPACITY

A main uncertainty in estimates of the impact of climate change on heat-related mor-
tality is the extent to which, even without specific adaptation strategies, physiological
adaptation and factors such as behavioral changes in hot weather will reduce impacts
in the general population. Physiological acclimatization to hot environments can
occur over a few days, and can explain why the impact of the first heat wave on mor-
tality is often greater than that of subsequent heat waves in a single summer. The rate
at which infrastructural changes will take place without specific advice is likely to be
much slower. Neither the magnitude nor the time course of the various modifying 
factors can be predicted with any confidence. It is clear that preventive measures will
be needed to counter the substantial initial adverse effects of heat, and long-term
changes are required to housing and urban infrastructure.

As with many environmental health problems, the technology (air conditioning, nat-
ural ventilation, drinking fluids) is widely and readily available. However, many bar-
riers to their effective use remain. Table 8.7 outlines an assessment of adaptive
capacity with respect to the future impacts of heat stress on health in the United
States. The availability and distribution of resources may limit adaptive capacity in

Table 8.6 Estimated maximum decrease in the urban heat island for two
days (14–15 July 1995) compared to the base case in selected cities in
northeastern United States

Measures 14/07/1995 15/07/1995

Albedo � vegetation 100% 1.2°K 0.9°K
Only albedo 1.1°K 0.6°K
Only vegetation 0.4°K 0.2°K
Albedo � vegetation 50% 0.7°K 0.4°K

Source: Data from Ref. 95.
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this population. The elderly poor have been identified as the population most vulner-
able to heat-related mortality. In all developed countries the population is aging, and
unless inequities in the distribution of resources are reduced, adaptive capacity will
not be improved.

Adaptation strategies require further research to clarify those that are truly effective.
The impact of heat waves and climate change in developing countries needs to be inves-
tigated further, and in particular, the interactions between global and local environ-
mental changes on health in developing country cities. Measures and strategies for
reducing the impact of heat stress in such populations need to be identified. Clearly, we
should be building cities that are more sustainable and energy efficient. An important
component of this is the use of optimum methods and materials for space cooling.
Reliance on energy-intensive technologies such as air conditioning is unsustainable and
can be considered a maladaptation. The construction of poorly insulated housing is
also a form of maladaptation to the impacts of more extreme summer weather. Heat
health warning systems are an important strategy to reduce heat-related deaths, pro-
viding they are accompanied by the active detection and care of vulnerable individuals.
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9 Extreme weather and climate events –
implications for public health

Roger Street, Abdel Maarouf, Heather Jones-Otazo

ABSTRACT: Extreme weather and climate events (e.g., tropical, winter, and wind
storms; floods; droughts; tornadoes; extreme heat and cold) are part of the climatic
norm of any geographical region. They have threatened, and will continue to threaten,
human health and safety in various regions of the world. Extreme air pollution events,
enhanced by the prevailing weather conditions, are also negatively impacting on human
health and the public health system. The threats posed by extreme weather and climate
events include direct impacts of physical and psychological trauma and indirect impacts
on the necessities of life (e.g., food, water, shelter, income, access to health care). The
impacts depend on population vulnerability, preparedness of the public health system,
and society’s capacity to respond and recover. The impacts of recent extreme weather
and climate events throughout the globe are exemplary of our vulnerabilities. Exposure
is increasing as a result of increasing numbers of people at risk. More people are living
and working in, and traveling through, areas characterized by high risks of extreme
events. Urbanization is concentrating people, and more and more people are living in
coastal areas, on flood plains, and on bare mountainsides at risk of mudslides. Weather
extremes and disasters in a warmer world are expected to intensify the disturbance to
ecological systems and natural resources, thereby exposing more people to vector-
borne, food-borne, and water-borne diseases. This chapter examines the implications of
extreme weather and climate events on the public health system, and the projected
implications of climate change on these events. The public health sector has typically
been dealing with disasters in a reactive mode. Two specific case studies – Hurricane
Mitch and the Eastern North American Ice Storm – illustrate a range of impacts and vul-
nerabilities that can be used to draw lessons and to explore effectiveness and viability of
adaptive responses. Most public health systems around the world are currently taxed to
their maximum, and struggling to deal with emerging health problems. However, the
health risks posed by weather and climate extremes can be mitigated through various
proactive adaptation strategies. Numerous measures such as early warning systems, dis-
aster preparedness, protective technologies, diversification and redundancy of infra-
structural facilities, legislation on land use, public education, planning, coordination
among various agencies, training programs to emergency workers and volunteers, and
identifying vulnerable groups are highlighted. These can play a significant role in reduc-
ing population exposure and vulnerabilities, and health casualties in the wake of
extreme weather and climate events.



1. VULNERABILITIES AND IMPACTS OF EXTREME
WEATHER AND CLIMATE EVENTS

Extreme weather and climate events1 have threatened and will continue to threaten
human health and security. The toll on individuals and communities from events such
as tropical, winter, and wind storms, floods, droughts, tornadoes, extreme rainfall
events, dense fog, and lightning continues to grow, with more people now displaced
by natural disasters than by conflicts [1]. Extreme heat and cold events are not usu-
ally accompanied by visible damage to infrastructure and buildings such as is the case
with other extreme events; however, they can account for significant number of mor-
bidity and mortality cases. Periods of poor air quality, primarily the result of human
activity, enhanced by the prevailing weather conditions also negatively affect human
health and the public health systems. As a result, extreme weather and climate events
(hereafter, extreme events) place the public health systems of affected communities,
regions, and nations under pressure.

Extreme events will continue to occur; they are part and parcel of climate. The size
of the resulting health impacts, however, depends to a large degree on the prepared-
ness of the public health system, its partners (e.g., emergency measures and relief
organizations), and its community of responsibility. It is also worth noting that mea-
sures not related to public health, for example, legislation on land use, can play a sig-
nificant part in reducing population exposure and vulnerabilities.

This chapter examines the implications of extreme events for public health systems,
the projected implications of climate change on these events, and potential adaptive
measures and determinants of adaptive capacity that could play a role in reducing
associated vulnerabilities and impacts. Lessons are drawn from specific case studies –
Hurricane Mitch and the eastern North American ice storm in 1998 – and the hazards
community. These two events have been chosen because they allow for the presenta-
tion of a range of impacts and vulnerabilities that can be used to explore the effec-
tiveness and viability of adaptive responses and any lessons learned.

The threats posed by extreme events include those that occur directly from physical
or psychological trauma and those that occur indirectly from effects on the necessities
of life (e.g., food, water, shelter, income) or on factors that affect human exposure to
diseases or unhealthy conditions. Both place increased demands on and requirements
for increased access to the public health infrastructure. The ability of a public health
system to meet the demands associated with these events needs to be examined in light
of the fact that in many areas of the world the health infrastructure is already
stretched to its limits dealing with existing health issues and growing populations. The
additional demands associated with extreme events further tax and may go beyond
that infrastructure’s capacity. Should these events become more frequent (more fre-
quent than that which is considered “normal” by the affected community), without
introducing further actions to reduce the impacts on human health (i.e., adaptation
strategies and measures), the existing public health infrastructure will not be able to
meet ongoing or subsequent event-specific demands.
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For direct impacts, the needs are primarily during and immediately after the event,
but they can have prolonged implications (especially psychological trauma) requiring
continued intervention by the public health system. Examples of direct physical con-
sequences include trauma, heat or cold stress, and impacts on cardiovascular and res-
piratory health. For extreme climate events (droughts, prolonged periods of rain, 
or poor air quality), implications for the public health infrastructure grow with the
duration and magnitude of the event and can vary depending on the relative adaptive
capacity of the affected region (e.g., see Chapter 2 of this volume). Experience with
past natural disasters has shown that 15–20% of affected people will experience
symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder [2], with the potential for significant
increases in suicide rates many years after the disaster [3].

Indirect impacts, although they can result in demands during the event, primarily
place increased burdens on the public health system after the event, and these
demands can persist for a prolonged period. Examples of the manner in which
extreme events can indirectly lead to health consequences include the following:

Reduced or lack of access:
• Reduced access to, or quality of, food and water supply, resulting in nutritional

impairment, famine, dehydration, food poisoning, and water-borne disease.
• Restricted or loss of access to public health facilities – facilities are destroyed,

capacity is reduced, transportation routes are disrupted or destroyed.
• Lack of access to or availability of support and relief services because the people

responsible for responding, including health care workers, are unable to reach
their workplace or are unavailable due to their own injuries or compromised
health status.

Increased exposure:
• Loss of shelter, forced human migration, and overcrowding of living facilities – such

population displacements can increase the occurrence of infectious diseases [4].
• Exposure to heat and extreme cold.
• Increased incidence of vector-borne diseases such as malaria, dengue fever,

encephalitis, hantavirus, and West Nile virus. Extreme events are known to affect
the timing and intensity of such disease outbreaks [5]. What is not clear, however,
is whether the noted increased incidence after an extreme event is due to increased
human exposure or changes in the vector’s range [4,6].

• Changes in the geographic distribution of and increased exposure to airborne
allergens and water-borne diseases such as cholera, E. coli, cryptosporidiosis,
shellfish poisoning, and leptospirosis.

• Physical trauma as a result of movement and exposure of landmines and unex-
ploded bombs after floods and associated landslides or erosion.

• Exposure during efforts to clean up after an extreme event (e.g., exposure to
molds, chemicals, and human/animal waste, and animals such as snakes and
rodents seeking shelter in homes and other buildings).

• Pollution of land and water with toxic chemicals, human and animal wastes, and
other pollutants from storage or disposal sites as a result of flooding, heavy rain-
falls, and associated landslides/erosion.

• Increased stress after the event as a result of dealing with builders, insurance com-
panies, etc.
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Reduced capacity:
• Loss of access to work or loss of a source of income (particularly when depend-

ent on subsidence or natural resources).
• Contamination of land and water by salt-water intrusions from storm surges in

coastal and island communities.

The effects of extreme events on an individual or community are a function of
exposure, sensitivity, and vulnerability.2 Disasters occur when the weather or climate
hazard converges with a vulnerable population.

Geographic location, climate, and prevailing weather conditions are the primary
determinants of exposure. What constitutes an extreme event can vary with location,
time of year, and what is considered normal (e.g., snow and cold temperatures can be
normal at higher latitudes during winter months but could have a major impact on
lower latitude communities). Examples of how these factors can influence exposure
include the following:

• Extreme events (e.g., floods in river and delta areas, droughts in midcontinental
areas) and the influence of the El Niño cycle are more common in some parts of
the world than in others.

• Populations living in low-lying coastal areas are more exposed to the effects of
storm surges and waves than those on higher ground.

• Populations living in floodplains and on deforested slopes are more likely to be
exposed to mudslides and flooding.

• Dense population areas increase the exposure of larger numbers of people.
• Populations bordering current distributions of vector-borne diseases are more

likely to be exposed to changes in distribution.

For human health, however, exposure is also determined by human activities that
could contribute to an increased risk of a weather or climate-related disaster with sub-
sequent health consequences:

• Sanitation and chemical facilities, particularly in areas of high risk (e.g., flood
plains).

• Intensity of agricultural activities and storage methods for animal wastes.
• Intensity of emissions from industries and forest/biomass burning; populations

near and downwind from these emissions are at a greater risk.
• Environmentally degraded and deforested areas and relative location of

populations.
• Landmines and unexploded bombs.

A population’s sensitivities to extreme weather and climate events are determined
by such factors as [7]:
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2 Exposure – the nature and degree to which a system is exposed to significant climate variations. Sensitivity –
the degree to which a system is affected, either adversely or beneficially, by climate-related stimuli.
Vulnerability – the degree to which a system is susceptible to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects and
as such a function of the character and magnitude of the climate stimuli to which the system is exposed,
its sensitivity, and its adaptive capacity.



• Existing health status: people already in poor health (e.g., those with cardiovas-
cular disease, respiratory impairments) are more sensitive.

• Socioeconomic factors: the poor are more sensitive (and vulnerable) because of a
complex mixture of hazards and human actions [4].

• Demographic factors: the elderly and the young are more sensitive (and 
vulnerable) [8].

• Integrity of water and sanitation systems and their capacity to resist extreme events.
• Infrastructure quality, including housing quality.
• Sensitivity of the local food supplies and distribution system; those dependent on

subsidies and nondomestic food supplies are the most sensitive.

In most areas, exposure increases with the number of people at risk. For example,
exposure is high where more people are living in, working in, and traveling through
areas where there is a high risk of an extreme event. Urbanization is concentrating
people and their property. More people are living in coastal areas, on flood plains, 
and on bare mountainsides at risk of mudslides. More people are traveling, increasing
the potential for exposure and the spread of disease. In addition, vulnerabilities are
increasing. For example, there is either no or reduced redundancies in our infrastruc-
tures (e.g., water, electricity, communications, transportation), enhancing the poten-
tial of disruptions that could lead to health consequences. Furthermore, there is
complacency or a lack of understanding: many people and communities believe that
they are not at risk and that only others will be affected or that the existing safety net
will protect them. Together, these changes in demographics, infrastructure, and social
beliefs are increasing vulnerability to extreme events.

The term “hydrometeorological” refers to events that include avalanches and land-
slides, droughts and famines, extreme temperatures, floods, forest and scrub fires,
windstorms, insect infestations, and waves and surges, and exclude geological events
such as earthquakes and volcanic eruptions [9]. Throughout the globe, the resulting
impacts of recent events are exemplary of our vulnerabilities.3

• Globally, there were 2,465 reported hydrometeorological disasters from 1992 to
2001, including avalanches, landslides, droughts, famines, extreme temperature
events, floods, forest and scrub fires, windstorms, insect infestations, and tidal
waves and surges [9].
– The number of people affected by these disasters was reported at 1.965 billion,

with 457,401 deaths. During this period, the year when these disasters affected
the largest number of people was 1998 (342.9 million people) [9].

– The highest number of people reported affected by hydrometeorological disas-
ters was in Asia (1.774 billion people) followed by Africa (136.9 million peo-
ple) and the Americas (45.2 million people) [9].

– More people were reported killed or affected by hydrometeorological disasters
in countries with low and medium human development indexes versus those
with high development indexes. Countries with the highest estimated economic
damage due to hydrometeorological disasters were nations with a high human
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development index. However, economic losses, although relatively smaller,
were especially devastating to poor countries, where the losses often represent
a large share of the national economy [9].

– Windstorms proved to be the most economically costly hydrometeorological
disaster in countries with a high human development index, while floods
proved to be the most economically costly in countries with a medium and low
human development index.

• In the 1990s, natural disasters like hurricanes, floods, and fires caused over
US$608 billion in economic losses (an amount greater than during the previous
four decades combined) and affected over 2 billion people world wide [1,10].

• On average, about 50 million people are confronted with the consequences of
flooding each year. Between 1971 and 1995, floods affected more than 1.5 billion
people around the world; about 318,000 people died and more than 81 million
were made homeless [11]. There were 26 “major flood disasters” worldwide in
the 1990s, compared with 18 in the 1980s, eight in the 1970s, seven in the 1960s,
and six in the 1950s. The economic costs of floods rose to an estimated US$300
billion in the 1990s, up from about US$35 billion in the 1960s. Major floods are
those inflicting heavy environmental and economic losses and human casualties.

• Diarrhea, followed by respiratory diseases resulting from overcrowding in shel-
ters, was found to be the most common illness resulting from the catastrophic
1988 floods in Bangladesh. Watery diarrhea was the most common cause of death
for all age groups under 45 [12]. In addition, the proportion of severely malnour-
ished children increased after the flooding [13,14].

• Droughts are also growing more severe and widespread as a result of many factors
(e.g., changes in land use and climate variability and change), accounting for up to
45% of reported deaths from natural disasters between 1992 and 2001 [11].

• Current air pollution problems are greatest in cities of developing countries. For
example, nearly 40,000 people die prematurely every year in India because of out-
door air pollution [15].

• In Canada, from 1995 to 1998, about 7% of road traffic injuries (affecting about
15,000 people) and damage worth about $1 billion Canadian were directly attrib-
utable to inclement weather. The resulting health care costs were estimated at
over $10 billion Canadian per year.

Because reporting may vary across countries and years, some observed differences
may in fact be artifacts (Personal communication, S. Hajat, London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, April 2003).

1.1 Eastern North America ice storm (4–10 January 1998)

Compared with other major natural disasters around the world, the January 1998 ice
storm in eastern North America resulted in relatively low traumatic consequences.
There is, however, evidence of large-scale implications associated with the public
health systems in the affected areas. This ice storm, at the peak of the event, affected
3.6 million people in a line stretching from southwestern Ontario to the Bay of Fundy
in Nova Scotia southward into some parts of New York State and New England states
[16]. The majority of affected people lost power for one week or longer [16]. One of
the reasons it had such an impact was that temperatures plummeted during the days
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when power outages affected many people, reaching -20°C or lower in some areas at
some points [17], forcing some people into emergency shelters with access to genera-
tors, set up to combat the cold.

Health outcomes related to this ice storm included carbon monoxide poisoning;
hypothermia; burns; injuries from motor vehicle accidents, slips, and falls; chainsaw
accidents; electrocution; head injuries and cuts from falling ice; food poisoning; flu
outbreaks; and stress, anxiety, post-traumatic stress disorder, and a variety of other
mental health concerns [18]. The ice storm resulted in 30 fatalities in Quebec directly
linked to the storm (see Table 9.1).

Groups especially vulnerable for impacts during and after the ice storm were chil-
dren, women, senior citizens, apartment tenants, families with many children, single
parent families, immigrant families, and the infirm [18].

As for the public health infrastructure, hospitals soon became overwhelmed by the
storm and its impacts. Hospitals were quickly operating at 100% ward occupancy and
emergency departments were overflowing [19], because patients could not be dis-
charged and beds could not be emptied. Ambulances continued to drop off the “nor-
mal” number of emergency cases, along with the increased number of storm victims. In
addition, without electricity, doctors’ offices were forced to close, further burdening and
overwhelming the emergency departments of hospitals. These increased pressures on the
health care system continued through February in the most affected regions [18].

1.2 Hurricane Mitch (26 October–4 November 1998)

Hurricane Mitch affected most of the population of Honduras and Nicaragua, large
tracts of Guatemala and El Salvador, and to a lesser extent Belize and Costa Rica. It
caused more than 11,000 deaths and left behind destruction and hundreds of thou-
sands of shattered lives. The poorest were the hardest hit, given their occupancy of
high-risk, marginal areas. Further complicating matters was that Mitch struck at a
time when the region was still recovering from the effects of El Niño-related droughts,
bush fires, and floods.

Further exacerbating impacts on the region, and increasing vulnerability, were 
then-current government policies and land clearing and agricultural practices. The
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Table 9.1 Fatalities in Quebec caused by the ice storm between 6 January and 17 March
1998

Cause of fatality Number of Remarks
fatalities

Hypothermia 5
Falling ice from roof 4 De-icing from roof
Burns 10 From candles, overheating from supplementary heating

devices
CO poisoning 6 Generator used indoors, propane stoves
Other 5 Hit by snowplow, crushed by falling snow, falling ice

during thawing, contact with electrical cable, head
injury

Total fatalities 30

Source: Adapted from Ref. 18.



governments of Honduras and Nicaragua had recently instituted severe cutbacks in
public services to fulfill the Structural Adjustment Programs required by international
banks in order to receive loans [7]. These cutbacks severely affected spending in
health services and transportation, increasing vulnerability to disasters such as
Hurricane Mitch. Furthermore, land clearing and agricultural practices in Honduras
and Nicaragua led to deforestation and loss of topsoil, rendering the region more vul-
nerable to the impacts of heavy rains [7]. Large tracts of forested land had been
cleared to make way for plantations of cash crops like bananas and coffee, frequently
owned by multinational corporations. These corporations pushed the subsistence
farmers deeper into the forest, increasing deforestation and loss of topsoil. The loss of
forests caused the topsoil to wash out, resulting in the collapse of many hillsides,
which destroyed everything in their path [7].

The impacts on the public health infrastructure were devastating and seriously crippled
its ability to provide required health services to affected communities. Mitch destroyed or
damaged a significant part of that infrastructure (approximately 30%), including health
centers and hospitals. Considering the roles in of these facilities in combating communi-
cable diseases, their loss is expected to have long-term adverse health consequences that
could cost the affected countries more in loss of human life and economic losses than the
immediate impacts of Mitch. In addition, Mitch weakened efforts directed at reform and
modernization of the health sector, aggravating inequities in health services.

Further complicating matters and leading to serious health consequences was the
destruction of water pipes and sewers, which led to a lack of potable water, contami-
nation of water sources, and the presence of stagnant pools that served as breeding
grounds for disease vectors. Access to drinking water and the dramatic deterioration
of sanitary conditions and waste control in all affected countries continue to be prob-
lematic. Further examples of the impacts on public health include the following [20]:

• Cholera cases jumped from 2,836 in 1998 before Hurricane Mitch to 3,544 in the
nine weeks after Mitch, with the average number of weekly cases increasing from
16.4 to 78.7.

• More than 700 leptospirosis cases were reported after Mitch; only one case was
reported in 1998 before the hurricane.

• Malaria jumped 48%, from an average of 433 cases a week per country before
Mitch to 642 after.

• Dengue rose from 141 cases a week before Mitch to 162 cases per country after
the hurricane.

It is unclear whether the increased incidence of these vector-borne diseases resulted
from increased exposure to the vector or from changes in the geographic distribution
of the vector itself.

2. IMPACTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON EXTREME WEATHER
AND CLIMATE EVENTS

The climatic norm of a locale is determined by the average, frequency, and extremes
of its meteorological observations and weather events, usually taken over a period of
30 years. Not all extreme events end in disasters, and what constitutes an extreme can
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vary from place to place and season to season. For example, from an impact perspec-
tive, a 20-cm snowfall would be an extreme event in Washington, DC, but just an
inconvenience in Montreal, Canada [21]. Global climate change is likely to bring not
only changes in mean climate conditions but also changes in climate variability and
extreme events [23].

Under projected climate change, more hot days and heat waves are very likely over
nearly all land areas (as discussed in Chapter 8 of this volume). Precipitation extremes
are expected to increase more than the mean, and the intensity of precipitation events
is projected to increase. The frequency of extreme precipitation events is projected to
increase almost everywhere [23]. A general drying of midcontinental areas is pro-
jected during summer. There is little agreement yet among climate models concerning
future changes in midlatitude storm intensity, frequency, and variability. The models
show no consistent evidence of changes in the frequency of tropical cyclones such as
hurricanes and typhoons or in areas of formation. However, some measures of inten-
sities show projected increases, and some theoretical and modeling studies suggest
that the upper limit of these intensities could increase. Mean and peak precipitation
intensities from tropical cyclones are also likely to increase appreciably [23].

For some other extreme phenomena, there is currently insufficient information to
assess recent trends, and confidence in models and understanding are inadequate to
make firm projections. In particular, very small-scale phenomena such as thunder-
storms, tornadoes, hail, and lightning are not simulated in global models.

Several models show a mean El Niño-like response in the tropical Pacific, with the
central and eastern equatorial Pacific sea surface temperatures projected to warm
more than the western equatorial Pacific and a corresponding mean eastward shift of
precipitation. Current projections show little change or a small increase in amplitude
for El Niño events over the 21st century. However, even with little or no change in 
El Niño amplitude, global warming is likely to lead to greater extremes of drying and
heavy rainfall and to increase the risk of droughts and floods that occur with El Niño
events in many regions. Also, it is likely that warming associated with increasing
greenhouse gas concentrations will increase Asian summer monsoon precipitation
variability. The confidence in such projections is limited by how well the climate mod-
els simulate the detailed seasonal evolution of the monsoons [23].

2.1 Air quality

Common air pollutants (e.g., ground-level ozone) are known to cause negative health
effects. Baseline levels of air pollutants, however, are critical in terms of dose-
response, and if they are exceeded as a result of weather and climate extremes are
likely to cause greater public health problems. Weather has a major influence on the
dispersal and ambient concentrations of air pollutants. Large, high-pressure systems
often create an inversion of the normal temperature profile, trapping pollutants in the
shallow boundary layer at the Earth’s surface. It is difficult to predict the impact of cli-
mate change on local urban climatology and, therefore, on average local air pollutant
concentrations. Also, the high uncertainty associated with future cloud cover and
future human activity (e.g., fossil fuel consumption) makes it even more difficult 
to project changes in air pollutant concentrations. However, any increase in anticy-
clonic conditions in summer would tend to increase air pollution in cities. Formation
and destruction of ozone are accelerated by increases in temperature and ultraviolet
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radiation. Existing air quality models used to examine the effect of climate change on
ozone concentrations indicate that decreases in stratospheric ozone and elevated tem-
peratures lead to increased concentrations of ground-level ozone [22]. An increase in
the frequency of hot days could also increase biogenic and anthropogenic emissions of
volatile organic compounds (e.g., from increased evaporative emissions from fuel-
injected automobiles). These studies of the impact of climate change on air quality are
indicative but by no means definitive. Important local weather factors may not be
adequately represented in these models [22].

Climate change is also expected to increase the risk of forest and rangeland fires.
Haze-type air pollution therefore is a potential impact of climate change on health.

Radon, an inert radioactive gas, is emitted from the ground at a rate sensitive to
temperature. High indoor exposures are associated with an increased risk of lung can-
cer [24]. There is some evidence from modeling experiments that climate warming
may increase radon concentrations in the lower atmosphere [22].

2.2 Floods, tropical storms, and ice storms

The risk of flooding would increase in some regions as a result of a warmer climate
[25]. This increase would come mainly from rainstorm floods, with heavier rainfall
expected to come from more frequent, and possibly more severe, thunderstorms and
from fewer but larger rainstorms associated with large-scale weather systems. Shorter
winters, however, may reduce the risk of snowmelt and ice-jam floods in some areas,
although heavier snowfalls could add to the risk in others.

The intensity of tropical storms could also be affected by a warmer climate due to
the local energy imbalance between the atmosphere and the ocean. There is some evi-
dence that hurricanes could become more intense in some areas [25]. Current general
circulation models (GCMs) can simulate some of the characteristics of hurricane
behavior; however, these models provide only limited information because hurricanes
are too small to simulate in detail.

Hurricane behavior in a warmer world might also depend on what happens to El
Niños. Stronger and more frequent El Niños could cause a geographical shift in hurricane
activity, with more hurricanes occurring in the Pacific and fewer in the Atlantic. A weak-
ening of El Niño activity, on the other hand, could shift the balance in the other direction.

Regardless of how climate change might affect the frequency or the intensity of hurri-
canes, the risk of accompanying floods will almost certainly be accentuated by rising sea
levels. Since flooding from hurricane storm surges usually causes more damage than
wind, the risk of high death tolls and heavy property damage would actually rise even
without an increase in hurricane intensity or frequency. The level of damage and loss will
also depend on population density, preparedness, and other related response measures.

In a warming climate, milder winter temperatures could possibly cause an increase
in freezing rain events in regions where the average daily temperatures begin to fluc-
tuate around the freezing point instead of remaining mostly below it. This could lead
to favorable conditions for ice storm development.

2.3 Trends, sensitivity, and vulnerability

The numbers of severe floods, devastating storms, droughts, and other weather disas-
ters that have occurred over recent decades seem to suggest that such events are
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becoming more common. The likelihood that weather-related disasters are on the rise
is also supported by the findings of the International Decade for Natural Disaster
Reduction (IDNDR) [10]. It looked at the rates of change for the four largest cate-
gories of major natural disasters – floods, tropical storms, droughts, and earthquakes.
Between the mid-1960s and the early 1990s, the number of all of these disasters
increased, but weather-related disasters increased at a much higher rate [26].

In floods, for example, most of the deaths are due to drowning within the first few
hours of the event. More deaths occur later because of complications of initial injuries
and disease outbreaks. Mass migrations and temporary living conditions in crowded
areas make maintenance of personal hygiene difficult, and can result in widespread
diarrhea and respiratory infection. Cholera outbreaks have been associated with pre-
cipitation extremes and with both floods and droughts [27–29]. Climate change fac-
tors such as rising temperatures, changing precipitation patterns, greater frequency of
storms and floods, and sea level rise could all contribute to an increase in cholera inci-
dence in tropical regions.

Flooding may also result in the release of dangerous chemicals from storage sites
and waste disposal sites into floodwaters, and the widespread destruction of food and
medical supplies. Decline in the nutritional and health status of children is common
after floods in poor countries. Extreme rainfall events cause increased runoff from
agricultural lands and pastures, and could increase contamination of water with
chemicals such as pesticides and deadly bacteria such as E. coli O157:H7.

The major impacts of climate change on human health are likely to occur via
changes in the magnitude and frequency of extreme events (see Table 9.2) that trigger
a natural disaster or emergency. In developed countries, emergency preparedness has
greatly reduced the total number of weather-related injuries and deaths, while prop-
erty damage has been increasing. However, in developing countries, studies indicate
an increasing trend in the number of injuries and deaths, as well as other economic
losses, due to all types of natural disasters [30,22]. The consequences of climate
change will be greater for poor countries. For example, they do not have the means to
protect themselves from floods and their economies are based on weather-sensitive
sectors (in particular agriculture). Also, within the poorest countries, the poorest peo-
ple will be the most vulnerable.

By 2025, over half the world’s population will be living in areas that are at a height-
ened risk from storms and other weather extremes. Populations living off the land may
be especially vulnerable – the needed financial, technological, institutional, and knowl-
edge-based resources for rapid adaptation are quite limited for these communities [22].

Low-income people are more likely to live in areas with poor housing, have a lower
capacity to cope with difficult conditions, have fewer resources to buy adequate food,
have a greater reliance on local food sources, and have less access to health care.
Poverty often increases with age and could heighten the risk from severe weather.
Older people often suffer from chronic illnesses that may increase susceptibility to
extreme environmental conditions. Children who live in poor housing conditions, and
lack access to education and medical care, are particularly vulnerable to environmen-
tal hazards because of their size, behavior, and the fact that they are growing and
developing. For example, children breathe more air than adults relative to their body
size and thus they tend to be more susceptible to respiratory exposures.

Weather extremes and disasters in a warmer world are expected to intensify distur-
bances to ecological systems and natural resources, thereby exposing more people to
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vector-borne, food-borne, and water-borne diseases – and the potential for infectious
diseases, malnutrition, and hunger. Adequate protection from those stresses is impor-
tant and depends on access to sanitation, adequate housing conditions, safe drinking
water, and proper health care.

3. ADAPTATION AND ADAPTIVE CAPACITY

The health risks posed by weather and climate extremes can be mitigated through var-
ious adaptation strategies. The required public health strategies, measures, and policies
should provide a balance between effective programs and policies and strong regula-
tory mechanisms that are reflective of the social, cultural, and economic situation of
the target population. They should also reflect the need to facilitate adaptation, partic-
ularly for vulnerable groups, and to limit the potential introduction of maladaptation
while providing people with the space to pursue their own adaptation strategies.

A balanced adaptation strategy should be based on an understanding of the tar-
geted population’s exposure to weather and climate extremes now and as projected
under climate change, and their sensitivities and vulnerabilities in the face of these
extremes. Such a strategy should also consider past experiences and best practices.
Further complicating matters, however, is that all three elements (i.e., exposure,
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Table 9.2 Examples of health-related impacts resulting from projected changes in extreme
weather and climate events

Examples of projected changes Examples of projected health-related impacts
during the 21st century in 
extreme events

More intense precipitation events Increased flood, landslide, avalanche, and mudslide.
Increased soil erosion.
Increased flood runoff could increase recharge of 
some floodplain aquifers with contaminated water.

Increased summer drying over most Decreased crop yields.
midlatitude continental interiors Increased damage to building foundations caused 
and associated risk of drought by ground shrinkage, increasing risk of collapse.

Decreased water resource quantity and quality.
Increased risk of forest fire.

Increase in tropical cyclone peak Increased risks to human life, risk of infectious 
wind intensities, mean and peak disease epidemics, and many other risks.
precipitation intensities Increased coastal erosion and influx of biohazards 

such as algal blooms.
Intensified droughts and floods Decreased agricultural and rangeland productivity 
associated with El Niño events in in drought- and flood-prone regions.
many different regions

Increased Asian summer monsoon Increase in flood and drought magnitude and 
precipitation variability damages in temperate and tropical Asia.

Increased intensity of midlatitude Increased risks to human life and health.
storms (little agreement between Increased risk of health infrastructure losses.
current models)

Source: Adapted from Ref. 22.

Note 
Heat waves excluded. See Chapter 8 of this volume.



sensitivity, and vulnerability) can vary in both time and space within and across
populations and communities, and that future weather and climate extremes may be
different in nature from those of the recent past. As such, effective strategies cannot
be simply lifted from the past or other locations, or deemed to be effective based on
past performance. Effective health adaptation strategies introduced and supported by
governments and civil society should include initiatives specifically targeted at vulner-
able groups and should be based on a sound understanding of sensitivities and vul-
nerabilities. In addition, such strategies should be reviewed periodically to ensure that
they remain effective and feasible in the context of changes in risks associated with
changes in exposure, sensitivities, and vulnerabilities.

3.1 Determinants of adaptive capacity

The ability of a community, nation, or region to cope with and respond effectively to
the health impacts resulting from extreme weather and climate events is a measure of
its adaptive capacity. Determinants of adaptive capacity include [31]:

• Economic wealth – determined by the level of poverty and access to economic
assets, capital resources, and financial means.

• Technology – relative availability and access, current level and ability to develop,
openness to development and utilization.

• Information and skills – access to trained and skilled personnel, relative stores of
human knowledge, systems for dissemination, and forums for discussion.

• Social infrastructure – availability of and access to support systems and alterna-
tives (e.g., informal support systems).

• Institutions – state of social institutions; existence of constraints, deficiencies, or
weaknesses in institutional arrangements and capacities, including the ability to
work cooperatively across institutions with similar interests and responsibilities.

• Equity – distribution of resources through social institutions and arrangements
governing the allocation of power and access to resources, availability of
resources, differential distribution of information, skills, etc.

Recent critics [32] have particularly noted that a public health system’s capabilities to
respond to emergencies, including those resulting from extreme weather events, are
limited by insufficient funding, lack of availability of specially trained emergency
health care workers, inequity in the supply of public health promotion and prevention
campaigns, and lack of intergovernmental coordination and planning. The fact that
most public health systems are currently taxed to their maximum, and struggling to
deal with emerging health problems (e.g., AIDS, increased incidence of vector and
water-borne diseases), further limits their capacity to deal with the added health
impacts of extreme weather and climate events.

For the two case studies (Hurricane Mitch and the ice storm), a rough ranking of
dimensions of the adaptive capacity of the affected communities and their public
health system is provided in Tables 9.3 and 9.4, respectively. The ranking is on a scale
of 1 (the determinant did not play a significant role in enhancing the impacts) to 5 (the
determinant played a significant role in determining the impacts). The identified rank-
ings are relative only to that particular case study (i.e., rankings are not relative
between the two case studies). The rankings are presented to suggest where efforts
could be focused to enhance adaptive capacity.
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3.2 Lessons learned from the eastern North America ice storm

3.2.1 Early warning systems

In general, early warning systems include the following components: a method of warn-
ing, the communication of risk, preparedness, and communication to affected popula-
tions (Personal communication, R. Pulwarty, University of Colorado, June 2003).

Canada has a well-developed extreme weather alert system to inform the public of
the possibility of extreme weather events occurring. Weather alerts range in severity
from a weather warning down to a weather advisory and weather watch [33]. Alerts
may be issued from 1 to 12 hours in advance, and recommended behaviors vary with
the level of alert [33]. For example, in a blizzard warning, people are advised to stay
indoors and to stock up on food and heating fuel; in a cold wave advisory, they are
advised to dress warmly and exercise caution before going outdoors [33].

Weather alerts are widely broadcast using mass media such as television, Internet,
and radio. Broadcasting systems were successful in reaching a wide population during
the 1998 ice storm: 79% of surveyed victims remember hearing a weather alert for
freezing rain before the storm hit. Environment Canada’s website also received twice
as many hits during the storm. Public perception of weather forecast accuracy during
the ice storm was very good [16]. Alert systems are useful adaptation tools since they
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Table 9.3 Determinants of adaptive capacity – eastern North America ice storm

Determinants of adaptive capacity Relative ranking of role in
determining impactsa

Range of available technological optionsb 4
Availability and distribution of financial resourcesc 1–2
Structure of critical institutionsd 2–3
Human capitale 1
Social capitalf 1–2
Access to risk spreading mechanismsg 1–2
Access to and ability to manage informationh 3–4
Perception of attribution
• Direct physical impacts 1–2
• Psychological and non-direct impacts 3–4

Notes
Scale � 1 (high level of adaptive capacity exists for this determinant and, as a result, this determinant did
not play a significant role in enhancing the impacts) to 5 (low-level or no adaptive capacity exists for this
determinant and, as a result, this determinant played a significant role in determining the impacts).
a The rankings provided are relative only within the context of this case study and rankings provided for

this case study should not be compared numerically with those provided for the other case study.
Rankings identify where efforts could be focused to reduce impacts should similar events occur.

b Relative availability and access, current level, ability and openness to development and utilization.
c Level of poverty and access to economic conditions/assets, capital resources and financial means.
d State of social institutions, existence of constraints, deficiencies and/or weaknesses in institutional

arrangements and capacities.
e Access to trained and skilled personnel, relative stores of human knowledge.
f Equity, availability of and access to support systems and alternatives and flexibilities such as informal

support systems.
g Insurance and availability of relief support.
h Systems for assembling, disseminating and planning, includes coordination and ability to work across

institutional structures.



are designed to lessen the impact of inclement/extreme weather. They also act as a
sentinel to emergency medical and disaster mitigation organizations to remain “on
call”, reducing reaction time and improving response.

3.2.2 Infrastructural vulnerabilities

The ice storm highlighted vulnerabilities in water, heating, and electricity infrastruc-
ture. In particular, vulnerabilities in the power distribution systems in Ontario and
Quebec were identified. Hydro Quebec was attacked for lacking diversification in
power sources, and for lacking diversification and redundancy in the electrical grid
network [16]. As a result of such heavy reliance on large distances of single transmis-
sion lines, when single lines collapsed under the load of accumulated ice, thousands
were left without power. The ice storm and the resulting electrical shortage created a
situation in which people were more prone to accidents, infections, stress and confu-
sion, and increased health problems [18]. These vulnerabilities served as a strong
wakeup call to the government and to utilities, who are addressing these vulnerabili-
ties in present policy.

3.2.3 Individual and corporate vulnerabilities

Individuals and businesses were not prepared for an ice storm of such long duration
or intensity, and generally failed to take sufficient action to protect themselves. In
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Table 9.4 Determinants of adaptive capacity – Hurricane Mitch

Determinants of adaptive capacity Relative ranking of role in 
determining impactsa

Range of available technological optionsb 2
Availability and distribution of financial resourcesc 3
Structure of critical institutionsd 4–5
Human capitale 2
Social capitalf 5
Access to risk spreading mechanismsg 3
Access to and ability to manage informationh 5
Perception of attribution
• Direct physical impacts 1–2
• Psychological and nondirect impacts 4–5

Note
Scale � 1 (high level of adaptive capacity exists for this determinant and as a result this determinant did
not play a significant role in enhancing the impacts) to 5 (low-level or no adaptive capacity exists for this
determinant and as a result this determinant played a significant role in determining the impacts).
a The rankings provided are relative only within the context of this case study and rankings provided for

this case study should not be compared numerically with those provided for the other case study.
Rankings identify where efforts could be focused to reduce impacts should similar events occur.

b Relative availability and access, current level, ability and openness to development and utilization.
c Level of poverty and access to economic conditions/assets, capital resources and financial means.
d State of social institutions, existence of constraints, deficiencies and/or weaknesses in institutional

arrangements and capacities.
e Access to trained and skilled personnel, relative stores of human knowledge.
f Equity, availability of and access to support systems and alternatives and flexibilities such as informal

support systems.
g Insurance and availability of relief support.
h Systems for assembling, disseminating and planning, includes coordination and ability to work across

institutional structures.



particular, citizens were not prepared for long periods without electricity [16], which
was mostly their sole source of power.

Proposed adaptive measures include a diversification of home power sources to
include battery-operated radios, TVs, smoke and carbon monoxide detectors, flash-
lights, generators, etc. Additional individual measures include stockpiling several
days’ worth of emergency supplies such as nonperishable food, bottled water, and so
on. An especially important adaptive measure is far-reaching public education pro-
grams for both the public, for institutions, and for the media, to increase emergency
preparedness and coordination and to prevent some of the impacts caused by such an
unprecedented event [34].

3.2.4 Community and corporate response

Response to the ice storm by government, community and volunteer groups, corpo-
rations, and citizens was fast and charitable. Shelters were opened to look after basic
needs for affected people and vulnerable groups. Shelters were improvised out of
schools, hospitals, community centers, and other public buildings [34]. Some shelters
were criticized for being unhygienic, disorganized, and not responsive to the needs of
vulnerable populations [18]. In the future, emergency shelters should be better coor-
dinated and planned in order to provide optimal service.

The Red Cross played a significant role in meeting the basic needs of affected peo-
ple and in fundraising. Several corporations were also responsible for donating cash
and items to meet basic needs. The government mobilized 16,000 reserve troops to
aid in the response effort [34]. One can postulate that such an effective and timely
response had a lot to do with minimizing the number of fatalities due to such a disas-
ter, and that future adaptive measures should include similar rapid mobilizations of
resources and capital by government, the corporate sector, and nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs).

3.2.5 Vulnerabilities of the health care sector

The ice storm highlighted vulnerabilities in affected health care systems, particularly in
Quebec, where there was an increased usage of ambulances and increased hospital
admissions into emergency, specialized, and trauma departments [18]. Hospitals
became instant community focal points, being some of the few places equipped with
emergency generators [34]. Generally, hospitals were not prepared for such an event,
because ice storm clauses were not explicitly written into their disaster planning frame-
works and because the ice storm occurred when the health care systems in Ontario and
Quebec were undergoing adjustments due to cutbacks. A lack of coordination existed,
and a certain level of improvisation was necessary; however, hospital associations insist
that adequate health services were maintained throughout the storm [19,35,36].

Possible adaptive measures for the public health sector include preparing and plan-
ning for hospitals, community centers, and schools to be used as emergency shelters 
in future disasters. Emergency workers and volunteers also require more training in
emergency relief.

A lack of coordination between health care systems at the local, municipal, and
regional levels was highlighted by the Government of Quebec [18]. Regional emer-
gency measures plans were generally poorly understood. Institutional emergency
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measures plans were considered out of practice, inadequate for such a disaster, and
poorly linked with municipal plans, which were themselves inadequate.

Particular lessons learned and recommended adaptive measures include the follow-
ing [18]:

• Local level CLSCs (centres locales de services communautaires, local community
service centers) displayed some confusion in their role as primary health care
providers for people affected by disaster due to the overlap of this role with other
health care providers. However, effective partnerships with local community
groups were formed. Adaptive measures include clarifying responsibilities of
CLSCs and community health care providers in disaster response.

• Volunteer services were deemed generally positive and useful during the ice storm.
However, volunteer selection by such bodies as municipalities and the Red Cross
was deemed questionable. Adaptive measures could include better screening and
management of volunteer personnel.

• Difficulties in the public health care system were caused by redundancy in the sys-
tem, long delays in demands for expertise, and failure to coordinate between
CLSCs and municipalities. Adaptive measures include delineating roles and
responsibilities and improving coordination between government and health care
providers in disaster planning and response.

• There was a lack of coordination between affected territories and regions defined
by administrative boundaries. Adaptive measures include improving organiza-
tional structure and delineating responsibilities in disaster planning and response.

• Regional decision-makers were criticized as having too much power in decision
making during the ice storm. These regional authorities were perceived as too
bureaucratic and lacking in knowledge of local realities. Complaints were also
made about lack of information, database limitations, and insufficient telecom-
munications equipment. Adaptive measures include the decentralization of power
during disaster planning and response.

• Many pharmacies were forced to close during the first 48 hours of the ice storm
because they depended on a functioning network with the Quebec health insur-
ance provider. Pharmacies were forced to adopt older and more time-consuming
methods of payment, with resultant considerable delays. Adaptive measures
include developing emergency planning by primary services such as pharmacies.

• Because of power constraints, hospitals in affected regions were forced to post-
pone elective and non-urgent surgeries. They also had diminished diagnostic
capacity, medical surveillance, and treatment of complex cases. This prioritization
of health services can be deemed an appropriate response to conditions resulting
from the ice storm.

• Reliance on supplies of bottled water by hospitals was required during the brief
period when water safety was questionable. Bottled water supplies were sufficient
and quickly mobilized.

Primary health care providers identified and contacted vulnerable people in affected
areas at the start of the ice storm when volunteers, police, and armed forces conducted
house checks, which were coordinated using community databases provided by CLSCs.
These databases were not complete, and some vulnerable or handicapped individuals
were unknown to CLSCs, who failed to contact and aid them during the disaster [18].
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Adaptive measures include creating a complete database of community members and
identifying vulnerable groups. This registry should also catalogue critical infrastructure,
all municipal and community resources, and their locations [34].

Health outcomes resulting from the ice storm were mostly preventable had access
to public health warnings been ubiquitous [37]. For example, the large number of car-
bon monoxide poisonings and house fires could have been prevented had access to the
public health department warnings been widespread. Public health department warn-
ings included those against improper use of heating and cooking devices, and the use
of generators indoors [18]. Warnings were also issued about roof injuries, falls and
fractures, and food poisoning from ingestion of unrefrigerated foods, but incidences
of these problems were also elevated [18]. The many health outcomes resulting from
these stressors, despite public health warnings through various communication
media, calls for improvements in public health communication facilities and strategies
during disaster response.

The response of the public health care system was deemed adequate overall, consid-
ering the difficult conditions and lack of preparedness of a system forced to improvise
during such an unprecedented event. Nevertheless, lessons learned point to the repeat-
edly glaring lack of coordination and emergency planning in the affected region.

3.2.6 Psychological impacts

In a telephone survey, 34% of affected respondents claimed to have had problems
with stress during the ice storm, and a survey in the Monteregie region showed that
an elevated level of psychological distress was felt by 25% of respondents in heavily
affected areas and by 19% of respondents in less affected areas [18].

Despite the failings of emergency plans to account for a large disaster such as an ice
storm, communities were still somewhat equipped to respond to psychological impacts
of the ice storm thanks to the existing public health infrastructure. Primary health care
providers such as CLSCs are responsible for the provision of psychosocial services, and
these community-level organizations were heavily used during the disaster. Adaptive
measures can include the explicit inclusion of a response to psychological health impacts
in emergency health care planning, to further reduce psychological impacts of disasters.

3.3 Lessons learned from Hurricane Mitch

Because of the limited information on this topic in the published literature, this sec-
tion is based on the conclusions and recommendations from a Pan American Health
Organization (PAHO) conference titled “Evaluation of Preparedness and Response 
to Hurricanes Georges and Mitch”, held 16–19 February 1999 in the Dominican
Republic [38].

3.3.1 Early warning systems

The poor performance of early warning systems in Hurricane Mitch demonstrated
that planning for early warning must encompass all participants at local, regional,
national, and international levels. Adaptive measures for early warning planning
include management by one competent national agency or multiple decentralized
regional agencies, and should include participants from vulnerable populations.
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Hurricane Mitch highlighted the need for national governments to issue public warn-
ings on all possible media: radio, television, newspapers, and the Internet. Local com-
munities should also be involved in early warning planning to increase awareness and
improve response [38].

3.3.2 Disaster preparedness

Adaptive measures for disaster preparedness include improved institutional capacity
to respond to disasters at the country level. However, disaster preparedness must
begin by strengthening at the community level, because this is always the first line of
response in a disaster. Communities should become better prepared for disaster
through better organization and training.

Communication media play a key role in disaster preparedness in the affected
region, and should become more responsible in disaster response by publicizing pre-
ventative measures in a straightforward manner. Vulnerable populations and coun-
tries working with national and international organizations should develop their own
disaster preparedness plans, and countries should foster a “culture” of disaster pre-
paredness and prevention [38]. For example, in the United States, several groups in
California have set up earthquake preparedness programs and websites that effec-
tively communicate pertinent earthquake preparedness information to the public.
These include the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Earthquake Hazards
Program website [39] and the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services website [40].

3.3.3 Coordination

Efficiency in the collective response of agencies to Hurricane Mitch was often sub-
optimal because agencies operated in an uncoordinated way. Adaptive measures for
improved disaster planning and response include coordination by one designated
national institution [38]. It would be interesting to examine what, if any, regional
mechanisms for disaster management have emerged since Hurricane Mitch, and
whether these would be sustained in the longer term. With regard to the public health
sector, such mechanisms could include the sharing of resources, the mobilization of
emergency medical care, shared water purification, and better coordination of the
emergency response. Accurate information is also an important factor in coordination
efforts, and all agencies and institutions must share accurate information systems.

3.3.4 Public information and mass media

During Hurricane Mitch, reporters found it very difficult to acquire information from
government about the disaster, and national authorities were perceived to have failed
at early warning systems. International media published incorrect information on disas-
ter needs and health aspects, emphasizing the need for authorities to maintain contact
with meteorological services and mass media. Adaptive measures include training
journalists on disaster issues, and training government officials about media relations
with regard to disasters. Information transfer mechanisms from official sources to the
media must also be established. Access to communication networks must be improved
at the local level, and reliable disaster information must be made available at both
national and international levels [38].
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3.3.5 Emergency medical care

Some affected communities were very difficult to reach during Hurricane Mitch, and
disaster response was at the community level until other personnel arrived. Adaptive
measures include national health and education authorities providing emergency
medical training to medical agencies at the community level and at all levels of educa-
tion. Similar to the ice storm in eastern North America, adaptive measures should also
include disaster planning by health authorities at the national and international level
in a way that clearly delineates roles and responsibilities.

Foreign medical personnel can be useful in boosting public health infrastructure and
disaster response in some developing countries. However, international aid should
enter a country only on request, and should include logistical and technical compo-
nents as well as health components. Field hospitals were not shown to be an effective
local response in providing emergency medical care. Local authorities should manage
field hospitals, even if the hospital is internationally funded [38].

3.3.6 Communicable disease surveillance and control

There was discrepancy amongst information sources on medical surveillance, and
data collection instruments for surveillance were not standardized. Baseline surveil-
lance information on disease frequency was not available, preventing the calculation
of disease rates from the disaster. Other lessons learned included the realization that
coordination was lacking amongst medical teams, different disease case definitions
were frequently employed, and there was an inadequate supply of some vaccines.

Adaptive measures include improving access to medical records, collecting and ana-
lyzing baseline disease surveillance data, standardizing data collection, effectively
using communication media in conveying disease frequency and control method,
improving coordination, and requiring that regional PAHO/WHO offices set case 
definitions and stockpile vaccine reserves [38].

3.3.7 Food- and water-borne illnesses

During Hurricane Mitch, drinking water became contaminated with sewage. Cholera
was observed in displaced populations, and the incidence of cholera increased after
the hurricane [20]. Information was lacking on how to prevent diarrheal illnesses in
some affected areas during Mitch, and local trust in information provided by govern-
ment is lacking. Problems arose also with expired or perishable donated food.

Adaptive measures should include protecting populations at risk and vulnerable pop-
ulations. Policy and funding decisions should target sanitation and clean drinking water
needs. Multidisciplinary health teams should help with emergency and disaster plan-
ning, and disaster planning should involve groups at all levels. Surveillance of food and
water should be strengthened, as should the infrastructure to construct shelters during
disasters. Neighboring countries should share information about diarrheal diseases, and
local education on the prevention of diarrheal diseases should be provided [20].

3.3.8 Vector-borne diseases

Increases in vector-borne diseases were not observed during Hurricane Mitch, but
incidences of malaria, leptospirosis, and dengue fever did increase afterward.
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Ongoing epidemiological surveillance systems are crucial in reducing the impact of
vector-borne diseases during a disaster.

Adaptive measures include the availability of technical manuals on ways to control
vector-borne diseases for all parties who need them. Local health personnel should be
trained on endemic manifestations of vector-borne disease; pesticide use should be
undertaken based on epidemiological criteria, and should be appropriately managed.
More research should be undertaken on the impacts of pesticides on public health and
the environment. Entomological surveillance is recommended in the control of vector-
borne diseases, and leptospirosis surveillance is recommended in hurricane-prone areas.
Adequate solid waste disposal is important in the control of vector populations [38].

3.3.9 Psychosocial aspects of Hurricane Mitch

There is little information available on the psychosocial aspects of Hurricane Mitch,
because instruments and personnel were not available to assess such impacts.
Psychosocial impacts of disasters are generally not addressed in disaster planning, and
communication media generally do not convey information on psychosocial impacts.

Adaptive measures could include the development and sharing of technical tools
and models to assess the psychosocial impacts from a disaster. Psychosocial impacts
can be included into disaster plans and in the health care response to disasters, and
communication media should be encouraged to include these impacts. Medical train-
ing for disasters should include mental health training, which does not need to be
restricted to specialists; local personnel and national teams with experience can be
mobilized. Vulnerable groups should be identified and provided with mental health
support, and plans should be in place to reduce vulnerability of such groups [38].

3.4 Adaptation strategies for the public health sector

The health risks posed by weather and climate extremes can be mitigated to varying
degrees through various proactive adaptation strategies. It has been relatively well
documented (e.g., Ref. 22) that improving adaptive capacity can lead to decreased
vulnerability to, and subsequent costs from, the impacts of extreme weather and cli-
mate events. It should also be kept in mind that, although the costs of adaptation
measures can be quite high, the economic, social, and environmental costs associated
with a lack of adaptation measures (e.g., greater loss of life and lower quality of life)
can be even higher. Thus a proactive approach to adaptation should be integrated into
public health decision-making.

Risk management of the health effects associated with extreme weather events
requires identifying vulnerable populations and their adaptive capacities, and select-
ing different strategies appropriate for the local and regional realities. A community’s
adaptive capacity depends on its technological capability, its institutional arrange-
ments, the availability of financing, and the exchange of information [41].

Although eliminating human health impacts of extreme events may not be possible,
it is possible to moderate or minimize the harmful health impacts by addressing the
rudimentary causes of these impacts. Further discussion of potential adaptation
options is provided in an appendix to this chapter. It is important to remember that
after implementation of any of these adaptation options, their effectiveness and sus-
tainability should be reviewed periodically to ensure that they remain effective and
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feasible in the context of changes in risks associated with changes in exposure, sensi-
tivities, and vulnerabilities.

3.5 A proactive approach to adaptation in public health

It has become evident that it is virtually impossible to prevent weather-related disas-
ters; however, it is possible to minimize their adverse effects. The natural hazards com-
munity has demonstrated significant success over the last few decades in dealing with
disasters in an increasingly proactive way. In most cases, certain adaptation and miti-
gation measures are taken to reduce the vulnerability of the system, e.g., by improv-
ing and enforcing building codes. Protective technologies such as flood proofing and
preventive measures such as relocating communities from floodplains into safer areas
are examples of proactive and effective adaptation. Insurance and compensation pro-
grams have been widely instituted to share disaster losses and assist in the recovery
process.

On the other hand, the public health sector has typically been dealing with disasters
in a reactive mode. However, health casualties could be drastically reduced if the health
sector were to play a proactive role to ensure the safety of health facilities and public
health services, e.g., water supply and sewage systems. When water supplies are inter-
rupted or contaminated in disasters, public health consequences can be severe, in addi-
tion to the high economic costs of reconstruction. Similarly, when hospitals and
medical supplies are damaged, adverse health impacts rise significantly.

A community’s vulnerability to natural disasters increases as a result of one or more
of the following factors [42]: 1) lack of social resources (e.g., income, social support,
assets); 2) lack of access to health services, information, etc.; 3) exposure to hazards;
and 4) reduced capacity to cope and recover. A successful disaster mitigation program
begins with identifying the vulnerabilities in the systems and establishes priorities for
retrofitting or repair. The public health sector can complement disaster preparedness
proactively in these four areas of vulnerability.

3.5.1 Social resources

Higher social and economic status is generally known to be associated with better
health. Higher income determines living conditions such as safe housing and the abil-
ity to buy sufficient food and medicine. The healthiest populations are those in soci-
eties that are prosperous and have an equitable distribution of wealth. While the
public health sector cannot influence wealth, it can contribute to improved social
support.

The public health sector can promote social support networks (families, friends,
and communities), which could be very important in helping people cope with the
adverse effects of disasters and maintain a sense of control over the situation. Caring
and respect in social relationships seem to act as a buffer against health problems. The
importance of social support also extends to the broader community. Civic vitality
refers to the strength of social networks within a community, region, or country. It is
reflected in the institutions, organizations, and informal practices that people create
to share resources and build attachments with others. Social stability, good working
relationships, and cohesive communities provide a supportive society that reduces
many potential health risks.
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3.5.2 Knowledge, information, and health services

Education gives people knowledge and skills for problem solving, and it improves
their ability to access and understand information to help keep them healthy before,
during, and after natural disasters. Effective education for children and lifelong learn-
ing for adults are key contributors to health and prosperity for individuals and for
society. The public health sector should work with other government agencies and 
private institutions to enhance public education.

Examples of other proactive activities related to knowledge, information, and
health services include the following:

• Improve communication between communities at risk before, during, and after a
disaster (e.g., coordinating between public health agencies and other key response
organizations to streamline communication procedures, exploring technological
alternatives for improved data retrieval, and developing databases about natural
hazards and information about regional and international resources available for
immediate emergency assistance).

• Enhance health services, particularly those designed to maintain and promote
health, to prevent disease, and to restore health and function.

• Enhance collaboration between the public health community and the climate/
meteorology community on examining the impacts and vulnerabilities associated
with extreme events and on developing collaborative adaptive measures (e.g.,
enhanced warning and preparedness efforts).

• Integrate key emergency preparedness principles and procedures into ongoing
public and primary health programs (e.g., vaccination programs, environmental
health, and public health surveillance).

• Improve collaboration on preparedness and response (e.g., strengthening relations
between health programs and other sectors involved in emergency preparedness).

• Strengthen human resources and build institutional capacity, e.g., incorporate key
principles of emergency preparedness and response into the curricula of institu-
tions such as schools of medicine and public health.

• Organize disaster simulation exercises to test the effectiveness of response 
mechanisms.

• Develop advanced early warning systems that include the following components:
a method of warning, the communication of risk, preparedness, and communica-
tion to affected populations.

• Improve technology- and information-transfer strategies.

3.5.3 Exposure to hazards

The physical environment is an important determinant of health. Certain levels of expo-
sure to weather hazards or contaminants in the air, water, food, and soil can cause a vari-
ety of adverse health effects. In the built environment, factors related to housing, indoor
air quality, and the design of communities and transportation systems can significantly
influence physical and psychological well-being. The public health sector should therefore:

• Work closely with other specialized institutions (e.g., meteorological and hydro-
logical services) to identify areas exposed to natural hazards and determine the
vulnerability of key health facilities and water systems.
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• Conduct community-based epidemiologic research, e.g., by developing models
that predict the public’s vulnerability to different types of weather and climate
disasters or identifying populations at increased risk from disasters.

3.5.4 Coping capacity

Some community groups may be marginalized because of age (e.g., children, 
elderly), physical disabilities, gender, language, culture, or social status. These groups
need increased attention and recognition from the public health sector to reduce 
their vulnerability.

Gender refers to the array of society-determined roles, personality traits, attitudes,
behaviors, values, relative power, and influence that society ascribes to the two sexes
on a differential basis. Many health issues are a function of gender-based social status
or roles. In developing countries, for example, women are usually more vulnerable to
weather disasters than men, and the public health sector can play a proactive role in
closing this gap.

Some persons or groups may face additional health risks due to the socioeconomic
environment, which is largely determined by dominant cultural values that contribute
to the perpetuation of conditions such as marginalization, stigmatization, loss or
devaluation of language and culture, and lack of access to culturally appropriate
health care and services.

The public health sector should also promote personal health practices and coping
skills, which can lead individuals to actions that help them prevent diseases and pro-
mote self-care, cope with disasters, develop self-reliance, and make choices that
enhance health.

APPENDIX: POTENTIAL ADAPTATIONS TO REDUCE HUMAN
HEALTH IMPACTS DIRECTLY AND INDIRECTLY ASSOCIATED
WITH EXTREME WEATHER AND CLIMATE EVENTS

A1. Public education and communication

Behavioral adaptation is an important preventative measure that can reduce the risks
and health impacts of weather and climate extremes substantially. Some examples are
as follows:

• Provide public education based on sound science giving people information on
the risks associated with prevalent extreme events [37].

• Provide information on actions that would reduce exposure before, during, and
after extreme weather events, e.g., eliminating vector breeding grounds, boiling
water, vaccinating.

• Enhance understanding of vulnerability risk factors.
• Publicize actions to take in preparation for and during severe weather events [37],

such as stockpiling nonperishable food, using battery-operated equipment, and
avoiding hazardous behavior.

• Motivate donor organizations to prepare lists of services and products, and plans
for timely delivery.
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• Broadcast actions and precautions to take during smog events and other pollution
episodes, e.g., reduce exertion levels and energy consumption, stay indoors, or car
pool.

• Provide training to medical and emergency staff as well as volunteer groups.
• Increase coordination and information exchange between authorities at all levels

(local, regional, national, and intergovernmental).
• Issue timely weather advisories and warnings, complemented with health

advisories.

A2. Surveillance and monitoring

• Improve the linkages between the meteorological and health communities. This
includes building the capacity of the meteorological and hydrometeorological
community and supporting their engagement/outreach activities with the health
and emergency measures community.

• Improve extreme weather and climate advisories and early warning capabilities.
• Enhance the quantity and availability of good quantitative data on impacts of

extreme events (both direct and indirect) to help in better understanding of the
full range of potential health impacts. This raises the question of whether there is
need for a centralized and systematic national reporting of outcomes from
extreme events, potentially using a standardized method (improved coordination
with the emergency measures organizations).

• Develop health early warning systems (HEWSs). HEWSs involve collaboration
between meteorological and health sectors, and enable regions to be better pre-
pared for disease outbreaks influenced by weather and climate events. For exam-
ple, meteorologists are able to predict El Niño events months in advance, and
HEWSs would anticipate increased incidence of vector-borne diseases and
respond with vector control programs before any outbreak occurred [43]. The
effectiveness of early warning systems in general needs to be developed further
and evaluated.

• Increase health surveillance and the capability to act on the concerns identified,
such as monitoring and control of infectious diseases.

• Prepare registries of individuals and groups that are seen as vulnerable, at high
risk, or of special needs, e.g., children, elderly people with pre-existing health 
conditions, socially isolated and low-income individuals, immunocompromised
people.

• Institute early detection of health outcomes from extreme weather events. This
entails improving health data collection and analysis.

• Monitor coastal communities and floodplains for impacts of sea level rise.
• Identify critical and hazardous infrastructure.
• Establish smog/air quality monitoring and advisory systems.
• Establish systems for reporting and repair of polluting vehicles and other pollut-

ing sources.
• Foster adaptive strategies in municipalities with direct objectives to reduce or

eliminate large-scale potential health problems. Urban areas are especially vul-
nerable to weather-related disasters due to high population density and concen-
tration of infrastructure.
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A3. Ecosystem intervention

• Improve land use planning – institute restrictive land use zoning, including limit-
ing development or encroachment in high risk areas such as flood plains and sen-
sitive coastal areas.

• Foster environmental management, e.g., use of defensive structures, tighter zon-
ing laws and building codes in vulnerable areas, and management of flood-
containing wetlands.

• Manage and create green space and plant trees in vulnerable areas.
• Reduce spraying of parks and farmland with harmful chemicals.

A4. Infrastructure development

• Develop national and international cost sharing mechanisms, e.g., insurance, 
for compensation and recovery to reduce post-event mental and economic
stresses.

• Enhance infrastructure for effective interventions by relief organizations, includ-
ing food, water, and medical support.

• Create or enhance the local and national disaster preparedness capabilities that
build on a strong and integrated health and emergency measures capacity, that
provide for access to health facilities during extreme events, and that recognize
and provide for links to national and international capabilities.

• Develop sanitation programs to deal with human and animal wastes, addressing
the need to minimize risks of release into the environment.

• Improve housing insulation and placement of housing away from flood-prone
areas, and construct coastal barriers against tidal waves and surges.

• Develop emergency response plans.
• Maintain public shelters and evacuation plans.
• Maintain dams, floodplains, and storm runoff capabilities.
• Improve public transit systems and bicycle lanes to reduce the potential of pollu-

tion episodes.
• Develop incentive programs for citizens, households, communities, and corpora-

tions to reduce emissions and energy consumption.

A5. Technological/engineering

• Develop protective technologies: hard (sea walls, dams, dykes) and soft (marshes,
wet lands, natural buffers, etc.) to reduce the potential for floods. Recognize,
however, that these protective technologies, in addition to minimizing flood
potential for events to which they are designed, can also lead to increased expo-
sure (i.e., give people a false sense of security) and impacts for events that exceed
the design limits [44].

• Enhance water resource management, including enhanced efforts directed at
water purification and water conservation.

• Improve housing (establish, modify, and enforce building codes).
• Improve water and pollution control, including fortifying sanitation systems and

introducing water purification.
• Increase redundancy, efficiency, and resilience of power supply grids.
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• Strengthen and enforce building codes and standards.
• Develop alternative (clean) fuels and zero-emission vehicles.
• Reduce emissions from fossil-fuel power generating stations.

A6. Medical intervention

Public health capacity will determine whether or not a region is equipped to effec-
tively respond to a particular extreme weather event. For example,

• Develop new and effective drugs and vaccines. For example, in Hurricane Mitch,
effective malaria drugs or vaccines would have been very useful.

• Conduct public immunization campaigns.
• Improve medical care services, including adequate medical supplies for injuries

and illness.
• Maintain disaster preparedness programs, including tools for local public-health

facilities to provide rapid health needs.
• Enlist and train volunteers to be recruited during an emergency.
• Include climate change projections in health planning.
• Determine new air quality guidelines and standards to protect human health.
• Increase public-health staff and services during pollution episodes and other

emergences.

A7. Research

The predicted health impacts of weather extremes are still clouded with various
degrees of scientific uncertainty with regard to their nature and magnitude [41]. This
uncertainty is caused by knowledge gaps, which may lead to limited effectiveness of
adaptation measures. Therefore, further research is needed to improve our under-
standing of the underlying causes of vulnerability leading to national and subnational
indicators of vulnerabilities, including relative exposure, sensitivities, and adaptive
capacity [6,45]. For example:

• Identify vulnerabilities (relative exposure, impacts, and adaptive capacity) associ-
ated with extremes and how projected changes in climate could affect those 
vulnerabilities.

• Evaluate the relationships between extremes in temperature, humidity, and other
weather variables and air pollution related health vulnerabilities.

• Identify and evaluate the relationships between weather and climate extremes and
vector-borne diseases (e.g., malaria, hantavirus, leptospirosis, dengue, St. Louis
encephalitis), especially links between climatological and ecological changes that
create the necessary conditions for disease spread.

• Examine water and food contamination in flood and high precipitation events
and associated water and food-borne illness.

• Evaluate how changes in the hydrological cycle, water temperatures, frequency of
extremes, sea level rise, and land-use changes can affect waterborne diseases.

• Identify and analyze psychological and sociological impacts of extremes (e.g.,
post-traumatic stress disorder) in relationship to potential impacts on public
health access.
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• Identify and assess the effectiveness of current adaptive strategies to deal with
provision of public health services in extreme events.

• Examine the effectiveness of adaptation strategies (vector management strategies
and public health preparedness) under projected changes in climate and changes
in the frequency and intensity of extreme events.

• Develop the tools and data needs to prepare for and evaluate the effectiveness of
adaptation strategies in responding to future events.

• Evaluate the utility and costs and benefits associated with enhancing weather and
climate monitoring and surveillance activities and enhancing the extreme weather
warning systems.
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10 Disease surveillance in the context of
climate stressors: needs and 
opportunities

Mark L. Wilson and Martha Anker

ABSTRACT: Our capacity to adapt to future health impacts from climate stressors 
is related to information, knowledge, and understanding of present disease patterns.
Surveillance that detects and describes such time-space patterns allows us to identify and
respond to changing trends and unusual events. Surveillance data that permit recogni-
tion, confirmation, and response are most useful if there is timely reporting, synthesis,
analysis, and dissemination to those who can take action. In addition, careful analysis of
such data should improve the understanding of climate and disease links, permitting
development of new epidemiological models that include climate as a predictive variable,
which could improve adaptive capacity. Increasing global integration and sharing of dis-
ease data would enhance international health security and epidemic response capacity for
existing climate-related diseases as well as those that are newly emerging.

1. INTRODUCTION

Disease and weather surveillance is a critical component of efforts to measure, recog-
nize, evaluate, anticipate, and respond to climate effects on health. Without such
activities and resulting information, analyzing disease patterns, identifying unusual
events, and determining appropriate interventions would be impossible.

The data required to anticipate climate effects and to recognize that changing pat-
terns of disease are related to climate are generally long time series of both epidemio-
logical and climate data collected in comparable temporal and spatial units. Careful
analysis of such data enables the understanding of the climate and disease links, and
the development of epidemiological models that include climate variables. Such models
are in various stages of development and evaluation. Once completed, these models
should be able to describe weather conditions that increase the risk of outbreaks of
specific diseases. The ability to accurately forecast weather conditions months in
advance may enable prediction of higher disease risk, and will allow steps to be taken
to prevent or minimize such outbreaks. These models are still in the beginning phases
of development, and considerable work will be required before their potential can be
fully realized.

Data useful to recognize and respond to outbreaks already occurring rely on timely
reporting, synthesis, analysis, and dissemination to those who can take action. Thus
data required to anticipate climate effects are somewhat different from those to detect
and monitor outbreaks, and the differences are not always well understood.



Public health surveillance has been defined as “the continuing scrutiny of all aspects 
of the occurrence and spread of disease that are pertinent to effective control” [1]. Such
surveillance is the means by which public health departments, whether local, regional,
national, or global, keep informed about the health status of the populations they are
designed to serve, and about real and potential problems they may face. This surveillance
involves not only systematically collecting health and disease information but also inter-
preting and distributing the information to others so that informed public health deci-
sions can be made. Additional surveillance of risk factors (behavioral, socioeconomic)
and potential exposures (environmental, occupational) is often critical to interpreting dis-
ease data. This chapter primarily addresses disease surveillance, while recognizing that
data on weather and other exposures are critical to understanding how adaptation to
environmental change is best planned and implemented. Attention is focused on gather-
ing accurate information, but modern surveillance systems also attempt to ensure timely
information flow to surveillance personnel, policy makers, and health providers, thereby
enhancing decision-making. It is also considered critical that the public be fully informed.

The applied goals of health surveillance are guided by the need to make public
health decisions in a context of both constant vigilance and pragmatic responses to
unusual events. This may lead to innovative and opportunistic data collection that
provides the basis for timely decision-making and more effective treatment or preven-
tion responses. Surveillance data that are not systematically gathered sometimes fall
short of what is needed for rigorous scientific research. However, surveillance data are
used for a large variety of public health purposes such as monitoring levels and trends
in disease occurrence, characterizing geographical spread of disease over time, detect-
ing and investigating outbreaks as they occur, recognizing new strains of pathogens,
and anticipating outbreaks before they arise. In many cases, however, surveillance is
used to recognize an outbreak well after it has begun – there are not as many early
warning systems as we would like. Indeed, surveillance data are also important in
monitoring the development of antimicrobial resistant strains, evaluating disease con-
trol programs, estimating potential heath care needs, contributing to analyses of the
natural history of disease or associated risk factors, and identifying future research
objectives. In short, surveillance data are critical to public health prevention and
response efforts, but only recently have they been used to understand how weather
and climate might affect disease patterns.

2. FEATURES OF SURVEILLANCE

Disease surveillance data have many unique features that stem from the role that 
surveillance activities play in supporting and informing public health decisions. First,
surveillance is complex and multidisciplinary, involving the skills of demographers,
statisticians, physicians, entomologists, microbiologists, social scientists, etc. The many
sources of surveillance data suggest that coordination, communication, and quality
control are important. A critical issue, discussed below, is whether the various diverse
surveillance activities are undertaken at comparable spatial and temporal resolutions.

Second, rapid reporting of disease surveillance data has become increasingly impor-
tant, because information may be needed quickly to control an outbreak or an impend-
ing epidemic. This differs from other kinds of disease surveillance data, collected for
epidemiological research purposes and focused on understanding conditions influencing
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endemic patterns. Increasingly, it has become important that standard surveillance
data are rapidly transmitted to a central agency that combines, analyses, and inter-
prets such information. This has been critical, for example, in many food-borne disease
epidemics and the recent outbreak and spread of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
(SARS). New computer- and internet-based systems are being developed to rapidly
transmit data and analyses to appropriate authorities and practitioners.

Third, disease surveillance is accompanied by a legal and ethical framework that
derives from the broad goal of protecting the health of the public. However, this cre-
ates constraints on the data gathering process that are intended to protect the privacy
and civil liberties of individuals. However, apart from the International Health
Regulations (discussed in the appendix to this chapter), there are no globally accepted
“rules and regulations” for gathering surveillance data, and the context and practice
of surveillance vary greatly from one country to another. Obtaining informed consent
while undertaking epidemiological surveillance, determining contacts during an out-
break, and obtaining authority to quarantine people under particular circumstances
are but a few examples of how such concern affects surveillance and response.

Fourth, the cost of surveillance, both monetarily and in terms of effects on person-
nel in health care facilities, plays an important role in determining the type and qual-
ity of data that are collected. Complete reporting on all cases of every disease is never
possible. Therefore, good surveillance depends partly on setting priorities and making
wise, strategic decisions about what data should be collected, under which circum-
stances, and with what intended accuracy. The intended application of such surveil-
lance knowledge will influence such decisions.

Fifth, a carefully designed system of disease classification is critical for any surveil-
lance activity. Standard case definitions influence data quality and comparability.
Case definitions are commonly based on symptoms and signs of disease, and may also
require laboratory confirmation – especially for diseases that have few if any distinct
symptoms and signs, or for several diseases with similar signs and symptoms. These
case definitions may vary from country to country, even within countries. The World
Health Organization (WHO) regularly compiles a list of recommended standard case
definitions and surveillance standards that should serve as the basis of case definitions
for all countries [2]. Case definitions change over time, however, as more is learned
about specific diseases and as diagnostic methods develop. When using surveillance
data, it is important to know what case definitions were used, and whether there have
been any changes over the period of interest. These changes might be reflected in pat-
terns of observed levels and trends. Unfortunately, case definitions may be difficult to
obtain, particularly for data collected in the past. In addition, the level to which case
definitions have been strictly adhered to is rarely evaluated.

Sixth, the laboratory component of a surveillance system is crucial for verifying the
existence of particular pathogens, especially for those diseases that are difficult to
diagnose with certainty solely on clinical grounds. Laboratory data are important for
identifying particular disease strains as well as susceptibility and resistance to partic-
ular treatments. Accordingly, quality assurance programs are key to maintaining
accurate determination. Logistical problems often hamper acquisition of specimens in
good condition, and inadequate laboratory capacity may obstruct identification of
common and uncommon pathogens. As discussed in the appendix, surveillance sys-
tems are complex and typically involve many components that must be coordinated
to be effective.
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3. SURVEILLANCE APPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS, AND
OPPORTUNITIES

As described in the appendix, disease surveillance methods are used to find, observe,
measure, count, and summarize cases or sources. The resulting data provide critical
information that should be useful in identifying, analyzing, and understanding public
health problems, and in responding to disease events. Such surveillance data and
analysis assist many population-level responses and represent one of the cornerstones
of disease prevention and health promotion. How, when, and where such information
is used varies with its completeness, accuracy, analysis, and interpretation. Critical to
successful application are the response and research capacity characteristics in each
governmental and cultural context. These issues are discussed below in the context of
links to climate-related risk and response.

3.1 Timeliness

Timely surveillance of disease, and of climate-linked anomalies, is critical to an infra-
structure of prevention that is based on unusual events. However, timely information on
both known and suspected risks is not always available, and epidemics in both devel-
oped and developing countries may go undetected for long periods of time. The deaths
due to heat waves in Europe in 2003 illustrate this point well. It was not until the heat
wave was almost over that the unusually large number of deaths to elderly people was
noticed. More needs to be done to sensitize the health infrastructure to potential climate-
related problems, if they are to recognize them and take action in a timely manner.

3.2 Coverage and quality of surveillance

The coverage and quality of surveillance in developed countries are adequate for many
purposes; however, during recent years there has been a renewed understanding of how
important good surveillance is to health security. Surveillance in many developing
countries is, not surprisingly, poor and of great concern. Even though the health of
many people in developing countries may be most affected by climate variability and
change, surveillance data would at least be able to anticipate or document such possi-
ble effects. The infrastructure in such settings is often inadequate, and the capacity to
respond is typically weak, even if early warning of climate-related risk were available.
In part this is due to inadequate surveillance, particularly so if the goal is to focus
responses on the most vulnerable. Yet even if surveillance were adequate, most models
suggest that impacts of climate variability and change will be felt hardest in countries
least able to identify and respond to such changes. This points to an even greater need
for disease and climate surveillance in developing countries, and to the importance of
data dissemination and analysis so as to be cognizant of climate-related risks to health.
It could be argued that this is a rational allocation of very limited resources, since most
economic analyses of intervention operating through prevention of disease demon-
strate that it is more efficacious than treatment after cases have appeared.

3.3 Response capacity given adequate surveillance

Even when surveillance data are quickly and accurately reported, analyzed, and dis-
tributed, effective response depends on adequate resources to support appropriate
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intervention. This includes ample and accessible funding for the efforts and ade-
quately trained personnel who can be quickly deployed to the epidemic area. Health
providers and disease control personnel are needed to swiftly treat cases and reduce
transmission. It is understood that focused and intensive active surveillance should be
initiated to determine whether the epidemic is expanding in space or increasing over
time. Equally important, however, are competent and committed epidemiologists who
can undertake special investigations aimed at understanding the genesis of outbreaks.
Thus, rapid identification of epidemics may be useless if appropriate response capac-
ities are inadequate. An important lesson is that people who identify, analyze, and
evaluate outbreaks and those who implement and direct epidemic responses must
work together as an integrated team.

3.4 Suggested research opportunities and needs

Surveillance data often provide opportunities to research disease patterns and under-
lying processes. Such research can help define time- and space-specific risk factors that
could be used to reduce likelihood of future epidemics. The knowledge gained must
be considered an essential outcome of surveillance efforts, which should be fully
exploited to produce new insights into control and prevention efforts. This implies that
the quality and amount of passive surveillance data must be extensive if results of such
research are to be sufficiently rigorous to advance prevention. The design of future
active and passive surveillance efforts should explicitly consider the needs of research
hypotheses that eventually are aimed at intervention.

Another example of research applications involves analysis of environmental and
climatic associations that may be covarying with disease incidence. Recent research
efforts have focused on the historical records of temporal and spatial disease patterns
in relation to those of climate and land use [3]. Various investigations have attempted
to address whether environmental and climate variability might partly explain disease
incidences hypothesized to have a strong environment/climate forcing. Here again, the
success of such research efforts depends on the frequency, spatial distribution, and
accuracy of disease surveillance data. The meaning of environment in this context
may include land use or land cover (determined by biome, elevation, economic devel-
opment, and human use histories), or it may involve atmospheric factors that affect
weather and climate. Many of these data have historically been collected as part of
meteorological records or archived satellite images documenting changing land cover.
Such data, when combined with carefully collected disease data, permit critical analy-
ses of patterns that should elucidate underlying processes. Their relevance to under-
standing and forecasting disease risk depends on the quality of data and the analysis
of time-space patterns in relation to those of climate.

3.5 Surveillance-based research aimed at forecasts

Analyses of surveillance-based disease patterns and variation in climate, land use, or
other behavioral or ecological factors may permit more rigorous forecasts of trans-
mission risk weeks to months before changes occur. This represents another value of
surveillance data in studying and predicting future outbreak risks. The opportunities
are enormous, and there should be little hesitation to embrace such efforts if the qual-
ity of disease surveillance data is adequate for the forecasting goals.
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4. DISEASE SURVEILLANCE AND CLIMATE ASSOCIATIONS

Weather and climate surveillance data are mostly compiled as a matter of policy, often
without evaluating how observations might be modified or improved to meet specific
needs. However, a number of innovative studies have measured weather variables
while prospectively undertaking active disease surveillance, as a research endeavor
intentionally aimed at understanding possible links. If well designed and undertaken
over a few or more years, such studies can provide considerable insights into how 
climate variability affects disease risk.

4.1 Climate change vs. climate variability

Surveillance data (both climate and disease specific) can be evaluated to determine
long-term trends or to recognize shorter-term variation. The long-term trends in cli-
mate (decades to centuries) represent climate change, while monthly to interannual
fluctuations can be thought of as climate variability. Although weather measurements
have been recorded over the past few centuries in some locations, such records are
often incomplete and rarely cover large regions. Most disease-specific information is
even more limited in regional coverage; accurate surveillance-based estimates are
available for only a few decades in most settings. Thus, it is generally more difficult to
analyze how climate change may have contributed to shifting patterns in diseases than
how climate variability might alter short-term patterns. For this reason, the systematic
gathering of weather and disease surveillance data has taken on new importance.

One approach to analysis of existing data involves identifying and comparing
anomalies in weather (heat waves, droughts, floods) as they correspond temporally
with surveillance reports of excessive disease incidence [3]. However, understanding
how anomalous weather or climate may be associated with corresponding variation
in health requires accurate data gathered over many years, including data that may be
particularly important to specific diseases. Some data are available for a few diseases
in a few contexts, and have been analyzed accordingly.

4.2 Examples of disease and climate surveillance-based studies

This volume describes various examples for which past disease events and present
knowledge could inform future response capacity in the face of a changing or more
variable climate. We offer a few additional examples of diseases that illustrate the
importance of surveillance data in understanding normal patterns, recognizing out-
breaks, forecasting when unusual events might occur, and proposing coping strategies
that may enhance response effectiveness

Age- and cause-specific mortality surveillance offers a baseline for recognizing what is
considered “normal” and allows recognition of unusual mortality periods or locations.
Such death data have served as the basis for analysis of extreme weather events that occur
over days to weeks. Floods, heatwaves, and “cold snaps” are examples. Historical
surveillance data permit evaluation of how these extreme weather periods may have
resulted in deaths above what would have been expected for that time and place.
Heatwaves have been recognized as causing excess mortality in some settings (e.g., Great
Britain [4] and Chicago [5]; see also Chapter 8 in this volume) because there was knowl-
edge of the usual pattern that allowed calculation of the magnitude of excess deaths.
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Similar passive or active surveillance data could be useful in analyzing events that
affect diarrheal diseases because they could serve as baseline to floods that contami-
nate potable water, or hurricanes that might dramatically increase mosquito vector
abundance. Outbreaks of other water-associated diseases may take place over somewhat
longer periods of time, such as if cholera were to increase because of monsoon rains
or months that were unusually warm [6]. In this case, organized historical surveillance
data of diarrheal disease or of diagnosed cholera would serve as the baseline to sug-
gest that prevention measures should rapidly be instituted when excessive rains occur.
Cholera surveillance data have been used in this manner to propose a link with 
El Nin~o events, allowing for possible early warning of outbreaks [7].

Sentinel surveillance of mosquitoes and active surveillance of antibodies in sheep
and cattle to Rift Valley fever (RVF) virus in eastern Kenya have allowed scientists to
identify an association of extreme rainfall with increased risk of human and animal
disease there [8]. Caged sentinel chickens that are regularly tested for evidence of anti-
bodies against arthropod-borne viruses such as St. Louis encephalitis are used in some
areas of the United States to determine impending periods of elevated transmission
[9], thus allowing for enhanced mosquito control efforts.

5. FUTURE NEEDS

A recent report, sponsored by the US National Academy of Sciences (NAS) [3] and
written by a panel of experts from diverse fields, clearly articulated many of the needs,
problems, and opportunities for surveillance efforts that relate weather, climate, and
infectious diseases. Among the key findings was the recognition that epidemiological
surveillance programs should be strengthened not only in the United States but glob-
ally as well. It was stated that the “… lack of high-quality epidemiological data for
most diseases is a serious obstacle to improving our understanding of climate and dis-
ease linkages”. We consider a few needs that are implied by this report and other such
documents.

5.1 Implications for how surveillance could better meet 
present needs

The NAS report [3] argues that “one of the most critical obstacles to improving our
understanding of climate-disease linkages is the lack of high-quality epidemiological data
on disease incidence for many locations”. Inadequate, incomplete, or nonexistent passive
surveillance is what is found in many parts of the world, even in regions of many devel-
oped countries. Clearly, this problem must be addressed if present needs are to be met.

Active surveillance undertaken by individual researchers can enlighten us about speci-
fic problems in particular areas, and is a welcome complement to often less-complete
passive surveillance. However, the structure of government agencies and academic
research institutions discourages sharing of data gathered in this manner. As a result,
others who might want to analyze these same data for other purposes or with a different
perspective or method are hampered from potentially advancing knowledge. Incen-
tives and rules that encourage the appropriate open use of actively gathered disease
data should be considered. This will permit more analyses that should increase our
adaptive response capacity.
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5.2 Special needs in climate-sensitive areas

Greater attention should be focused on areas where climate-sensitive diseases are
often found, or where outbreaks that appear to be weather-related are more severe
and more difficult to predict. Other areas where global warming is expected to have
the greatest and most rapid impacts should be high priority sites for increasing passive
surveillance capacity. Similarly, those diseases that seem to be strongly influenced by
weather might be candidates for special targeted surveillance efforts.

5.3 New approaches to address disease links to climate

Quality data that are both spatially and temporally explicit, and are of high resolu-
tion, serve as the basis for statistical and simulation modeling of climate or weather
associations that will become predictive. Many new analytical methods are being used
to explore these links. A research agenda that encourages both statistical (spatial, time
series, etc.) and theoretical (process-based simulation) modeling will surely improve
our ability to anticipate and respond to climate variability. Such model-based disease
forecasts cannot be linked solely to climate influences, and must be context-dependent 
to be useful. Analysis of how other socioeconomic and ecological factors affect risk 
will improve successful forecasts.

The development of appropriate climate/disease simulation models is only the first
step. These models need to be incorporated into early warning systems with sensitiv-
ity and specificity that are properly calibrated to the needs and capacities of the users
(see Chapter 6 of this volume). The tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity needs
to be weighed. A warning system that lacks specificity will generate too many false
alarms, whereas one that lacks sensitivity may miss important outbreaks.

5.4 Future of response and prevention

At present, most surveillance data are used to direct responses to outbreaks and to inter-
vene with education or aid if there is a perceived excess incidence. Often, responses
occur well after many cases have appeared and are too late to prevent cases than if
action been taken earlier. Increased understanding of disease-climate linkages should
permit public health workers to begin to shift focus from “surveillance and response”
to a more proactive approach of “prediction and prevention” [3]. As surveillance data
are assembled and carefully analyzed, a predictive capacity should appear that will
give public health officials, and the public, confidence in taking actions that will prevent
climate-linked diseases before outbreaks occur. Warnings of extreme heat or precipi-
tation have already permitted people to take precautions against hypothermia-related
deaths and water-borne diseases.

6. SOME UNRESOLVED ISSUES

Adaptive capacity can be improved through better surveillance if the resulting data are
made available in a timely fashion and appropriate manner. The issue of data sharing
is a complicated and important obstacle that needs to be addressed at many govern-
mental levels. Most surveillance data are gathered by regional bodies (state, province),
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combined at the national, and eventually international level. Typically, each level receives
increasingly condensed summaries with less and less detail. Depending on the planned
use of such data, there may be inadequate information. Access to surveillance data at
local regions is typically restricted, sometimes for valid reasons such as maintaining
confidentiality. Nevertheless, even summary disease data can be difficult to obtain, par-
ticularly if actively collected for a specific outbreak or research endeavor.

The extent of aggregation and categories of grouping surveillance data that are
released may not permit desired analysis or association. For example, if disease cases
are summarized by district or region, but a hypothesized effect of climate variability
is restricted to particular habitats or economic groups, identifying the association
would not be possible. If available data are summarized by year, but the climate link
is highly seasonal (e.g., during the rainy season or the winter), then analysis would be
severely hampered. The temporal and spatial resolution at which surveillance data are
made available will influence how effective those data are in the design and execution
of adaptive responses.

With increasing recognition of the global interconnection of people and their dis-
eases, and a greater appreciation of the importance of monitoring and understanding
climate and disease links, the need for international coordination of and developed
country support for enhanced surveillance has become obvious. The weaknesses of
surveillance in developed countries are often compounded in developing nations,
some of which lack even the most rudimentary capacity to monitor and report mor-
bidity and mortality. Developed countries have a responsibility to assist in the estab-
lishment and proper functioning of systems that are critical to adaptive capacity and
the well-being of people in developing countries. International benevolence notwith-
standing, many of the new emerging diseases that are affecting people in developed
countries are the result of transfer from developing countries (e.g., dengue, SARS).

Related to international support for surveillance efforts is the need for international
cooperation in sharing data. This sharing is increasing: some kinds of data are being
made available through the internet by individual countries, the WHO, and the World
Meteorological Association (WMO). Weather data from many meteorological stations
throughout the world can be obtained through the Lamont-Dougherty Climate Data
Library at Columbia University (http://ingrid.ldeo.columbia.edu/). The IPUMS proj-
ect described in the appendix is making historical census data available on the web.
Support for such monitoring and data distribution in developing countries is sorely
needed. Similarly, the INDEPTH project (also described in the appendix) is a good
example of disease surveillance methods in developing countries being coordinated to
enhance comparability among regions and improve the predictive power that analy-
ses might produce. The international community needs to take more seriously the
issue of producing quality and coordinated disease surveillance data.

7. ADAPTIVE CAPACITY AND PUBLIC HEALTH PREVENTION

The ability to respond to needs and opportunities presented by disease and climate
surveillance information depends on the context, goals, and places where under-
standing is sought and action may be planned. Therefore, the capacity to adapt and
reduce risk will vary in different arenas, and may be more or less feasible depending
on the social and economic resources of countries and regions. The role of technological
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Table 10.1 Ranking of determinants of adaptive capacity and requirements for public
health preventiona (note that these relative values will differ by specific disease)

Determinants of adaptive capacity Requirements for public health
prevention

Range of available technological options (2) Awareness that problem exists (5)
Availability and distribution of resources (5) Sense that the problem matters (5)
Structure of critical institutions (4) Understanding of the causes (3)
Human capital (3) Capability to intervene (4)
Social capital (3) Political will to influence (5)
Access to risk spreading (1)
Ability to manage information (5)
Public’s perceived attribution (2)

Note
a Scale � 1 (low) to 5 (high).

options and the significance of resource distribution, for example, are likely to depend
on the current level of economic development of a country or region. Similarly, the
importance of political institutions, of human or social capital, and of information or
perceived risk will vary with different cultural and economic contexts. Public percep-
tion that a problem exists or matters may be more or less important depending on the
nature of proposed interventions. Indeed, it could be of little or great consequence
that the public understands the causes underlying a climate-disease link, depending on
the available response options and cost offset to society that intervention is believed
to offer. We briefly address some of these issues (summarized in Table 10.1).

7.1 Determinants of adaptive capacity

Surveillance is demanding of economic resources: there must be funding for staffing
of weather stations and a cadre of public health officials who gather, summarize, and
disseminate disease data. This is particularly burdensome where active surveillance is
undertaken in the context of special studies or outbreaks.

Thus, institutional infrastructures (public health agencies, weather monitoring sta-
tions, data collation and reporting offices) are critical to the adaptive capacity of
nations to understand and respond to climate variability and change. Such infrastruc-
ture is often inadequate in developing countries. Even in wealthy nations, organiza-
tions responsible for surveillance vary among regions. In the United States, for
example, the quality of disease surveillance data differs among cities, counties, and
states, even though most data are eventually reported to a central national agency
(CDC). Indeed, the extent of weather surveillance coverage also varies among sites
(mostly airports or meteorological stations), because that effort may not be supported
by nationally mandated programs (Table 10.1).

The importance of human and social capital depends on the objectives of adapta-
tion, and may be minor if appropriate responses involve ordinary citizens, but con-
siderably more if coordinated and complicated responses are planned.

The ability to spread risk seems of little application to the problem of surveillance
needs. More and better information is critical in all geographic areas and disease



domains. Any effort to reduce surveillance in one location or of one type, so as to shift
resources elsewhere or to other diseases, would require careful analysis of the health
benefits that would justify such change. Similarly, the public’s perceived attribution of
the importance of disease and climate surveillance is relatively less than the population-
level successes of applying such efforts. However, the ability to manage information is
critical to successful use of surveillance activities. This includes rapid retrieval of data,
its synthesis and analysis, and the dissemination of user-relevant information. Public
health agencies need to have summary information to know what are “normal” con-
ditions. Citizens can use other information to make informed decisions concerning
their individual risk. Without the management and appropriate dissemination of
information, enhanced surveillance will be of little benefit.

7.2 Requirements for public health prevention

Applying surveillance tools to public health risk reduction requires that health work-
ers at many facilities and levels recognize that weather and climate may pose serious
threats to the public’s well-being. For individuals, proactive or preventative responses
depend heavily on an awareness of associated risk. However, such awareness may not
affect organizational or individual responses if there is a sense that the problem does
not matter. Where climate-health links are considered important, it should be easier to
argue for surveillance and analysis of patterns than in contexts where there are other
competing priorities.

Whether policy makers and the public understand the underlying causes of links
also could be important, but this too depends on the context. Ideally, policy makers
would decide on how and how many resources should be devoted to various activities
based on an appreciation of the mechanism by which actions translate to benefit. All
too often, popular opinion, political pressure, and partisanship determine what poli-
cies translate to practice.

Successful public health prevention depends heavily on the capacity to intervene,
but this is only partly related to the importance of surveillance. Unless there is strong
political will to develop adaptive strategies, even the very best systems of surveillance
will produce data and knowledge that are not used. For this reason, politicians and
policy makers must be informed and motivated to act on climate health links. Both
the examples where surveillance has succeeded in reducing disease and the research
results suggesting likely associations should serve as reinforcement that actions be
proposed and undertaken.

8. IMPLICATIONS AND IMPACTS

8.1 Multiple benefits of enhanced surveillance

Enhanced surveillance not only will benefit analyses of climate-disease links and improve
capacity to respond to weather extremes and climate variability but also will advance
public health and aid prevention in many other domains. As part of a larger public
health infrastructure, surveillance activities provide basic information useful against
many different kinds of health threats, most of which are not strongly linked to climate.
Knowledge of underlying disease patterns can allow comparisons of risk among 
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different social or ethnic groups, improve recognition of lifestyle or behavioral threats
to well-being, and encourage multinational comparisons that highlight weaknesses or
areas where greater attention should be focused. These are all additional benefits that
good surveillance provides. Indeed, passive surveillance of all causes of morbidity or
registration of cause of death reports enhances public health education that produces
cost-benefit-appropriate prevention strategies, whether they are focused on accidents,
smoking, violence, or nutrition. Improving the quality and accuracy of surveillance
represents a win/win or no-regrets strategy for many kinds of health problems.

8.2 New infectious disease threats

Two specific areas where improved surveillance will benefit domains other than climate-
related changes involve our ability to respond to emerging diseases and to bioterrorist
threats. Both of these are part of the ability of a system to respond to the unknown.
Recognizing and responding to the unexpected is an important attribute of surveil-
lance systems, and it is particularly important today because many new diseases have
emerged during recent years, including legionnaire disease, Nipah viral disease, SARS,
and many others. Furthermore, previously known diseases such as West Nile virus
and dengue fever have spread into new regions. The same strategy that can detect new
diseases should also help identify deliberate releases of certain biological agents if they
represent an epidemiological anomaly with no typical pattern that past processes
might predict. The recent deliberate release of anthrax in the United States illustrated
the importance of recognizing and promptly reporting suspicious and unusual symp-
toms. In this context, plans for improved syndromic surveillance and integration of
nonconventional data (e.g., emergency or poison center calls, school absenteeism,
nonprescription drug sales) into real-time surveillance centers should improve investiga-
tion and response capacity. Thus, current concerns over bioterrorism in the United States
will hopefully encourage changes in surveillance systems that will improve their abil-
ity to recognize and respond to unexpected events, and at the same time enhance 
climate and health adaptive capacity.

8.3 Increased understanding of unintended environmental
change impacts

Concerns over the larger issue of global change involve many important processes
that stand to diminish the public’s health. Environmental pollution of water, air, and
soil, population growth, increasing inequality within and among countries, urbaniza-
tion, and crowding all have enormous impacts on health. Some are due to planned
development projects that displace people, others are due to plans that did not con-
sider indirect effects, still others may not have considered adequate health infrastruc-
ture. Enhanced global surveillance, particularly in those areas that are poor or
undergoing rapid change, will only improve the ability to recognize where health 
services should be placed and intervention planned.

8.4 Public perception of risk

If used properly, surveillance data can be important in conveying to the public the
nature of various kinds of risk. Other chapters in this volume address the issue, but
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surveillance data from various sources is what allows us to define what is “normal”
versus “excessive”. The accuracy and completeness of such data will determine how
confident public health officials are in their presentation of risk to the public. Indeed,
more solid surveillance data should improve the forecasts that serve as the basis for
what people are told about risk. Inadequate surveillance leading to incorrect forecasts
will only diminish public confidence in the important role that surveillance data play
in public health practice. Enhancing the capacity to better understand climate-disease
links will undoubtedly improve the overall health of the public.

APPENDIX: SURVEILLANCE PRIMER

TYPES AND METHODS OF SURVEILLANCE

Common disease and death records derive from passive and active surveillance, sen-
tinel surveillance, disease registries, and population surveys. In addition, civil regis-
tration systems, longitudinal demographic surveillance systems, and census data
provide critical demographic information needed to calculate incidence rates and
prevalence, and to evaluate underlying patterns and long-term trends. The importance
and applications of these methods vary among diseases, differ from country to coun-
try, and are adjusted over time in response to changing epidemiological situations.
Such considerations, as well as the strengths and weaknesses of these methods, are
summarized in Table 10.2 and the following discussion. This information is critical to
understanding the response capacity to disease changes linked to climate change and
climate variability.

Passive surveillance – routine reporting from health facilities

Routine reporting of disease cases and deaths in health facilities, especially those due
to communicable diseases, represents the backbone of most surveillance systems.
Almost every country has one or more routine reporting systems. Typically, the num-
ber of cases and deaths of each notifiable disease seen by local health services is
reported regularly (usually weekly or monthly depending on the disease). Reports
from the health facilities are sent to the district level, which compiles data from all
health facilities, scrutinizes them, takes action where necessary, and sends the com-
piled data to the next higher level for further compilation, analysis, and action.
Immediate notification is expected for suspected cases of diseases that have severe
morbidity, have high case-fatality rates, and spread quickly. Local public health
authorities may notify the district facility if they detect a serious or unusual health
event for which intervention may be required. Such calls for help by astute practi-
tioners are crucial for outbreak detection and rapid response.

Passive surveillance systems, however important, have many weaknesses. Problems
faced by passive reporting include limited information on large portions of the popu-
lation who may not be seen in health facilities, lack of standard case definitions at the
peripheral level, logistic difficulties in sending specimens to laboratories, inadequate
laboratory support to confirm cases, problems reporting to higher levels in a timely
manner, overburdened and poorly paid health facility staff, and inadequate motivation
to comply with reporting requirements and burdensome reporting systems. Recognizing



Table 10.2 Types of surveillance, information gathered, and strengths and their weaknesses 

Type of surveillance Information Strengths Weaknesses
typically
collected

Routine disease Number of cases Allows regular Not all cases
reporting and deaths monitoring are seen in 
or passive from notifiable of a broad health facilities;
surveillance diseases seen in range of May lack 

health facilities diseases, by sensitivity;
capitalizing on Underreporting,
contacts with misreporting,
health services reporting delays

Active disease Number of cases Provides more Requires more resources
surveillance and deaths from complete information than passive

the population at than passive surveillance; Covers
large for diseases surveillance fewer diseases
of interest than passive surveillance

Sentinel disease Regularly updated Timely data that Data collected from
or pathogen information from can be used to a small number of
surveillance selected labs, head off sites may not be

practitioners, or impending problems typical of the
animal sources population as a whole

Disease registries Longitudinal data Data can be relatively Expensive; Require
on individuals detailed, providing a sophisticated
with particular wealth of information computers to
diseases or about the course of merge files; Coverage
exposures disease over time may not be complete

Human population Data on health of Rich data source; Expensive; Respondent
surveys individuals Representative knowledge and or

of the population recall of illness may
be faulty; Samples
often too small
for rare events

Civil Births, deaths Where complete, Civil registration
registration marriages provides necessary systems in some 

data on demographic countries not complete
trends

Prospective Births, deaths Usually excellent Field sites are
demographic migration, other quality data limited geographically
surveillance health related

variables
Periodic Population size, Complete count Expensive; Usually
censuses and age/sex of population done only

distribution once a decade
Weather Hourly or daily Usually accurate Coverage may be
surveillance temperature, and complete spotty and data

precipitation, RH, for most locations may be difficult to
winds, cloud cover obtain

Climate Regional trends and Usually accurate and Coverage varies
surveillance indicators (ENSO, complete for and data may

sea surface temp. most locations be difficult to obtain
jet stream patterns)



new or unsuspected diseases is more difficult than reporting on known risks.For exam-
ple, the first cases of West Nile virus in the United States were originally thought to be
St. Louis encephalitis virus, because West Nile had never before been seen in the Americas.
The extent to which these problems are present in any given surveillance system varies
tremendously by the ease of disease recognition and the frequency of occurrence.
Indeed, once a disease is recognized in an area, the number of passively reported cases
often increases simply because the information is more likely to be sought. Therefore,
passively collected data from health facilities must be carefully examined and cau-
tiously interpreted. Underreporting, delayed reporting, and misreporting plague many
passive surveillance systems, and numerous epidemics are detected late, sometimes
never.

Despite the problems in interpreting data from passive surveillance, most attempts
to link climate variability with disease incidence rely on such systematic passive sur-
veillance data. These data, if gathered over long periods of time, may allow creation of
forecasts that suggest future periods of increased incidence and enhanced prevention.

As an example, Singh and colleagues [10] investigated relationships between cli-
mate variability and the incidence of diarrhea in the Pacific Islands, and demonstrated
that diarrhea in adults was positively associated with annual average temperature and
negatively with water availability. In addition, there were more diarrhea notifications
in Fiji for the period 1978–1998 when temperature and rainfall were elevated. This
illustrates how passive surveillance, if carefully monitored, can suggest relationships
between climate and disease risk.

Active surveillance – disease-directed intentional gathering 
of data

Routine passive reporting systems are often supplemented by active surveillance for
new cases of a specific disease or syndrome. Diverse activities can be included under
the rubric of active surveillance, including actively seeking cases from diagnostic labo-
ratories, carrying out more complete investigations following a suspected outbreak,
or regularly promoting population screening (as for African trypanosomiasis [11], for
which active case identification and subsequent treatment are important). The type of
surveillance that is undertaken depends on the goals of the investigation, because sur-
veillance can be used to determine who became ill, the mode of transmission or exposure,
or what control measures are likely to reduce risk. Surveillance can also intensify –
moving from passive to active – when risk of an epidemic is suggested or during
efforts to locally eliminate or eradicate transmission.

Active surveillance, for example, played an important role in the eradication of
smallpox. The approach involved surveillance and “containment”; it combined mass
vaccination, active case finding, the media and key informants, house-to-house visits,
isolation of infected people, and intensified vaccination of the population immediately
surrounding affected individuals. In about a decade, smallpox incidence decreased
from �10–15 million cases per year in 1967 to none. The last naturally occurring 
case of smallpox was recognized on October 26, 1977. Active surveillance was crucial
to the success of this effort.

Similarly, the polio eradication program currently involves active surveillance for
cases of acute flaccid paralysis coupled with laboratory testing of specimens. In addi-
tion, routine immunization and special days for mass national immunization take
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place where low-level transmission persists. As a result, polio had been eliminated
from the Western hemisphere by the early 1990s, and remains greatly reduced in both
Africa and Asia. Nevertheless, it is reappearing in places where it was thought to have
been locally removed, thus requiring continuation of surveillance programs. Active
and passive surveillance will be critical to successful global eradication of polio.

Civil registration – birth and death surveillance

Civil registration systems represent another important source of information on births
and deaths that may be critical to understanding disease patterns. Relatively complete
vital registration systems of births and deaths are available from most developed
countries, and many Latin American, Caribbean, and Asia countries. Sample registra-
tion systems, with information for a representative subset of the population, are avail-
able for some countries – for example, India and China. However, such data are largely
incomplete for many countries in Africa. Medical certification of cause of death is an
important component of many civil registration systems. The International Classifica-
tion of Diseases (ICD) provides international standard definitions for causes of death
used in certification systems. The fact that this standard is used at a global scale means
that the data collected on cause of death are comparable across countries. In many
developing countries, however, death certificate data are weak or lacking, partly because
deaths commonly take place at home without the assistance or knowledge of the
health services. Therefore, such data may be limited, unavailable, or even inaccurate
in many developing countries. Despite these problems, in developing countries, cause-
of-death data, compared over long time periods, are an important source of surveil-
lance data that can be linked to climate data, but only if the data are accurate and
unbiased. For some diseases, this seems approximately correct, making data on cause-
specific death rates an important surveillance tool for understanding temporal changes
in risk factors.

Verbal autopsies

Lacking conventional evaluation of cause of death, several countries (including China,
Tanzania, and India) are experimenting with “verbal autopsies” as a useful surveillance
alternative. This involves actively gathering information during an interview with next-
of-kin of anyone who died. Such information may be augmented by other data or obser-
vations on the official medical cause of death, thereby increasing the accuracy. In most
cases, however, particularly in developing countries or rural settings, health personnel
may never see the deceased, making verbal autopsy information the only available data.
Although such data inevitably involve some misclassification, studies indicate that they
are a potentially important means of measuring mortality due to specific causes [12,13].

Sentinel surveillance

Another kind of surveillance is based on data obtained from sites, particular events,
or suspected organisms; these data are likely to provide an early indication of disease
events that could affect health in the population at large. Such sentinel surveillance
information may provide early warning of future disease risks, and can enhance
predictive and response capacities to climate variability. Various forms of sentinel
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systems provide more in-depth or timely information on health events than informa-
tion produced by passive or active systems.

Many countries have sentinel surveillance reporting systems involving selected health
care facilities that report more frequently or are asked to provide more detailed infor-
mation. These facilities can be thought of as a special subset that has agreed to excep-
tionally complete and rapid passive surveillance, sometimes focusing on particular
conditions that carry high risk. Such investment in quality and timely information
from a smaller number of sentinel facilities or practitioners can produce considerable
dividends, particularly if organized into a sentinel network. In France, a network of
general practitioners provides weekly passive surveillance information on the number
of cases of a group of diseases that they have seen. Such data have been combined with
another network of sentinel microbiological laboratories, for example, to provide
information on circulating strains of influenza virus since the late 1940s. These surveil-
lance data are then used as a basis for deciding on the composition of the influenza
vaccine to be manufactured for the next influenza season. Another innovative use of
sentinel surveillance has involved monitoring the prevalence of HIV/AIDS among
pregnant women to estimate prevalence in the general population. (Estimates of
HIV/AIDS prevalence are largely based on unlinked anonymous testing of blood 
collected in sentinel antenatal clinics.)

Sentinel surveillance does not have to be limited to humans. Domestic animals such as
cattle, pigs, and poultry are frequently used as sentinels to detect patterns of zoonotic
diseases. For example, sentinel chickens are used to monitor the activity of certain
mosquito-transmitted viruses that are normally transmitted among birds, but may
infect people if they are bitten by these vectors. Chickens, when caged outside, serve as
a blood meal source for some mosquitoes that transmit such viruses, and the chickens
are likely to be bitten by vector mosquitoes where they are abundant. Blood samples
from such sentinel animals can be regularly tested for evidence of pathogens of concern,
hence anticipating and perhaps averting a human epidemic. Australia, for example,
uses many flocks of sentinel chickens strategically positioned throughout the country
to provide early warning of Murray Valley encephalitis and Kunjin. Likewise, sentinel
chickens are being used in the United States for surveillance of eastern equine enceph-
alitis, western equine encephalitis, St. Louis encephalitis, and most recently for West
Nile infection. Sentinel animal surveillance provides important early information for
potential outbreaks, particularly of zoonotic diseases. Long-term use of sentinel sur-
veillance provides another basis for studies in climate variability for zoonotic disease
agent transmission and for early warning of periods of intense transmission that may
have resulted from unusual climatic events.

Disease registries

Information on morbidity and mortality that otherwise may not be available from death
certificates can be obtained through disease registries, which systematically gather
information on specific diseases. These registries are increasingly being used to obtain
particular risk-factor information from people diagnosed with a specific disease.
Eventually, such registries will consist of longitudinal data about individuals suffering
from particular chronic diseases or groups of individuals with certain exposures. Registry
data may be gathered from a variety of sources, including treatment records, hospital
discharge records, or laboratory records, and are particularly useful for chronic
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diseases such as cancers. Data from such registries can be used for various purposes,
including monitoring of incidence levels and trends, changes in disease characteristics,
development patterns of symptoms, treatment outcomes, and eventually research on
these and other concerns. In addition, other data on individual or group risk factors
involving possible environmental exposures, socioeconomic variables, life-style patterns,
etc., have become extremely valuable input for interpreting patterns from registry data.
Because of the resources needed to establish and maintain such region-wide registries,
many registries are restricted to developed countries. Their relevance to adaptive
capacity to climate influences remains largely unexplored, because most diseases for
which registries exist are not thought to have a strong climate signal.

Longitudinal demographic surveillance systems

Geographically defined and research-oriented field sites exist in Asia and Africa where
population dynamic events are continuously monitored, including all births, deaths, and
migration. One of the first such systems, named “Matlab”, began in Bangladesh in 1963.
In addition to demographic data, sites such as these also typically collect considerable
information on nonfatal health outcomes, because this is critical to research on a variety
of demographic, social, economic, and health related topics. Such demographic surveil-
lance sites often are used to test new interventions before introducing them to the larger
population, and typically collect high quality data over relatively long time periods (e.g.,
decades). Bias in routine data collected from health facilities and other field sites is often
minimized, because they actively collect information from all social groups, not only
people who have access to health facilities. Although these sites are often situated in rural
areas (selected partly because they are considered “typical”), the major weakness is that
sites are geographically limited and may not represent the larger population.

Sites such as these recently have been linked together into a network named
INDEPTH that has described a standardized surveillance system [13] and proposed a
standard verbal autopsy. These sites might be ideal for certain types of climate/health
related research.

Census data

Most countries periodically carry out censuses aimed at enumerating all people within
their borders. Such data provide key demographic information on population abun-
dance by age, sex, ethnic or racial group, and other characteristics that are summarized
by geographic subregions. Depending on the country, other variables such as education
and income also are documented, including some that may have relevance to health
(e.g., sources of water, presence of electricity, house construction, number of toilets).
Census data are critical to estimating disease incidence and prevalence, because they rep-
resent the denominators for these values and serve as the basis for understanding
changes in disease patterns over time and space. However, these data may be aggregated
at the local level, and the geographic scale of aggregation may change as data are sum-
marized at the district or national offices. In addition, the extent of aggregation of sum-
mary census data can be considerable, and may have changed over the years. This could
hamper analyses of how disease incidence and climate variables may covary over time.

The accuracy and completeness of census data vary considerably among countries.
Developed countries generally devote considerable resources to acquiring, verifying, and
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correcting census data. Because these countries also tend to be undergoing less demo-
graphic change (relatively lower birth, death, and migration rates), interpolation esti-
mates for years between censuses are likely to be more accurate. But many poor
countries are unable to properly or comprehensively enumerate their people, hamper-
ing long-term analyses or comparisons across regions.

Census data are increasingly available to public health workers and research scien-
tists. For example, the University of Minnesota (USA) has a major project to make
historical census microdata available to researchers via its website at http://www.
ipums.org/international. These data are coded in a harmonized way to allow compar-
isons of the data over time and space. As of May 2003, data from seven countries are
available on the website – China, Columbia, France, Kenya, Mexico, United States,
and Vietnam. For all but China, data are available for more than one historical cen-
sus, spanning between 10 and 40 years. This ease of access and comparability is not
yet available for many countries, making comparisons of disease patterns among
countries difficult.

GLOBAL NETWORKS AND NOVEL METHODS

Disease surveillance is international in nature, in part because of the desire to protect
populations from epidemics occurring elsewhere. Some epidemics are linked to trade
and commerce, immigration, or wars. The need for concerted action to prevent the
introduction and spread of diseases led to the creation of a framework for interna-
tional surveillance and response, as well as to the first intergovernmental organiza-
tions for health. For example, cholera epidemics that spread from Asia to Europe in
the early 19th century led to a series of International Sanitary Conferences, the first 
of which was held in Paris in 1851. These conferences eventually adopted in 1892 
the First International Sanitary Convention (forerunner of the current International
Health Regulations) for the control of cholera. Indeed, the cholera and yellow fever
epidemics in the Americas during this period led to the creation of the first modern
day intergovernmental health organization, the International Sanitary Bureau, fore-
runner of the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO).

Today, intergovernmental organizations play a crucial role in global disease surveil-
lance. The WHO was mandated to lead and coordinate international disease surveil-
lance. Development of global partnerships for surveillance and response represents
one of the cornerstones of a strategy for increasing global health security and enhanc-
ing epidemic response capacity. The strategy has three pillars, namely, improve pre-
paredness by strengthening national surveillance systems, contain risks from known
diseases, and respond to unexpected events by using innovative approaches of moni-
toring and verifying suspected outbreaks throughout the world. Such efforts are begin-
ning to be linked to monitoring of extreme weather, and active international surveillance
during forecasted periods of unusual climate is being undertaken.

Global outbreak alert and response network

For the past several years, WHO has been using an innovative systematic approach to
monitoring, verifying, alerting, and responding to outbreaks of international public
health concern worldwide. WHO is uniquely positioned to undertake this effort,
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because their responsibility for public health allows staff and consultants access to
member states that may not be afforded to others. Central to their effectiveness is the
Global Outbreak Alert and Response Network (GOARN), which links WHO’s mem-
ber states and over 72 networks and institutions worldwide. This interchange includes
technical expertise for monitoring and responding to outbreaks, including expertise
with dangerous pathogens. Communication about epidemics of potential inter-
national concern is coordinated at WHO headquarters, synthesizing a variety of for-
mal and informal sources, including WHO regional and country offices, WHO
collaborating centers, national institutes of public health, UN agencies, nongovern-
mental organizations, electronic discussion groups, media reports, and personal
communications. A major source of epidemic intelligence (39% of all events between
January 2001 and October 2002) comes from a multilingual software application,
Global Public Health Intelligence Network (GPHIN) (http://gphin-rmisp.hc-sc.gc.ca/
index.html), which gathers media reports from electronic news sources around the
world.

Incoming reports are screened and discussed with disease specialists and other pub-
lic health officials at daily meetings. If necessary, further verification is sought through
the WHO country or regional office, or from national authorities. A decision is made
as to whether a potential outbreak is of international concern, and which of various
actions may be recommended. These actions range from simply continuing to moni-
tor the event, to providing assistance in investigating and controlling outbreaks, to
informing others who may be affected, such as public health officials in other coun-
tries and the GOARN network, to issuing travel warnings as was done for the first
time during the recent SARS outbreak. In addition, the public is kept informed
through the WHO website (http://www.who.int/csr/sars/goarn/en/), Disease Outbreak
News, and the Weekly Epidemiological Record (WER; http://www.who.int/wer/en/)
as well as through the media. Any combination of these actions may be taken based
on the exigencies of the situation.

The GOARN network capitalizes on a number of important technological inno-
vations such as the ubiquitous coverage of events by the media, the speed with 
which media reports are made available on the internet, the capacity of modern
software to screen information, and innovative approaches of some surveillance
practices.

International health regulations

The international health regulations (IHR) provide a legal framework for sharing of
epidemiological information. They aim to “…ensure maximum security against the
international spread of disease with a minimum interference with world traffic”[15].
Not all epidemics would be controlled by restrictions in terms of travel and trade. Yet,
the potential economic consequences of epidemics may reach billions of dollars, even
if such disruption to travel and trade is unwarranted from the perspective of disease
prevention. On the other hand, some epidemics such as the recent epidemic of SARS
require the imposition of travel and trade restrictions to prevent spread, even though
these restrictions may be costly for countries involved. Global health security requires
that sensible measures be put in place to protect against the international spread of
disease, and that countries have the capacity for surveillance and response to epi-
demics, while limiting unnecessary costs to trade and travel.
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The current IHR, last revised in 1981, require that countries officially notify WHO
within 24 hours of cases and deaths from cholera, plague, and yellow fever that occur
within their borders. These regulations also define public health requirements
intended for travelers, such as vaccination certificates, as well as other measures appli-
cable to ships and aircraft, such as removing rats or insects and disinfecting at ports
of egress and entry.

The current IHR have many limitations. First they cover only three notifiable dis-
eases and do not adequately include all the possible threats of international spread of
serious disease at the beginning of the 21st century, and these three diseases do not
necessarily pose a threat to international health if they are under control. In fact, no
fixed list would have the flexibility required for a truly effective system. Second, the
IHR depend on country notification, and often countries are reluctant to notify
because they fear the economic consequences and travel restrictions that could be
applied by other countries if it became known that they had an ongoing epidemic of
cholera, plague, or yellow fever. This is a powerful disincentive for reporting, and
many countries do not comply. Third, the current IHR also lack mechanisms for col-
laboration. Finally, WHO lacks the capacity to proscribe specific measures to prevent
international spread of specific diseases.

The IHR are under revision, adapting to the needs of the 21st century. If successful,
they should become an effective surveillance tool to prevent spread of serious diseases
internationally. A number of core concepts have been proposed for this revision,
including reporting all public health emergencies of international concern (this could
be done on a confidential, provisional basis) and ensuring that countries have the
capacity to report and analyze national disease risks. Most important, WHO would
have the capacity to coordinate an international response to outbreaks of international
public health concern, and would issue recommendations when needed. Indeed, 
this would be based on a transparent process and a nonexhaustive list of protective
measures that countries could take. Such a change should enhance the role of surveillance
and reporting, and would improve global public health preparedness in response to
extremely unusual disease events. These revisions are expected to be submitted to the
Fifty-Seventh World Health Assembly in May 2005.

International electronic networks

Computers and the internet have dramatically improved the possibility of rapidly trans-
ferring and accessing detailed surveillance data. Today, numerous new initiatives have
taken advantage of the rapid transmission of detailed information, creating networks of
data collectors and data users. International partnerships for disease-specific surveil-
lance include many specialized surveillance networks of collaborators who both use and
contribute information to these networks via the internet. For example, the network of
influenza collaborating centers (Flunet) is electronically linked among participants with
a web page for data entry from each collaborating center. In this way, data are directly
sent to a central location, and become visible in the form of maps and tables as soon as
they are entered. Similar surveillance networks exist for other diseases such as rabies
(both human and animal); the Antimicrobial Resistance (AR) Infobank provides infor-
mation on anti-infective drug resistance, salmonella, etc. These networks have been
quite successful because participation of each collaborating site is automatically recog-
nized by data being included and feedback is immediate and automatic.
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Disease mapping and analysis

Modern computing power is also being used to improve surveillance through geo-
graphical information systems (GIS) and spatial statistical analyses. More and more,
countries are using simple, low-cost GIS for management and mapping of their data.
The health map program of WHO helps countries use GIS systems with standardized
indicators to enhance comparability. These computer programs allow data entry and
analysis at the local level, and can be transmitted electronically to higher levels with-
out loss of detail. Additional variables such as demographic data, location of popula-
tion concentration, spatial pattern of clean water, locations of health care facilities,
and land use patterns may become part of a surveillance plan that is included in a GIS.
When available, such data may be relevant to understanding the pattern of various
diseases, depending on their transmission pattern and other relationships.

Other kinds of surveillance data, derived from satellite images (remote sensing
data), are often included in GIS and spatial statistical analyses that contribute to dis-
ease surveillance and pattern analysis. Such data may be important in understanding
how land use, land cover, or soil moisture patterns may affect disease risk. The time-
space pattern of precipitation, for example, has been suggested as a cofactor in vari-
ous water-borne or vector-borne diseases. Such surveillance of the land, water, and
atmosphere has a major place in studies of how climate may alter risk of infectious
diseases. Indeed, satellite image data, combined with those from ground-based
sources such as meteorological stations, are critical for monitoring climate variability
and climate change. They may also be important in planning and monitoring adapta-
tions to climate change. These data are now easily incorporated into GIS platforms,
and are becoming part of the repertoire of disease pattern associations.

Networks of acute care settings

Another important contemporary surveillance method involves use of acute-care net-
works that employ innovative software for detecting known risks and unexpected
events. Theory suggests that unexpected outbreaks should be more easily detected
through aggregated data from an electronically connected network of sentinel sites.
Hospital and emergency room settings seem particularly suited to be sentinel sites
because patient populations are larger and normally consist of more concentrated
acutely ill patients. Such networks, established in recent years, have monitored major
public events, e.g., the 1999 World Trade Organization meeting in Seattle, Washington,
USA, conventions of the US Democratic and Republican parties in 2000, the baseball
World Series in 2001, and the soccer World Cup. A similar system named the Early
Warning Outbreak Recognition System (EWORS) has been used in Southeast Asia.

These systems initially report on the occurrence of sets of syndromes (classes of
symptoms consistent with various etiological agents) or unusual high frequencies of
adverse health events, before a definitive diagnosis of the causative agent or specific
disease is available. This allows for more rapid recognition of unusual or aberrant
clustering of disease in time or space. Disease syndromes are assessed on admission
and transferred to a computer-based reporting system in real time. This is obviously
more rapid that waiting for confirmed diagnoses that could take days to weeks for
verification. The computer will flag for further investigation any sudden increase in
the number of cases presenting with a syndrome (e.g., rash, respiratory symptoms,
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severe headache). Of particular importance will be devising triggering events or trends
that will be both sensitive enough to detect potentially important epidemics at the ear-
liest possible stages and specific enough to avoid overburdening the capacity for inves-
tigation. The playoff between sensitivity and specificity may be different in different
environments. These systems are relatively new; however, interest in them has
increased in recent years owing to an increased perception of the threat of a deliberate
release of biological agents.

Weather and climate surveillance

Important to our understanding of how climate may affect disease risk is the nature
of weather surveillance. Everyone is familiar with records of temperature, precipita-
tion, wind, relative humidity, and other weather data that have been recorded daily in
some locations since about 1860. Weather data have been used to characterize typical
climate patterns throughout the world. Such information serves as the basis for fore-
casts of how local conditions might change under different global warming scenarios.
Many countries with various ground and air-based sensors and databases are con-
tributing to this kind of global surveillance. These data have become part of various
national and international efforts to understand how weather changes locally, and
how local weather events are linked globally. Much of the impetus for this undertak-
ing derives from the goal of reporting on short-term (daily) variations that may affect
individual or social activities or predicting short-term (daily or weekly) events that
affect travel and commerce. Such surveillance data, when carefully analyzed, can be
used to forecast longer-term trends within certain limits of error. Thus weather sur-
veillance is crucial to understanding the importance of disease surveillance in the con-
text of weather and climate.
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11 Stratospheric ozone depletion: successful
responses to a global environmental insult

Robyn M. Lucas and Anthony J. McMichael

ABSTRACT: Ultraviolet radiation from the sun is filtered by stratospheric ozone,
such that most of the harmful UVB radiation does not reach the Earth. Excessive expo-
sure to UVB causes some skin cancers and some eye disorders, and may have effects on
the immune system. Over the last part of the 20th century, stratospheric ozone has been
depleted as a result of human activities, namely the production and consumption of
halocarbons. With the recognition of first the likelihood and then the reality of ozone
depletion, there has been a relatively rapid international response to decrease the pro-
duction and use of the causative chemicals and to find substitutes that are less destruc-
tive of stratospheric ozone. The history of the policy response to stratospheric ozone
depletion is explored, and this story is compared to the response to global climate
change. The similarities and differences between stratospheric ozone depletion and climate
change are highlighted.

1. INTRODUCTION

The role of stratospheric ozone as a filter of harmful ultraviolet radiation (UVR) is well
known. The development of ozone in the stratosphere (see Fig. 11.1) occurred originally
as a byproduct of other biogeochemical changes. Water-based plants began producing
oxygen via photosynthesis – and eventually this waste gas spilled over into the atmos-
phere. Incoming UVR from the sun chemically converted some of the oxygen in the
upper atmosphere to ozone. Oxygen in the lower atmosphere allowed the development
of aerobic organisms, and ozone in the upper atmosphere acted as a filter to provide pro-
tection from harmful UVR [2]. The scene was set for the development of land-based life.

Figure 11.1 Stratosphere and troposphere. Source: Redrawn from Ref. 1



The ozone layer in the stratosphere has functioned to limit the transmission to
Earth of harmful UVR, and land-based life has evolved within the framework of these
limited and varying levels of UVR. Throughout the past half-billion years approxi-
mately, ozone production from oxygen and its destruction by UVR have been in equi-
librium. Much of the variation in human skin pigmentation by geographic location of
traditional habitat, over the past 70,000 years since Homo sapiens radiated out of
Africa, is likely to have reflected human biological evolution in response to the latitu-
dinal variation in ambient levels of UVR [3].

UVR forms that part of the electromagnetic spectrum with wavelengths that are just
shorter than the violet component of visible light. We divide UVR into three bands,
based on wavelength, from UVA with the longest wavelength to UVC with the shortest
(see Fig. 11.2).

Of these, UVC is completely absorbed in the atmosphere and UVA penetrates to the
Earth’s surface, virtually unchanged. Around 90% of UVB is “absorbed” by stratospheric
ozone, so that only a small proportion reaches the Earth’s surface. It is, however, likely that
it is the UVB component of UVR that is most damaging to human health, and it is the level
of UVB reaching Earth’s surface that increases with decreases in stratospheric ozone.

2. REVIEW OF THE OZONE DEPLETION STORY

Concentrations of atmospheric ozone have been measured with ground-based devices
since the mid-1920s [5] (see Fig. 11.3).

Most of Earth’s ozone is found in the stratosphere (90%), with the remaining 10%
in the troposphere [6]. Stratospheric ozone is usually measured in terms of the “total
column ozone” (measured in Dobson Units, DU) [7]. The total column ozone is least
at the equator (less than 300 DU) and increases with increasing latitude, with greater
overall column amounts in the northern hemisphere high latitudes (400–450 DU in
some areas) than in the southern hemisphere high latitudes (350–375 DU in some
areas). Seasonal and interannual fluctuations in total column ozone result from wind
transport and the stratospheric circulation of ozone [7].

Ozone in the stratosphere is continually broken down and re-created. Ozone
“absorbs” UVR in the UVB band when UVB breaks an ozone molecule into an oxy-
gen molecule and an oxygen atom. This atom then combines with another oxygen
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molecule to regenerate ozone. The result of these reactions is the conversion of solar
UVB into heat energy [8].

Stratospheric ozone effectively forms a shield around the Earth, absorbing suffi-
cient UVB radiation to maintain “safe” ambient levels, consistent with the evolution-
ary development of plant and animal life.

2.1 The supersonic transport issue

In the late 1960s and early 1970s the race to develop a fleet of supersonic transport
airliners (SST) was on. Britain and France had developed the Concorde, the USSR the
TU-144. In the United States a larger and higher flying SST fleet of 800 aircraft (by
1985–1990) was planned. These aircraft would fly through the stratosphere, and fears
of damage to the stratospheric ozone layer were raised. These fears centered initially
on water vapor and then oxides of nitrogen emitted from the SST [9]. An atmospheric
physicist, James McDonald, calculated in 1970 that the projected US fleet of 800 SST
would cause a 4% decrease in stratospheric ozone. Using a more conservative figure
of a 1% decrease, McDonald calculated an increase of 5,000 to 10,000 new cases of
skin cancer a year in the United States [10]. In addition, McDonald pointed out that
increasing levels of UVB because of ozone depletion would affect not just humans but
plants and animals that may have less adaptive capacity – over too short a time for
evolution to fashion safe adaptation [10].

By the mid-1960s journal articles were appearing connecting the rising incidence of
skin cancer with increasing exposure to UVR in sunlight [11]. Increasing incidence rates
of skin cancers, documented for melanoma since 1955 [12], were probably related to
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increased sun-seeking behaviors [13] and changes in clothing conventions [12] from the
middle of the first half of the 20th century. But by the mid-1970s scientists were already
theorizing links between ozone depletion, increasing UVR, and skin neoplasms [14]. The
potential skin cancer hazard from stratospheric ozone depletion was noted in the 1975
report of the Climate Impact Assessment Program (CIAP) examining the effects of SST.

While economic factors were probably most important in the eventual cancellation
of the SST program, the issues of ozone depletion and the related dangers to public
health have been likened to “the straw that broke the camel’s back” [10].

2.2 The chlorine menace

The possibility of atmospheric chlorine as a catalyst for the destruction of stratos-
pheric ozone first received attention in 1972 by scientists working with the US
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), when it was recognized that
the rocket boosters of the proposed space shuttle would inject chlorine, in the form of
hydrochloric acid, directly into the stratosphere [15]. In 1973, Stolarski and Cicerone
concluded that chlorine compounds in the stratosphere, from sources such as the
space shuttle or naturally from volcanic eruptions, could be potent destroyers of
stratospheric ozone [cited in 15]. One year later, Molina and Rowland identified chloro-
fluorocarbons (CFCs) as sources of plentiful atmospheric chlorine and potent ozone-
depleting chemicals [16].

In the early 1920s, scientists had developed the chlorofluorocarbons as nontoxic, non-
flammable replacements for the toxic and flammable refrigerants then in use, such as
ammonia. The safety and excellent thermal properties of the CFCs meant that they rapidly
replaced ammonia as refrigerants and were further developed for use in the automotive
industry and subsequently as propellants for aerosol cans. In the United States, annual
sales of aerosol cans had risen from 5 million in 1940 to more than 500 million a decade
later, with a peak in 1973 of 2.9 billion – about half the world total [10]. Unlike refriger-
ants, CFCs in aerosols were directly and deliberately released into the atmosphere as pro-
pellants for a wide range of compounds: cosmetics, deodorants, hair sprays, waxes and
polishes, insecticides, cooking sprays, and disinfectants. In 1973, 75% of all CFC emis-
sions came from spray cans, 15% came from refrigeration and air conditioning systems,
and the remainder were associated with a variety of other uses of CFCs, including foam
blowing (to produce styrofoam cups and insulating material for buildings) [10]. CFCs
released into the lower atmosphere rise into the stratosphere over a number of years.

Molina and Rowland theorized that at the very low temperatures in the strato-
sphere, ozone would be catalytically destroyed by the action of free chlorine atoms
released from atmospheric CFCs after reaction with incoming UVR. Unlike the usual
reactions of ozone with UVR, in which there is regeneration of ozone molecules, 
this catalytic destruction would destroy ozone molecules but regenerate the active 
free chlorine radical, which would then be available to destroy further ozone mole-
cules [9,16].

In the four years following its publication, there was fierce debate between indus-
try, scientists, and politicians (with active media input) on the Molina and Rowland
theory, its relevance to health and environmental concerns, and the necessity for reg-
ulation of CFCs. For a full account, see The Ozone War [10].

In September 1976, the National Academy of Science (NAS) released its report on
the ozone layer, concluding, “It is inevitable that [fluorocarbons] released to the
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atmosphere do destroy stratospheric ozone”. In addition, “It would be imprudent to
accept increasing [fluorocarbon] use, either in the United States or worldwide” [10].
In May 1977, the US Food and Drug Administration, Environmental Protection
Agency, and Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) jointly announced a
schedule to phase out CFCs in aerosols, beginning with a ban on manufacture of such
chemicals in 1978, followed by a ban on the use of existing supplies and in 1979 the
banning of interstate shipments [10]. Notably, the American public had already taken
action and voluntarily reduced their use of aerosol cans; sales dropped by 50% even
before the legal bans were enforced [17].
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1892 First production of CFCs in Belgium.
1928 Discovery in US that CFCs are a stable, non-toxic and effective refrigerant (CFC-11, CFC, 12).
1960s Papers appear in the public health literature pointing out probable links between sunlight and skin cancer
1971 Scientists hypothesize that nitrogen oxides from supersonic aircraft may reduce stratospheric ozone.
1974 Lovelock discovers presence of CFCs in the atmosphere. Molina and Rowland propose a theory of
 depletion of stratospheric ozone by atmospheric chlorine released from chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs).
1975 National Academy of Sciences (US) and United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) launch research
 into causes of stratospheric ozone depletion. A US federal task force concludes that CFC use may have to
 be restricted.
1977 Coordinating Committee on the Ozone Layer established by UNEP. US Government announces its
 intention to phase out most CFC use as aerosol propellants.
1978 CFCs in domestic aerosol products banned in United States.
1979 Canada, Sweden, Norway and Denmark ban use of CFCs in aerosols; West Germany agrees to a one-
 third reduction in CFC use in aerosols.
1980 EEC requires member nations not to increase CFC production and to reduce CFC use in aerosols from
 1976 levels.
1981 UNEP working group begins to elaborate a framework convention for the protection of the ozone layer.
1985 March: 28 countries adopt Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer.
 May: Discovery of Antarctic loss of stratospheric ozone.
1987 46 countries adopt the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer.
1988 Ozone Trends Panel concludes that CFCs are responsible for the Antarctic ozone hole.
1989 Montreal Protocol enters into force.
1990 London Amendments to the Montreal Protocol.
1991 World Meteorological Organization “On the whole, the 1991-92 winter can be classified among those
 with the most negative deviation of systematic ozone observations, which started in the mid-1950s.” [19]
1992 Copenhagen Amendments to the Montreal Protocol.
1994 Total phase-out of halons in developed countries.
1995 Vienna Accord. 
1996 Total phase-out of CFCs, carbon tetrachloride and methyl chloroform in developed countries, and of
 hydrobromofluorocarbons (HBFCs) in all countries.
1997 Montreal Adjustments.
1999 Beijing Adjustments.
2000 Largest Antarctic ozone hole on record.
2001 Adoption of a $573 million funding package to halve the consumption and production of CFCs in
 developing countries by 2005.
2002 Total phase-out of bromochloromethane in developed and developing countries. Ozone hole smaller than
 2000 and 2001 (related to weather patterns and may not reflect recovery of the ozone layer). Declining
 levels of atmospheric chlorine.
2005 Total phase-out of methyl bromide in developed countries.
2010 Total phase-out of CFCs, halons and carbon tetrachloride in developing countries.
2015 Total phase-out of methyl chloroform and methyl bromide in developing countries.
2030 Total phase-out of HCFCs in developed countries.

Figure 11.4 Timeline of developments in the story of stratospheric ozone depletion. Source:
Adapted from Ref. 6



At this stage there was no evidence for a sustained decrease in levels of stratospheric
ozone – public and political action was taken on the basis of scientific theory. By 
limiting the use of CFCs in aerosols, legislation targeted the main immediate source of
atmospheric CFCs. Refrigerants were seen as being more essential, with fewer alter-
natives available than the “wasteful luxuries” of aerosols [10].

Global policies on CFC use were slow to change, but in 1977, the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) established the Coordinating Committee on the
Ozone Layer [18] and adopted the World Plan of Action on the Ozone Layer. In the
early 1980s, the European Economic Community (EEC) proposed that there should
be a voluntary cut in the usage of CFCs and some Scandinavian countries joined
Canada and the United States in banning CFCs as propellants for nonessential
aerosols. Between 1981 and 1983, UNEP worked with Scandinavian countries to draft
a global convention to decrease production and use of CFCs [18]. Two years later, in
March 1985, the Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer was
signed by 20 nations and the EEC, to declare the intention of cutting the use of CFCs
and providing a framework for international research and monitoring (see Fig. 11.4).

Surprisingly, it was not until May 1985, two months after the signing of the Vienna
Convention, that the first reports of measurable ozone loss were made by British 
scientists working in the Antarctic [20]. Global action had been taken, and the Vienna
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Figure 11.5 Summary of phase out schedule for halocarbons under the Montreal Protocol
and Amendments



Convention signed, on the basis that it was theoretically likely that CFCs could cause
depletion of stratospheric ozone. Indeed, this action had been taken two months
before the first concrete evidence of changes in the ozone layer was released!

In 1987, 36 nations signed the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the
Ozone Layer to limit the production of ozone-depleting chemicals, with an aim to halve
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Table 11.1 Atmospheric lifetime (years) and ozone-depleting potential of selected
halocarbons

Compound Relative ozone-depleting potentiala Atmospheric lifetime (years)b

CFC-11 1.0 50
CFC-2 1.0 108
CFC-113 0.8 88
CFC-114 1.0 180
CFC-115 0.6 385
HCFC 22 0.055 13
HCFC-123 0.016 1.4
HFC-134a 0 18

Notes
a From the Montreal Protocol.
b From Ref. 21.
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CFC emissions by 2000 [9]. The Montreal Protocol was amended in 1990 (London)
and in 1992 (Copenhagen) to accelerate the phaseout schedules for CFCs, halons, and
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs). Further adjustments to phase out the production
of other ozone-depleting substances such as methyl bromide were recommended in
the Vienna Accord of 1995 and the Montreal Adjustments of 1997. In 1999, the
Beijing Adjustments recommended the phaseout of production of HCFCs by devel-
oped countries by 2020 and by developing countries by 2040 [21]. A summary of the
phaseout schedule is shown in Fig. 11.5.

CFCs have extremely long atmospheric lifetimes (see Table 11.1). This means that
even with the relatively prompt international response to limit CFC production and con-
sumption, we would expect to see increasing accumulation of atmospheric CFCs and
destruction of stratospheric ozone for a number of years (see Fig. 11.6). Levels of atmos-
pheric CFCs (as measured at Cape Grim, Tasmania) increased from 1976 until 2000
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Mean Summer Ozone and Estimated UV Index
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(approximately 5% per year), but since 2000 a slow decline (1% per year) has been
observed [23]. The ozone hole over Antarctica in 2000 was the largest (in area) ever
recorded (30 million km2), and was of similar size in 2001 (26.5 million km2). The 2002
ozone hole was smaller (similar to 1988); it split into two parts and disappeared earlier
than usual, by late October. However, this smaller ozone hole probably reflected plane-
tary weather systems rather than lower atmospheric chlorine levels [24]. Larger ozone
holes were seen again in 2003 and 2004. Ozone recovery from stratospheric CFCs will
not occur until there have been substantial reductions in atmospheric CFC levels [23].

3. HEALTH RISKS AND BURDENS OF UVR EXPOSURE

3.1 Introduction

When considering the health effects of stratospheric ozone depletion, we are primarily
concerned with effects of increased exposure to UVR in the UVB range. UVA passes
through the atmosphere and is not absorbed by stratospheric ozone. It penetrates the
skin more deeply than UVB, but it appears that it is radiation in the UVB range that is
absorbed by DNA. Subsequent damage to DNA appears to be a key factor in the ini-
tiation of the carcinogenic process in skin [25,26]. UVA may play an important role
in photoaging of the skin [27], and there is some evidence that it plays a role in the 
causation of malignant melanoma [28].

UVB penetrates only superficially into the body, so the direct health effects are on
exposed surfaces – the eyes and skin. However, exposure to UVB also has beneficial sys-
temic effects in the production of vitamin D by human skin and thus the prevention of
rickets and osteomalacia [29]. There is some evidence that UVR exposure, either directly
or through enhanced levels of vitamin D, may have beneficial effects: on the immune
system both locally and systemically (promoting self-tolerance and thus decreasing the
risk of a number of autoimmune disorders); on the cardiovascular system; decreasing
the risk of mortality from various cancers, e.g. breast, prostate and colon [1]. The fol-
lowing discussion, however, concentrates on the deleterious effects of excess exposure to
UVB as the side effect of ozone depletion caused by the human production of ozone-
depleting substances.

It is important to note that the possible individual dose of UVR exposure is determined
by the ambient level of UVR. Season, latitude, and the level of stratospheric ozone in
turn determine this ambient level. In addition, human skin pigmentation differs, such
that deeply pigmented skin has a natural sun protection factor (SPF) of 13.4 [30]. For
any level of UVR exposure, the biologically damaging effect will be much greater on
fair skin than on more deeply pigmented skin. Actual individual UVR exposure is then
determined by individual differences in exposure habits.

Associations between UVR exposure and human health are difficult to study.
Epidemiological studies examining links between UVR and diseases such as skin can-
cer and eye disease – typically diseases of mid- to late adulthood – rely on recalled pat-
terns and amounts of sun exposure, including sunburns and hours in the sun over a
lifetime. Most health effects of UVR exposure occur after chronic exposure over many
years, while others may be set in train after some critical exposure in early life [31,32].
Ideally, prospective studies could be carried out on individuals wearing personal UVR
monitors for several decades to clarify the complex dose-response relationships and
patterns of exposure.
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3.2 Effects on the eyes

The eye is the only part of the human body not shielded from harmful UVB radiation by
the protective layer of the skin. The vulnerability of the eye to environmental hazards
is the price we pay for being able to see. Each part of the eye may be affected by UVR.

3.2.1 Cornea and conjunctiva

The cornea and conjunctiva can be affected by acute, high dose UVB exposure, resulting
in acute inflammation of these surfaces (photokeratitis and photoconjunctivitis), as well
as by chronic exposure, which may be associated with a fleshy, wing-shaped growth
on the surface of the eye (a pterygium). Acute exposure to intense direct or reflected
solar radiation for as little as 30 seconds may cause photokeratitis, commonly seen as
snow blindness or temporary blindness associated with exposure to welders’ arcs
[33]. Experimental work indicates that this damage is primarily caused by UVB [34].
UVR exposure has been implicated in the causation of pterygium for many years [35].
Recent studies have confirmed that sun exposure (with wavelengths in the UVB range
probably being most important) accounts for almost half of the avoidable risk for
pterygium development [36].

In addition to pterygium, there is mounting evidence that squamous cells of the cornea
and conjunctiva can undergo malignant change in response to chronic UVR exposure.

3.2.2 The lens

There is compelling epidemiological and biological evidence of a causal relationship
between certain types of “senile” cataract and UVR exposure, with exposure to UVB
being of prime importance [37]. Cataracts occur mainly in older age groups, causing
various levels of visual impairment up to complete blindness. They are extremely com-
mon and may be associated with an increased risk of mortality in developed as well as
developing countries [38,39].

3.2.3 Retina

Under normal circumstances, the anterior parts of the eye and the vitreous humour 
filter out most UVB radiation. However, a retinal “sunburn” can occur if the sun is
viewed directly. Also known as phototoxic retinopathy or eclipse retinopathy, solar
retinopathy is well recognized as a cause of acute vision loss.

3.3 Effects on the skin

Because it is directly exposed, skin is the organ most susceptible to UVR. The main
action of UVB appears to be through absorption by, and subsequent damage to, cel-
lular DNA. Exposure of skin to UVR causes both acute and chronic skin disorders.

Sunburn is the immediate result of overexposure of the skin to sunlight, and UVB is
three to four times as effective as UVA in causing erythema in humans [40]. Sunburn
is extremely common, even in high latitude countries: according to a recent paper
from Sweden, 55% of the study population, aged 13–50 years, reported sunburn in
the previous 12 months [41].
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Chronic exposure to UVR is implicated in the causation of cutaneous malignant
melanoma (CMM), basal cell carcinoma (BCC), and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC)
of the skin [25]. These diseases generally are most common in regions where pale-
skinned populations are exposed to high levels of UVR, such as that observed at lower
latitudes [32]. Lesions of BCC and SCC are found on those areas of the skin that are
usually exposed to the sun, and epidemiological studies confirm an increased risk of
each of these diseases with a history of sun exposure, although the importance of spe-
cific patterns of sun exposure varies for each disease [42].

3.4 Immune system effects

In addition to effects on DNA, other molecules, or chromophores, in the skin absorb
UVB radiation. UVR-induced changes in some of these chromophores lead to changes
in both the local and systemic immune systems [43]. UVB exposure appears to
dampen the activity of T helper 1 lymphocytes (TH1), which are important in the
body’s reaction to simple chemicals, to intracellular infections such as those caused by
viruses, and to tumor growth [1].

Locally, an important effect of UVB exposure is that immune responses to abnor-
mal cells are turned off, which in turn allows the development of skin cancers [43].
Systemically, UVR exposure may be involved in turning off the immune response to
“self” – a lack of UVR exposure may thus be associated with the development of
autoimmune disorders such as multiple sclerosis (MS), type 1 diabetes, and rheuma-
toid arthritis [44].

There is a well-known association between incidence of MS and latitude, with increas-
ing incidence at higher latitudes (lower ambient UVR) [45]. Epidemiological evidence
is accumulating of a link between low sun exposure and increased risk of MS [46,47].

There is a wide variation in the incidence of type 1 diabetes across Europe that is
not explainable in terms of climate, temperature, or genetics [48]. UVB exposure is
necessary for the synthesis of vitamin D precursors in the skin, and there is some 
evidence that lack of UVB exposure may explain seasonal and geographic variation in
the incidence of type 1 diabetes, either through effects on vitamin D levels or through
a direct dampening down effect of UVB on the immune system [49].

Hypothetically, UVR-induced immunosuppression may increase susceptibility to a
range of infections [50] and decrease the immune response to vaccination. Such effects
could have profound implications on patterns of infectious disease, particularly in
countries with high UVR exposure. A recent review of the evidence indicates that
while there are effects of UVR exposure on response to vaccination, there is no current
evidence that these are of clinical significance in humans [51]. Immune suppression is
a known risk factor for non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and it has been hypothesized that
increasing UVR exposure may account for the rising incidence of this disease [52].

4. THE SHAPING OF PUBLIC HEALTH POLICY

By the mid-1960s there was already scientific and public awareness of an association
between skin cancer and UVR [10,11]. In 1970, SSTs were linked with stratospheric
ozone depletion [10]. Theoretical risks of increased harmful UVB exposure due to
stratospheric ozone depletion were recognized well before such an increase in UVB could
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be demonstrated [53,54]. The first national and international responses to stratos-
pheric ozone depletion, with the banning of CFC use in domestic aerosols in the United
States, Canada, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark, and the subsequent signing of the
Vienna Convention occurred in response to this theoretical risk [6].

It is remarkable and unprecedented that a global agreement could be made on the
basis of scientific theory before physical proof of the problem. Though much of the
early research was undertaken in the United States as a spinoff of the SST program, it
was soon obvious that this was a global problem and would require an international
response [9]. Although the SST program had been cancelled in the United States, other
countries were continuing with their SST programs, with the likelihood that such pro-
grams would have effects on stratospheric ozone.

While there was increasing scientific support for the theory of ozone depletion
caused by CFCs [6], the public health message that depletion of stratospheric ozone
could cause an increased risk of skin cancers personalized the problem and mobilized
the public [9]. Skin cancer was relatively common, and “cancer” carries strong emo-
tional overtones. This was not some theoretical problem to be debated by politicians,
but the concern of the ordinary person – the use of nonessential products such as
aerosol sprays could pose a threat to health. And this was not only a threat to health,
but also a threat from an exposure that was invisible, largely unavoidable, a hazard to
future generations, and possibly globally catastrophic.

When the depletion of ozone over Antarctica was discovered in 1985, the theoreti-
cal risks became real. The ozone hole could be detected by satellite and pictures could
be widely displayed. It was dramatic and measurable, and it confirmed the dire pre-
dictions made by scientists more than 10 years earlier.

Under the Montreal Protocol and its subsequent amendments, CFC production and
use has not continued to increase. In 1996, Slaper and colleagues estimated the increase
in skin cancer incidence under the various CFC restriction protocols [55]. Under a “no
restrictions” scenario, there would be up to a quadrupling of skin cancer incidence by
2,100 – 6,530 excess cases per million per year in the United States. Under the restrictions
of the Montreal Protocol, the increase would be up to a doubling – 1,958 excess cases per
million per year in the United States. Under the tighter restrictions of the Copenhagen
Amendments, with the production of 21 ozone-depleting chemicals reduced to zero
by the end of 1995, there would be an ozone minimum around 2000 and a peak rel-
ative increase of around 10% in the incidence of skin cancer 60 years later [55].

In addition to engaging public support to promote policies aimed at reducing emis-
sions of CFCs, public health messages addressed measures to adapt to and ameliorate
the effects of increasing exposure to UVR due mainly to behavioral practices but
likely to worsen with ozone depletion. Reports of the development of sunscreens first
appeared in the literature in 1968 [56], and an active industry has increased their effi-
cacy, duration of action, and acceptability over the last 30 years. It is difficult to dis-
tinguish to what degree public health initiatives were prompted by concerns generated
by behavioral increases in UVR exposure rather than fears of the effects of ozone
depletion.

Health promotion has focused on highlighting the dangers of sun exposure, partic-
ularly to the young. Efforts have been made to try to change the common perception
that a tanned look is synonymous with a healthy look. Wearing hats and sunglasses
and protecting the skin with clothing have been promoted as simple and unobtrusive
ways of protecting oneself from harmful ultraviolet rays [57].
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The following case studies outline the different responses to the threat of ozone
depletion in the United States, Europe, and Australia.

4.1 United States (based on Ref. 10)

The increased risk of skin cancer subsequent to stratospheric ozone depletion first
made headlines in 1971 during the debate on the environmental costs of the SST.
Harold Johnston’s calculations that 500 SSTs flying for 7 hours a day would deplete
half the world’s ozone layer in less than a year were reported in the New York Times
on May 17, 1971.

The public furor in regard to the ozone layer did not really begin until late 1974,
when the Associated Press asked, “Is the homely aerosol spray can and its charge of
propellant gas sowing the seeds of doomsday, threatening to destroy earth’s ozone
shield and bake the planet barren with solar radiation?”

By the end of 1974 and early in 1975 there was considerable media coverage of the
aerosol/ozone issue, with dire prophecies as an inevitable result of inaction. New
Times magazine reported, “Aerosols have probably doomed more people than were
killed by the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima”; “Farmers would have to plow
what fields survived at night”, and (confusing ultraviolet with infrared radiation)
“Glaciers thousands of feet thick, leveled cities across Europe and North America”.
The Philadelphia Inquirer suggested, “The world will end – not with a bang, not with
a whimper, but with a quiet pfft … . The earth may already have committed partial
suicide or at least self-mutilation”.

Opinion polls in early 1975 suggested that a significant number of people (29%)
not only were aware of the threat of ozone loss with consequent damage to health or
the environment but also were using aerosols less.

By 1977, the EPA, FDA, and CPSC were sufficiently concerned about the spraycan
threat to the ozone layer and human health to introduce bans on the manufacture and
use of nonessential domestic aerosols.

In 1987, the American Public Health Association (APHA) developed a policy state-
ment on “Depletion of the Stratospheric Ozone Layer” [58]. In this policy statement
(formulated before the Montreal Protocol) it was noted that only the United States,
Canada, and some Scandinavian countries had banned the use of CFCs for nonessen-
tial aerosols. Despite this and because of increasing use of CFC-11 and CFC-12 in
other applications (air conditioning, refrigeration, foam rubber, insulating board and
packaging materials), by 1987 demand for these CFCs had nearly reached pre-ban
levels. The APHA supported a global ban on CFCs in aerosols and a phasing out of
CFCs in other applications within 10 years both nationally and globally, and also sup-
ported research for environmentally safe alternatives. In 1990, a further policy state-
ment also recommended public education on adverse health impacts related to ozone
depletion and increased levels of UVR [59].

In 1998, after 2 years of development, the EPA launched the SunWise School
Program, providing education on protection from UVR to schools. This is a partner-
ship program with schools, aiming to raise community awareness of stratospheric
ozone depletion, UV radiation, and sun protection [60]. In 2002 5,000 schools were
registered for the program, from all 50 states. In addition, the UV Index is forecast
daily in 58 cities across the United States to provide information allowing appropriate
sun-exposure decisions for the informed public [60].
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4.2 Europe

In 1973–1974, Western Europe and the United States were each responsible for about
half of the worldwide production of CFC-11 and CFC-12, but Europeans seem to
have been more skeptical about the threat CFCs posed to the ozone layer.

In April 1976 the British Department of the Environment Report stated, “Limited
mathematical models suggest maximum (ozone) depletion in about 100 years. There
are, however, many uncertainties concerning the mechanisms for destruction in the
troposphere and in the theoretical predictions of stratospheric effects” [61]. Scientists
in the United States also searched for tropospheric sinks for atmospheric ozone, but
the National Academy of Science (NAS) report released in September 1976 concluded,
“It is inevitable that [fluorocarbons] released to the atmosphere do destroy stratos-
pheric ozone”. Despite careful analysis scientists could find no evidence of tropospheric
sinks to contain CFCs and prevent their migration to the stratosphere [10]. The NAS
report specifically cited the increased risk of skin cancer from increased ambient UVR
due to ozone depletion.

British scientists seemed more critical of the evidence for such a link. Specifically,
there was concern that no changes in the ozone layer had been noted that could be
blamed on atmospheric CFCs. There is considerable variability in the ozone column
from day to day, seasonally, and annually – but although stratospheric ozone was
being regularly measured (since 1926 in Switzerland), there had been no convincing
evidence of a downward trend [61].

In addition, even if there really were a decrease in ozone and an increase in UVR,
this needed to be discussed in the context of already rising rates of skin cancer due to
changes in behavior. At a conference on CFCs in the stratosphere in 1978, it was
noted [61] that:

predictions of 15% steady-state ozone depletion would imply, at worst, about 
a 30% increase in skin cancers. This should be looked at against the background
of much larger increases over the past 30 years in some places and in some com-
munities. One looks for the possible reasons why this should have been the case,
particularly among white communities in North America and to some extent in
Europe, including the British Isles. In this last case the Clean Air Acts have prob-
ably contributed more than any likely ozone depletion would. It is known that
there has been a great increase in sunbathing, and that the personal habits of 
people must be involved because the increase in skin cancers is far greater in 
New York than in Colorado, although the amount of ultra-violet in Colorado is
much greater because of the higher altitude and the cleaner air.

Of reactions in Europe, it was stated that “the continental European industry ... does not
share the opinions which have led the United States Authorities to what is considered, in
Europe, as premature and hasty regulatory action” [61]. Industry focused on the many
contradictions in the 1977 NAS report and highlighted the new Climate Impact Assess-
ment Program report of 1977 that disproved ozone depletion by the SST program [9].

In 1978, global ozone was noted to be still increasing and the Royal Society (UK)
reported that a further 4 years of research was necessary at virtually no risk. In 1979,
CO2 in the stratosphere was implicated in causing increases in stratospheric ozone for
at least 17 years [61].
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4.3 Australia/New Zealand

In 1966, studies in Queensland indicated a high rate of skin cancers, particularly of
the nonmelanoma type. Skin cancers of all types were most common in those with
Scots or Irish ancestry and least common in those with Asian, South American, or
Australian Aboriginal ancestry. This high incidence of skin cancers was unrelated to
ozone depletion; rather it was a result of a mismatch between skin type and ambient
UVR as well as a preference for increased personal sun exposure, a tan, and a warm
climate encouraging minimal clothing [61].

In Australia, the “slip, slop, slap” campaign was launched in 1981 – slip on a shirt,
slop on some sunscreen, slap on a hat – aimed at reducing sun exposure [62]. Since the
mid-1970s, public health workers in Australia have worked on education programs to
discourage excessive sun exposure and encourage sun protective measures – not
because of depletion of the ozone layer, but because of the high levels of ambient UVR
observed in Australia, a country of clear skies and relatively low latitude.

In 1990, the Public Health Association of Australia (PHAA) released a statement on
stratospheric ozone depletion, recognizing the hazards to Australians of the combina-
tion of naturally high incident UVR and proximity to Antarctic ozone depletion [63].
Schools have a “no hat, no play” policy – not only for summer but also for spring, when
the ozone hole is generally largest [64]. The PHAA advocates increased research,
intervention programs to reduce human UV exposure, and continued national and
international efforts to phase out ozone-depleting substances.

Despite these programs, the latest National Secondary School Students Sun Protection
Survey (1999) in Australia showed that 80% of students had been sunburnt at least
once in the previous summer (up from 72% in 1996 and 68% in 1993) [65].

Perhaps what public health has failed to realize is that some sun exposure is essen-
tial to harness the beneficial effects of UVR exposure for vitamin D production and
possibly directly for the immune system. Coupled with a lifestyle in which many
young people spend little time outdoors, strict sun avoidance could cause a rise in
rickets, osteomalacia, and osteoporosis [66]. Unlikely as this may seem, even in a
sunny country like Australia there is a moderately high prevalence of vitamin D insuf-
ficiency within the normal population; 23.4% of an adult population sample in
Queensland, Australia in 1997–1998 had vitamin D insufficiency [67].

Health concerns contributed to efforts to restrict the production and consumption 
of CFCs and related compounds to try to limit damage to the ozone layer. Meanwhile 
public health bodies have sought to educate the public to ways in which they can
adapt to living in an environment where UVB may be increased and create a hazard
to health.

5. HOW IS THE OZONE STORY DIFFERENT FROM THE
CLIMATE CHANGE STORY?

Climate change and stratospheric ozone depletion, each representing a form of global
environmental change caused by human activity, are essentially different processes. In
simple terms, the greenhouse gases that cause climate change (primarily carbon diox-
ide, methane, nitrous oxide) are produced as the result of human activities – the burn-
ing of fossil fuels, agricultural practices, and the destruction of forests – on a scale not
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previously encountered in history. As these gases accumulate in the troposphere,
beneath the stratosphere, they accentuate the natural greenhouse effect and are pre-
dicted to cause global climate change with consequent warming and changes in rain-
fall, natural disasters, and sea level.

Climate change is a result of traditional individual lifestyle practices modernized
and applied to a vastly increased global population. Humans have always used fires
for warmth and cooking. The modern version of this is the burning of fossil fuels, not
just for individual warmth but also to provide electricity on a large scale to make life
more comfortable. For example, electricity and heat production accounted for 32.7%
of the total greenhouse gas emissions in Australia in 2000 [68].

Humans are accustomed to convenient mobility, in former times perhaps by horse,
but with a freedom to go where and when travel is desired. In the 20th century the
motorcar replaced the horse, but we still wanted to retain our individual mobility –
road transportation accounted for 12.9% of the total greenhouse gas emissions in
Australia in 2000 [68].

Humans have long farmed animals and grown crops – but with an increasing global
population and the consequent food requirements, this is now on a greater scale than
ever before. Emissions from agriculture, principally methane from enteric fermentation
by livestock and nitrogen oxide from the cultivation of agricultural soils, accounted
for 18.4% of greenhouse gas emissions for Australia in 2000 [68].

Despite the basic separateness of process, there are several links between climate
change and stratospheric ozone depletion:

● CFCs are also greenhouse gases.
● Rising global temperatures may increase human behaviors typically associated

with warm weather – reducing clothing and enjoying the outdoors, thus increas-
ing UVR exposure [69].

● There may be an increased incidence of UVR-induced skin cancers as increased
temperatures cause acceleration of tumor genesis [70].

● Pollution of the lower atmosphere may cause a decrease in ground level UVR due
to filtering by tropospheric ozone [71].

● Warming of the troposphere due to greenhouse gas accumulation may cause stratos-
pheric cooling and delay recovery of the stratospheric ozone layer by a decade or
more [72,73].

● Climate change may affect cloud cover and cloud optical thickness, which would
in turn affect ground-level ambient UVR [73].

Notwithstanding these interconnections, there are eight types of differences between
the stratospheric ozone depletion and climate change stories.

5.1 History of emissions

The history of the practices that are now causing global climate change is different
from the processes that have caused stratospheric ozone depletion. While both strato-
spheric ozone depletion and climate change are the result of human activities, strato-
spheric ozone depletion is due to a relatively more acute exposure (CFCs) and is being
addressed by a rapid and progressive management strategy. In contrast, climate
change is a more chronic environmental stressor with slower onset and less dramatic
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effects, and strategies to address the problem are controversial and difficult to implement.
Ozone-depleting substances were introduced in the late 1920s, while climate change
represents the gradual outstripping of the Earth’s ability to cope with the increased
greenhouse gases produced as a result of human activities over several centuries [74].
In the past there has been a balance between the quantity of greenhouse gases emitted
and the amount that can be absorbed by natural sinks in terrestrial vegetation and the
oceans. But in the last few hundred years the burning of fossil fuels for energy,
increases in emissions from industry and agriculture for an increased population, cou-
pled with deforestation, have meant that emissions now exceed the capacity of the
natural system to maintain balance [74].

5.2 Individual behaviors and benefits

A significant portion of greenhouse gas emissions is caused by the behavior and per-
ceived “needs” of individuals (road transport, energy industries); reduction of emis-
sions therefore requires behavioral change by individuals (both in the modes of
preferred transport and perceived needs from energy industries), perhaps without
obvious individual benefits but with increased costs. For stratospheric ozone deple-
tion, the deleterious effects affect individuals, but profit-making industries developed
and promoted the causative chemicals. Health is a precious commodity to individuals,
and the deleterious effects of UVR (and the likelihood that stratospheric ozone deple-
tion would cause increased UVR) on individual lifestyles and health are a clear and
powerful stimulus to demand action. By contrast, dealing with the problems of cli-
mate change will require behavioral changes by individuals, constraining individual
lifestyle freedom to avoid nebulous outcomes, many of which could be adapted to by
the use of technology, e.g., air conditioning. Repairing the damage to the ozone layer
has not required significant lifestyle changes by individuals; rather the brunt of change
has been borne by industry in the development of adequate substitutes. This is unlikely
to be the case with climate change.

5.3 Measures of process and impact

In examining the problem of stratospheric ozone depletion, we developed tools 
to measure directly the effects. Satellite monitoring and ground level monitoring of
total ozone can be combined with various other geographic and atmospheric param-
eters (surface albedo, altitude, date and time, surface pressure, atmospheric tempera-
ture) to forecast levels of UVR. This UV Index is reported daily to the public in several
countries [57,75], providing information to guide personal sun exposure behavior.
That is, we can directly, simply, measure and communicate the effect of stratospheric
ozone depletion and the likely hazard potential. In addition, skin erythema and sun-
burn are immediate, clear-cut effects of too much UVB. For climate change we can
measure the causes, atmospheric pollution, levels of greenhouse gases, etc., but 
the effects remain much more difficult to quantify. Consequences of global climate
change are projected impacts over future years, and there is little agreement about the
exact nature and time course of these effects. This is especially true when one asks
how a local region will be affected. It may be more difficult to “see” the hazard poten-
tial of a theoretical 1–2°C rise in temperature than to appreciate the satellite pictures
of an increasingly large ozone hole.
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5.4 Specificity, certainty, and commitment

There is an impression that there is more “give”, more procrastination, in the global
environmental response to greenhouse gas emissions than in the response of stratos-
pheric ozone to CFCs. The problem of stratospheric ozone depletion is vivid – one can
imagine or portray chlorine atoms in the stratosphere vigorously destroying ozone.
Although initial action on ozone depletion was taken before physical evidence, since
1985 satellite pictures have shown an enlarging ozone hole over both the Arctic and
the Antarctic. Ozone depletion is a “here and now” problem that requires an urgent
solution. There is – rightly or wrongly – a much lesser degree of urgency sensed in regard
to global climate change. Some regions will get a little warmer, some a little colder,
some a little wetter, some a little drier. The IPCC [74] concluded that the globally aver-
aged surface temperatures increased by 0.6 
 0.2°C over the 20th century and glob-
ally averaged sea level is projected to rise 0.09 to 0.88 m by 2100. Changes have
already been happening for at least a century, and while the chemical composition of
the global atmosphere has undergone marked changes in the last 100 years [74], there
have been no dramatic or visible changes in global climate in that time. It is only on
examination of past trends in climatic variables and the accelerating changes forecast
for the future that climate change becomes an evident problem.

5.5 Categories of health impact

From a health perspective, the biological and health hazards posed to human popula-
tions by increased UVR exposure are easier to specify and understand than are those
known or thought to be due to the more complex and environmentally diverse processes
of climate change. A flow diagram of the effects on health of excess CFCs and thus
stratospheric ozone depletion would be quite simple (see Fig. 11.7), while the flow
diagram of the effects of greenhouse gas emissions on health is much less well-defined
and more wide ranging (see Fig. 11.8).

When theories of stratospheric ozone depletion were being elaborated, there was
already concern about rising rates of skin cancer and investigations were beginning
into other possible effects on the immune system and the eye [76,77]. Effects on health
from UVR exposure were already being seen. Such effects were very concrete, com-
mon, and perceived as being specific to UVR exposure; i.e. although other exposures
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can cause skin cancers, these diseases are commonly viewed as being UVR-specific. The
potential health effects of climate change, on the other hand are less clear-cut – there
may, for example, be a greater likelihood of malaria in previously malaria-free
regions, there may be more heat-related deaths (in some areas, and less in others), and
there may be an increase in the toll of death, injury, and disease due to natural disasters
such as droughts and flooding. But these effects are not specific to climate change –
changes in their incidence will be relatively subtle and easily overlooked unless trends
over long periods of time are examined.

5.6 Political considerations

From an economic perspective, the greatest risks of skin cancer were in fair-skinned
populations living in temperate zones (mid- to high latitudes). These populations also
happen to comprise most of the world’s developed, rich, and powerful nations. They
were a strong voice to force change. The developing nations were less likely to pro-
duce or use CFCs and thus were smaller contributors to the problem. The interna-
tional agreements on ozone-depleting substances allowed developing nations to delay
the phase out of the use of ozone-depleting substances beyond that of industrialized
countries, but with an agreed schedule and recognition of the need for economic sup-
port to enable compliance. By contrast, the Kyoto Protocol, which seeks to limit the
production of greenhouse gases by industrialized nations, remained stalled for several
years, because it was unable to reach ratification targets [78]. The United States is the
largest single contributor of greenhouse gas emissions (36.1% of 1990 CO2 emissions
by Annex 1 Parties to the Kyoto Protocol) and yet it has abandoned the Kyoto
Protocol, citing huge losses to the US economy under that agreement [79]. The protocol
does not impose emission limits on the developing countries, including large polluters
such as China and India. Yet it is likely that it is the developing countries that will be
most affected by climate change, with the least ability to invest in adaptive or preven-
tive strategies.
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5.7 Technical substitution

From a technical perspective the solution to stratospheric ozone depletion was relatively
straightforward. Alternative, less ozone-destructive gases were quickly developed for
industrial, refrigerant, and agricultural uses. The task therefore entailed a direct sub-
stitution, with relatively little economic penalty to national economies. Substitution of
greenhouse-gas-producing technologies has been much more difficult, since much of
our industrial, transport, energy-generating, and domestic infrastructure is predicated
on fossil fuel combustion. Industrialized economies did not have a fundamental
dependence on ozone-destroying gases in the way that they depend on fossil fuel com-
bustion for the provision of energy. To constrain or eliminate the latter dependency
will require much more radical transformations in social values, economic practices
and technologies.

5.8 Adaptation versus mitigation

The IPCC [74] report notes “The extent and urgency of action required to mitigate emis-
sions depend on our vulnerability”. Our vulnerability in turn depends on our poten-
tial and the potential of our environment to adapt to the effects of climate change. But
mitigation can only be effective if the entire global community participates.

5.8.1 Potential for adaptation

In contrast to climate change, the deleterious effects of stratospheric ozone depletion
on human health are mediated through a single pathway – increased exposure to UVB.
This means that adaptation to avoid harm to human health is theoretically quite simple:
avoid exposure to UVB. Thus a whole industry has grown around products to provide
sun screening, particularly from UVB – sunscreen, SPF-labeled clothing, and shade
structures. There is a strong commercial incentive in the promotion of avoidance of
UVR exposure. While some segments of the public have not taken the health messages
related to sun avoidance seriously and others have over-reacted to the risks of expo-
sure and incurred disease related to under-exposure [80], the potential for adaptation
to stratospheric ozone depletion is great. Analysis of stratospheric ozone depletion
with regard to the determinants of adaptive capacity and requirements for public
health prevention outlined in Chapter 2 indicates a high level of potential for both
adaptation and prevention (see Table 11.2).

On the other hand, the effects on health from climate change are as wide-ranging as
the effects on the climate. The displacement of persons from low-lying atolls consequent
on sea level rise is not an easy adaptation. Other effects such as heat waves are per-
haps easier to adapt to by widespread use of air conditioning, primarily an adaptation
of developed countries. Natural disasters by their nature are sudden and unpre-
dictable and provide limited avenues for adaptation (early warning systems, evacua-
tion protocols, etc). The spread of vector-borne diseases may be ameliorated by the
development of insecticides or better treatment of those affected, but such adaptations
are likely to be available to developed countries rather than the less developed coun-
tries that will be most affected.

Adaptation strategies suggested by the Australian Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) include better forecasting and changing 
the varieties, fertilizer regimes, and cropping mixes for the wheat industry [81]. 
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Table 11.2 Determinants of adaptive capacity and requirements for public health preventiona

Determinants of adaptive capacity Requirements for public health prevention

Range of available technological options (5) Awareness that problem exists (5)
Availability and distribution of resources (4) Sense that the problem matters (5)
Structure of critical institutions (5) Understanding of the causes (5)
Human capital (5) Capability to deal with problem (5)
Social capital (2) Political will to influence (4)
Access to risk-spreading (1)
Ability to manage information (5)
Public’s perceived attribution (5)

Notes
a Scale � 1 (low) to 5 (high).

Range of available technological options: When the CFC controversy began in the 1970s, alternatives to
CFC-containing aerosols were already available for a number of products, e.g., other propellants, pump
sprays. For other CFC-containing aerosol products and refrigerants, industry relatively quickly sought
safer alternatives. In addition, a new industry concerned with sun protection developed to aid (human)
adaptation to the effects of stratospheric ozone depletion.

Availability of resources and their distribution across the population: While adaptation to stratospheric
ozone depletion by human populations is primarily in the protection of individuals from excess exposure
to UVB, other ecological systems are vulnerable. Less developed countries may have limited access to edu-
cational resources that elucidate the hazard.

The structure of critical institutions, the derivative allocation of decision-making authority, and the deci-
sion criteria that would be employed: Recognition of the hazard of stratospheric ozone depletion by human
activities sparked the formation of critical international decision-making bodies.

The stock of human capital including education and personal security: The messages of the hazards of
ozone depletion were relatively simple to understand and demonstrate. Personal security was clearly at risk
and personal adaptive capacity high.

The stock of social capital including the definition of property rights: The global nature of stratospheric
ozone depletion meant that each individual could contribute to amelioration of the hazard, but no individ-
ual would be immune from the consequences. It is not clear that social capital was important in consider-
ations of adaptive capacity in the stratospheric ozone depletion setting.

The system’s access to risk-spreading: Risk-spreading was unavoidable with stratospheric ozone deple-
tion, but did not decrease any individual’s risk.

The ability of decision-makers to manage information, the processes by which these decision-makers deter-
mine which information is credible, and the credibility of the decision-makers, themselves: There was relatively
rapid scientific consensus on the science, the causes and the likely effects of ozone depletion. This consensus
meant that critical decision-makers did not have to weigh different theories and decide what was credible. The
discovery of the ozone hole and the rising levels of atmospheric CFCs were concrete demonstrations of the hazard.

The public’s perceived attribution of the source of stress and the significance of exposure to its local
manifestations: As outlined in the text, there was considerable media hype surrounding the release of CFCs
to the atmosphere from aerosols, ozone destruction, and skin cancers. This chain of events was simple,
believable, and frightening.

Awareness that a problem exists: As the text outlines, surveys in the United States indicated that a sig-
nificant proportion of the population was aware of the ozone problem. There was considerable media cov-
erage of the topic.

A sense that the problem matters: The link of ozone depletion to the common disease, skin cancer, as well as
media portrayal of “loss of the Earth’s protective shield” emphasized that this was a problem that mattered.

Understanding of what causes the problem: Scientists quickly moved to gain greater understanding of
the theorized problem. The subsequent demonstration of the ozone hole was a graphic demonstration 
of the cause of the hazard (excess ultraviolet radiation). In addition, the scientific consensus on the cause
of ozone depletion (CFCs) meant that the public was given a consistent message on the problem.

Capacity to deal with the problem: There was a clear path to both mitigation (through decreasing production
and use of CFCs) and adaptation (through use of sunscreening technologies), until mitigation could take effect.

Political will to control the problem: The initial political will to control ozone depletion, with cancella-
tion of the SST program, was probably more economically driven than environmentally driven. The subse-
quent bans on production and use of CFCs may have been driven by the public and the science community.
But with the rapid development of replacement technology, there would be little to lose politically and
much to gain in public opinion (saving the Earth’s shield) by acquiescence to subsequent global agreements.

Rankings are based on a current global assessment of determinants present (but not necessarily perceived
at the time) over the last 20 years.



In New Zealand, adaptation includes designing new roads, drainage, and water supply
systems to take account of increased risks of flooding, landslides, and soil erosion [82].
Adaptation may be planned or can occur in a knee-jerk response to an event. Planned
adaptation is more likely in situations where investment in the adaptation and the
operating costs for the adaptation are relatively short term and time limited.

5.8.2 Potential for mitigation

Stratospheric ozone depletion ranks high in its potential for mitigation. It is a single
effect with limited causes that have relatively simple, relatively inexpensive solutions.
Mitigation is popular with the public both because it minimizes the lifestyle changes
they must make and because a solution that allows a return to “safety” is foreseeable.

Climate change has probably been ongoing for many decades. There is a huge eco-
nomic cost to mitigation and no easy alternatives that would cut greenhouse gases,
and the necessary changes to individual lifestyle would be politically unpopular.
Climate change is a slow phenomenon – cuts to greenhouse gases will be slow, as will
any reversal of the effects of their excess. The potential for mitigation is low, and yet
the potential for adaptation to most of the health effects is also low.

Perhaps the most important difference between ozone depletion and climate change
that affects their potential for mitigation is the difference in time frame. It is likely to take
several centuries to reverse the projected effects of climate change [74]. Compare this 
to the length of an elected term of office, the lifetime of a factory, or even a human life-
time. Stratospheric ozone depletion was recognized only 20 years ago, steps were taken
to treat the problem with increasing rigor over that time, and atmospheric monitoring
is providing the first signs that a cure may be occurring, with decreasing levels of some
atmospheric CFCs.

6. CONCLUSION

In retrospect, the story of the global response to stratospheric ozone depletion appears
to be a shining light of international cooperation to limit and repair the damage to a life-
protecting atmospheric mantle around the Earth. Even so, it was a hard-fought battle,
conducted over more than 20 years. The parallels to the need for protection of Earth’s
other natural life-sustaining systems are clear, and yet the international community has
generally been reluctant to recognize and act on the causes. The reasons for this differ-
ence in response are complex and diverse. Compared to finding substitutes for ozone-
destroying gases, the larger economic consequences and greater technical difficulties
involved in finding adequate alternatives for the causal processes underlying global 
climate change, biodiversity losses, and freshwater depletion loom ominously large.

How might the response to greenhouse gas emissions be different if there were a
common, life-threatening health problem clearly and specifically caused by those
emissions in the same way that skin cancer is associated with increased UVR due to
stratospheric ozone depletion? It is likely that the recognition of a potential major
public health hazard in relation to first the possibility and then the reality of strato-
spheric ozone depletion was an extremely important stimulus to international cooper-
ation, leading to the Vienna Convention, the Montreal Protocol, and the subsequent
amendments. Elucidating the health effects of global climate change with more 
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certainty could conceivably convince both individuals and governments of the corre-
sponding importance of mitigation activities.

While adaptation strategies to lessen the effects of climate change may be possible
in the short term and for wealthier individuals and wealthier nations, such strategies
have limits. Eventually all will have to face the need for mitigation of climate change,
i.e. for primary prevention of humanity’s disruption of the global environment.

Stratospheric ozone depletion is dramatic, easily measurable, and clear-cut, and it is
relatively simple to understand the general concepts of ozone loss and the conse-
quences to life on Earth. In contrast, global climate change is a slow-moving, subtle
phenomenon, and the likelihood and level of changes due to greenhouse gas emissions
have been debated over many years. While there are still “doubters” of the stratos-
pheric ozone depletion story, there has been much more skepticism in the climate
change story. In contrast, the success story of the international cooperation to ban the
production and use of ozone-depleting substances is a story of collaboration – between
public health personnel; chemical, biological, physical, and social scientists; politi-
cians; and industry. Such collaboration is still in its infancy for climate change.

What are the lessons to be learned from the ozone depletion story?

• There may be unintended consequences from technological advances. Little did
we imagine that the development of safe and effective alternatives to ammonia in
refrigerators could cause global environmental damage.

• There are difficulties in making changes in individual behavior compared to more
structural changes, particularly when the alternatives for individuals are less
acceptable in terms of cost or convenience.

• We cannot rely just on technological fixes, but must keep monitoring to check
that the “cures” are proceeding on the desired trajectory.
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12 The adoption of adaptation measures

Stephen H. Linder

ABSTRACT: Public health interventions range from military-style campaigns to
sophisticated, community-based programming. A large portion, however, achieve only
mixed or temporary success, especially when it comes to changing people’s minds, man-
ners, or morals. Still, there are lessons to be learned. As adaptation measures under
consideration by the climate adaptation community come to depend on public action and
support for their adoption, these lessons will become increasingly instructive. approaches
to adaptation policy that rely on technocratic planning and stakeholder involvement may
well meet the same fate as the formalized approaches to lifestyle change that foundered
in the mid-1980s. This chapter explores these parallels and offers suggestions for avoid-
ing obvious pitfalls. Since success in adoption efforts – whether for disease prevention or
loss prevention measures – follows no sure recipe, the analysis here emphasizes ways to
avoid more predictable failure. This chapter examines four principal approaches
employed by the public health community for understanding and altering health-related
behavior, paying special attention to their assumptions about people and how the prob-
lem of adoption is framed. It also provides some lessons on what appears to affect
whether the public adopts or ignores adaptation-promoting interventions.

1. INTRODUCTION

While there is still some disagreement over how science improves and advances, the
case of most professions is relatively clear – they learn. Of course, it is the people who
belong to them that learn; but there is evidence that the problem-solving practices
within professions are adjusted over time based on experience [1]. As a result, they
happen to get better at solving their core problems, even though new ones keep com-
ing along, testing their inferences from prior experiences. These notions challenge the
conventional wisdom that superior technical rationality is the key. Schon [1] makes
the argument that the best learners among the professions rely not only on experience
but also on piecemeal trial and error. Making small adjustments under complex con-
ditions permits them to isolate what works from what does not and to reduce the scale
of possible failures. More important, the experiential learners get better at learning as
they go along by attending to how learning itself occurs and how it can be improved.
That is to say, there is critical self-reflection on the lessons of experience. If we exam-
ine the track record of the prevention community’s population-based interventions,
several cycles of learning appear.

In the early to mid-1980s, a series of large-scale interventions for preventing car-
diovascular disease through behavioral changes were launched in the United States
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and UK. They were designed to be context-insensitive, standardized, and formulaic
for ease of application. Moreover, they were deployed as you would an experimental
intervention – all at once. By the late 1980s, the results were in. There were few
detectable differences in behavior attributable to this style of intervention. By the
early 1990s, interventions were community-based, and their formulaic character was
made responsive to local conditions and local beliefs. There was some mixed success
in this round. By the late 1990s, community-based interventions were involving their
subjects in the design and implementation of mutually reinforcing change strategies.
What changed over these cycles was not so much the technical rationality underpin-
ning these interventions; rather it was the assumptions that informed or misinformed
professional practice. The interventions were eventually done differently because they
had not worked, even though the theory predicted that they would. Assumptions were
changed and practices were altered. Aside from paying attention to what has been
learned about how one does effective interventions to encourage adoption of behav-
ioral adaptation measures, there are lessons here about learning itself.

The time scale for getting things right is always too short. If effectiveness comes
from cycles of piecemeal testing and adjustment, then there must be room for making
mistakes. If the best fixes are drawn from experience, they will rarely be quick. The
design of interventions should include processes that support learning as we go along;
otherwise, all of the mistakes will become obvious at once, once the intervention fails.
Similarly, the assumption that one size can fit all – that there are standardized solu-
tions for problems that appear familiar – denies the need for adjustments to local con-
ditions and local knowledge. This, too, has led to failures in making designs workable
and effective. The climate adaptation community is facing pressure to provide quick
fixes that can be readily disseminated and emulated. The lessons from public health
experience in these circumstances, however, suggest that effectiveness will prove illu-
sive until several rounds of learning from experience are permitted to occur. In any
event, the way public health has structured adaptation and responded to its demands
offers lessons from its experience, perhaps sparing others some of the trouble.

The first round of knowledge transfers between the public health and climate adapta-
tion communities rightly emphasizes the technical side of bolstering local capabilities for
adapting to the possible hazards of climate change. Here, the emphasis is on interventions
that require only passive cooperation from citizens. The spotlight focuses on the roles of
experts in disease control and in disaster management, doing what they do best: surveil-
lance and detection, planning and assessment, and the design and deployment of protec-
tive measures. Although citizens may be consulted indirectly through their elected
office-holders or local officials, for the most part, the implementation of adaptation
measures involves professionals acting in some authoritative way to protect lives, prop-
erty, and well-being. The interventions themselves cover a wide range of activities, but
most depend on public expenditures rather than private purchases for their support.
When these interventions work, they assume the classical features of a public good,
whether in greater infrastructure resilience or in reduced incidence of disease. Everyone
benefits without individuals, alone, having to bear the costs or the responsibility.

At some point, however, the technical side of adaptation reaches the limits of its
capability. On the one hand, tacit public support begins to wane, due to rising
opportunity costs, apparent success, or both; this is the well-known paradox of
preventative action – when the intervention works, the dangers that justified it appear
to fade away, eroding support for its continuation. The case for intervention, then,
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must be remade in political, not technical, terms, so that the risks are not just under-
stood but actually move higher on the public’s agenda. On the other hand, achieving
greater effectiveness can call for the public’s involvement in the intervention itself. A
portion of the responsibility for adaptation, in this circumstance, falls to individuals
and communities. Perhaps, new beliefs must be accepted, everyday practices altered,
and new behaviors adopted. While technical knowledge remains important, it is no
longer adequate to the task of inducing change that must rely on individual coopera-
tion in personal acts of adaptation. Hence, the behavioral concerns of enlisting and
managing public involvement become a prelude to successful adaptation.

A second round of knowledge transfers should attend to this behavioral side,
beyond the more familiar technical focus on altering the landscape and interrupting
agents of harm. Unlike the technical side, what the lay public thinks and does, and
how it responds to messages, signals, and exhortations, helps define the behavioral
side. More important, it is a particular public, whose stock of beliefs and habits is
bound up in the local context. For the designers of interventions, this particularity
entails far more than proper sizing and fit. Beyond the adjustment of means, the goals
of adaptation efforts and the values that underlie them may well be subject to chal-
lenge and mutual adjustment. Attention shifts from the design of adaptation measures
to concern over processes to ensure the adoption of such measures.

There has been some place-based experience in the climate adaptation community
with strategies to enhance adoption. Much of this, with a few notable exceptions, has
entailed interactions with stakeholders, ready to negotiate priorities for governmental
action without much citizen involvement. Modeling work on adoption likewise attends
principally to stakeholders, but has been more accommodating toward individuals – so
long as they respond to price signals and incentives in rationally predictable ways. While
the public health community has some experience with both of these strategies, it also
has substantial experience with the behavioral complexities of adoption, drawn from
direct engagement with the lay public in community settings. Not all of this engagement
has been salutary or successful, however. Rather than advancing any one example of
successful, community-based work as a reliable recipe for promoting adoption, my pur-
pose is to sound a note of caution to those who seek global solutions in local experience.

To understand how the adoption of adaptation measures works within the public
health community, I begin by categorizing the rationales behind these measures into
distinct models and approaches. Although public health has a special affinity for the
biomedical model, its broad definition of health has forged alliances with a wide
range of academic disciplines. Rather than attempting an exhaustive summary, the
next section offers a schematic depiction of four selected models, drawn from a spec-
trum of approaches. These models, while not necessarily representative, reveal con-
trasting premises about who adopts adaptation measures and why. To be sure, as
these premises vary, so do the designs of adaptation programs.

2. FOUR PERSPECTIVES ON ADOPTION

For our purposes, we can array the relevant approaches along a spectrum ranging from
reductionist to holist. Reductionist, at one extreme, represents human subjects – our
adopters – in terms of their physical and biological states. Holist, at the opposite
extreme, portrays subjects in relation to aggregate states of populations. The former



isolates subjects from their social relations; the latter identifies them with those rela-
tions. None of the four, considered here, falls at either extreme. Moving from more
reductionist to more holist, we have preventive medicine, psychosocial behavior, com-
munity health, and social determinants approaches. Each is considered briefly, in turn.
It should be noted at the outset that most efforts at this kind of synoptic characteri-
zation are doomed by exceptions. These approaches overlap, so the most one can
hope for is to capture a few themes as central tendencies. Accordingly, our schematic
treatments can be neither exhaustive nor definitive in the space permitted.

Comparisons focus principally on how each approach constructs the person as a
subject at risk and frames the adoption of any adaptation measures in therapeutic
terms. These promise to be the most relevant and enduring points of contact with the
adaptation concerns of the climate adaptation community, once attention turns to
engagement with the lay public. For the moment, I overlook the substantial method-
ological and procedural differences that distinguish these four approaches and put
aside the many hybrid forms that crop up in public health work.

2.1 Preventive medicine

A preventive approach to medical care alters the orientation of the conventional clinical
encounter from retrospective diagnosis and treatment to avoidance of prospective illness.
The subject, in this case, is a patient whose risk of disease can be assessed from a complex
profile of biological markers, physical traits, and likely exposures. A regimen for avoid-
ance is prescribed and may entail pharmaceutical therapy and immunization, along with
education in proven ways of reducing vulnerability. Adaptation, in effect, is a matter of
coming to grips with one’s physical limitations, inherited susceptibilities, and autobiogra-
phy of exposures. Successful adaptation usually depends on three kinds of measures:
adhering to a schedule of normalizing medications, if necessary; submitting to subsequent
screening; and exercising self-discipline and control over one’s exposures. To the extent
that prudential judgment appears to play a role, adaptation fits into a moral economy of
responsible self-care. You adapt to compensate for your revealed deficits in resilience; oth-
erwise, you shoulder a measure of the blame for your own untoward health outcomes.
Adoption, then, follows from patient education and the presumed merits of early detec-
tion and preventive treatment, but is socially constructed as a personal responsibility.

Much of this remains nominally voluntary, as responsibility follows from choice. In
many institutional settings, however, coercion plays some role. Given the standing of
physician directives, and the cultural premium placed on health maintenance, failure to
adopt these measures invites sanctions from anyone with a stake in one’s continued
health and productivity. For this approach, adoption constitutes compliance and
adherence to authoritative imperatives relative to dire, seemingly self-destructive, con-
sequences. Even though population assessments provide the basis for calibrating health
risk, the burdens of risk are personalized and linked to individual action and inaction,
choices and consequences. Popular disease narratives account for incidence by refer-
ence to habits not changed, screening not done, and orders not followed. In short, you
should know your portfolio of risk factors and do something to reduce them. The
exceptions to such intimations of fault occur when responsibility can be shifted to
divine providence, fate, or the negligence of others.

To be sure, few screening procedures are foolproof or immune to criticism. New find-
ings periodically challenge prevailing practices, as with mammography and aerobic
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stress tests, eroding public confidence. And the expense of some procedures, such as
full body scans, may not be worth the information that they provide. The most valu-
able tests detect conditions before symptoms appear, as with screens for some neo-
plastic diseases, for example, cancer of the colon or cervix, and for blood pressure,
where timely intervention can prolong life. Still, getting patients to adhere to a sched-
ule of periodic screening, especially when they are asymptomatic or uninsured,
remains difficult. A similar picture of reasonable success attends the use of pharma-
ceuticals for primary and secondary prevention. Here, the principal issues are side
effects and cost, and maintaining compliance in the face of these two. Finally, physi-
cian efforts at counseling patients on lowering their risk factors have found moderate
success in some areas, such as smoking cessation in adults; in other areas, such as diet
and exercise, the results have been less notable [2]. Outside the context of the research
study, physicians seldom routinely counsel, and patients bear the expense of any sub-
sequent programming that appears necessary for success.

In each instance, attention focuses on people’s bodies, as opposed to other aspects of
their selves; in effect, they are judged in social isolation and autonomy. The key risks they
face involve the body breaking down prematurely, rather than dangers lurking in their
social context. For the most part, risks are not only personal, affecting each body indi-
vidually, but also private and shrouded in confidentiality. In this approach, as mentioned
earlier, risks are constructed either as bodily deficits and susceptibilities or as threats to
proper functioning that are largely self-imposed. Those that are self-imposed, the logic
goes, can ultimately be self-remediated. To get started, however, people need to be willing
to follow physician directives. Belief in the physician’s authority, at least when it comes to
bodily processes and risks, becomes critical. Furthermore, people need to be able to sus-
tain the motivation for the necessary degree of self-control. Social norms that personalize
risk, valorize expertise, and reinforce self-discipline help in this regard. Appeals to con-
science may also play a role. Nevertheless, there are cross currents in social values that
support their opposites: beliefs in the predominance of involuntary exposures, skepticism
about allopathic medicine, and shifts in blame from the self to the purveyors of excess
consumption. Motivation to adopt recommended regimes, even assuming that such
regimes prevent disease, remains a complex problem. By most accounts, it prompted the
development of the psychosocial approach, built on motivational concerns.

2.2 The psychosocial approach

The psychosocial approach begins with the basic parameters set by preventive medi-
cine. First, people are at risk by virtue of their biological endowment and the lifestyle
choices they make. Second, they can reduce these risks by making healthier choices
and by following the regimes of screening and medication prescribed by their physi-
cian. In other words, there are rules of conduct that need to be followed to prevent
disease. Unfortunately, not everyone who should comply does so. The question behind
the psychosocial approach is, “why”? The answer comes in two versions. The health
belief version focuses on getting the cognitive part right, while the health promotion
version adds in the omitted noncognitive portions.

As patients, people are expected to respond positively to their physician’s exhorta-
tions; the patient role has receptivity to expert advice and compliance with its dictates
as its defining characteristics. As consumers, however, people’s responses are thought
to be mediated by a broader range of psychological factors that operate whenever
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choices about what to do or to buy come into play. When depicted as consumers, they
become more autonomous than they do as patients, since the physician-patient rela-
tionship no longer structures motives and authority. They emerge as individuals fac-
ing a field of forces, armed only with instrumental reason and self-concern. Consumers
can be induced to make more healthful choices, the argument goes, if they hold the
right beliefs about the consequences of making and not making those choices. As with
buying decisions, there are pluses and minuses, or costs and benefits, to be weighed
before choosing. In psychological terms, these costs and benefits are perceived differ-
ently by people, hence the difference in choices, even if their preference for health over
disease is the same. And these perceptions are derived from beliefs about conse-
quences – beliefs that can be altered. Change the beliefs, this version claims, and you
can change the choice of behaviors [3].

The relevant beliefs form a logical sequence in an idealized cognitive model. First
comes receptivity to the message about proper choices. To pay attention, people must
be convinced that the message applies to them. Since the core of the message is about
the risks of dire consequences and what to do about them, people must accept the
premise that they themselves are vulnerable to these consequences. In other words,
they face the risk. They have the problem, and it is serious enough to warrant close
attention. Next, they must be convinced that the remedies proposed, typically in the
form of behavioral choices, actually reduce their risks. Having been convinced of their
vulnerable condition and the efficacy of proposed remedies, the perception of insur-
mountable barriers may still sap motivation to change. Accordingly, ways to over-
come these barriers must be highlighted and rehearsed. In the belief model, barriers
are typically framed as cognitive rather than physical or financial. And so, thinking
differently about them can potentially make them go away. To the extent that other
psychic and social factors intrude, changing beliefs alone will not work.

Although the logic of the health belief approach endures – people appear to act as con-
sumers, and their beliefs shape this action – there has been an effort over the past decade
to expand this model to include both affective and relational elements [4]. The health
promotion version has recrafted the consumer into the self-conscious, identity-seeking
actor more familiar to modern advertising. In place of radical autonomy and rational cal-
culation, this consumer operates in a web of complex relationships and responds to social
approval, status insecurity, and feelings of efficacy more often than to tallies of prospec-
tive costs and benefits. The difficulty, of course, is that these psychic factors offer more
intricate pathways to behavior than knowledge-based beliefs alone and appear more 
sensitive to social context, affiliations, and life course. Consequently, not only do health
messages and other behavioral interventions have to be very carefully targeted to their
intended audience, they must also find ways to reinforce their intended effect beyond a
narrow focus on the individual’s choice of behaviors. School-based programs, for exam-
ple, must be reinforced in the home as well as in the community to be successful. The per-
ils of not extending interventions beyond the individual are discussed in a later section.

On the whole, a number of these multilevel interventions have found some success
in reducing risk factors, as recent reviews claim [5]. The more successful among them,
however, exploit numerous pathways of influence as well as multiple levels of coordi-
nated reinforcement. Unfortunately, what makes these interventions successful – that
they are highly customized, carefully targeted, diversified, and fully coordinated – also
makes them frightfully expensive, time intensive, and almost impossible to replicate.
More complex designs also pose serious problems in measurement that can confound
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efforts to decide whether any verifiable success has actually been attained. Finally,
unless the social and cultural influences on overconsumption and risk-taking behav-
iors have been effectively countered, once and for all, any observed changes simply
will not be sustainable.

The alternative to these behavioral designs is to move upstream toward more inclu-
sive campaigns that attend to whole communities and social groups rather than to
individuals. Part of this effort employs mass marketing techniques to disseminate mes-
sages over print and electronic media in hopes of encouraging screening or reducing
behavioral risk factors [6]. An example of this type of campaign appears in Chapter
11 of this volume. In this instance, ultraviolet exposure given the depletion of atmos-
pheric ozone was documented to cause elevated levels of eye damage and skin cancer.
Media campaigns were developed to convince the public to limit their sun exposure.
The success of these efforts was confounded by the introduction of a technical substi-
tute for ozone-depleting substances.

Reliance on the mass media for conveying this information means confronting a
very different consumer than one finds in the physician’s examining room. This con-
sumer is inundated with messages of all kinds, most aimed at persuading them to
choose and to buy. After years of these messages, consumers may develop a cynical,
distrustful attitude that challenges marketers to be creative and timely in how they
present their content. New formats quickly become clichéd and open to parody.
Messages about health compete for attention in a crowded field of commercial mes-
sages. Because they offer counsel against the tide of consumption messages, they are
especially susceptible to parody. Since popular culture changes so quickly, taking
advantage of particular connotations or trendy appropriations means built-in obso-
lescence. For ads that persist, despite outdated references, there can be a “boomerang
effect” [7]. Consumers respond by doing the opposite of what the ad counsels.

The most expensive public health communications campaign in history (almost $2
billion over 5 years, with $1 billion in federal money, matched in-kind by the media
industry) is under way under the auspices of the US Office of National Drug Control
Policy. Ads have been crafted, targeted, and pretested by top advertising firms.
Extensive outreach efforts have been made to enlist the support of the news media and
entertainment industries. Preliminary results appear to hold promise but, at this point,
are based only on survey responses about perceived effectiveness [8]. More direct
measures will come later. It remains to be seen whether the massive scale alone will be
sufficient to overcome the contextual factors that promote drug use in adolescents. Its
focus on individual awareness and resistance to social norms has more in common
with earlier health belief models than upstream designs that cross social levels. Its suc-
cess, if proven, may change thinking on these matters, but it is unlikely to offer a
transportable design that could be scaled down and adapted to other purposes.

The expense and unsure merits of social marketing – and to some, its manipulative
character – have helped rekindle interest in face-to-face, unmediated communications,
relying on trust and community-based initiative to support the adoption of measures
to improve health. Interest in “the community” has also come from a trend toward
democratic participation in planning processes and a recognition of the centrality of
mediating institutions to political reform in the post-communist world. Finally, the
collective properties of communities, their assets, and social capital have drawn the
attention of those interested in social and economic factors as upstream sources of
health and disease.



2.3 Community health and participation

By most accounts, whether as partner, as reservoir of “proximal social relationships”,
or as socioeconomic context, community offers an alternative to the central role of 
the individual in models of health behavior. In effect, subjects emerge as members of
a collective, perhaps as citizens or as neighbors, in place of their more reductionist
treatment as patients or consumers. Similarly, the focus shifts from individual behav-
iors to involvement in social relationships and cultural practices. Every individual act
takes place in a larger social and temporal context that defines its meaning and
significance. In these circumstances, choices are made relative to a complex web of
social expectations, responsibilities, and purposes that defy simple characterization as
rational or irrational. Further, what appeared to be a free choice among health behav-
iors instead is taken to represent adaptation to structural and other influences 
that remain in the background of daily life. In other words, from a community health
perspective, there is a social ecology of influences on health that transcends the
cognitive and replaces notions of strictly individual agency with more collective
determinations.

This logic of the individual as a social actor, bound within a particular context, finds
expression in several approaches to community. And while they may share conceptions
of the person as a community member, each approach employs a distinctive normative
frame that shapes its efforts to enhance adoption. Still, their knowledge interests con-
verge on building community resilience and reducing the vulnerability of its members
through some notion of collective change. Consider, first, approaches that engage the
community as partner. What is meant by “partner”, in this instance, differs in degree.
At one extreme, partnering is nominal and intended to supply the minimal conditions
necessary to avoid resistance and induce cooperation. At the other extreme, the com-
munity is urged to assume creative control: interventions emerge from a collaborative
process of assessment and design that relies for its content and implementation on the
engagement of community members. Part of this commitment to partnering follows an
old script from the annals of community development, where self-sufficiency and other
civic virtues are to be built or recovered. In the course of defining its own problems and
devising its own solutions, so the argument goes, the community strengthens its exist-
ing capabilities and develops new ones. Recent scholarship has retrieved many of these
notions under the rubric of communitarianism, offering a moral basis for efforts to
enhance civic life and health within communities.

Similarly, an enduring Jeffersonian tradition in the United States links grass-roots
activism and local control to the moral claims of participatory democracy. Under
these claims, the practice of participatory democracy not only is worthwhile, intrinsi-
cally, but also becomes the key to enhancing civic life. Active community involvement
and deliberation, then, moves to the center of any proposal for social change. The
term used currently in public health, however, is “empowerment” rather than democ-
racy. The presumption is that people can assume responsibility for their own commu-
nities once they acquire certain rudimentary tools for planning and learn to work
together to solve their problems. Once confined to the left, ideas about the need for
mobilizing grass-roots efforts now find special resonance on the political right, which
places stock in reducing the role of the public sector in community affairs. For reasons
beyond the scope of this discussion, community organizing seldom poses the radical
threat it once did to economic and political power-holders, as long as these efforts can
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be directed away from oppositional stances against those in power and toward plan-
ning for self-reliance. The nominally “empowered” community, then, seeks to recog-
nize and remedy its own shortcomings rather than turning outward to confront any
external causes of its prior state of powerlessness. Empowerment as self-help can be
an effective tactic for the channeling and redirection of public dissatisfaction [9].
Hence, the term empowerment has taken on a pejorative meaning for some because of
its association with continued “power over” rather than a “power to” as it originally
promised.

Community participation also finds support on pragmatic grounds. Grass-roots
involvement lends legitimacy to projects that promise local benefit and respect local
control. In the parlance of health planners, without obvious signs of local involve-
ment, there will be no “buy-in”. From this perspective, there is a process requirement
tied to any community project that involves external direction or assistance. Failing to
meet this requirement can have a substantial, adverse impact on feasibility as well as
on levels of cooperation and support. “Buy-in” extends beyond the well-known role
of trust in fostering the public’s uptake of risk communications. Individuals may well
believe what authorities are saying, but if the message requires a voluntary and coor-
dinated response by community members, some measure of local organization and
commitment will be needed. The way to build commitment – in the absence of legal
or moral obligation – is through voluntary, collective consent. The alternative to
achieving “buy-in” is, of course, to apply coercion. Finally, without community
involvement, up to some elusive threshold, programming cannot be tailored to local
needs and circumstances, rendering its prescriptions irrelevant at best and unappeal-
ing or objectionable at worst. This is the enduring lesson of market segmentation that
underlies modern advertising – messages need careful targeting in order to be heeded
and given a chance to work. Even when uptake occurs, without the proper social rein-
forcement, programmatic effects are unlikely to be sustainable.

Community participation is now a familiar requirement for program funding from
both government (regardless of the party in power) and philanthropy. The justifica-
tion involved, whether pragmatic, political, or moral, appears to matter less among
various advocates than the question of “how much is enough?” To the extent that
maintaining control over program direction is a priority for funders, participation is
likely to be nominal and largely symbolic – perhaps a town-hall meeting or a public
hearing, depending on the funder’s accustomed style of public “outreach” (or their
public-relations sophistication). As the need for contextual information becomes crit-
ical to program implementation, more detailed input from the community will be
sought and will be done so more systematically. Finally, as funders are willing to devolve
control to the community itself, perhaps out of concern for sustainability, respect for
local knowledge, or commitment to independence, participation will extend from
priority-setting to mobilizing local resources for collective action.

Beyond the question of how much involvement is enough, there is the problem of
means – knowing how best to involve the community. Some models for guiding these
efforts are flexible and can accommodate different degrees of involvement and
control, while other are keyed to a certain level. The selection of a particular model,
then, cannot be made independently of assumptions about control. There are basi-
cally two models in use: the focus group (and a deliberative variation) and the stake-
holder conference (and a collaborative variation). The next section considers these
more closely.
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2.3.1 Focus groups and stakeholders

The focus group, drawn from marketing research, engages small groups in conversa-
tions about their needs, values, and preferences. One variation on this model moves
away from casting participants as potential consumers of services and interventions
toward engaging them as citizens. When cast as citizens, participants are viewed as capa-
ble of deliberating, as jurors do, and of forming positions on issues and sorting through
candidate proposals, as active voters do. The focus group is a mainstay of qualitative
needs assessment, while the deliberative assembly (science jury, citizen panel, public
forum, etc.) has been applied to land-use planning, interest articulation, and environ-
mental decision-making [10]. The validity of the former rests principally on what the
participants bring, that is, how widely held their views and experiences are and how
open they are to sharing them. The validity of the latter rests more on the process itself,
and whether collective judgment can be formed from the give-and-take of open dia-
logue. The focus group assumes that people already know what their problems and 
priorities are; the task is to reveal them to outsiders and perhaps to each other. The
deliberative assembly, in contrast, assumes that these features will be formed and
changed as the process unfolds. The logic behind adoption for the focus group partici-
pant rests largely on relevance and appropriateness; in effect, adoption favors the solu-
tion that each regards as appropriate to a problem that each perceives as important. For
the deliberative assembly participant, adoption comes out of collective commitment; it
is based on a mutually agreed-upon course of action to a consensual definition of the
problem. Hence, the framing of adoption takes advantage of the role expectations
assigned to each kind of participant. In other words, although each ultimately chooses
whether to adopt any recommended changes, the grounds for this choice shift between
the two roles. The consumer participant decides based on personal risk and benefit,
while the citizen participant consents to be bound by a collective outcome.

A second model, the stakeholder conference, comes out of the dispute resolution lit-
erature and views participants as neither consumers nor citizens, but as disputants
with clearly defined, material interests at stake. Participants are selected on the basis
of their stakes, or their claims for relief, not for their community membership. The
relevant stakes to be included are typically delimited by funders or program sponsors,
who organize stakeholder involvement from the outside. The development of this
model in the United States was prompted by the steady growth in litigation involving
regulatory agencies. By the late 1970s, there had been a vast expansion of plaintiffs’
standing to sue polluters and rulemakers in federal court. Efforts to reform regulation
in the early 1980s, both to lower regulatory costs and to keep the government out of
court, took advantage of a parallel effort by the Bar to reduce the civil caseload
through mediation and other forms of alternative dispute resolution. Stakeholder
forums are now widely used to structure local involvement in waste-disposal cleanup
efforts under the Superfund Act, as well as to resolve controversies over proposed
governmental regulations [11]. Negotiated rulemaking has been institutionalized in
the United States by amendments to the Administrative Procedures Act, making the
multilateral settlement among (qualified) stakeholders a legitimate alternative to con-
ventional notice-and-comment rulemaking processes.

The basic intent behind stakeholder involvement is to resolve disputes, often among
potential litigants, before they end up in court or otherwise disrupt the organizer’s
plans. Juridical notions of adversely affected interests, then, influence the selection of
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stakeholders, even though in the case of rulemaking the alleged effects are prospec-
tive. Not surprisingly, the language and roles resemble those of a contractual negotia-
tion among adversarial interests, willing to give up only some minimal stake to avoid
the costs of escalating the conflict. Rather than employing neutral third parties to
resolve disputes through some kind of mediated settlement, the government or pro-
gram funders typically organize and preside over stakeholder involvement. Further,
the intended product is not just conciliation, but a public commitment or formal
agreement among the participants to abide by the details of their settlement.
Depending on the dispute, a wide array of interests may be included and efforts
directed at facilitating compromises. Nevertheless, as with pluralist notions of group
politics, only the organized and visible get to the table, unless substantial efforts are
made beforehand to mobilize other voices. Not only is there a power differential
among the participants, some being better prepared and more experienced than oth-
ers, but also the stakeholders selected to participate are likely to reflect the unequal
distribution of power in the community at large. As a consequence, the resolutions
that emerge will seldom challenge either the power or the stakes of those best able to
dominate the negotiations. At their worst, stakeholder forums build in a bias against
any change perceived as a threat to well-established interests.

At their best, stakeholder forums provide a vehicle for consultation and collaboration –
but only when goals are shared among the parties. Adoption (of participant roles) 
follows from the recognition of collective advantage. Paradoxically, these cooperative
vehicles appear to perform best when they least resemble the classical stakeholder
forum. In this instance, the motives for stakeholder involvement shift from conflict
management to building local support and cooperation. Depending on the organizer’s
investment, they can resemble the symbolic outreach efforts mentioned earlier or sup-
port the formation of coalitions to assist the organizer’s efforts. In public health, the
most familiar of these are the health collaboratives involving service providers rather
than community members and focusing on coordination and funding issues [12]. Here,
the stakes differ as well. In place of material interests, each participant brings a service
specialty and a target area or clientele to the table. Since their services tend to be com-
plementary rather than competitive, and they often share service ideals, there is a natural
cohesiveness at work that separates them from adversarial stakeholders, preoccupied
with negotiating for advantage. The successful collaboratives have been those well
funded, well led, and supported by stable membership [13].

2.3.2 Community as research setting

Before leaving community health, it is important to recognize a second approach that
constructs community, not as a partner but as either a source of health-mediating 
factors or a collective subject. The more extensive set of studies posits community 
as a source of social and cultural influences on people’s health status. Most involve
population-based interventions built around preventive health services for a particular
community. What distinguishes them from the psychosocial studies mentioned earlier
is that they typically deploy more channels of influence, accommodate a wider range
of social factors within the community, and rely on multiple outcomes for establish-
ing effectiveness. The smaller set of studies considers the community itself as a unit of
analysis and looks for positive treatment results, along the lines of a clinical trial.
Fortunately, for our purposes, both kinds have been the subject of extensive recent



reviews. The results of the latter set of studies appear mixed, largely because of the
difficulties of maintaining the scientific integrity of these multiple-community designs,
once they are in the field. Moreover, any intervention effects are often eclipsed by sec-
ular trends, affecting both treatment and control communities [14]. In short, no tem-
plate for intervention design has emerged from these studies that can assure success in
improving health status [15]. In contrast, the former set of within-community studies
registers some notable successes.

The Task Force on Community Preventive Services, an advisory panel to the US
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, has undertaken systematic reviews of
studies that test the effectiveness of various preventive services in community settings
[16]. Their findings are posted and updated regularly on a dedicated web site (www.
thecommunityguide.org) and published as a series of supplements to the American
Journal of Preventive Medicine. Their recommendations, so far, cover several areas of
risk behavior (tobacco use and motor vehicle safety); the utilization of certain pre-
ventive services (immunizations, dental screening, and sealants); one target of health
promotion (physical activity); and several social factors implicated in population
health (early childhood development and family housing). For our purposes, adoption
of the desired habits and behaviors by community members most reliably comes
about by employing multiple channels and modes of influence: some informational,
some social, and some environmental. The more successful, say tobacco cessation
interventions, engage the full range of factors in a given social ecology, from media
and social support to regulatory measures. This entails not only coordinated policy
changes but also a legion of skilled providers with sufficient funding to sustain the
anticipated effects. The paradox here is that while most of the recommended inter-
ventions are targeted at community leaders and local service providers, they were
designed, tested, and funded by authorities from outside the target communities –
even when community involvement was instrumental. It remains unclear whether,
when left to their own devices, communities can afford to replicate these successes,
even if the know-how is transferable. The cost-effectiveness of most of these interven-
tions has yet to be established.

2.4 Upstream determinants of health

Our final approach to public health, a focus on social determinants, is the most holis-
tic of the four. Although social determinants increasingly find their way into complex
models of population health that span levels of analysis, much of the research that
supports their importance relies on claims about social structures [17]. The central
structural feature of interest is stratification. That is to say, societies differentiate
among people through an unequal distribution of power, wealth, and status, effec-
tively positioning them in a hierarchical order, where privilege increases as one moves
up the ordering. In Western industrialized countries, these hierarchies typically take
on a pyramid-like shape, with strata separated by levels of income and education, type
of occupation, race, and other aspects of social background and experience. And
while poverty and the other disadvantages characterizing people at the bottom of
these hierarchies have long been associated with more disease and shorter lives, recent
evidence has established a robust gradient of steadily improving (deteriorating) health
and longevity as one moves up (down) the hierarchy [18]. This has two major 
implications.
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First, inequalities in social rewards and other privileges translate directly into inequal-
ities in health. The fact that some people live healthier, longer lives than others do can be
accounted for, in large part, by impersonal, aggregate features of their societies.
Moreover, this relationship applies across countries as well as across strata; societies that
have steeper pyramids of social inequality will manifest more dramatic inequalities in
health and well-being. In other words, health status varies not only by social stratum but
also by relative differences across strata: not only will people at the bottom of a steep
hierarchy have poorer health status than those above them, they will also have poorer sta-
tus than those at the bottom of a more graduated hierarchy [19]. Further, the effects are
felt, not just at the bottom, but also throughout the hierarchy. Although wealth was tra-
ditionally assumed to confer health benefits on a population, it apparently does so only
to a certain threshold; after that, economic inequality begins to have a pernicious effect.
And the greater the relative inequality, the more substantial is the effect [20].

Second, these population-level inequalities in health appear to have little to do with
the individual person’s risk behaviors or access to medical care. The conventional tar-
gets of public health intervention have focused either on exposure reduction, typically
involving chemical, biological, and physical controls, or on actions that individuals
need to take, such as screening, immunization, and behavior changes. If structural fac-
tors such as stratification are the principal determinants of health in populations, then
the focus shifts to measures that either affect the overall pattern of stratification and
inequality in a society, such as labor market reforms and redistributive social policies,
or compensate for its pernicious effects, such as early childhood education and family
support [17]. Individuals can make choices to reduce their risk, but social relations,
context, and certain structural features of the society in which they live and work
mediate these choices and their effects. From this perspective, interventions focusing
on individual-level changes deal only in temporary, symptomatic relief, since the roots
of poor health are principally structural and systemic.

This is not to suggest that any determinism, economic or otherwise, is at work, ignor-
ing the intentional component of social action, but rather that, if ignored, the structural
component of inequality can operate at cross purposes to any intervention addressed to
changing habits or behaviors. Moreover, the impact of structural determinants on health
is not limited to vulnerable segments of underserved groups, but is experienced by all,
relative to those higher in the social and economic pyramid. Framed in this way, reduc-
ing health risks must begin with the distribution of valued goods in the society and
devise ways to alter it toward greater relative equality. One difficulty is that these are
upstream effects that extend to factors beyond the normal purview of the health care
community. Another difficulty is that social stratification mirrors and reinforces the pre-
vailing distribution of power in society. Efforts to alter patterns of inequality, then, are
likely to face substantial resistance. Still, there has been some programmatic headway in
advocating and implementing redistributive reforms in Great Britain and Canada, moti-
vated by social determinants research [18, 21]. Here, the targets for adoption shift from
the patient and consumer to the politician and policymaker.

3. LESSONS ON ADOPTING ADAPTATION ADVICE

While lessons for those attempting to guide the public adoption of various regimens
of improvement and protection have been mentioned throughout this chapter, the
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central ones bear repeating. First, the successful campaign for the adoption of behav-
ior change is likely to be complex, difficult, costly, and, some would add, lucky. Once
we move beyond simple motives and stimulus-response assumptions, interventions
require information on relevant psychosocial mechanisms, an array of values and
beliefs, social relations, context, and community involvement before a feasible design
can be developed. Then, multiple channels should be engaged, if possible, at multiple
levels with, as the Institute of Medicine notes, patience and persistence. To quote from
a recent report [5, p.4]:

To prevent disease, we increasingly ask people to do things that they have not
done previously, to stop doing things they have been doing for years, and to do
more of some things and less of other things. Although there certainly are exam-
ples of successful programs to change behavior, it is clear that behavior change is
a difficult and complex challenge. It is unreasonable to expect that people will
change their behavior easily when so many forces in the social, cultural and phys-
ical environment conspire against such change.

Even well-designed and amply funded demonstrations can falter, despite the latest
techniques and the best of intentions. National trials in the 1980s, such as the
Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial in the United States [5] and the Beating Heart
Disease project of the Health Education Committee in the UK [3], were deemed inef-
fective because they focused on individual-level changes in behavior and standardized
compliance regimens that, at the time, were the state of the art. In other words, they
were built on the preventive medicine approach that narrows in on people as patients
and promotes their adherence to prescribed changes, based on clinical authority.
Contemporary demonstrations are more likely to be community-based, with substan-
tial public involvement in design and implementation, and to accommodate multiple
social and contextual factors that mediate both the meaning and significance of
change for individuals. If we take tobacco cessation and initiation prevention as a pro-
totype for this kind of design, the addition of regulatory and policy changes to this
multilevel mix has been critical to its record of relative success [22].

Second, when it comes to dealing with humans in their social milieu, there are nor-
mative assumptions behind even the most rigorously scientific models. Every program
for social change begins with some notion of their human subjects, their circum-
stances, how they behave, and why. In public health efforts centered on the adoption
of expert advice, people have been constructed as patients, consumers, research sub-
jects, citizens, community members, and social classes. Each construction conveys cer-
tain expectations about individuals, not only about the social roles they play but also
about what it takes for them to make a change in their behaviors (habits or practices).
With these expectations come social norms of appropriateness and implicit moral
judgments concerning what normal people ought to do when faced with expert claims
about the need for change. That is to say, they convey a sense of responsibility, if not
for assuming the health risk itself then for its remediation. When constructed as con-
sumers, for example, people tend to be held responsible for choices that presume both
autonomy and a certain moral symmetry: people choose behaviors that put them-
selves at risk and can likewise choose behaviors to reduce that risk (so long as they
have enough information and cues to do the right thing). In contrast, when con-
structed as community members, norms are assumed to be refracted by local institutions
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and social conditions. Responsibility, then, is more diffuse. Changing behaviors now
entails changing social practices and the norms that reinforce them rather than simply
individuals controlling their consumption. Finally, as members of a social class, expec-
tations will vary by social location, as will responsibility for affecting change. Like the
structure of social privilege, responsibility will increase as one moves up the pyramid.
Interestingly, in this portrayal, experts can no longer be outsiders. Hence, the roles we
assign to people are our roles as well.

Part of the difficulty in adoption arises because people may not see themselves in
these designated roles or bound by these expectations. Instead of remaining hidden as
common sense in the background of daily life, the norms (and the responsibilities they
convey) then enter as foreign and coercive. Being socialized to these norms over the
life course through familiar institutions is certainly quite distinct from having them
offered de novo by experts. Further, the tendency to classify people in nominal group-
ings, based on demographic aggregations or physical and ascriptive characteristics,
may itself be objectionable. These groupings and the benchmarks of normality
derived from them bear no necessary resemblance to people’s sense of themselves and
their social identity. Hence, community is important, not just because of the need for
input and cooperation, but also because it is the locus of social relations, norms, and
identities. Without it, there can be no lasting connection to the people one hopes to
influence.
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13 International public health policy 
case study

Michael Sharpe

ABSTRACT: While the subject of climate change has been around in the climate 
science community for many years, the health sector is only beginning to organize itself
to understand and manage the potential implications of climate variability and change
for public health. This case study presents the strategic framework that the health 
sector is following to engage the national and international public health structures
around the issue of climate variability and change. In addition, the framework leads the
health sector to reach out to include other social and economic sectors in the research,
assessment, and policy development mechanisms. To understand and encourage the
relationships of the health sector to nonhealth sectors, a model of health-development-
environment cause-effect relationships is integrated in a structured fashion with the
determinants of health from the population health approach to visually demonstrate
their relationships.

1. THE PROBLEM

Many of our social and economic decisions made at the individual, local, and national
levels have either a direct or an indirect effect on our health or on the health of others.
Climate variability and change are accelerating physical environmental conditions that
also have the potential to have varying and widespread impacts on human health,
depending on geographic location. Therefore, when we consider how the policies and
practices of nonhealth sectors can adversely affect or benefit health outcomes, such as
changes in agricultural output or transportation that affect human health, we realize
that human health becomes a driving factor. When we consider how the quality of
human health can adversely affect or benefit other social and economic sectors, such as
lost productivity and community building, we realize once again that human health
becomes a driving factor. The health sector must follow its convention of assessing and
managing the risks posed to human health by various exposures, while reaching out to
include other sectors in its risk management processes. It must also get involved with the
decision-making processes of other sectors for a larger understanding and resolution of
the potential problems from climate variability and change.

The question addressed by this case study is how the health sector is organizing itself
to increase its understanding of such a complex issue in order to modify its policies and
practices as well as those of other sectors and health partners. This case study presents
the strategic framework that the health sector is following in some countries to engage
national and international public health structures around the issue of climate variability
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and change. In addition, the framework allows the health sector to include other social
and economic sectors in the research, assessment, and policy development mechanisms,
an essential step to better appreciate and influence the actual evaluation of trade-offs
that will be made.

1.1 International management of climate change and health

The World Health Organization (WHO) is involved with other agencies on the climate
change and health issue [1]. WHO, together with the World Meteorological
Organization and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), have formed
the Inter-Agency Network on Climate and Human Health to address the fourth of the
four main areas of work of the larger Inter-Agency Committee on the Climate Agenda
(IACCA), namely, (a) dedicated observations of the climate system; (b) climate services
for sustainable development; (c) new frontiers in climate science and prediction; and
(d) studies of climate impact assessment and response strategies to reduce vulnerability.
The network is looking at studies of climate impact assessment and response strategies
to reduce vulnerability through work on capacity building, information exchange, and
research promotion. The network has undertaken a number of initiatives under each
area of work, including national and regional assessments, burden of disease assess-
ments, adaptation strategies, translation of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) findings, guidelines and training, human resources development, work
with vulnerable regions, implementation of early warning systems, establishment of
collaborating centers, expansion of the network, and research promotion.

Signatory nations to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) are obliged to conduct regular national assessments of the impacts of 
climate change, including those on human health, every seven years and to report the
results to the UNFCCC. Such assessments are intended to be of help to national gov-
ernments in identifying, assessing, and managing the risks to human health and well-
being that may result from climate variability and change at the community, national,
and regional levels. The London Conference of Health and Environment Ministers 
in 1999 noted the clear absence of adequate assessment of the impacts on health and
health systems in national assessments submitted to date at that time [2]. In large part,
only the United States, Portugal, and Great Britain have, since then, significantly
assessed part or all of their public health concerns in their national assessments. Small
island state governments have also seen their health ministries become engaged in mul-
tisectoral policy responses to varying degrees on the issue.

It can be said in general, then, that health ministries and a large part of the health
sector are not yet engaged at the policy level on climate variability and change but
more at the technical level, if at all. In comparison, the climate science and environ-
mental policy communities have been actively working collaboratively for 20 years or
more on climate variability and change, which led to the creation of the UNFCCC in
1993 and the Kyoto Protocol in 1997.

Ministries of health and their health partners need to be engaged nationally and
internationally on the climate change and health issue within two contexts: that of the
requirements placed on signatory nations to the UNFCCC [3] and that of their role,
responsibility, and capacity to manage a national public health system to protect and
promote the health and well-being of their citizens. These two contexts influence how
ministries of health and their health partners will assume their role of managing
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adaptation of public health infrastructure to the potential adverse effects on health
and well-being from climate variability and change. Involvement of other social and
economic sectors whose policies and practices have implications for population health
must also be engaged by the health sector. Even though the determinants of health
model recognizes the role of other sectors on influencing health outcomes, it is not the
tradition of the health sector to engage nonhealth sectors in its health risk manage-
ment processes, at least not in all areas or in all countries. For a complex physical
environmental issue such as climate variability and change, there is little choice to
doing things differently if the health sector wishes to be more effectively prepared.

A cross-sector collaborative effort is needed to support the identification of poten-
tial local, national, and regional health impacts resulting from climate change through
the use of sound, applied research in national impact and adaptation assessments and
to integrate the findings into adaptive public health policy that will reduce vulnera-
bilities and strengthen national capacity. Ministries of health need to give policy level
oversight and facilitation to the national population health risk assessment process
and research, provide a mechanism to include organizations involved with climate
change and health, and use the national assessments as a lever to access Global
Environment Facility (GEF) funds to aid in strengthening and increasing national and
regional capacity. Improved health outcomes can be achieved through adaptation
measures that modify or prevent future and current risks to health. They can also be
achieved through the participation of other social and economic sectors whose
policies and practices directly and indirectly affect health outcomes. Thus adaptation
to climate variability and change by other sectors is equally important to the health
sector.

1.2 Summary of impacts on public health

The international health community has identified potential health effects from climate
change and other global and regional environmental changes that are anticipated to
increase in the future [4,5]. These include, but are not limited to, health exposure issues
related to increased smog episodes, heat waves, water- and food-borne contamination,
vectors and the pathogens they carry, stratospheric ozone depletion, and extreme weather
events, affecting vulnerable populations and associated socioeconomic impacts. Even
as efforts are taken to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, climate variability and change
have the potential to accelerate in this century, and adaptive policies will be needed to
minimize the potential impacts of climate change on human health. Table 13.1 illus-
trates the range of health exposures to climate change, and examples of possible public
health vulnerabilities [4,6].

Vulnerability to climate change impacts will vary depending on geographical loca-
tion, national and local health service infrastructure, the economic and social systems
and pressures of a country, and the underlying burden of disease. The vulnerabilities
already exist thus Table 13.1 should come as no surprise to the health sector. It is a
matter of incorporating climate variability and change as an additional variable that
will increase the stress on current and future priorities and programs of ministries of
health and their health partners. The health sector and other sectors that can affect
health outcomes will need to ask themselves the following questions based on the
strength of evidence and uncertainty: (1) What do we need to do more of (or less of)
in the face of climate change? (2) What do we need to do differently?
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2. A MODEL AND SOLUTION

2.1 Integrated population health risk management

It is generally understood that the state of the environment and human health are
linked. This is one of the relationships defined by the principle of sustainable devel-
opment. A sustainable development approach would define the state of the human
environment in terms of the physical environment, the economic environment, and
the social/community environment. The premise is that sustainable policies that are
good for the state of the human environment would be good for human health.
Conversely, unsustainable policies would be bad for human health, if not in the short
term then certainly in the long term. In short, this is the base of conventional sustain-
able development policies and programs.

Table 13.1 Health exposures and vulnerabilities

Health exposures Examples of health vulnerabilities

Extreme temperature events – Cold and heat related illnesses
– Respiratory and cardiovascular illnesses
– Increased occupational health risks

Extreme weather events – Damaged public health infrastructure
– Injuries and illnesses
– Social and mental health stress due to disasters
– Occupational health hazards
– Preparedness and population displacement
– Nutrition losses from food production failure

Air pollution – Changed exposure to outdoor and indoor air
pollutants and aeroallergens

– Asthma and other respiratory diseases
– Heart attacks, strokes and other cardiovascular

diseases
– Cancer

Water- and food-borne contamination – Enteric diseases and contaminants
– Sea water infiltration

Vectors and the pathogens they carry – Changed patterns of diseases caused by
bacteria, viruses, and other pathogens carried
by mosquitoes, ticks, and other vectors

UV radiation – Skin damage and skin cancer
– Cataracts
– Disturbed immune function

Rural and urban population – Seniors
vulnerabilities – Children

– Poor health
– Low income and homeless
– Traditional populations
– Disabled
– Immigrant and destabilized populations

Health and socioeconomic change – Changed determinants of health and well-being
– Vulnerability of community economies
– Health and social cobenefits and risks of

greenhouse gas reduction technologies
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The WHO has expanded these human environment relationships [7]. It has meas-
ured the state of the human environment against the effects of common national driv-
ing forces of economic, social, and health systems that create societal pressures and
behaviors, with their resulting outcomes on human health. The resulting model (in the
left column of Fig. 13.1) integrates driving factors, societal pressures, state of the
human environment, human health exposures, and health effects into a health, devel-
opment, and environment cause-effect analytical framework. Actions that affect
health outcomes occur at each stage of the causal chain according to the span of influ-
ence a policy has over a nation and the health of its population. The model is com-
monly known by its acronym, DPSEE.

Another element added to the framework of integrated health risk management
comes from the population health approach, that of the determinants of health. The
benefit of focusing on causes rather than effects has been less clear in public health, in
large part because the links between some determinants and health outcomes are not
always direct [8]. Determinants range from national or community level health services
and social support networks to individual genetic endowment factors. There is general
agreement that all the determinants play a role to varying degrees in the healthy lives
of people wherever they may live in the world. By associating the determinants of
health in a structured fashion to the integrated framework (the middle column of 
Fig. 13.1), it becomes clear not only how the determinants relate to each other but also
where they relate to counterparts in the DPSEE model, making a rational linkage to the
benefits and costs to health exposures and outcomes of policy decisions made in non-
health sectors. Therefore, from a policy research and planning perspective, it becomes

Figure 13.1 Integrated population health risk management model



easier to analyze the roles and responsibilities that other sectors have on health
outcomes.

For the public health sector, the next step is to integrate the DPSEE model and the
determinants of health into the policy actions of its decision-making framework for
health risk management (in the right column of Fig. 13.1). Usually, issue identifica-
tion, risk assessment, and risk management processes of health sector decision mak-
ers examine only cause and effect within the factors of either human exposures or
within health effects, and usually interpret the problem narrowly. By associating both
risk assessment and risk management processes with the factors in each of the DPSEE
stages and with all the determinants of health, a greater range of options arises
because the link to the cause from policies made by other economic and social sectors
comes earlier in the analysis of cause-effect relationships. Policy solutions applied ear-
lier in the chain of the integrated framework, usually by other sectors, always have the
greatest benefits for health outcomes at less cost. And, of course, the converse is also
true whereby unsustainable practices by various economic and social sectors can have
highly adverse impacts on health outcomes.

The strength of integrated population health risk management is that it shows how
policies ranging from agriculture to transportation can demonstrate either positive or
negative effects on human health outcomes as well as on the physical environment.
Many public health policies, therefore, are made by sectors other than health. The
public health sector must recognize that it needs to actively participate in influencing
other sectors’ policy development processes to ensure sustainable policies and prac-
tices, minimize harm to human health, and enhance positive benefits to healthy living.
This, of course, is a two-way street.

This model situates the health sector in the complex decision-making process along
with partners from the other social and economic sectors rather than in isolation.
Evaluating risks and benefits to health outcomes becomes a joint responsibility.
Through a broader collaboration of sectors it becomes possible not only to reduce
human exposure to hazards from climate variability and change as would be conven-
tional in public health but also to create or induce significant change in a society or its
economy to eliminate or mitigate the hazard itself, as well as create innovative and
cost-effective adaptation measures that benefit health outcomes.

The strategic framework described later incorporates the use of an integrated
approach to population health risk management.

2.2 Role of health and climate change

The public health community, outside of a few countries, has not yet been engaged at
the policy research and decision-making level on the issue of potential impacts on
human health from climate variability and change. Why is this important? Next to the
potential impacts on physical and economic infrastructure, the potential impacts on
health and social systems are likely to be equally large and much longer lasting. Table
13.1 tells the health story in climate variability and change. Numerous existing health
problems and programs will potentially see additional stress placed on them over the
next 50 to 100 years.

If the potential impacts are so great, why is the health sector not getting more
engaged in the issue? As in all systems, there are higher current priorities to address
with the limited resources at hand. Incorporating the issue into current health
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programs makes it less threatening organizationally and a pragmatic use of significant
resources already allocated across programs. Plus, the public health sector is a very
large entity to mobilize in every country and internationally. In short, the health
research and policy processes will engage the climate variability and change issue only
within their current health mechanisms before it will involve itself in policy processes
of nonhealth sectors such as the environmental policy community. Both levels of
engagement are essential to achieve the two-way street of policy development influ-
ence described above, but the health sector must organize the climate variability and
change issue on its own terms before it can effectively contribute to and participate 
in external policy processes. Clearly all of the aforementioned discussion refers to 
the realities of government health policy research and decision-making. However, 
the health sector must get itself out of the old paradigm of analyzing and resolving
issues in isolation.

Thus the education, influence, and commitment of health policy makers are needed
to successfully mobilize all aspects of health research and policy analysis on the issue,
to get beyond the piecemeal and unorganized involvement at the technical level. This
explains the need for a strategic framework that structures the major research and
policy activities needed to build and integrate the climate variability and change issue
into current health research and programs, as well as participate in nonhealth sector
policy processes.

2.3 Strategic framework

The goal of this strategic framework for health and climate variability and change is
to create a cycle of four major types of activities that continuously provide input to
the rest of the cycle activities depicted in Fig. 13.2. The activities are premised on the
need for research-informed policy and for policy-guided research, leading to a bal-
anced integration of science and policy.

The goal will be achieved through communication with and understanding of the
many partners who have a role in the health story in climate variability and change.
Achieving the goal requires a cycle of four basic mechanisms that provide opportuni-
ties for knowledge exchange and impetus for collaborative actions to generate knowl-
edge; assess national, regional, and global risks to health; and manage and
communicate the risks to health from climate variability and change. The cycle fun-
damentally follows a risk assessment and risk management process: scoping of the
problem, assessment of the problem, and management of the problem [9]. In the

Figure 13.2 Strategic framework for research and policy processes



strategic framework two types of science mechanisms provide results to the two levels
of policy mechanisms, which in turn provide feedback and policy questions to be
solved to the two science mechanisms. The two science mechanisms of research and
innovation plus national risk assessment represent the scoping and assessment of a
policy problem. The two policy mechanisms of risk management by health partners
and by other sectors represent management of the problem.

2.3.1 Research and innovation

The first mechanism is an international health research agenda for climate variability
and change. This mechanism emulates national processes and is necessary to assess the
strengths and limitations of current knowledge, methods, and science capacity on the
topic. This is a crucial input to policy development. Assessing the gaps in the current
knowledge and outlining interdisciplinary research questions and their prerequisites will
mobilize the international research community to address the gaps and weaknesses. The
result is an international health research agenda that can guide all involved, worldwide.

The research agenda becomes a tool around which to galvanize national and inter-
national research centers and individuals to work toward its achievement in multi-
disciplinary, collaborative research. The path to create and continuously revise the
research agenda is via occasional events that pull together the science and policy
research community around all eight health exposure issues (see Table 13.1) at the
same time. The path also includes events that continually explore the eight health
exposure issues individually and in greater detail.

The second aspect for research and innovation is the deliberate involvement of
health science and policy researchers in international and national research agenda
setting events held by other sectors on the subject of climate variability and change.
Cross fertilization of knowledge, methods, and data is essential for new research col-
laborations to address complex problems in an integrated way.

2.3.2 National risk assessment

As mentioned earlier, some countries have conducted national assessments of the
potential impacts on human health from climate variability and change. Many other
countries have conducted a comprehensive review of the scientific literature to satisfy
the 7 year national communication requirement of the UNFCCC. A national assess-
ment can provide essential information for decision-making [11] to: better understand
current vulnerabilities; evaluate a country and its communities’ capacity to adapt to
climate change by modifying the health infrastructure or by adopting specific adaptive
strategies, policies, and measures; and determine essential knowledge gaps that must
be filled to fully understand possible climate change impacts.

Common national assessment tools are essential for comparability of results, research
promotion, and capacity building. The UNFCCC guidelines for the preparation of
national communications have few references to human health [4,11]. A collabora-
tion between the WHO, UNEP, and Health Canada has facilitated the development of
methods for assessing vulnerability of climate change and human health [10, 11].
Both the assessment tools and the guidelines learn from international health research
and through feedback from health ministries who use the national assessment tools 
to evaluate their own population and system sensitivities and vulnerabilities. These
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common tools will aid in producing comparable results for use at the local, national,
regional, and international levels and provide the ability to communicate urgent needs
for adaptation strategies, policies, and measures.

While the national health ministries are encouraged to take the lead role in facilitat-
ing and coordinating the population health risk assessment, the ministry must democ-
ratize the process, whereby the scientific community joins with the policy community
to conduct the assessment. Furthermore, “all stakeholders — those parties with specific
interests in the issue or measures to address it — should be given the opportunity to
participate” from the beginning [12]. The stakeholders represent the affected commu-
nities at the local and national levels, and often sectors other than health as well as the
health sector itself. However, no one group of stakeholders can be allowed to drive the
assessment process in support or protection of its policies or practices [12].

For an assessment to be successful, the affected community, not just the scientific and
policy communities and certainly not just the health sector, must agree that there is an
identifiable problem. Thus for public health to influence other sectors it will have to
expand its definition of stakeholders beyond its conventional health partners to include
new partners from other sectors in the research, assessment, and policy making
processes. The choice of other sectors to be involved in the assessment of each potential
health exposure issue can begin by examining what is considered to be a potential cause
of adverse health outcomes and who is capable of executing policy that has an impact
on a determinant of health at the national driver level, at the social and economic pres-
sure level, and at the state of the environment level. This is essential to achieve an inte-
grated approach in the scoping of a problem, its assessment, and its management.

The participative approach is intended to motivate other sectors to include climate
change and health as part of their thinking and policy decisions [12]. In return, other
sectors can offer data, perspective, and research collaboration. This results in a shar-
ing of the work and the cost of an assessment, and in an integrated assessment that
has a greater chance of acceptance at the policy level because of its broader support in
a society.

A population health risk assessment is intended to inform decision makers so that
they can make appropriate decisions; thus, it must be relevant to their information
needs. The difficult part of the facilitating and coordinating role of health ministries
is that they must maintain the credibility, usefulness, and effectiveness of the assess-
ment process for the results to be accepted in the risk management phase [12].

2.3.3 Public health risk management

A regular meeting of senior public health policy officials is an essential mechanism to
organize and develop the health sector to realize its role and responsibility for imple-
menting adaptation and core capacity building globally and within and between their
countries, to assess and manage the potential risks to the health and well-being of
their people from climate variability and change, and to manage climate change
effects on health infrastructure. In short, the health sector must get itself organized on
the issue of climate variability and change to collaborate effectively with other sectors
and with its health partners. The participation of nonhealth sectors is of pivotal
importance to expand health policy beyond single sector planning.

Such a regular policy mechanism is necessary to assess the strengths and limitations 
of current international health policies as well as identify and assess the risk posed by
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policy gaps. This is crucial feedback to an international health research agenda to give
guidance on scientific and policy research questions. The challenge for a policy confer-
ence will always be to set priorities that will (1) produce research that policy-makers and
others will want to use, and (2) engage the interests and commitments of the research
community [13]. A regular policy conference must also share comparable results from
national health impact assessments to better understand and collectively assess the
degree of risk to global and regional health from climate variability and change, and 
its consequential effects on world trade and movement of people. Collectively, senior
public health officials must also be prepared to discuss with the international community
of health partners and other sectors national and international priority issues for success-
ful adaptation measures for health impact assessment, training, capacity building, and
risk management and communication. Policy recommendations to modify or adapt 
current public health practices could then be raised by the health ministries to the forum
of the WHO’s World Health Assembly for international health policy decision making.

2.3.4 Other sectors’ risk management

The international community of the United Nations and other international organi-
zations and sectors implicated in health or climate change also need to consider mod-
ifying or adapting their current policies and practices to improve health outcomes.
While active participation in the international health and climate change policy con-
ference mechanism outlined above is essential to inform and influence the health sec-
tor of the interests and concerns of other sectors, the inclusion of the health sector in
the policy events and processes of the nonhealth sector is equally important to achieve
improved health outcomes and socioeconomic and environmental benefits as well.

3. CONCLUSIONS

There are many risks posed during the development and execution of a strategic
framework to solve a problem that will be with us for a long time. The first is always
the role of leadership. The more complex a problem is, and environmental change
from a changing and variable climate is surely a complex problem, the more complex
the partnerships and the possible solutions. Population health risk management is
never simple at the best of times, and an integrated approach to health risk manage-
ment implicates all economic and social sectors.

The major parties in the nonhealth sectors must be involved early and often in the
risk management and communication processes at the local, national, regional, and
international levels to ensure success. Differing perspectives, values, and capacities,
especially when they are involved early on in the integrated population health risk
management model, will lead to two things: (1) more innovative solutions earlier in
the cause-effect chain of relationships, usually with greater health benefits and lower
costs; and (2) broader support in the society at large [14]. The health sector is in a
unique position to increase the understanding of the general public of the implications
of climate change in their lives through potential impacts on their health and well-
being, and aid in understanding the importance of their contribution in prevention
and mitigation of climate change. Broader support by the general public is needed to
convince other sectors to take corrective action.



A key ingredient in the collaboration of multiple organizations, multiple disciplines,
and multiple mechanisms is a cycle of activities that generate and exchange knowledge
between the research and policy communities. Although this strategic framework con-
centrates at the international and national levels of activity, the purpose is to support
the local, national, and regional needs for understanding and developing knowledge
for policy making. The expected constraint of developing quality information at all lev-
els is addressed in the development of a common and comparable set of assessment
tools, as well as in the mechanisms to exchange new knowledge, interests, and concerns
between the multisectoral, multidisciplinary research and policy communities on a reg-
ular basis to stimulate a common understanding of the range of problems faced.

In international organization terms, the strategic framework also supports three
core functions of the WHO [5]:

• Assisting national health ministries, their community and research health part-
ners, and other social and economic sectors in collaboratively assessing and man-
aging the risks to health and well-being from the adverse effects of climate
variability and change; in the process, establishing the evidence for cross-sectoral
policy actions to improve health outcomes and to reduce future health care costs.

• Establishing and expanding collaborative and strategic research and information
networks to create a milieu that can take advantage of innovative science and 
policy ideas for complex policy problems.

• Investigating local, national, regional, and international collaboration within the
health sector and with other sectors to provide research-informed policy as well
as technical development support for sustainable capacity building.

As with all environmental health problems, it is not possible to resolve it with the con-
ventional approach in which each socioeconomic sector analyzes and plans in isola-
tion. The public health sector can play a leadership role because of its size and
importance, socially and economically. Combining the integrated population health
risk management model and the strategic framework for research and policy processes
is a long-term collaborative approach to include and influence policy considerations
and processes of all socioeconomic sectors.
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14 Grounds for convergence

Stephen H. Linder

ABSTRACT This chapter extends the case for sharing useful knowledge (and painful
lessons) put forward in earlier chapters, but goes beyond the assumption of parallel
interests between the public health and climate change communities to uncover their
family resemblances. Three kinds of resemblances appear in certain “neighborhoods” of
the two communities: their value commitments, their conceptual premises, and the way
they construct their problems. In other words, apart from surface differences, common
beliefs and understandings at the level of background assumptions reveal shared roots
and the possibility for more explicit convergence. To the extent that these resemblances
permit different neighborhoods to view themselves as parts of a larger whole, attention
can shift from divisions of labor and informational exchanges to the development of
overarching frameworks and common terminology. For our purposes, it offers the
beginnings of a rudimentary approach for comparing, and ultimately consolidating, the
adaptation interests of both communities. To be sure, the treatment here remain
schematic and suggestive, a series of conjectures that deserve closer scrutiny.

1. INTRODUCTION

The chapters in this volume share a commitment to expanding the dialogue between
the public health community and the climate change community over adaptation
issues, anticipating that more extensive exchanges will prove beneficial to the interests
and missions of both. Dialogue between professional research communities seldom
comes easily, however, even under United Nations (UN) auspices and with research
questions of global import. These two particular communities have different institu-
tional histories and modes of discourse and spring from very different research tradi-
tions. And while they can be thought of metaphorically as communities, both are
subject to internal divisions and ambiguous or shifting boundaries. To be more pre-
cise, it is not public health per se that is involved in adaptation work, but only a small
segment of those doing population-based prevention research. Likewise, adaptation
occupies a relatively small group of researchers among those addressing climate
impacts, and not all of them identify equally with the climate change community. In
effect, what we have are not communities so much as neighborhoods. An expanded
dialogue in this instance will not only take work, it will depend on the initiative of
informal networks of “neighborhood” specialists rather than formal arrangements
between professional communities. Still, there are reasons to be optimistic.
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Up to now, the dialogue between the prevention and adaptation groups has effectively
muted talk of similarities through a division of labor. The prevention researchers assumed
responsibility for inquiry into health impacts and for other specialized analyses within the
health sector. Meanwhile, adaptation researchers dealt with more generic aspects of
adaptation and devised adaptation strategies that spanned sectors. This division has
become more mutable, however, as areas of interest find overlap. On the prevention side,
greater interest in public health infrastructure [1] generally has coincided with the con-
cerns of adaptation researchers for disaster planning and management. The recent shift in
focus among some adaptation researchers to vulnerability and policy studies [2] parallels
the prevention group’s interest in needs assessment and capacity building. Finally, both
neighborhoods pay attention to the critical relationship between vulnerability and devel-
opment, albeit from different directions. In short, there are signs that each is edging ten-
tatively toward the interests and perspectives of the other. An expanded dialogue, then,
seems likely, but may no longer follow the conventional division of labor.

My purpose, here, is to reinforce the case for an expanded dialogue, not by inven-
torying examples or offering suggestions, but by examining common foundations. In
the sections to follow, three kinds of family resemblances between the prevention and
adaptation neighborhoods are examined: their value commitments, their conceptual
premises, and the difficulties they face. To the extent that the two neighborhoods can
be viewed as parts of a larger whole, attention shifts from divisions of labor and infor-
mational exchanges to the development of overarching frameworks and common ter-
minology. This would most likely change the face of adaptation work as it is currently
known, opening up alternative possibilities for inquiry and program design. Before
considering these conjectures on family resemblance, we begin with a refined notion
of what an expanded dialogue might entail.

2. A CONVERGENCE DIALOGUE

For some, dialogue connotes tentative efforts at mutual understanding and implies a
need for diplomacy to dispel myths and misconceptions, arising from either unfamiliar-
ity or elemental differences in language, professional culture, and points of view. The
path here involves initial overtures, patient listening, efforts at translation and symbolic
exchange, and reassurance that certain ends may be shared. Persistent differences are to
be expected and in some ways, to be celebrated — each community finding value in the
knowledge and standing of the other while reinforcing its own. Once successful, juris-
dictions might then be renegotiated, accommodation expected, and disputes avoided.

For others, dialogue suggests the pursuit of mutual advantage, each community
acknowledging something it needs from the other. At issue here is not understanding or
accommodation so much as the instrumental exchange of intelligence. Dialogue, in this
instance, relates to the terms of this trade. Selected knowledge can then be transferred
and put to each community’s own uses. One internal benefit of this more focused dia-
logue is that it preserves the existing patterns of specialization within each community.
In effect, the big picture is divided into multiple parts and assigned to different special-
ties; these, in turn, can readily be augmented by still other specialties without contesting
anyone’s standing. Benefits can also accrue from simply expanding the scope of cover-
age, enlarging jurisdictions, and, at the same time, disarming potential detractors who
might otherwise claim neglect of some prized features. Certainly, advantages from these
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kinds of exchanges would most likely extend to the larger society, enhance research effi-
ciencies, and so on. Still, there may be greater gains from dialogue in yet a third sense,
one that begins with an awareness of the points of convergence between the communi-
ties rather than exchange or understanding.

A convergence dialogue builds on shared commitments and purposes in pursuit of
collaborative enterprise, possibly yielding new arrangements that bridge existing dif-
ferences. For the skeptic, the question, however, is whether such convergence is even
plausible given the manifest differences between the prevention and adaptation neigh-
borhoods. If plausible, then two other questions arise. First, there is the normative
question of worth. Should convergence be more deliberately pursued? This would
entail an examination of whether a convergence dialogue and its ends are, in some
sense, superior to dialogues intent on understanding and mutual advantage. Second,
there is the empirical question of identifying what convergence, if any, has already
taken place and might be expected to continue. Although different angles are being
pursued on adaptation issues, there may well be an increasing homogeneity in points of
view and research practices. In effect, the neighborhoods may come to resemble one
another in certain respects as a product of their parallel work on adaptation. In the
analysis to follow, we pursue the shared perspectives that support plausibility: What
are the conceptual grounds that underpin convergence? The normative and empirical
questions that arise in making a case for convergence must be put aside for now.

3. OBVIOUS DIFFERENCES AND PARALLELS

From a surface inspection, public health and climate change professionals have
remarkably little in common, aside from an interest in certain features of adaptation to
variable climatic effects. From this perspective, they represent two distinct communi-
ties, separated by differences in priorities, norms, and logics, as well as by more super-
ficial differences in disciplinary affiliations and institutional settings. Their histories,
politics, social organization, and institutional affiliations are quite distinct. The diver-
sity of activities and orientations within each defies any simple summarization. Many
of the differences appear to be conceptual and methodological, and others, byproducts
of the way scholars and practitioners organize themselves into communities of inquiry
and practice. When it comes to adaptation, the climate change community has largely
framed the relevant problems and ranged widely in its assessments across human and
natural systems. The question of adverse effects on health and disease, however, was
taken up by the public health community and altered to fit its epidemiologic orienta-
tion and commitment to prevention. The result has been specialized analyses that serve
health planning and disease management, but do not necessarily connect to the adap-
tation work of many climate change professionals. Part of the intent behind this edited
volume is to communicate those findings back to members of the climate change com-
munity in terms that will be both meaningful and useful to them.

Aside from this technical assistance function and support for a dialogue of under-
standing, there is another rationale behind this collection. Some of the authors find
striking parallels between the problems posed by climate adaptation research and the
prevention problems addressed by public health. These parallels suggest a basis for
knowledge transfers moving in both directions. We might expect a volume, analogous
to this one, to emerge from adaptation research that might offer insights relevant to the



reduction of health risks or to policies that protect the health of vulnerable popula-
tions. If we take this insight about parallels a step further, a wider range of similarities
emerge, pointing to areas of potential integration. The two-community idea might then
give way to a more inclusive conception that builds on beliefs and understandings that
certain neighborhoods hold in common. This notion treats the differences between the
larger communities as more apparent than real; it also recasts knowledge sharing more
as intramural learning and diffusion rather than as technical assistance or bilateral
exchange. Instead of proceeding on a topic-by-topic basis through parallels, however, I
take this path a step further and examine whether common beliefs and understandings
exist at the level of background assumptions. To be sure, the treatment here remains
schematic and suggestive, a series of conjectures that deserve closer scrutiny.

4. CONVERGENCE IN VALUE COMMITMENTS

In this context, value commitments refer to enduring beliefs about priorities and the
appropriate ways to attain them. Here, fostering adaptation is the priority of interest,
even though both communities have many other priorities as well. Clearly, there are a
number of ways to foster adaptation, as reflected in the chapters in this volume, but
several more general strategies are apparent and seem to be shared by both groups.
The first is to trust in planning processes that combine technical expertise with public
participation. The image of technocratic planners managing risks through top-down
regulation [3] has given way to a new generation of practices that are intended to
engage the public as active participants in ways that build consensus and ensure suc-
cess in implementation. The second is to frame problems in ways that support sys-
tematic interventions as solutions. After considering the priority assigned to
adaptation, I discuss each of these strategies in turn.

4.1 The importance of fostering adaptation

Foremost among values in this context is the belief that social adaptation matters.
Adaptation generally connotes adjustments of some kind, intended to reduce the
severity of consequences. Accordingly, it signals the desirability of awareness and of
action over inaction (or adjustment over endurance). Moreover, it suggests priorities
for assistance and support based on differential need and capacity to act; some sys-
tems are more sensitive to adversity than others, and some are less able to adjust and
hence more vulnerable than others. In any event, informed responses to the effects of
rapid climate change are assumed to become increasingly important, not only to
scholars but also to policymakers and the public, as evidence of adverse consequences
accumulates. Whether to act and where to act first are fairly settled within the pre-
vention and adaptation neighborhoods; adaptation is needed now and should be tar-
geted to those areas that are most vulnerable. In the larger communities, there is still
debate over timing, targeting, and competing priorities.

4.2 A new role for technical expertise

Technical expertise connotes a scientifically based capability to address complex prob-
lems in systematic ways, usually involving well-defined methods and professionalized
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norms. The faith in expertise that helped characterize the modern era came from an
attachment to the premise that the world works in certain ways that can be known, and
that one’s method made these knowable. And more important, faith was bolstered
from a record of success based on this knowledge. When compared to other ways of
knowing – common sense, intuition, practical experience, and collective wisdom –
expertise attained a position of privilege; its claims were trusted over those from other
sources. Since a part of the objectivity that the expert claims comes from detachment,
for the most part, experts tended to be outsiders to the problem context. As Scott [4]
has carefully shown, what we have then is the modern recipe for top-down prescrip-
tions by experts, perhaps backed by public authorities, who offer solutions to an acqui-
escent population. The standing of local knowledge and local insight was thereby
diminished. Public input on risk was channeled through formal hearings. Solutions,
once successful, were assumed to have universal applicability.

For the adaptation neighborhood, dealing with a global issue, none of this seemed
to apply: local participants were national governments and planning relied on con-
sensus for its legitimacy. Within the prevention neighborhood, adjustments were
made in planning processes to accommodate a changed context of citizen activism but
also a record of unsustainable performance in programs that failed to accommodate
local knowledge and concerns. Both draw heavily on stakeholder consultation and
involvement as a principal planning strategy. Originally designed to keep civil disputes
out of court, the involvement of selected stakeholders can generate local input and
cooperation and, at the same time, defuse local opposition. When it comes to sorting
through the burdens of adaptation, however, stakeholders may have the opportunity
to shift these onto the general population. To the extent that elected officials are
involved, some accountability may be present to constrain these shifts. For the most
part, stakeholders are engaged to voice their stakes and not for divining the public
interest. The alternatives, for example, grass-roots community involvement, by com-
parison are more time consuming and less predictable. Still, working from the bottom
up has the advantage of creating diffuse support for interventions, while getting a
more nuanced reading of the local context and practices that stakeholders miss.
Bottom-up approaches depend on faith in nontechnical forms of knowledge and effec-
tively reduce the privilege that technical expertise traditionally has claimed. The adap-
tation and prevention neighborhoods are among the more active segments of their
respective communities in deploying these approaches.

4.3 The logic of designed solutions

In tension with the consensus-based approach to intervention planning is a design logic
that favors certain ways of framing problems and structuring solutions. This logic, for-
malized in areas ranging from economic decision theory to health services research,
attends to expected levels of performance and frames lapses or gaps in performance as
problems to be solved. This requires some agreed-upon ends, that is, what the per-
formance is supposed to accomplish is assumed, and focuses attention on the proper
choice of means as a solution strategy. Problems naturally entail solutions, at least
within ordinary language, and are invariably framed in ways that support a certain
repertoire of solutions, or at least narrow down the plausible set. Furthermore, certain
features of the problem will be deemed amenable to manipulation and control; these
serve as the design parameters for intervening. This logic, then, is both means-oriented
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and interventionist. Where the construction of a problem remains contestable or the
ends are in dispute, there is no solution to be designed; it remains a political conflict to
be resolved. While the adaptation and prevention neighborhoods tend to face these
kinds of situations, and engage stakeholders directly, elements of design logic still seem
to enter into their discourse, especially around the issue of assessments.

Assessments in either case are typically about relative risks and the prospects for
their reduction through exposure management. Norms are established through enu-
merations of similar cases, and performance expectations provide a criterion for judg-
ing vulnerability or resilience. The value of what is risked can be expressed in a
common metric, say, lost productivity or replacement value, so that the end becomes
prevention or minimization. In turn, this justifies and helps direct interventions, so
that the right problem is solved. Certainly, this perspective does not rule out a deter-
mination that doing nothing is the best course of action; it does, however, make this a
less agreeable prospect. There may also be some measure of indeterminacy in the
nexus between problem and solution that introduces ambiguity and hence stalls inter-
vention. Both are equally prone to this difficulty. The next section turns to the identi-
fication of a set of conceptual commitments that the prevention and adaptation
neighborhoods also appear to hold in common.

5. CONVERGENCE IN CONCEPTUAL PREMISES

Conceptual premises, for our purposes, include background assumptions that frame
understanding, support expectations of order, and guide the construction of facts and
explanations. While there is substantial diversity within each community on these
matters (Shockley [5] calls them epistemic styles) we find three premises in common to
be of special interest for adaptation work. The first two relate to modes of reasoning
and the third to ways of constructing facts. Each is discussed briefly.

5.1 Systems thinking

Although of ancient origin, systems thinking serves as the model of well-ordered, sys-
tematic reasoning in modern, technological societies. In many professions, it assumes
the status of common sense, background knowledge that remains tacit and lies just
beyond reflexive challenge. Furthermore, it operates at a level of abstraction sufficient
to permit its extension across most material phenomena, from watersheds and humans
to machines and weapons. As a representational strategy, it can vastly simplify a com-
plex reality, highlighting certain key elements and relationships thought to account for
observed patterns and dispositions. Besides providing a versatile form of representation,
systems thinking also has desirable, heuristic qualities that guide exposition and specifi-
cation. Boundaries and levels of interaction must be clearly delimited. Key elements
must be identified explicitly and their functions and causal connections specified.

Although its advocates claim that all limitations are extrinsic rather than intrinsic,
systems thinking entails certain habits of mind that construct reality in a particular
way. And while, in the hands of an inspired designer, any representation can be con-
verted into a complex, dynamic, multilevel system, there are features of everyday expe-
rience and concern that are routinely absent from systems depictions, especially when
humans are involved. In fact, there are equally prominent ways of thinking, modeling
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the world, and doing systematic inquiry that neither construct phenomena as systems
nor frame problems as deficits in their performance. Consider, for example, the tradi-
tions of critical realism, pragmatism, and hermeneutics. Certainly, not all of the world
fits easily into a systems mold, and not all systems deserve to have their performance
improved. Similarly, materialist accounts are not always the most compelling ones, nor
do instrumental calculations always capture the most meaningful aspects of value.
That aside, systems accounts play a special role in both the public health and the cli-
mate change communities. Their language is the language of systems, and their con-
cepts are grounded in systems concerns. Before considering these parallels in more
detail, it is useful to consider, if only in schematic form, what systems thinking entails.

To make sense as a system, phenomena need a telos, some orderly pattern to their
existence, typically consistent with specifiable functions and, ultimately, purpose.
Systems not only do things, they appear to do them for some reason. The admissible
reasons, however, tend to be material ones, such as physical necessity, self-maintenance,
or self-seeking, and thus are rarely normative, unless of course, the norms favor self-
maintenance. Still, a system’s actions or inactions are judged and not just observed;
but they are judged principally relative to these admissible reasons. In other words, 
a system’s actions are framed principally in instrumental terms. Accordingly, these
actions may be deemed normal or abnormal, satisfactory or unsatisfactory, appropri-
ate or inappropriate, and so on. When judgments like these are important, systems 
do not simply act or react. From the systems thinker’s viewpoint, they perform. And
when performance falls below expectations, or outside the range of normal function-
ing, this provides a sufficient rationale for intervention or redesign. Systems thinking,
as was argued earlier, complements an engineering perspective that sanctions instru-
mental interventions as the way problems get solved.

5.2 The logic of performance deficits

For the most part, systems thinking assigns abnormality, disorder, and most forms 
of disruption to the system’s external environment. If, in the absence of a disruption
from its environment, a system’s actions were to remain abnormal or unpatterned
over a period of time, doubt would be cast on whether the system’s structure had been
properly articulated. Whatever had acted, in those circumstances, could not properly
be called a system. When some environmental perturbation does occur, however, the
system is expected to react in ways that ultimately protect its functioning. It does so
largely through internal changes that reduce the most disruptive effects of these per-
turbations. From a systems perspective, this is what adaptation entails. Some systems
do well at adapting, that is, they are able to maintain or even improve their perform-
ance, while others do poorly. This gap in performance, assuming equivalent perturba-
tions, is typically attributed to structural disparities. In effect, the poor performers
have internal deficits relative to the capabilities of the better performers. Improving
system performance, then, translates into identifying and reducing these deficits.

Deficit logic, with its imperative to bring flagging systems up to standard, finds appli-
cation in both of our communities, in pursuits ranging from health education to hazard
management. A conception of the normal or the well-functioning system serves not only
as the yardstick for measuring deficits but also as a template for remediation of the
poorly performing. This presumes a basic universality or transferability in the yardstick
and template alike; that is, if they work in one system, ceterus paribus, they should work
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in another. Further, it depends on the presence of similarity or the strength of analogy
across like-functioning systems. Idiosyncratic features, for example, in human systems,
the unique social conditions that support a given practice, at best play subordinate roles.
Hence, once places, sectors, or populations are framed as systems, similarities in their
internal features move to the foreground and idiosyncrasies move to the back. Other
features, however, are typically assumed away. Among the latter, for example, are con-
ditions sure to undermine self-sustaining functionality from the inside: contested mean-
ings and subjectivities, agonistic relations, power struggles, ideologies, and value
conflicts. Instead, attention focuses on the repertoire of responses, or the lack of them,
available to counter the disruptions threatening from the outside.

5.3 Parallelism in exposure and risk

For the public health community, disruptions can stem from exposure to agents, say,
pathogens or mutagens, capable of inflicting grave harm on human populations.
Adaptation in this case involves measures to reduce exposure to these harmful agents,
either by fending them off or by protecting the system against the harm that these
agents cause. Here, epidemiology deploys systems thinking under the guise of an eco-
logical model that highlights the complex interactions between human systems and
their environments in the prevention and spread of disease. Once surveillance and
assessment systems determine the presence of harmful agents, protective measures,
proven in other systems, can then be deployed. The vulnerable and susceptible are
thought to present a range of deficits (some physiological, some social) that increase
their risk of harm. Although these groups may be singled out for special treatment, the
major emphasis in public health’s version of adaptation is on structural responses that
cover the entire population.

Since the agents and mechanisms of particular diseases are not always known, there
is a close working relationship between the biomedical sciences and public health.
Most basic knowledge about the causes and mechanisms of disease comes from the
clinic and the laboratory. Both employ elaborate systems metaphors but at increas-
ingly more micro levels. Consequently, systems concepts at the level of populations
find reinforcement in systems claims at several other levels. Systems thinking also
finds its way into models of health beliefs and lifestyle change, health care delivery,
and societal determinants of health. Each differentiates system from environment,
establishes expectations based on normed patterns of interaction, and addresses 
the problem of adapting to external disruptions in functioning. This is not to say that
public health is exclusively systems oriented. There are a range of activities, in neigh-
borhoods and communities, for example, where systems thinking gives way to less
instrumental forms of communication and interpretation. In these instances, the 
particular and the idiosyncratic replace the general and the normal as frames of 
reference.

For the climate change community, disruptions are induced by exposure to climatic
changes and events, ranging from gradual warming to episodic heat waves and hurri-
canes. As with public health, adaptation involves measures to reduce both exposure
and the damage that such exposure can induce. Unlike public health, however, the
adaptation concerns here extend across a broad range of natural, human, and engi-
neered systems. Although effects on human health and well-being are ultimately of
concern, attention focuses more immediately on the stability of ecosystems and on the
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sustainability of human production systems, especially land and water use, in the face
of disruptions from severe weather and climate change. The logic of stable, function-
ing systems coping with possible disruption is reinforced from the large-scale systems
models of the atmospheric and ecological sciences. In place of reductionist sciences
undergirding the micro-oriented, biomedical models of public health, we have holistic
and integrative models that are macro-oriented, framing how the climate change com-
munity understands adaptation.

In place of vulnerable individuals who face higher risks from exposure to a partic-
ular disease, we have vulnerable place-based systems whose capacity to respond to
risks has somehow been compromised relative to the norm. Healthy systems, like
healthy individuals, manifest resilience that helps maintain or restore functioning fol-
lowing exposure. Both communities find the definition and measurement of relative
vulnerability a key design criterion for adaptation measures and coping strategies.
Similarly, understanding the links between exposure and the risks of damage is central
to both. When it comes to human populations and their settlements, the fields of nat-
ural hazards and disaster management parallel the role of epidemiology in assessing
vulnerability and coping capacity. Again, there is a confidence, characteristic of sys-
tems thinking, that predisposing factors for vulnerability and resilience can be discov-
ered and will generalize across systems and populations. At that point, norms for
assessing vulnerability will emerge along with a ready diagnostic for singling out
deficits in need of remediation. That vulnerabilities and the deficits associated with
them constitute problems to be solved relates to the next conceptual feature common
to both communities, an engineering perspective.

Although these commitments are interrelated, the set identified above remains far
from complete.

6. MUTUAL DIFFICULTIES IN ADAPTATION WORK

6.1 State sponsorship and the paradox of official positions

Both the public health and the climate change communities depend on the support
and sponsorship of the State for their continued existence. Although their histories are
different, both had their origins and responsibilities defined in law. Both rely on gov-
ernmental agencies for their standing and much of their financial support. Consequ-
ently, both are accountable in complex ways to governmental authorities. There are
several implications from this. Although, when it comes to adaptation, the interests 
of the State typically coincide with the interests of scholars and practitioners, when
prospective investments or preventive measures are involved, the State may assume a
more conservative stance than the evidence supports. After all, adaptation involves
social change, some of which may challenge the support that a given regime enjoys
from those with a stake in current social conditions. Likewise, when the State is the
client, initiatives may be altered to meet political objectives that fall outside the scope
of a typical adaptation assessment. As dependence on the State grows, the State’s
influence over priorities and the choice of interventions does as well, possibly jeop-
ardizing the detachment necessary for scientific judgment.

The question then arises as to whether there is room for dissent, or whether depend-
ence on the State has a chilling effect on criticism of any sort. The larger danger to inquiry
is that a certain form of orthodoxy will come to prevail and will remain protected
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from the inside and largely immune to criticism from the outside. Certain questions
will not get asked. Certain positions will be systematically ignored. The system of
rewards and recognition will favor conformity to the received viewpoint. While
orthodoxy is a hidden danger in any social organization of inquiry, it takes on special
significance when the stakes become social and political and no longer just a matter of
internal contention over status and privilege. Paradoxically, the first sign of ortho-
doxy taking hold is that it begins to appear part of the natural order, a set of back-
ground assumptions guiding appropriate inquiry. No one notices. The issue of orthodox
thinking disappears. The difficulty is to balance State sponsorship against the need for
critical reflection on research practices, priorities, and habits.

6.2 Lessons and place-based casework

Throughout much of this volume, we assume that lessons are worth having; that is to
say, that experience in a particular instance has meaning across other instances.
Further, there is an implicit asymmetry to that experience, such that more compelling
lessons appear to come from failure than from success. In other words, trial and error
generates lessons for change and adjustment; trial and success reinforces current prac-
tices and perhaps tempts their over-extension. Success is more liable to become the
one size that fits all. These claims about experience place one squarely in the prag-
matic tradition, at home in a professional culture of cost and regret minimization,
piecemeal incremental change, and fallibilism. Failures are transferable, but successes
call for corroboration. Both offer lessons, but not equally instructive ones. When it
comes to adaptation, both communities place great stock in case studies, typically
grounded in a particular context and locale. The unique features serve as cautions,
while the experience itself is transferred as instructive guidance.

The asymmetry between cases of success and cases of failure also agrees with a polit-
ical presumption against collective forms of social intervention: the burdens of proof
and persuasion rest with those who claim to have defied the odds of failure, not with
those who fail. After the fact, failures are typically easier to apprehend than successes,
since they reinforce attachments to the status quo rather than disrupt them. (This
echoes the logic of inferential statistics, employing significance levels to raise the bar
against chance departures from null hypotheses.) In addition, sorting through evidence
of what worked is much more complex in real-world settings, especially where people
are the registers of an anticipated change. Asking people whether an intervention
worked for them as a promotional device may be one’s only purchase on an outcome.
Nevertheless, success and failure in social programming may be transient states relative
to a constant background of ambiguity. Discernible results, in this context, often seem
mixed. At best, some signs of success and of failure may be found, but not all of them
intended or attributable to one’s program. The difficulty, then, resides in determining
not only what case experience can be transferred and what remains unique but also
what the results mean. Were the interventions successful? It is often hard to tell.

6.3 Structural conditions and stakeholders

As noted in the earlier section on value commitments, one of the key premises behind
adaptation work is that, with proper guidance, adjustments likely to make a differ-
ence can be accomplished. This suggests that the correlates of vulnerability, whether
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to disease or extreme weather events, not only are subject to manipulation but also
can be altered in a controlled way to reduce vulnerability. Perhaps the most familiar
correlate in adaptation work is infrastructure, where directed investment can be ame-
liorative and, hence, protective. Additionally, behavioral correlates can be addressed
to induce change in people’s activities and decision making. There are, however, far
less tractable correlates that create difficulties for both communities; these are the
upstream factors that reproduce the conditions of vulnerability on an ongoing basis
and militate against change. In effect, changes in infrastructure or behavior may rep-
resent only sufficient conditions for adaptability, leaving the necessary conditions
untouched. The most prominent of these is social inequality.

Much has been written in the climate change community about the connection
between vulnerability and the relative lack of social and economic assets. The inter-
esting point here is that public health arrives at the same insight from a different direc-
tion. In this instance, vulnerability to premature death is attributed not to the absence
of health services (infrastructure) or to lifestyle choices (behavior) but rather to sys-
tems of social stratification in a given society. That is to say, social structure matters
and can countervail any effort to alter more proximate conditions. At the same time,
it represents a feature least amenable to modification, especially by small-scale,
expertise-driven interventions. The difficulty for both communities is finding how to
intervene in ways that support changes in these inequalities, even if they cannot be
addressed directly. A related difficulty arises in attempts to involve local participants
in the design and implementation of interventions. The desirability of local participa-
tion for reasons ranging from sustainability to cooperation is well rehearsed in both
communities. Trouble begins with the choice of participants. If structures of inequal-
ity lie at the core of vulnerability, then involving those with the greatest stake in pre-
serving those inequalities, since they reside in the upper strata, represents a categorical
error. It is not so much an issue of initiating interventions from the top down or the
bottom up; when it comes to the upstream determinants of vulnerability, these desig-
nations become less relevant. The question is, How do you build in local participation
without reinforcing the social and political order that stands behind vulnerability?
Both communities are struggling with this.

7. REPRISE: CONSOLIDATION

Given the range of shared assumptions and difficulties, social adaptation may be bet-
ter served by consolidating treatments drawn from neighborhoods within the public
health and climate change communities. Consolidation, in this context, challenges
functional divisions of labor in two ways. First, it draws attention to areas of overlap
between these neighborhoods rather than to areas of difference and uniqueness. Here,
the emphasis shifts from knowledge transfer and informational exchange to uncover-
ing common assets. Basic insights, for example, may be the same in both, despite ter-
minological and conceptual distinctions. One implication is that these insights may
represent more durable or core truth claims; another is that there can be practical
advantages from marshalling the institutionalized authority of expertise that each
community commands.

Second, for scholars and practitioners within each community, consolidation can
legitimate vantage points external to both. To the extent that their central premises are
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shared, the communities effectively join an overarching body of approaches that offers
an alternative point of view for judging strengths and weaknesses as well as similarities
and differences. This capacity to “step outside” and look with fresh eyes upon one’s
mode of inquiry parallels the mental maneuver common to most forms of critique. For
our purposes, it offers the beginnings of a rudimentary approach for comparing, and
ultimately consolidating, the adaptation interests of the public health and climate
change communities.
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15 Lessons learned and insights 
for adaptation policy

Ian Burton, Joel B. Smith, Kristie L. Ebi, Joel Scheraga1

1. INTRODUCTION

The preface of this book laid out two lines of questioning to be addressed in the case
studies:

• What modifications to public health systems might be necessary to enhance adap-
tive capacity to climate variability and change?

• What lessons can be drawn from the history of managing environmental and
other threats that can be applied to adaptation to climate variability and change?

We return to these themes in this concluding chapter, summarizing lessons learned from
the case studies that may be applicable to all sectors – including public health – likely to
be affected by climate change, then suggesting new directions to take climate variability
and change more fully into account when formulating strategies, policies, and measures.

2. NEW CHALLENGES POSED BY CLIMATE CHANGE

Climate change is one of an emerging class of environmental problems that are
markedly complex for both scientists and policymakers [1]. It may have serious envi-
ronmental impacts, yet it is a difficult problem for policymakers because it is sur-
rounded by significant scientific uncertainties and could be expensive to address. It
will have to be solved globally, even as impacts will need to be dealt with regionally
and locally. It has the potential to affect multiple sectors with different intensity across
regions and time. And it involves significant interrelationships among physical, social,
economic, political, and other factors.

Climate change has more to do with the success of the human enterprise than its
failures. Industrial civilization, with its heavy reliance on fossil fuels, inadvertently
created the problem of human-induced climate change. The emission of greenhouse
gases due to human activities enhances the natural greenhouse effect, resulting in a
human influence on climate that augments natural climate variability and change. The
same process of scientific and technological development also created interconnected
human communities of unprecedented size, with areas of high population density and 

1 The views expressed are the author’s own and do not represent the official policy of the US
Environmental Protection Agency.
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large-scale and rapid population movements. The potential for emerging and re-
emerging diseases to spread quickly has greatly increased with the advent of modern
air travel and the creation of large human settlements. The potential for such diseases
to become endemic may increase.

Human societies have experience with adaptation, having responded with varying
degrees of success to climate variability and extreme events. In addition, large-scale
human migration has exposed people to very different climates, sometimes within a
short time frame, as in the case of transoceanic or transcontinental migrations. It is a
testament to human ingenuity and adaptability that viable societies have been estab-
lished and flourished in a very wide range of climatic environments, given sufficient
resources. However, anthropogenic climate change presents a substantial new chal-
lenge for the field of public health and for other sectors.

Coping with the potential effects of climate change will be a complex and ongoing
process requiring action by individuals, communities, governments, and international
agencies. One way to respond is through adaptation intended to increase the resilience
of societies and ecosystems to change. Rapid social and technological adaptation is
becoming an increasingly important challenge because climate is now projected to
change at a faster rate. The effectiveness of adaptation will determine the degree to which
individuals and communities will be affected by climate-sensitive health outcomes
with a changing climate. Failure to invest in adaptation may leave a nation poorly pre-
pared to cope with adverse changes and increase the probability of severe conse-
quences [2]. Therefore, adaptation strategies, policies, and measures need to be
considered as part of any larger policy portfolio.

The extent to which society is willing to expend resources to avoid the effects of 
climate change will depend in part on its perceptions of the risks posed by climate
change, the perceived costs of the effort, ability to pay, and how much it is willing to
risk possible negative consequences [3,4]. Because resources need to be shared among
a variety of public health problems, along with other problems of concern to society,
the ideal situation is to direct resources to their highest valued use to do the greatest
public good [5]. This, of course, is a social choice, not a scientific decision. Stake-
holders may have conflicting desires, and conflict resolution is likely to be required.
Policymakers will have to consider issues of equity (e.g., a decision that leads to 
differential health impacts among different demographic groups), efficiency (e.g., 
targeting those programs that will yield the greatest improvements to public health), 
and political feasibility.

Policy makers outside the public health community are faced with similar challenges.
Policy makers dealing with multiple social objectives (e.g., elimination of poverty, 
support for agriculture, promotion of economic growth, protection of cultural
resources) and competing stakeholder desires must make difficult choices as they allo-
cate scarce human and financial resources [5]. For this reason, the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) suggested that it is useful to view climate change as 
part of the larger challenge of sustainable development [6]. Climate policies – including
those intended to protect public health – can be more effective when consistently
embedded within broader strategies designed to make national and regional develop-
ment paths more sustainable. The impact of climate variability and change, climate
policy responses, and associated socioeconomic development will affect the ability of
communities to achieve development goals. Conversely, the pursuit of sustainable
development goals will affect the opportunities for, and success of, climate policies.
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The development of adaptation strategies is complicated by the fact that significant
uncertainties exist about the underlying science, the geographic and temporal scales of
consequences, and the effectiveness of available response strategies. A major issue fac-
ing scientists and policymakers is how to communicate the scientific information that
is available, the degree of certainty associated with this information, and the implica-
tions of uncertainties for the issues of concern to decision makers, resource managers,
and other stakeholders. There are two dangers. One is that in the absence of sufficient
and accurate information, or the absence of a compelling case for action, the public
may take little interest and not respond effectively. This is one reason why govern-
ments and intergovernmental agencies spend time and money to raise public aware-
ness and to inform the public as to potential risks and benefits. The other danger is
over-reaction. Once an issue (a risk or a threat) becomes the focus of public attention,
there can be a high demand for information, reassurance, and action. Given the com-
plexities and uncertainties associated with climate change, and the aversion of the
public to involuntary risks, facilitating an informed and thoughtful public response
could become as difficult as managing the risk itself.

We next explore lessons from the history of climate adaptation and public health
management in an effort to better understand how scientific knowledge and manage-
ment practices can be combined to more effectively address the potential impacts of
climate change.

3. LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE CASE STUDIES

Evaluating, designing, and implementing an effective adaptation strategy are complex
undertakings. Policy makers should not be cavalier about the ease with which adap-
tation can be achieved, or the expected effectiveness of any policies implemented. Not
only must the potential health impacts of climate change and options for responding
to these impacts be identified, but barriers to successful adaptation and the means of
overcoming such barriers also need to be evaluated [5].

The wide and varied experiences in coping with climate and other risks to human
health provide a number of useful lessons on the process of adaptation that may have
value to other sectors as they confront the challenges and opportunities of climate
change. This section briefly summarizes some of the lessons from the case studies pre-
sented in this book that can provide guidance for the design and implementation of
effective and efficient adaptation strategies, policies, and measures. The main lessons
can be grouped into the following five themes:

• The design of adaptation strategies, policies, and measures must be based on an
understanding of the multiple and interacting determinants of disease. Climate
change may exacerbate or ameliorate disease determinants, with the possibility
that thresholds or nonlinearities may be encountered. Increased understanding of
the health impacts of current climate variability is likely to facilitate adaptation to
future climatic conditions.

• Multiple political, social, economic, technological, and human factors determine
whether adaptation strategies, policies, and measures are effective. Effective 
interventions are embedded in an understanding of human factors and are tai-
lored to local situations. Also, maladaptation and unintended consequences of
interventions can occur in many different ways.



• Surveillance and early warning systems, coupled with effective response capabili-
ties, can reduce current and future vulnerability.

• Adaptation is a process that requires sustained commitment. Because health risks
and their drivers change over time, monitoring and evaluating interventions are
important. It is prudent to intervene on a small scale to test the effectiveness of
solutions before large-scale deployment.

• Collaboration and coordination are required across sectors.

One of the underlying themes throughout the book is the need to establish an institu-
tional structure with the responsibility to maintain vigilance in responding to climate
change, and to commit sufficient resources on an ongoing basis to identify and
respond to problems. The aphorism of acting in haste and repenting at leisure applies
here, with the caveat that the consequences of a less than effective intervention can be
severe in terms of human disease and death. There should be skepticism about adopt-
ing quick-fix solutions that promise to permanently solve problems. It is not that such
solutions cannot happen, but that we must be wary of them because of incomplete
understanding of problems and proposed solutions, inadequate research into appro-
priate approaches to implementation, and the fact that the situation can change and
new or old problems can emerge. However, decisions must be made. The question is
how best to make decisions despite the existence of uncertainties.

Below, we briefly discuss each main lesson with specific examples drawn from the
chapters in this volume.

The design of adaptation strategies, policies, and measures must be based on an
understanding of the multiple and interacting determinants of disease. Climate
change may exacerbate or ameliorate disease determinants, with the possibility that
thresholds or nonlinearities may be encountered. Increased understanding of the
health impacts of current climate variability is likely to facilitate adaptation to future
climatic conditions.

Climate change is only one of many factors influencing human health and social well-
being. The ecological, socioeconomic, and climate systems are closely linked, which
poses a challenge for policymakers. Before designing and initiating an intervention, 
it is critical to gather information to understand the multiple and interacting determi-
nants of disease, including both the immediate causes of the disease (e.g., a heat wave
can increase morbidity and mortality) and other drivers associated with the disease
(e.g., increased urbanization can create an urban heat island that exacerbates the
effect of a heat wave). Also, it is important to understand “contextual” determinants of
the disease, including the larger societal drivers such as population growth, poverty, and
ecosystem changes.

Poverty is an important driver of many diseases

In a number of the case studies, the widespread poverty of the population was a crit-
ical factor leading to high vulnerability to disease. One of the outcomes of poverty
(although perhaps also a cause) is inadequate public health infrastructure and access
to health care. The consequence is a reduced ability to prevent and treat diseases,
resulting in situations where controlling the spread of disease is difficult. As is discussed
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in the case studies on campylobacteriosis (Chapter 4) and arsenic (Chapter 5), poverty
is generally associated with inadequate sanitation, which can lead to exposure to
water-borne diseases.

The role poverty plays in creating vulnerability to climate change cuts across almost 
all climate sensitive sectors. Wealth is one of the determinants of adaptive capacity [7].
Substantially reducing or eliminating poverty would greatly enhance the ability of
societies to cope with many aspects of climate variability and change, and perhaps
dramatically reduce vulnerability. However, reducing poverty alone will not eliminate
vulnerability, as demonstrated by the many excess deaths during the European heat
wave in 2003. Socioeconomic, political, and cultural considerations are examples of
factors other than wealth that also influence vulnerability.

Ecosystem changes can facilitate the emergence and re-emergence 
of disease

Climate change can change or disrupt natural systems, making it possible for diseases
to spread or emerge in areas where they had been limited or had not existed, or for
diseases to disappear from areas that are no longer hospitable to the vector or the
pathogen. Climate is one of multiple factors that determine the range of a disease;
land use change is another major determinant. For example, campylobacteriosis is an
“emerging” human gastrointestinal disease, with a dramatic increase in cases in the
last few decades. In New Zealand, natural vegetation was replaced with pastoral
farming. This increased sources for disease (animal waste) and reduced the ability of
natural vegetation to remove the wastes from runoff. This has resulted in contamina-
tion of half of New Zealand’s rivers and streams (see Chapter 4). In another example,
Githeko and Schiff (Chapter 7) report that land use changes in Africa, such as defor-
estation in Tanzania and cultivation of swamps in Uganda, have been associated with
the spread of malaria. Not all changes in land use have adverse consequences for
human health; draining wetlands near human settlements can reduce habitats for 
disease-carrying mosquitoes.

This lesson also applies to sectors other than public health. For example, ecosystem
changes may result in the spread of pests that can affect agricultural output. Using pes-
ticides to control these pests can, in turn, increase the costs of agricultural production.
And if climate change increases the frequency and intensity of rainfall events, there
could be more runoff of pesticides from farms into rivers and streams, affecting water
quality and wildlife. It is therefore critical that the effects of ecosystem changes be iden-
tified and that our understanding of the mechanisms through which these changes occur
be improved.

Increased understanding of the health impacts of current climate
variability is likely to facilitate adaptation to future climatic
conditions

Climate change can be expected to change the location, frequency, and intensity of
known health risks. Part of the preparation to address the potential impacts of climate
change is to improve our understanding of risks from the current climatic conditions,



such as those posed by heat waves (Chapter 8) and other extreme weather events
(Chapter 9). In addition, as a number of chapters in this book point out, better under-
standing of potential risks from climate variability and change, and of the populations
vulnerable to those risks, can help health authorities target surveillance, response, and
other programs.

The importance of understanding risks from current climate and how the risks
could change is borne out in other climate sensitive sectors. For example, the risks
posed by climate variability to water resources are not new to societies, but changes
in the frequency and intensity of precipitation might require modification of current
water management practices.

Multiple political, social, economic, technological, and human factors determine
whether adaptation strategies, policies, and measures are effective. Effective interven-
tions are embedded in an understanding of human factors and are tailored to local
situations. Also, maladaptation and unintended consequences of interventions can
occur in many different ways.

Many of the chapters in this book demonstrate the need to design appropriate inter-
ventions tailored to local circumstances. Differences in culture, education, knowl-
edge, availability and affordability of technology, and other factors mean that a “one
size fits all” approach is likely to fail. The specific lessons learned include the 
following:

Changing the behavior of individuals may be difficult

Adaptations that require individuals to change their behavior may be difficult to suc-
cessfully implement. Githeko and Shiff (Chapter 7) note that despite the demonstra-
tion that use of treated bed nets reduces the risk of malaria, their acceptability and
affordability have been a barrier to adoption. Lucas and McMichael (Chapter 11)
note that convincing individuals to change their behavior (reducing exposure to harm-
ful UVB rays from the sun) can be challenging if the change involves inconvenience or
increased cost, although information campaigns to reduce UVB exposure have had
some success. (They note, however, that maladaptation could occur if the campaigns
reduce sun exposure too much, limiting UVR exposure necessary to manufacture
vitamin D.) In Chapter 12, Linder discusses the difficulties that can be encountered
when encouraging or even coercing individuals to change behavior.

The fact that individuals do not readily change their behavior is a challenge for all
sectors. Successful campaigns to change individual behavior such as anti-smoking or
anti-drunk driving efforts often started with strong stakeholder involvement (such as
Mothers Against Drunk Driving), took years to succeed, and required not just public
appeals but also incentives such as higher cigarette prices or stricter drunk driving
laws. This suggests that efforts to change individual behavior need to be undertaken,
sometimes with incentives, in a sustained manner involving messages targeted to spe-
cific population subgroups. Better understanding of what has worked and why (and
what has not worked and why not) can facilitate the development of more effective
intervention programs.
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Be wary of “simple solutions”, particularly technological responses
that have not adequately accounted for potential behavioral
responses and other socioeconomic, cultural, and human factors

It can be tempting to adopt simple solutions that sound as if they would readily solve a
problem, particularly when the proposed solution is a technological one. The tubewells
installed to reduce morbidity and mortality from diarrheal diseases, particularly among
children (Chapter 5), is a good example of such a solution. It was probably quite tempt-
ing to latch on to this technological solution without investigating such complicated
matters as how people actually used water, their beliefs about water and disease,
whether or not people would accept tubewells, and whether the solution would create
other problems.

Effective interventions must be tailored to local situations

The discussion in Chapter 5 on arsenic in Bangladesh has a number of valuable les-
sons; among them is the importance of designing an intervention so that it is appro-
priate for the local situation. This is particularly the case for technological solutions.
If the remedy is incompatible with local culture, it is unlikely to be adopted. Other
factors also need to be considered, such as the local availability of resources; prefer-
ences that are a function of culture, traditions, religion, and other factors; the relative
size of a vulnerable population (e.g., more elderly in one region than in another);
equity considerations; and political feasibility. Also, as noted earlier, different stake-
holders have different, and perhaps competing, objectives, which can make the choice
of specific adaptation measures difficult.

Githeko and Shiff (Chapter 7) write about malaria:
There has been a very high expectation of a magic bullet coming out of hi-tech
laboratories (e.g., vaccines, genetically modified mosquitoes) and as a result,
African malariologists have failed to optimize the use of existing tools such as
selective indoor spraying of houses at the foci of transmission in the highlands.
Sufficient knowledge exists to modify houses to make them less accessible to
mosquito vectors, yet this knowledge has been completely unutilized …. It is our
view that Africa can develop some simple homegrown and scientifically sound
solutions for malaria transmission.

Tubewells were used in Bangladesh as a solution to polluted surface water supplies.
However, many people refused to obtain water from them. This highlights the impor-
tance, not just of considering the culture one is operating within, but also of working
with regional and local stakeholders in the design of interventions (see Chapter 9).
This may mean more than simply consulting stakeholders, but empowering them to
make decisions about appropriate responses.

This is an important message for adaptation in all climate-sensitive sectors. Whether
they are responding to sea level rise, change in crop yields, loss of biodiversity, or many
of the other impacts of climate change, adaptation strategies that do not consider local
circumstances can lead to lack of use, misapplication, and unintended consequences.
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Maladaptation and unintended consequences can occur in many
different ways

Maladaptation occurs when current practices or behavior increase rather than
decrease climate risks or risks from other stressors [8]. Maladaptation also occurs
when interventions are implemented and scarce resources are used when adaptation
was not necessary.

Addressing maladaptation where it already has occurred can produce a “win-win”
outcome: the interventions can address a situation that is a problem under current cli-
mate and can improve the ability to adapt to the potential impacts of climate change.
For example, Weinstein and Woodward note in Chapter 4 that maladaptation arose
as a consequence of past management of water catchments, and that improving man-
agement, including revegetation with an emphasis on planting native species, would
have multiple benefits, independent of climate trajectories, on reducing the prevalence
of campylobacteriosis in New Zealand. Some of these adaptations would produce
immediate benefits, such as reduced runoff and improved water quality.

The potential for maladaptation in other sectors has been studied [7,8]. One
approach suggests that existing practices that yield unintended consequences (i.e., exist-
ing maladaptation) should be addressed now because they exacerbate or introduce risks,
and there would be immediate benefits if corrected. Furthermore, such corrections will
improve society’s ability to adapt to future climate change (although additional adapta-
tions may well be needed). Even if maladaptation is not occurring under current climate,
it could arise over time with changing conditions. Systems that are well adapted now
may become more vulnerable in the future as the climate changes. For this reason, ongo-
ing monitoring and evaluation of implemented adaptation measures is needed.

It is important to understand the political, social, economic, and
other forces that may affect implementation

Scientific information is only one input into policy decisions. Selection and implemen-
tation of adaptation strategies, policies, and measures are done within a political,
social, and economic context. Understanding this context, and incorporating modifi-
cations to address this context, can facilitate the acceptability of desirable adaptations.

Among the major ethical issues facing public health is the matter of individual rights
versus the good of society as a whole. One situation is where an individual can pose a
risk to society as a whole (see Chapter 1). The typical public health response is to place
the welfare of society above that of the individual. For example, the freedom of move-
ment of an individual carrying an infectious disease can be limited to reduce the risk of
spreading the contagion. Weinstein and Woodward (Chapter 4) raise another ethical
dilemma: the problem of investing relatively large sums of money to protect a few indi-
viduals. They point out that drinking water quality problems may be greatest in poor
isolated communities, where solutions on a per capita basis are expensive. Considera-
tions of equity may demand investment in such cost-ineffective solutions.

Such ethical dilemmas arise in other sectors addressing climate variability and cli-
mate change. Certain individuals or subpopulations may have greater exposure to climate
risks than society as a whole. A dilemma is whether it is better to invest large amounts
of resources to protect the lifestyles of those individuals or better to take other mea-
sures such as to relocate them (or do nothing), which also has monetary costs.
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Surveillance and early warning systems, coupled with effective response capabilities,
can reduce current and future vulnerability.

Surveillance is an important resource for identifying risks

In Chapter 10, Wilson and Anker state, “Disease and weather surveillance are critical
components of efforts to measure, recognize, evaluate, anticipate, and respond to 
climate effects on health”. Surveillance systems are designed to provide early intelli-
gence on the re-emergence of health risks at specific locations in time for effective
responses to be mounted. Climate change can be expected to facilitate changes in the
geographic range, seasonality, and duration of a variety of health outcomes such as
malaria, dengue fever, and other vector-borne diseases (see Chapter 3). It may also
introduce new risks.

Appropriately designed surveillance systems can identify risks to health, whether
they are the result of climate change or other driving forces. However, to capitalize on
this possibility, conventional surveillance systems need to account for and anticipate
the potential effects of climate change. Surveillance systems will need to be imple-
mented in locations where changes in weather and climate may foster the spread of 
climate-sensitive diseases and vectors into new regions. (Similarly, information about the
timing, location, and potential severity of possible changes in climate-sensitive sectors
other than public health can be used to prioritize the placement of surveillance and
early warning systems to alert populations to changing risk conditions.) Increased
understanding is needed of how to design these systems where there is limited under-
standing of the interactions of climate, ecosystems, and infectious diseases.

Early warning systems can reduce current and future vulnerability

Whereas surveillance systems are designed to detect and investigate disease outbreaks
as they occur, early warning systems are designed to alert the population and relevant
authorities that a disease outbreak is expected. Early warning systems can be very
effective in preventing deaths, diseases, and injuries. One component of an early warn-
ing system, pointed out by Woodruff in Chapter 6, is disease prediction. The effective-
ness of the prediction component depends on:

• an understanding of the mechanisms of disease transmission;
• reliable and up-to-date information on exposures and health outcomes; and
• a model that is accurate, specific, and timely.

As Woodruff discusses, knowledge of disease transmission requires an understanding
of the causes of the disease. Being able to predict disease outbreaks requires good his-
torical data on which to base the prediction, as well as reliable and up-to-date moni-
toring data. The model needs to be sufficiently accurate and valid for the use to which
it is put. Models for early warning systems typically work best for episodic diseases
rather than endemic ones.

Early warning is also important for extreme climate events. Street et al. in Chapter 9
point out how early warning can be critical for avoiding natural disasters such as 
hurricanes. Kovats and Koppe in Chapter 8 discuss the use of heat health warning 
systems to predict extreme heat waves that will pose a risk to health.
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Risk prediction must be coupled with adequate response 
capabilities

An early warning of a problem will be inadequate if it is not accompanied by an effec-
tive response capability, including a specific intervention plan. In Chapter 6 Woodruff
states, “Excellent predictive ability is of little value if the response capacity is not equally 
as good”. Once a warning is given, the public health system must have the capability to
take effective measures to reduce the predicted risks. Kovats and Koppe point out in
Chapter 8 that the combination of a heat watch warning system and a response plan to
reduce the exposure of vulnerable population groups to extreme heat led to a substan-
tial reduction in deaths from extreme heat in Chicago in 1999. Street et al. in Chapter 9
discuss the importance of including communities in planning responses to extreme
weather events.

Woodruff identifies the following necessary components of a response plan (appli-
cable to all climate-sensitive sectors):

• details on thresholds for action;
• available and effective interventions;
• an economic assessment of the benefit and affordability of the system;
• a communication strategy; and
• involvement of all relevant stakeholders in the process.

Adaptation is a process that requires sustained commitment. Because health risks
and their drivers change over time, monitoring and evaluation of interventions are
important. It is prudent to intervene on a small scale to test the effectiveness of solu-
tions before large-scale deployment.

This is a lesson of unwavering vigilance. Societies must not become complacent and
assume that problems are solved forever, but must maintain efforts to monitor and
evaluate the problems and their solutions.

Health risks and their drivers change over time

Effective public health management must address changes in drivers or the disease
itself in a prompt and efficient manner. The burden of diseases such as malaria can
increase with changes such as the development of drug-resistant parasites and pesticide-
resistant vectors (see Chapters 3 and 7). Changing population demographics, parti-
cularly increasing numbers of individuals over age 65, suggest that there will be
increased vulnerability to a number of the potential health impacts of climate change
(e.g., death due to heat stress as the frequency and intensity of heat waves increase).
Changes in land use, such as conversion of forest to rice cultivation, can create favor-
able conditions for disease vectors.

Socioeconomic conditions can change, resulting in the easing, exacerbation, or cre-
ation of new health problems. For example, Weinstein and Woodward in Chapter 4
identify increasing social inequality as a possible cause of greater exposure to water-borne
diseases. In contrast, improved social conditions can result in more favorable condi-
tions to implementing actions to reduce a disease risk [9].
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A sustained commitment is required

In their analysis of the reemergence of yellow fever, dengue/dengue hemorrhagic fever,
and malaria, particularly in the Americas, Gubler and Wilson (Chapter 3) make a
strong case for the importance of a sustained commitment. Mosquito control pro-
grams in the 1940s and 1950s resulted in effective control of the diseases in the
Americas because mosquitoes carrying the diseases were controlled. This success
unfortunately bred complacency and control measures were relaxed (and funds were
diverted to other activities). In the 1960s and 1970s, these diseases reemerged.

Gubler and Wilson state that solid political will, adequate resources devoted to
adaptation, and institutional commitments are needed to control health problems over
the long term. One high-priority need is for adequate trained personnel and resources
to be made available to countries where diseases are endemic and investments need to
be maintained. The level of investment must address not only the burden of disease in
that population but also the potential consequences if the disease moves across
national boundaries (as was highlighted by the SARS outbreak of 2003).

A related lesson is that many diseases cannot be eliminated, but they can be con-
trolled. Both Gubler and Wilson (Chapter 3) and Githeko and Schiff (Chapter 7) con-
clude that we should strive to control and limit diseases such as malaria rather than
try to eliminate them. Gubler and Wilson state that elimination of Anopheles and
Aedes mosquitoes is technologically impossible. A vaccine for malaria or dengue also
does not exist. They point out the need to maintain the political will to continue dis-
ease control programs even when it appears that a disease is under control.

A strategy of eternal vigilance is difficult to follow. Once a problem is sufficiently
reduced in scope that it fades from public consciousness, other problems emerge to
take its place. We can assume that, in addition to having limited resources, there is a
public attention budget that focuses on only a limited number of problems at one time.
If a problem has insufficient immediate risk to keep it prominent in the public and
political eye, other problems are likely to displace it and to attract financial support.

Intervention on a small scale is warranted to test the effectiveness of
a “solution”

An intervention, particularly something new, should be tested on a small scale. Testing
can identify potential implementation problems or unintended consequences (e.g., for
a new technology). Testing of tubewells in Bangladesh might have identified the high
arsenic levels in groundwater, in addition to the difficulties in getting people to prop-
erly use the wells. The lessons learned during the testing period can then be applied
when an intervention is scaled up.

Monitoring and evaluation of interventions is important

Many of the chapters in this book point out the importance of monitoring and evalu-
ation of interventions. We cannot assume that the interventions implemented will
work and will do so in perpetuity. The only way to find out if solutions are working
is to monitor the health outcomes. In addition, monitoring and evaluation can iden-
tify unanticipated problems. As is noted in Chapter 10 on surveillance, we can count
on surprises in a rapidly changing world. Monitoring can identify where solutions



have not worked and where further interventions are needed. Evaluation can identify
why particular solutions did and did not work. Both monitoring and evaluation are
needed to ensure interventions continue to have the intended effect.

Collaboration and coordination are required across sectors

Strategies, policies, and measures for adaptation to climate variability and change in mul-
tiple sectors, including public health, are increasingly inseparable. If strong collaboration
and coordination do not develop across different sectors and communities, then effective
and efficient adaptation to climate change will be less likely, with needless human suffer-
ing. Most science is currently conducted within narrow disciplines. Multidisciplinary
approaches are required to understand the potential risks and benefits of climate change,
and the possible response strategies to protect and enhance human health and well-being
in the face of what the future will bring. Taking a more systems-based approach allows
the risks from climate change to be put into perspective with other drivers of disease, thus
facilitating the identification of the most effective and efficient adaptation options.

4. INSIGHTS FOR POLICY

We turn to the question of what modifications to public health policies and systems
might be necessary to enhance adaptive capacity to climate variability and change. To
successfully modify public health policies and systems, several prerequisites must
exist: an awareness that a problem exists; a sense that the problem matters; an under-
standing of the causes of the problem; an ability to influence the outcome; and politi-
cal will to influence the problem [10]. These prerequisites for action can be addressed
by education, research, and institutional development.

Public health officials and researchers must be educated to understand that climate is
a risk factor for a range of diseases and that increasing resilience to current climate vari-
ability will be a step toward increasing adaptive capacity to future change. The climate
is always changing, but it is projected to change at an increasingly more rapid rate in the
future. This change may be accompanied by increasing climate variability. The resulting
increase in floods, droughts, heat waves, etc., would strain the ability of public health
systems worldwide to cope unless proactive policies are formulated and implemented.

Research is needed to better understand the relationships between climate and
health, and how these relationships could be effectively modified or influenced. Such
investments will provide the policy-relevant information needed by decision makers
to formulate and implement appropriate response options. In addition, to design
effective adaptation options, research is needed to understand which public health
interventions have and have not worked in the past, and why. Public health can use
the lessons learned to inform the design of future interventions and the processes by
which they are implemented.

Because climate change will continue for the foreseeable future and because adap-
tation to these changes will be an ongoing process, institutions need to be developed
with the responsibility for consistently and effectively factoring climate variability and
change into all policies. Active management of the risks and benefits of climate change
needs to be mainstreamed into the design and implementation of disease control strategies
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and policies across the institutions and agencies responsible for maintaining and improv-
ing population health. Some risk management activities will be extensions of current
public health approaches that can be designed within existing operational responsibili-
ties. For example, the design and implementation of early warning systems for climate-
sensitive diseases is a win-win strategy that would reduce the current burden of
disease while increasing adaptive capacity if the incidence of disease increases. Other
risk management activities will require modifications to current public health prac-
tices or systems. For example, a number of studies have suggested that the changing
temperature and precipitation patterns projected to occur with climate change could
increase the current range of epidemic malaria in Africa [6]. Development of closer col-
laboration between public health and meteorological agencies is needed in the place-
ment of long-term monitoring stations to ensure that prevention activities are
proactively implemented.

The precise modifications needed to public health policies will depend on factors
such as:

• the health outcome;
• the expected severity of the climate impact;
• the location;
• the timing of when the impact is likely to occur;
• the effectiveness of measures in place to cope with the impact;
• other stressors that could increase or decrease resilience to impacts;
• the capacity of the population to cope with the impact; and
• who is expected to take action.

5. CONCLUSION

Some have argued that the existence of scientific uncertainties precludes policy makers
from taking action today in anticipation of climate change. This is not true. In fact, pol-
icy makers, resource managers, and other stakeholders make decisions every day despite
the existence of uncertainties. The outcomes of these decisions may be affected by climate
change. Or the decisions may foreclose future opportunities to adapt to climate change.

Public health has a long history of effectively intervening to reduce risks to the
health of individuals and communities. The increasing understanding of the ways that
weather and climate variability are likely to change over the coming decades offers an
opportunity to proactively design and implement adaptation strategies, policies, and
measures to reduce projected future burdens of climate sensitive diseases.
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